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1.0 Patent Applications published under Section 42 and Regulation 35. 

1.1 National Application 
 
(21) Application no.: KE/P/2018/3039 (22) Filing Date: 08/11/2018 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01 G 06Q 20/14(2012.01), B 67D 7/10(2010.01) 
(54) Title: MOBILE MONEY OPERATED  LIQUID VENDING MACHINE 
(72) Inventors: PAUL KINAMBUGA KAGUNZA 
(73) Applicant(s): PAUL KINAMBUGA KAGUNZA P.O. BOX 54989-00200, NAIROBI, Kenya  
(57) The present innovation is mobile money liquid vending machine that comprises of a program operated 
microcontroller connected to HMI touch screen with capabilities of communicating and passing commands to 
the microcontroler which responds accordingly.The system receives data inform text messages  from service 
provider of the transactions carried out by clients and stores them in the data storage centre which is later 
executed /acted upon when needed by client.The microcontroller is interfaced with other modules like 
valve,product pump and power monitoring system for checking the power consumption of the entire 
system.The system is done automatically through the program code. 

 
………………………………………….. 
(21) Application no.: KE/P/2020/3611 (22) Filing Date: 27/02/2020 
(30) Priority: 102020000000316  10/01/2020  IT  
(51) Int.Cl.2016.01 B 21B 37/00, B 21B 37/20, B 21B 39/08, B 21B 37/50, B 21B 37/24 
(54) Title: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING FLAT METAL PRODUCTS 
(72) Inventors: MARTINIS, Stefano and BOBIG, Paolo 
(73) Applicant(s): Danieli & C. Officine Meccaniche S.p.A Via Nazionale, 41 - 33042 Buttrio (UD) , Italy  
(74) Agent: COULSON HARNEY ADVOCATES,  
(57)  
Method for the production of flat metal products, in particular coils of strip, in endless and/or semi-endless 
mode, in which a metal product is continuously fed to a rolling mill consisting overall of at least 4 stands, in 
which the rolling stands are, in sequence, roughing stands (l8a, 18b, 18c), and finishing stands (21 a, 21 b, 21 
c, 21 d, 21 e), wherein it is provided to perform a flying gauge change, namely a change of thickness without 
interrupting the rolling process, of the metal product exiting from the rolling mill. At least the rotation speed 
of the rollers of the first stand (l8a) of the rolling mill and their gap are not modified during the flying gauge 
change of the strip. The transition from the current thickness to the subsequent thickness occurs by applying a 
new set-up of parameters, for example gap between the rollers, speed of the rollers and inter-stand tension, 
to all the rolling stands involved in the flying gauge change. The number 'of stands involved in the flying gauge 
change, starting from the last stand (21 e) of the finishing stands, is obtained taking into account the 
distribution of the rolling force of each stand, so that the new distribution of forces due to the 
thickness change does not cause the value of the rolling force of any stand whatsoever to exit from an 
acceptable tolerance range. 

……………………………………….. 

(21) Application no.: KE/P/2023/4394 (22) Filing Date: 26/01/2023 
(30) Priority:   
(51) Int.Cl.  
(54) Title: PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING MULTILEVEL NUTRIENT CONTENT ORGANO-MINERAL FERTILIZERS 
(72) Inventors: ADRIEN NTIGACIKA; SIMON NTIRAMPEBA; VICTOR NDENDAZI; ELIAS NIYONGABO; SYLDIE 
BIZIMANA; CYRILLE HICINTUKA; SALVATOR KABONEKA and GEDEON 
(73) Applicant(s): STEEL ITRACOM LIMITED P. O. BOX 4846-00100 NAIROBI, Kenya  
(74) Agent: KIETI LAW LLP,  
(57)  
The present invention discloses a novel process of manufacturing multilevel nutrient content organo-mineral 
fertilizers comprising a plurality of steps including mixing high-quality organic matter powder and mineral 
matter as raw material by automatic dosing of the quantities. The resulting grains are dried in the dryer at a 
temperature of between 200 DC and 450 DC and then cooled in the cooler. Also disclosed is a multi level 
nutrient content organo-mineral fertilizer, comprising at least an organic raw material; and at least a mineral 
matter, the organic raw material further comprises the organic powder obtained in an organic unit; a plurality 
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of formulations such as formula I that comprises: 9%N, 22% P20S, 4% K20, 13% CaO and 2% MgO as the basal 
organo-mineral fertilizer for yield foundation. 

P. O. BOX 22602-000505, 2ND FLR CVS PLAZA KASUKU ROAD OFF LENANA ROAD KILIMANI, NAIROBI 
………………………………………….. 
 
(21) Application no.: KE/P/2023/4394 (22) Filing Date: 26/01/2023 
(30) Priority:   
(51) Int.Cl.  
(54) Title: PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING MULTILEVEL NUTRIENT CONTENT ORGANO-MINERAL FERTILIZERS 
(72) Inventors: ADRIEN NTIGACIKA; SIMON NTIRAMPEBA; VICTOR NDENDAZI; ELIAS NIYONGABO; SYLDIE 
BIZIMANA; CYRILLE HICINTUKA; SALVATOR KABONEKA and GEDEON 
(73) Applicant(s): STEEL ITRACOM LIMITED P. O. BOX 4846-00100 NAIROBI, Kenya  
(74) Agent: KIETI LAW LLP,  
(57)  
The present invention discloses a novel process of manufacturing multilevel nutrient content organo-mineral 
fertilizers comprising a plurality of steps including mixing high-quality organic matter powder and mineral 
matter as raw material by automatic dosing of the quantities. The resulting grains are dried in the dryer at a 
temperature of between 200 DC and 450 DC and then cooled in the cooler. Also disclosed is a multi level 
nutrient content organo-mineral fertilizer, comprising at least an organic raw material; and at least a mineral 
matter, the organic raw material further comprises the organic powder obtained in an organic unit; a plurality 
of formulations such as formula I that comprises: 9%N, 22% P20S, 4% K20, 13% CaO and 2% MgO as the basal 
organo-mineral fertilizer for yield foundation. 

P. O. BOX 22602-000505, 2ND FLR CVS PLAZA KASUKU ROAD OFF LENANA ROAD KILIMANI, NAIROBI 
………………………………………….. 
 
1.2   PCT National Phase Applications 

 

2.0  Patents Granted under Section 45  

2.1 National Patents 
 
(11): KE 995 (45): 05/10/2023 (21):2021/3844 (22):06/12/2019 (30):1851530-4  07/12/2018  SE  
(73): H & M HENNES & MAURITZ (FAR EAST) LTD. of  20-22 Floor, Tower 6, China Hong Kong City, 33 Canton 
Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong Kowloon Hong Kong, China (72):  Rakesh Ranjan (74): MUTHONI 
ADVOCATES P. O. BOX 28397-00200, NAIROBI(54): CAPACITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND METHODS FOR 
SUPPORTING SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION OF GARMENT 
(51) Int.Cl.2016.01: G 06Q 50/04, G 06Q 10/06   
(57): A system, method and a computer application program for determining required production capacity for 
the manufacturing of garment products, comprising: a garment product configuration engine (215) having a 
visual interactive user interface (200), a standard minute value calculator (260). The garment product 
configuration engine (215) with the visual interactive user interface (200) is configured to: form a configured 
product based on received selection commands for selected materials, selected base product and possibly 
selected additional features. The standard minute value calculator (260) is configured to determine a standard 
minute value for the configured product based on a preset standard minute value for the selected base 
product, on a preset standard minute impact value for the selected additional style features and on a 
complexity material sewing level SMV impact rate for the determined complexity material sewing level. An 
estimate of required production capacity for manufacturing the configured garment product based on 
determined standard minute value. 

.............................. 
 
(11): KE 996 (45): 11/10/2023 (21):2021/3948 (22):12/12/2019 (30):62/856,404  03/06/2019  US  
(73): EXELIXIS, INC.  of  1851 Harbor Bay Parkway Alameda, CA 94502 , U.S.A. (72):  DEMORIN, Frenel; SHAH, 
Khalid; SHAKYA, Sagar; WONG, Peter; JOHNSON, Courtney S.; BEVILL, Melanie Janelle and PARENT, Stephan D. 
(74): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi(54): CRYSTALLINE SALT FORMS OF A KINASE 
INHIBITOR 
(51) Int.Cl.2016.01: C 07D 215/233, A 61K 31/47, A 61P 35/00   
(57): The present invention relates to crystalline forms of salts of Compound 1. The invention also relates to 
pharmaceutical compositions comprising the solid crystalline salts of Compound 1. The invention further 
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relates to methods of treating a disease, disorder, or syndrome mediated at least in part by modulating in vivo 
activity of a protein kinase. 

.............................. 
(11) Patent Number: KE 997 date of grant: 26/10/2023 
(21) Application Number: KE/P/2022/3984 (22) Filing Date: 21/01/2022   
(73) Owner(s):  KINYANJUI PETER KARANJA of  P. O. BOX 1073-00217 LIMURU, Kenya   
(72) Inventor(s) KINYANJUI PETER KARANJA 
(74) Agent/address for correspondence:     
(54) Title: HYDROELECTRIC GENERATION OF POWER FROM STAGNANT WATER 
(51) Int.Cl.2016.01: F 03B 17/06, F 03B 17/02  
(57) Abstract:  A hydropower plant for use in any reservoir natural or man-made to generate electric power or 
pumping power. The hydro plant utilizes stagnant water to level running water together with a plurality of 
floaters and a novel system that introduces floaters from below the water bed to the water surface to produce 
enormous mechanical power to drive a generator or pump. The whole system of a plurality of floaters follows 
the Archimedes principle.  

 
 
2.2 ARIPO granted Patents 
 
(11) Patent Number: 3553 date of grant: 18/01/2016 
(21) Application Number: 2013/6979 (22) Filing Date: 12/12/2011   
(30) Priority: 10195657.1 17/12/2010 EP; 11162403.7 14/04/2011 EP and 61/442,445 14/02/2011 US  
(73) Owner(s): Discovery Purchaser Corporation of 1209 Orange Street, Wilmington, County of New Castle, 
19801, Delaware, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P O Box 74 Blantyre, MALAWI 
(54) Title: Composition containing insecticide-wax particles 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 01N 25/04, A 01N 59/14, A 01N 31/14, A 01N 41/10, A 01N 43/22, A 01N 43/56, A 01N 43/90, A 
01N 47/02, A 01N 47/22, A 01N 47/34, A 01N 47/38, A 01N 47/40, A 01N 51/00, A 01N 53/00, A 01N 25/22  
(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to compositions for pest control, more particularly insecticides, to 
a process for preparing them, and to the use of such formulations for sustained control of animal pests 
(arthropods) on various surfaces. The present invention further relates to active ingredient-wax particles in 
which at least one active insecticidal ingredient is dispersed in wax. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4601 date of grant: 22/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2012/6074 (22) Filing Date: 29/06/2010   
(30) Priority: 10 2009 033 071.2 03/07/2009 DE  
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(73) Owner(s): LMB LAB MED BLUTBANK TECHNOLOGIE GMBH of MÃ¶slstrasse 17, 85445 Schwaig, Germany, 
Germany  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: GALLOWAY & COMPANY, P O Box A761 Avondale Harare, Zimbabwe 
(54) Title: Method for plasmapheresis effected by gravity 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61M 1/34  
(57) Abstract: A method for plasmapheresis effected by gravity with the aid of a plasmapheresis device which 
is connected to a vein of a patient and comprises a withdrawal bag for receiving a predetermined blood 
withdrawal quantity of the patient, a hollow fiber filter for separating the blood withdrawal quantity into a 
concentrate of cellular constituents and plasma, and a plasma bag for receiving the plasma separated by the 
hollow fiber filter, includes the steps of: (a) establishing a first flow path between the vein and the withdrawal 
bag in order to transport the predetermined blood withdrawal quantity from the vein into the withdrawal bag; 
(b) blocking the first flow path; (d) establishing a third flow path having the hollow fiber arranged therein from 
the withdrawal bag to the plasma bag in order to transport the plasma separated by the hollow fiber filter 
from the hollow fiber filter to the plasma bag, wherein the withdrawal bag is arranged at a height above the 
hollow fiber filter which is adapted to the pore size of the hollow fiber filter so as to generate a hydrostatic 
pressure. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4606 date of grant: 27/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2012/6242 (22) Filing Date: 20/01/2011   
(30) Priority: 10151239.0 20/01/2010 EP and 61/383,914 17/09/2010 US  
(73) Owner(s): BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM INTERNATIONAL GMBH of Binger Strasse 173, 55216 Ingelheim am 
Rhein, Germany, Germany  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, P O Box 85 Harare ZIMBABWE 
(54) Title: Anticoagulant antidotes 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07K 16/44, A 61K 39/00  
(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to antibody molecules against anticoagulants, in particular 
dabigatran, and their use as antidotes of such anticoagulants. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4679 date of grant: 17/10/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2012/6325 (22) Filing Date: 16/11/2010   
(30) Priority: 61/263,530 23/11/2009 US and 61263,526 23/11/2009 US  
(73) Owner(s): MONSANTO TECHNOLOGY LLC of 800 North Lindbergh Boulevard, Mail Zone E1NA, St. Louis, MO 
63167, United States of America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, P. O. Box 85, Harare, ZIMBABWE 
(54) Title: Transgenic maize event mon 87427 and the relative development scale 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 01H 5/00, C 07H 21/04, C 12Q 1/68  
(57) Abstract: The invention provides transgenic maize event MON 87427 and plants, plant cells, seeds, plant 
parts, and commodity products derived from event MON 87427. The invention also provides nucleotides 
specific for transgenic maize event MON 87427 and plants, plant cells, seeds, plant parts, and commodity 
products comprising nucleotides specific for transgenic maize event MON 87427. The invention also provides 
methods related to transgenic maize event MON 87427 and to the RoundupÂ® Hybridization System (RHS). The 
invention also provides a Relative Development Scale useful for monitoring and determining reproductive 
development in maize that reconciles developmental differences across various maize varieties. This is useful 
for determining the optimal timing of a treatment regimen in which tassel development stage is an important 
factor, including various methods in making hybrid seed. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4573 date of grant: 22/05/2018 
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2013/006729 (22) Filing Date: 29/07/2011   
(30) Priority: 2010903401 30/07/2010 AU  
(73) Owner(s): GLOBALTECH CORPORATION PTY LTD of 1/48 Vinnicombe Drive, Canning Vale, Western Australia 
6155, Australia, Australia  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service:   
(54) Title: Core sample orientation system, device and method 
(51) Int.Cl.: E 21B 47/02, E 21B 25/16  
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(57) Abstract: A core sample orientation system is configured to provide an indication of the orientation of a 
core sample relative to a body of material from which the core has been recovered. A hermetically sealed core 
sample orientation data gathering device (42) is deployable as part of a downhole core sample assembly, the 
device including communication means arranged to communicate obtained core sample orientation data to a 
remote orientation data indication display device (60) having an orientation data display. The data gathering 
device can have visual indicators (74, 76), such as LED lights, which may light a reflector (86) to emit the 
indicating light through one or more apertures (84) in a sidewall of the assembly. Also disclosed is a method of 
obtaining core sample orientation data includes deploying a core sample orientation data gathering device as 
part of a core sample gathering system, obtaining a core sample from a subsurface body of material using the 
orientation data gathering device, using the orientation data gathering device to determine the orientation of 
the core sample relative to the subsurface body of material, and using a remote communication device to 
obtain from said orientation data gathering device data relating to the orientation of the core sample 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4607 date of grant: 29/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2013/7007 (22) Filing Date: 11/01/2012   
(30) Priority: 11450001.0 13/01/2011 EP  
(73) Owner(s): NOVOMATIC AG of Wiener Strasse 158, A-2352, Gumpoldskirchen, Austria, Austria  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P O Box 74 Blantyre MALAWI 
(54) Title: Method and system for paying out credit by means of game machines 
(51) Int.Cl.: G 07F 17/32  
(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a procedure regarding the pay-out of credit via a system comprising a 
server and a number of automatic gaming machines connected with the server and operable by a player. It is 
foreseen that at least one automatic gaming machine features a game unit and a pay-out unit actuable by a 
player for the pay-out of a credit in the form of confirmation tickets or storage mediums, wherein the game 
unit with the presence of a credit facilitates the execution of a game, and wherein the presence of a credit 
and actuation of the pay-out unit transfers a dataset to the server, wherein the dataset contains the amount of 
credit, wherein the dataset is stored upon receipt by the server and in the event of a successful storage a 
release dataset is returned to the automatic gaming machine, wherein after the receipt of the release dataset 
at the respective automatic gaming machine a confirmation ticket is made available and forwarded to the 
server, wherein the dataset of the server is kept available for print-out 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4642 date of grant: 23/08/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2013/7063 (22) Filing Date: 31/01/2011   
(30) Priority:  
(73) Owner(s): INFOSYS LIMITED of Plot No.44, Electronics City, Hosur Road, Bangalore, 560 100, Karnataka, 
India, India  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P O Box 74 Blantyre MALAWI 
(54) Title: Method and system for providing electronic notification 
(51) Int.Cl.: G 06Q 30/00  
(57) Abstract: A system and method for generating an alert mechanism corresponding to an organizational 
process, comprising one or more core systems is provided. The method includes identifying one or more events 
corresponding to the organizational process from one or more databases. The method further includes scanning 
operations and properties associated with and recorded against each object. Input and output parameters 
associated with each operation are determined and recorded. Thereafter, a plurality of alert messages are 
registered using one or more alert message categories and associated input and output parameters. The system 
of the present invention is configured to accept subscriptions from one or more customers for receiving alert 
messages. Relevant information for generating alert messages is sent to each core system of the organizational 
process and alert messages are then generated based on registration and subscription information. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4608 date of grant: 29/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2013/7117 (22) Filing Date: 22/02/2012   
(30) Priority: 61/445,885 23/02/2011 US  
(73) Owner(s): VISA INTERNATIONAL SERVICE ASSOCIATION of P.O. Box 8999, San Francisco, California 94128, 
United States of America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ROLAND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANTS, 3 Maritz Street, Windhoek, P 
O Box 91198, WINDHOEK Namibia 
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(54) Title: System and method including referral processing 
(51) Int.Cl.: G 06Q 40/02, G 06Q 20/28  
(57) Abstract: A system and method to enable an account owner, such as a user of a pre-paid card, to invite 
another person to become a user of a pre-paid card. The present account owner may find a person to "invite" 
based on the account owner's email, contact list, social network contacts, or another suitable source of data. 
If the person receiving the invitation applies for and opens a pre-paid account, then the person sending the 
invitation may receive an award or reward. In some cases, the person receiving the invitation may also receive 
an award or reward. The amount of the award or reward may depend on one or more factors, including the 
number of times the new account owner loads their pre-paid card, the number of transactions that the new 
account owner conducts using the prepaid card, etc. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4609 date of grant: 29/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2013/7211 (22) Filing Date: 30/03/2012   
(30) Priority: 2011901257 05/04/2011 AU  
(73) Owner(s): MY LIFE IT (AUST) PTY LTD of 25 Canterbury Road, Blackburn, Victoria 3130, Australia, Australia  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ROLAND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANTS, 3 Maritz Street, Windhoek, P 
O Box 91198, WINDHOEK Namibia 
(54) Title: Financial transaction system and methods 
(51) Int.Cl.: G 06Q 20/38  
(57) Abstract: A computer-implemented method for facilitating the transfer of funds from a sending account to 
a receiving account, the method including the steps of: receiving first data from a first device, the first data 
including: first transaction data representing a first portion of information required to transfer the funds; and 
second device identification data uniquely identifying a second device; transmitting request data to the second 
device identified by the second device identification data, at least a portion of the request data being derived 
from the first data; receiving from the second device second transaction data representing a second portion of 
the information required to transfer the funds; and generating combined transaction data from the first 
transaction data and second transaction data for subsequent transmission to a transaction processor. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4626 date of grant: 13/08/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2013/7235 (22) Filing Date: 11/05/2012   
(30) Priority: 61/485,876 13/05/2011 US  
(73) Owner(s): MONSANTO TECHNOLOGY LLC of 800 North Lindbergh Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63167, Missouri, 
United States of America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, P O Box 85 Harare ZIMBABWE 
(54) Title: Plant regulatory elements and uses thereof 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 01H 5/00, C 12N 15/82, C 12N 15/29  
(57) Abstract: The invention provides DNA molecules and constructs, including their nucleotide sequences, 
useful for modulating gene expresion in plants and plants cells. Transgenic plants, plant cells, plant parts, 
seeds, and commodity products comprising the DNA molecules operably linked to heterologous transcribable 
polynucleotides are also provided, as are methods of their use. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4452 date of grant: 28/01/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2013/7259 (22) Filing Date: 21/05/2012   
(30) Priority: 61/488,660 20/05/2011 US  
(73) Owner(s): H. Lundbeck A/S. of Ottiliavej 9, DK 2500 Valby, Denmark  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20 R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield Maputo, Mozambique 
(54) Title: Anti-CGRP compositions and use thereof 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07K 16/28, C 12N 15/13, A 61K 39/395, A 61P 35/00  
(57) Abstract: The present Invention is directed to antibodies mid fragments thereof having binding specificity 
for CGKP. Another embodiment of this invention relates to the antibodies described herein, and binding 
fragments thereof, comprising the sequences of the VI, VII, and CDR polypeptides described herein, and the 
polynucleotides encoding them. The invention also contemplates conjugates of anti-CGRI' antibodies and 
binding fragments thereof conjugated to one or more functional or detectable moieties. The invention also 
contemplates methods of making said anti--CGRP antibodies and binding fragments thereof. Embodiments of 
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the invention also pertain to the use of anti-CGRP antibodies, and binding fragments thereof, for the diagnosis, 
assessment and treatment of diseases and disorders associated with CGRP, 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4306 date of grant: 22/09/2017 
(21) Application Number: 2013/7296 (22) Filing Date: 01/09/2011   
(30) Priority: 2011-111809 18/05/2011 JP  
(73) Owner(s): SEABELL CO., LTD. of 5-1-3 Nishiikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo, 171-0021, Japan  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: GALLOWAY & COMPANY, P. O. Box A761, Avondale, Harare, Zimbabwe 
(54) Title: Hydraulic power generating apparatus 
(51) Int.Cl.: F 03B 1/00, F 03B 7/00, F 03B 15/14, F 03B 11/00  
(57) Abstract: The present invention provides a hydraulic power generating apparatus capable of adjusting a 
water level at the upstream side and supplying a stable power generation amount with easy maintenance. The 
hydraulic power generating apparatus 1 of the present invention includes a water collecting plate 6 which 
collects water into a water inflow opening 8 while intercepting and accumulating water flowing through a 
waterway, and a movable gate 5 which is capable of changing flow cross-sectional area of water flow acting to 
the top ends of rotor blades 33 of a vertical axis turbine 3 as inflowing from the water inflow opening 8. Here, 
owing to changing of flow cross-sectional area with opening and closing of the movable gate 5, a flow rate can 
be adjusted by changing a water level at the upstream side and opening area of an orifice hole and operation 
of the rotor blades 33 can be stopped by blocking water passing toward the vertical axis turbine 3. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4610 date of grant: 29/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2013/7315 (22) Filing Date: 06/07/2012   
(30) Priority: 2011/04980 07/07/2011 ZA  
(73) Owner(s): MACLAREN-TAYLOR Andrew Keith of A304 Sandhurst Gardens, Fredman Drive, Sandton, 
Johannesburg, South Africa, South Africa  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, P O Box 85 Harare ZIMBABWE 
(54) Title: A mounting system 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 47K 10/10  
(57) Abstract: The invention provides a mounting system for a wall mounted acces-sory which includes a first 
component (12), which is attachable to a wall (13), having a spigot (30), and a second component (14), to 
which the accessory (16) is attached, which has a tubular element (20) and a clamping means (22) which 
projects into an interior of the tubular element, which has, at one end, a clamp head (46) and which is 
actuatable, when the tubular element is passed over the spigot (30) and the spigot (30) is located between the 
clamp head (46) of the clamping means and an inner wall (72) of the tubular member, to draw the clamp head 
(46) into abutment with the spigot to clamp the spigot between the clamp head and the inner wall. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4587 date of grant: 23/06/2018 
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2014/007347 (22) Filing Date: 06/06/2012   
(30) Priority: 2011/04168 06/06/2011 ZA  
(73) Owner(s): SEEKOLA Desmond Laurence of 70 Leo Avenue, Woodhurst Chatsworth 4092, Kwazulu-Natal, 
South Africa, South Africa  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service:  
(54) Title: Meter reading 
(51) Int.Cl.: G 01D 4/00  
(57) Abstract: This invention relates to a method and reader system for reading a mechanically variable 
display, particularly those provided with a meter, as well as to a metering system and a meter for measuring a 
commodity. In particular, the invention relates to a method and reader system for electronically reading a 
variable display comprising one or more mechanically variable display elements variably displaying one or more 
machine readable code/s which involves receiving reading data from an optical reader device, the reading 
data comprising at least an electrical signal, or information associated therewith, associated with at least one 
machine readable code read by the optical reader device; and processing the received reading data to 
determine a reading or character string associated displayed by, or associated with, the variable display. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4630 date of grant: 14/08/2018 
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2014/007363 (22) Filing Date:  09/07/2012  
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(30) Priority: 13/539,843 02/07/2012 US and 61/506,434 11/07/2011 US  
(73) Owner(s): MEDICINES360 of 353 Sacramento Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, 94111, California, United 
States of America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service:  
(54) Title: Intrauterine systems, IUD insertion devices, and related methods and kits therefor 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61B 17/34, A 61B 17/42, A 61F 6/14, A 61F 6/18  
(57) Abstract: The present disclosure is related to an intrauterine system (insertion device) including an 
intrauterine device (IUD), an insertion device or applicator for inserting the IUD into the cervix of a female 
patient, methods related to the insertion procedure, and methods of manufacture for the insertion device. 
 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4618 date of grant: 05/08/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2014/7476 (22) Filing Date: 15/08/2012   
(30) Priority: 2011903257 15/08/2011 AU  
(73) Owner(s): GLOBALTECH CORPORATION PTY LTD of 1/48 Vinnicombe Drive, Canning Vale, Western Australia 
6155, Australia, Australia  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: GALLOWAY & COMPANY, Baronage House, 24 Lanark Road Belgravia, Avondale, 
Harare Zimbabwe 
(54) Title: Optical device for use with downhole equipment 
(51) Int.Cl.: E 21B 47/135, E 21B 47/113  
(57) Abstract: An optical device 32 transfers an optical signal to or from an electronics unit 30 used in relation 
to downhole equipment of a drilling operation. The device includes a body 38 and an optical signal direction or 
light path altering means 40, the body having a light path arranged to allow the optical signal from a light 
source 16, 18 associated with the electronics unit to pass to the optical signal direction altering means, the 
optical signal direction altering means arranged to cause the optical signal to change direction of travel within 
the body of the optical device. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4631 date of grant: 15/08/2018 
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2014/007483 (22) Filing Date: 07/09/2012   
(30) Priority: 61/531,820 07/09/2011 US and 61/536,929 20/09/2011 US  
(73) Owner(s): X-CHEM, INC. of 100 Beaver Street, Suite 101, Waltham, Massachusetts 02453, United States of 
America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ,  
(54) Title: Methods for tagging DNA-encoded libraries 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 40B 50/16, C 40B 50/14  
(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to oligonucleotide-encoded libraries and methods of tagging such 
libraries. In particular, the methods and oligonucleotides can include one or more 2 '-substituted nucleotides, 
such as 2'-O-methyl or 2'-fluoro nucleotides, and other conditions or reagents to enhance enzyme ligation or 
one or more chemical functionalities to support chemical ligation. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4619 date of grant: 05/08/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2014/7643 (22) Filing Date: 18/10/2012   
(30) Priority: 1117901.7 18/10/2011 GB  
(73) Owner(s): STICHTING MAPCODE FOUNDATION of Herengracht 514, NL-1017 CC Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands, The Netherlands  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P O Box 74 Blantyre MALAWI 
(54) Title: Methods and apparatus for identifying geographic locations 
(51) Int.Cl.: G 01C 21/32, G 06F 17/30, G 09B 29/00  
(57) Abstract: Embodiments of the present invention provide a computer-implemented method for assigning 
identifiers to geographic locations within digital map data, comprising selecting a region within the map data, 
dividing the region into a first plurality of cells each uniquely addressable by an identifier of a first length, 
selecting a portion of the region and dividing the portion into a second plurality of cells each uniquely 
addressable by an identifier of a second length, wherein the second length is shorter length than the first 
length and a geographic location within the portion of the region may be uniquely identified by an identifier of 
the first length and an identifier of the second length. 
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.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4589 date of grant: 10/06/2018 
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2014/007762 (22) Filing Date: 15/01/2013    
(30) Priority: 61/587,280 17/01/2012 US  
(73) Owner(s): NOVARTIS AG of Lichtstrasse 35, CH-4056 Basel, Switzerland, Switzerland  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service:  
(54) Title: New forms and salts of a dihydropyrrolo[1,2C]imidazolyl aldosterone synthase or aromatase inhibitor 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 01D 487/04, A 61K 31/407, A 61P 5/38  
(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a phosphate salt or a nitrate salt of 4-(R)-6, 7-dihydro-5H-pyrrolo[1,2-
c]imidazol-5-yl-3-fluoro-benzonitrile, especially in crystalline form, and specific forms of these salts, as well as 
related invention embodiments. The salts and salt forms allow for the prophylactic and/or therapeutic 
treatment of aldosterone synthase and/or aromatase mediated diseases or disorders. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4632 date of grant: 15/08/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2014/7769 (22) Filing Date: 10/12/2012   
(30) Priority: 201110405775.3 08/12/2011 CN  
(73) Owner(s): PROTEIN DESIGN LAB, LTD. of East 1000 Meters, Qianshajiancun, Sujiatuozhen, Haidian District, 
Beijing 100095, Peoples Republic of China, China  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P O Box 74 Blantyre MALAWI 
(54) Title: Novel antibiotic preparation method and platform system based on same 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07K 19/00, C 12N 15/63, C 12N 15/62, A 61K 39/395, A 61P 31/00  
(57) Abstract: Provided are a novel antibiotic preparation method and platform system based on the method, 
belonging to a novel drug development method. The method is based on a fixed structural formula: F-R, 
wherein F is an effect area, and R is an identification area. At the prior art level, the present invention can 
quickly develop a specific novel antibiotic for most pathogenic microorganisms or biological cells. Also 
provided is a platform for implementing the method, ensuring that the novel antibiotic is developed in an 
efficient streamlined process. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4568 date of grant: 15/05/2018  
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2014/007776 (22) Filing Date: 21/12/2012    
(30) Priority: 61/579,902 23/12/2011 US  
(73) Owner(s): THE UNIVESITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO of The Gordon Morganson Building, Suite 105, 100 Collip 
Circle, London, N6G 4X8 ON, Canada, Canada  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service:  
(54) Title: Vesicular stomatitis virus for prime boost vaccines 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07K 14/145, C 12N 15/47, C 12N 7/01, A 61K 39/295, A 61K 39/205, A 61P 31/14, A 61P 37/04  
(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) matrix (M) protein mutants. One 
mutant M protein includes a glycine changed to a glutamic acid at position (21), a leucine changed to a 
phenylalanine at position (111) and a methionine changed to an arginine at position (51). Another M protein 
mutant includes a glycine changed to a glutamic acid at position (22) and a methionine changed to an arginine 
at positions (48) and (51). Yet another VSV M protein mutant includes a glycine changed to a glutamic acid at 
position (22), a leucine changed to a phenylalanine at position (110) and a methionine changed to an arginine 
at positions (48) and (51). The present invention is directed also to recombinant VSVs (rVSV) having these M 
mutants and to vaccines based on the rVSV having the M mutants of the present invention. These new rVSVs 
having the mutant M were significantly attenuated and lost virulence, including neurovirulence, and are 
capable of inducing an immune responses against an antigen of interest. In addition, a rVSV serotype Indiana 
having the first described M mutant is capable of efficient replication at 31Â°C, and of poor replication or 
incapable of replication at about 37Â°C or higher. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4603 date of grant: 24/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2014/7864 (22) Filing Date: 15/02/2013   
(30) Priority: 61/599,746 16/02/2012 US  
(73) Owner(s): VLP THERAPEUTICS, LLC of 1209 Orange Street, Wilmington, 19801, Delaware, United States of 
America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
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(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P O Box 74 Blantyre MALAWI 
(54) Title: Virus like particle composition 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07K 14/525, C 07K 19/00, C 07K 14/705, C 07K 14/18, C 12N 15/09, C 12P 21/08, A 61K 39/00, A 
61P 37/00, A 61P 35/00  
(57) Abstract: The present invention provides a particle comprising a polypeptide and at least one antigen, and 
a composition comprising thereof. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4578 date of grant: 22/05/2018 
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2014/007874 (22) Filing Date: 31/01/2013   
(30) Priority: 61/595,463 06/02/2012 US  
(73) Owner(s): MERIAL LIMITED of 3239 Satellite Blvd., Duluth, GA 30096, United States of America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service:  
(54) Title: Parasiticidal oral veterinary compositions comprising systemetically - acting active agents, methods 
and uses thereof 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61K 31/422, A 61P 33/00  
(57) Abstract: This invention relates to oral veterinary compositions for combating ectoparasites and 
endoparasites in animals, comprising at least one systemically-acting active agent in combination with a 
pharmaceutically acceptable carrier. This invention also provides for improved methods for eradicating, 
controlling, and preventing parasite infections and infestations in an animal comprising administering the 
compositions of the invention to the animal in need thereof. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4604 date of grant: 24/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2014/7886 (22) Filing Date: 01/02/2013   
(30) Priority: 61/593,555 01/02/2012 US and 61/625,222 17/04/2012 US  
(73) Owner(s): Dow AgroSciences LLC of 9330 Zionsville Road, Indianapolis, Indiana 46268, United States of 
America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P O Box 74 Blantyre MALAWI 
(54) Title: Synthetic chloroplast transit peptides 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 01H 5/00, C 07K 19/00, C 12N 15/63, C 12N 15/62, C 12N 15/82, C 12N 15/29  
(57) Abstract: This disclosure concerns compositions and methods for targeting peptides, polypeptides, and 
proteins to plastids of plastid-containing cells. In some embodiments, the disclosure concerns chloroplast 
transit peptides that may direct a polypeptide to a plastid, and nucleic acid molecules encoding the same. In 
some embodiments, the disclosure concerns methods for producing a transgenic plant material (e.g., a 
transgenic plant) comprising a chloroplast transit peptide, as well as plant materials produced by such 
methods, and plant commodity products produced therefrom. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4605 date of grant: 24/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2014/7887 (22) Filing Date: 01/02/2013   
(30) Priority: 61/593.555 01/02/2012 US and 61/625,222 17/04/2012 US  
(73) Owner(s): Dow AgroSciences LLC of 9330 Zionsville Road, Indianapolis, 46268 Indiana, United States of 
America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P O Box 74 Blantyre MALAWI 
(54) Title: Glyphosate resistant plants and associated methods 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 01H 5/00, C 12N 15/63, C 12N 15/82, C 12N 15/29  
(57) Abstract: The present disclosure relates to certain polypeptides derived from prokaryotic DOT enzymes, 
and nucleic acids useful in encoding the same. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4611 date of grant: 29/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2014/7895 (22) Filing Date: 01/02/2013   
(30) Priority: 61/593,555 01/02/2012 US and 61/625,222 17/04/2012 US  
(73) Owner(s): Dow AgroSciences LLC of 9330 Zionsville Road, Indianapolis, Indiana 46268, United States of 
America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P O Box 74 Blantyre MALAWI 
(54) Title: Synthetic brassica-derived chloroplast transit peptides 
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(51) Int.Cl.: A 01H 5/00, C 07K 19/00, C 12N 15/62, C 12N 15/82, C 12N 15/29  
(57) Abstract: This disclosure concerns compositions and methods for targeting peptides, polypeptides, and 
proteins to plastids of plastid-containing cells. In some embodiments, the disclosure concerns chloroplast 
transit peptides that may direct a polypeptide to a plastid, and nucleic acid molecules encoding the same, hi 
some embodiments, the disclosure concerns methods for producing a transgenic plant material (e.g., a 
transgenic plant) comprising a chloroplast transit peptide, as well as plant materials produced by such 
methods, and plant commodity products produced therefrom. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4612 date of grant: 29/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2014/7943 (22) Filing Date: 19/03/2013   
(30) Priority: 13/721,988 20/12/2012 US and 61/613,836 21/03/2012 US  
(73) Owner(s): Alios BioPharma, Inc. of 260 E. Grand Avenue, 2nd Floor, South San Francisco, 94080 CA, United 
States of America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, P O Box 85, Harare, ZIMBABWE 
(54) Title: Substituted nucleosides, nucleotides and analogs thereof 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61K 31/7068, A 61K 31/708, A 61K 31/7076, A 61K 31/7072  
(57) Abstract: Disclosed herein are nucleosides, nucleotides and analogs thereof, pharmaceutical compositions 
that include one or more of nucleosides, nucleotides and analogs thereof, and methods of synthesizing the 
same. Also disclosed herein are methods of ameliorating and/or treating a disease and/or a condition, 
including an infection from a paramyxovirus and/or an orthomyxovirus, with a nucleoside, a nucleotide and an 
analog thereof. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4620 date of grant: 06/08/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2014/8002 (22) Filing Date: 16/04/2013   
(30) Priority: 61/636,302 20/04/2012 US and 61/768,747 25/02/2013 US  
(73) Owner(s): ELI LILLY AND COMPANY of Lilly Corporate Center, Indianapolis, 46285 IN, United States of 
America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20 R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield Maputo, Mozambique 
(54) Title: Anti-baff-anti-IL-17 bispecific antibodies 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07K 16/24, C 07K 16/46, C 07K 16/28  
(57) Abstract: Bispecific antibodies are provided that specifically bind B-cell Activating Factor of the TNF 
Family (BAFF) and In-terleukin-17A (IL-17) and are characterized as having high affinity and strong neutralizing 
properties to both BAFF and IL-17. The bispecific antibodies of the invention are expected to be useful in 
treating Lupus Nephritis (LN), Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE), Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA), Psoriasis (Ps), 
Ankylosing Spondylitis (AS), Psoriatic Arthritis (PA), primary SjÃgren's Syndrome (pSS), or Multiple Myeloma 
(MM). 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4648 date of grant: 21/08/2018 
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2014/008034 (22) Filing Date: 29/03/2013   
(30) Priority: BE2012/0216 30/03/2012 BE  
(73) Owner(s): VANDENBEMPT PATENT CV of Wingepark 5a, B-3110 Rotselaar, Belgium, Belgium  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: 
(54) Title: Building block, as well as an insert piece to be applied in such a building block 
(51) Int.Cl.: E 04B 2/18  
(57) Abstract: Building block (2) formed of a body (19) in which are inserted one or several insert pieces (1), 
whereby a first and a complementary second coupling pan (28, 29) are mainly formed of the one or several 
synthetic insert pieces (1) so as to be able to couple such building blocks (2) to one another, and whereby the 
first coupling part (28) and the second coupling pan (29) are complementary in such a way that, after the 
adjacent building blocks (2) have been coupled, the coupled building blocks (2) concerned are coupled to one 
another in an immobile manner by making the coupling means (27) concerned work in conjunction with one 
another. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4398 date of grant: 21/11/2017 
(21) Application Number: 2014/8101 (22) Filing Date: 14/05/2013   
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(30) Priority: 12168250.4 16/05/2012 EP  
(73) Owner(s): Discovery Purchaser Corporation of 1209 Orange Street, Wilmington, County of New Castle, 
19801, Delaware, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique 
(54) Title: Insecticidal water-in-oil (W/O) formulation 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 01N 25/04, A 01N 25/18, A 01N 53/00, A 01N 25/34, A 01N 25/20  
(57) Abstract: The invention relates to an insecticidal water-in-oil (W/O) formulation with at least one 
insecticidal active substance and at least one burning salt and to the preparation of this formulation. The 
formulation according to the invention is particularly suitable for the treatment of suitable supports, in 
particular of paper supports, in an economical one-step process with the aid of conventional application 
processes. In addition, the present invention relates to insecticidal, smoulderable products which are prepared 
by treating a support with the formulation according to the invention. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4636 date of grant: 19/08/2023 
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2014/008170 (22) Filing Date: 24/06/2013  
(30) Priority: 2012/04842 28/06/2012 ZA  
(73) Owner(s): CONTOUR TECHNOLOGY (PTY) LTD of 2 Caefron Avenue, Westville, Durban 4092, Kwazulu-Natal, 
South Africa, South Africa  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service:  
(54) Title: Automated transaction system 
(51) Int.Cl.: G 06Q 20/38  
(57) Abstract: This invention relates to an automated transaction system, a method of operating the same, and 
to a method and system for vending a token for a prepaid service. The system essentially comprises a database 
storing rules to be applied by the system to financial transactions and a processor to direct operation of the 
system. In particular, the processor is operable to receive, in a real-time or near real-time, deposit data 
indicative of a deposit of a financial value made into a bank account held at a bank for a financial transaction 
for the purchase of goods and/or services. The processor is further configured to process the financial 
transaction requested and apply one or more stored rules to the processing of the determined requested 
transaction. The financial transaction may be for the purchase of tokens for a pre-paid service such as the 
provision of a commodity, e.g., electricity. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4641 date of grant: 22/08/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2015/8203 (22) Filing Date: 08/08/2013   
(30) Priority: 61/681,684 08/10/2012 US  
(73) Owner(s): BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM INTERNATIONAL GMBH of Binger Strasse 173, 55216 Ingelheim am 
Rhein, Germany, Germany  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, P O Box 85 Harare ZIMBABWE 
(54) Title: Heteroaromatic compounds as bruton's tyrosine kinase (BTK) inhibitors 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07D 401/06, C 07D 413/14, C 07D 231/38, C 07D 277/56, C 07D 401/04, C 07D 417/06, C 07D 
401/14, C 07D 403/02, C 07D 403/04, A 61P 19/00, A 61P 11/00  
(57) Abstract: The present invention encompasses compounds of the formula (I) wherein the groups A, Cy, XI 
and Y are defined herein, which are suitable for the treatment of diseases related to BTK , process of making, 
pharmaceutical preparations which contain compounds and their methods of use. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4646 date of grant: 28/08/2018 
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2015/008215 (22) Filing Date: 12/07/2013   
(30) Priority: 13/938,262 07/10/2013 US and 61/741,763 17/07/2012 US  
(73) Owner(s): ALTIGREEN PROPULSION LABS PRIVATE LIMITED of 70/1 Sarakki Lake, 100 Ft Ring Road, 
Konanakunte, JP Nagar 6th Phase, Bangalore 560078, India, India  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: 
(54) Title: A dual-structured electric drive and power system for hybrid vehicles 
(51) Int.Cl.: B 60K 1/02  
(57) Abstract: Disclosed in the present invention is a dual-structured power output apparatus of an electric 
drive and power system that provides a means for outputting both mechanical power and electrical power. It 
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comprises dual motor/generators having two stator assemblies, two rotor assemblies and a power transmission 
unit all integrated into a single housing for easy mounting. The power transmission unit is disposed adjacent to 
the two motor/generators and coupled on both ends to rotating shafts mechanically linked to the rotor 
assemblies such that they are rotatable relative to each other. It function is to change the rotational speed 
and torque of at least one of the rotors in order to reduce weight and physical size of the apparatus, and thus 
significantly improving the power density and capability. The structure of the apparatus is well-suited to 
improve the performance and fuel efficiency of the prior art hybrid powertrain. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4623 date of grant: 07/08/2018 
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2015/008231 (22) Filing Date: 03/09/2013   
(30) Priority: 61/697,899 07/09/2012 US  
(73) Owner(s): BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM INTERNATIONAL GMBH of Binger Strasse 173, 55216 Ingelheim am 
Rhein, Germany, Germany  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: 
(54) Title: Alkoxy pyrazoles as soluble guanylate cyclase activators 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07D 401/14, A 61K 31/4439, A 61P 9/00, A 61P 3/00, A 61P 13/00, A 61P 25/00  
(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to compounds of formula (I): and pharmaceutically acceptable 
salts thereof, wherein RÂ¹, RÂ², RÂ³, Râ¿´, Râ¿µ, Râ¿¶ and Râ¿· are as defined herein. The invention also 
relates to pharmaceutical compositions comprising these compounds, methods of using these compounds in the 
treatment of various diseases and disorders, processes for preparing these compounds and intermediates useful 
in these processes. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4581 date of grant: 22/05/2018 
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2015/008247 (22) Filing Date:    
(30) Priority: 13/572,404 10/08/2012 US and 13/787,012 06/03/2013 US  
(73) Owner(s): POWERCAN HOLDING, LLC of 540 E. MCNAB Road, Suite C Pompano Beach, FL 33060, United 
States of America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service:  
(54) Title: Resealable beverage containers and methods of making same 
(51) Int.Cl.: B 21D 51/38, B 65D 39/10, B 65D 41/28, B 65D 17/34  
(57) Abstract: A resealable beverage container includes a cap that moves between storage, opening, removal 
and resealing positions. Ramps are used to enhance an opening force generally delivered by the engagement 
between the socket and the cap. An elastomeric sealing element is disposed between the cap and the socket 
so that when the cap is in the fully seated or sealed position, an airtight or at least substantially airtight seal is 
created to prevent the contents of the container from leaking out. Further enhancements are disclosed that 
include a score line structure in the socket bottom wall that facilitates a predictable and repeatable opening 
of the container along the score line. A grip is provided that includes a gap or space into which a coin or other 
implement can be inserted to allow the consumer a better grip to provide adequate opening force. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4600 date of grant: 19/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2015/8391 (22) Filing Date: 26/09/2013   
(30) Priority: 1259197 28/09/2012 FR  
(73) Owner(s): ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL of 147, rue de Paris, 94220, Charenton le Pont, France, France  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P O Box 74 Blantyre MALAWI 
(54) Title: METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING AN OPHTHALMIC LENS COMPRISING A MARKING STEP FOR PRODUCING 
PERMANENT TECHNICAL MARKS ON SAID OPHTHALMIC LENS 
(51) Int.Cl.: B 29C 67/00, B 29D 11/00  
(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a method for manufacturing an ophthalmic lens (12), comprising a 
marking step for producing permanent technical marks (24) on said lens, which comprises a body (29), a first 
surface (20) and a second surface (28) opposite said first surface (20); the step of additive manufacturing (110-
112) of said body and said first and second surfaces, by depositing a plurality of first predetermined volume 
elements of a first material having a first complex index of refraction (35), in order to obtain first and second 
optical surfaces, respectively, of the first and second surfaces; and the step of additive manufacturing (113) of 
said marks by depositing, during said deposition of a plurality of said first volume elements of said first 
material, at least one second predetermined volume element of a second material having a second complex 
index of refraction (30) other than said first complex index of refraction of said first material. 
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.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4301 date of grant: 14/09/2017 
(21) Application Number: 2015/8416 (22) Filing Date: 21/11/2013   
(30) Priority: 12194056.3 23/11/2012 EP  
(73) Owner(s): Discovery Purchaser Corporation of 1209 Orange Street, Wilmington, County of New Castle, 
19801, Delaware, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: CronjÃ© & Co., 1 Charles Cathral Street, Olympia Windhoek, Namibia 
(54) Title: USE OF A COMPOUND COMPRISING A POLYFLUOROBENZYL MOIETY AGAINST INSECTICIDE-RESISTANT 
PESTS 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 01N 53/06, A 01P 7/04  
(57) Abstract: The invention is in the technical field of insect control and relates to the use of a compound 
comprising a polyfluorobenzyl moiety for controlling insecticide-resistant pests such as mosquitoes and bed 
bugs. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4681 date of grant: 26/10/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2015/8505 (22) Filing Date: 06/12/2013   
(30) Priority: 13/706,840 06/12/2012 US  
(73) Owner(s): QUALCOMM INCORPORATED of Attn: International IP Administration, 5775 Morehouse Drive, San 
Diego, 92121-1714 CA, United Stated of America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20 R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield Maputo, Mozambique 
(54) Title: TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION TIMING FOR DEVICE-TO-DEVICE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM EMBEDDED 
IN A CELLULAR SYSTEM 
(51) Int.Cl.: H 04W 76/02, H 04W 72/04  
(57) Abstract: A method, an apparatus, und a computer program product for wireless communication are 
provided. The apparatus determines at least one time-frequency resource among resources of a cellular 
communication system to be used for device-to-device (D2D) communication, identifies a propagated start 
point of a first portion of the at least one time-frequency resource, and begins transmission of the D2D signal 
from a transmission start point. The transmission start point is based on the propagated start point und a 
cellular communication system downlink timing offset to the propagated start point. The apparatus also 
identifies a propagated end point of a last portion of the at least one time-trequency resource and ends 
transmission of the D2D signal at a transmission end point. The transmission end point is based on the 
propagated end point and a cellular communication system downlink timing advance to the propagated end 
point. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4613 date of grant: 29/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2015/008630 (22) Filing Date: 29/07/2018  
(30) Priority: 61/759,320   31/01/2013 US; 61/772,292   04/03/2013 US; 61/828,899   30/05/2013 US; 
61/870,729 27/08/2013 US; 61/897,793 30/10/2013 US and 61/907,332 21/11/2013 US  
(73) Owner(s): GILEAD PHARMASSET LLC of 333 Lakeside Drive Foster City, California 94404, United States of 
America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: 
(54) Title: COMBINATION FORMULATION OF TWO ANTIVIRAL COMPOUNDS 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 61K 31/501, A 61K 9/20, A 61K 9/16, A 61K 31/513  
(57) Abstract: Disclosed are pharmaceutical compositions having an effective amount of substantially 
amorphous ledipasvir and an effective amount of substantially crystalline sofosbuvir. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4593 date of grant: 09/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2015/8749 (22) Filing Date: 12/02/2014   
(30) Priority: 13/815,258 14/02/2013 US  
(73) Owner(s): UPRETI Shailesh of 67 Whitetail Drive, Ithaca, NY 14850, United States of America, U.S.A.  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HAMILTON HARRISON & MATHEWS ADVOCATES, 4th Floor ICEA Building, 
Kenyatta Avenue, P.O. Box 30333 Nairobi - 00100, Kenya 
(54) Title: COMPOSITE SILICON OR COMPOSITE TIN PARTICLES 
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(51) Int.Cl.: C 01G 23/00  
(57) Abstract: The specification relates to a composite particle for storing lithium. The composite particle is 
used in an electrochemical cell. The composite particle includes metal oxide on the surface of the composite 
particle, a major dimension that is approximately less than or equal to 40 microns and a formula of MM'Z, 
wherein M is from the group of Si and Sn, M' is from a group of Mn, Mg, AL Mo, Bronze, Be, Ti, Cu, Ce, Li, Fe, 
Ni, Zn, Co, Zr, K, and Na, and Z is from the group of O, CI, P, C, S, H, and F. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4597 date of grant: 15/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2015/8754 (22) Filing Date: 14/03/2014   
(30) Priority:PCT/IB2013/000982 15/03/2013 IB  
(73) Owner(s): INSTITUT DE RECHERCHE POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT of Le Sextant, 44 bd de Dunkerque, CS 
90009, F-13572 Marseille cedex 02, France, France  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P O Box 74, Blantyre, MALAWI 
(54) Title: NEW ARYLAMINOALCOHOL DERIVATIVES WITH ANTIPLASMODIAL ACTIVITY 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07D 211/98, C 07D 211/70, C 07D 409/06, A 61K 31/44, A 61K 31/551, A 61P 33/06, A 61P 31/18, 
A 61P 33/02  
(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to new arylaminoalcohol derivatives of formula (I), and to a 
method for the preparation of such compounds: I The invention also relates to the use of these compounds as 
medicaments, and in particular for the prevention and/or the treatment of parasitic diseases caused by 
apicomplexan parasites such as malaria and toxoplasmosis. Finally, the invention relates to pharmaceutical 
compositions containing such compounds of formula (I) as active principles. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4599 date of grant: 18/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2015/8759 (22) Filing Date: 08/04/2014   
(30) Priority: 13163349.7 11/04/2013 EP  
(73) Owner(s): SHELL INTERNATIONALE RESEARCH MAATSCHAPPIJ B.V. of Carel van Bylandtlaan 30, NL-2596 HR 
The Hague, The Netherlands, The Netherlands  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, P O Box 85, Harare, ZIMBABWE 
(54) Title: METHOD OF LIQUEFYING A CONTAMINATED HYDROCARBON-CONTAINING GAS STREAM 
(51) Int.Cl.: F 25J 1/00, F 25J 3/08, F 25J 3/06, F 25J 1/02  
(57) Abstract: The present invention provides a method of liquefying a contaminated hydrocarbon-containing 
gas stream, the method comprising at least the steps of: (a) providing a contaminated hydrocarbon-containing 
gas stream (20); (b) cooling the contaminated hydrocarbon-containing gas stream (20) in a first heat exchanger 
(3) thereby obtaining a cooled contaminated hydrocarbon-containing stream (40); (c) cooling the cooled 
contaminated hydrocarbon- containing stream (40) in an expander (4) thereby obtaining a partially liquefied 
stream (70); (d) separating the partially liquefied stream (70) in a separator (5) thereby obtaining a gaseous 
stream (80) and a liquid stream (90); (e) expanding the liquid steam (90) obtained in step (d) thereby obtaining 
a multiphase stream (100), the multiphase stream (100) containing at least a vapour phase, a liquid phase and 
a solid phase; (f) separating the multiphase stream (100) in a separator (7) thereby obtaining a gaseous stream 
(110) and a slurry stream (120); (g) separating the slurry stream (120) in a solid/liquid separator (9) thereby 
obtaining a liquid hydrocarbon stream (170) and a concentrated slurry stream (140); (h) passing the gaseous 
stream (80) obtained in step (d) through the first heat exchanger (3) thereby obtaining a heated gaseous 
stream (270); and (i) compressing the heated gaseous stream (270) thereby obtaining a compressed gas stream 
(220); and (j) combining the compressed gas stream (220) obtained in step (i) with the contaminated 
hydrocarbon-containing gas stream (20) provided in step (a). 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4614 date of grant: 08/07/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2015/8792 (22) Filing Date: 25/03/2014   
(30) Priority: 13164691.1 22/04/2013 EP  
(73) Owner(s): SHELL INTERNATIONALE RESEARCH MAATSCHAPPIJ B.V. of Carel van Bylandtlaan 30, NL-2596 HR, 
The Hague, The Netherlands, The Netherlands  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, P O Box 85, Harare, ZIMBABWE 
(54) Title: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING A LIQUEFIED HYDROCARBON STREAM 
(51) Int.Cl.: F 25J 1/00, F 25J 3/06, F 25J 1/02  
(57) Abstract: A cryogenic hydrocarbon composition, obtained by subjecting a raw liquefied hydrocarbon 
stream to a pressure reduction step, is first separated into a vaporous reject stream and a liquid stream. The 
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liquid stream is discharged in the form of the liquefied hydrocarbon stream. The vaporous reject stream is 
recompressed, partially condensed by indirectly heat exchanging the compressed vapour stream against an 
auxiliary refrigerant stream, and separated. The condensed fraction is revaporized and combusted in a gas 
turbine. The vapour fraction, which generally has a higher nitrogen content and a lower heating value than the 
condensed fraction, is combusted in a combustion device other than a gas turbine. The auxiliary refrigerant 
stream is formed by a slip stream of the liquefied hydrocarbon stream. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4625 date of grant: 12/08/2018 
(21) Application Number: 2015/8871 (22) Filing Date: 06/06/2014   
(30) Priority: 2013-119829 06/06/2013 JP  
(73) Owner(s): KANEKA CORPORATION of 3-18 Nakanoshima 2-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka 530-8288, 
Japan, Japan  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, P. O. Box 85, Harare, Zimbabwe 
(54) Title: FIBER FOR ARTIFICIAL HAIR, AND HEAD DECORATION ARTICLE INCLUDING SAME 
(51) Int.Cl.: A 41G 3/00  
(57) Abstract: The present invention pertains to a fiber for artificial hair having an air gap (30) in a central part 
of a fiber cross-section, the percentage of the area of the air gap (30) relative to the entire area of a fiber 
cross-section (1) being 5% to 50% inclusive, the fiber cross-section (1) having a flat multifoil shape, the air gap 
(30) having a first side (31a) and a second side (31b) inclined 70 degrees to 110 degrees inclusive relative to a 
major axis (11) of the fiber cross-section (1). The present invention also pertains to a head decoration article 
including the fiber for artificial hair. There are thus provided a fiber for artificial hair and a head decoration 
article including the same having excellent curl setting properties when a curl is imparted by a hair iron and 
excellent combing properties after the curl is imparted by the hair iron. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 4595 date of grant: 12/07/2018  
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2016/009175 (22) Filing Date: 03/11/2014   
(30) Priority: 13191642.1 05/11/2013 EP  
(73) Owner(s): BAYER PHARMA AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT of MÃ¼llerstr. 178, 13353 Berlin, Germany, Germany  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: 
(54) Title: (AZA) PYRIDOPYRAZOLOPYRIMIDINONES AND INDAZOLOPYRIMIDINONES AS INHIBITORS OF 
FIBRINOLYSIS 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07D 487/12, C 07D 487/04, A 61K 31/519, A 61P 7/04  
(57) Abstract: The present application relates to novel substituted (aza)pyridopyrazolopyrimidinones and 
indazolopyrimidinones, to processes for their preparation, the compounds for use alone or in combinations in a 
method for the treatment and/or prophylaxis of diseases, in particular for the treatment and/or prophylaxis of 
acute and recurrent bleeding in patients with or without underlying hereditary or acquired bleeding disorders, 
wherein the bleeding is associated with a disease or medical intervention selected from the group consisting of 
menorrhagia, postpartum hemorrhage, hemorrhagic shock, trauma, surgery, transplantation, stroke, liver 
diseases, hereditary angioedema, nosebleed, and synovitis and cartilage damage following hemarthrosis. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 6861 date of grant: 19/07/2023 
(21) Application Number: AP/P/2018/010963 (22) Filing Date: 02/02/2017   
(30) Priority: 62/290,200 02/02/2016 US  
(73) Owner(s): MeiraGTx UK II Limited of 92 Britannia Walk, London, N1 7NQ, United Kingdom, United Kingdom  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: 
(54) Title: REGULATION OF GENE EXPRESSION THROUGH APTAMER-MODULATED POLYADENYLATION 
(51) Int.Cl.: C 07H 21/04, C 12N 15/86, A 61K 48/00  
(57) Abstract: The invention provides polynucleotide constructs for the regulation of gene expression by 
aptamer-based modulation of U1 snRNP-mediated suppression of polyadenylation and methods of using the 
constructs to regulate gene expression in response to the presence or absence of a ligand that binds the 
aptamer. The polynucleotide construct contains a U1 binding site in the context of a riboswitch comprising an 
effector region and an aptamer such that when the aptamer binds a ligand, target gene expression occurs. 
 
.............................. 
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3.0 Patents Renewed under Section 61  

3.1   National Patents 
 
(11)/(21) 756(KE/P/2004/366) 
(71) Bayer Cropscience Aktiengesellschaft,   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
12/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 449(KE/P/2007/598) 
(71) JohnsonDiversey, Inc   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
02/11/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 612(KE/P/2009/900) 
(71) Bayer Pharma Aktiengesellschaft   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
12/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 505(KE/P/2011/1277) 
(71) ALISTELLA S.A.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
24/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 632(KE/P/2011/1340) 
(71) REGENERON PHARMACEUTICALS, INC   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
15/12/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 800(KE/P/2013/1972) 
(71) TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET L M ERICSSON (PUBL)   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
31/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 820(KE/P/2014/2040) 
(71) Velos Media International Limited   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
23/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 768(KE/P/2014/2054) 
(71) TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET L M ERICSSON (PUBL)   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
24/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 726(KE/P/2014/2057) 
(71) SICPA HOLDING SA   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
30/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 785(KE/P/2014/2089) 
(71) ABS GLOBAL LIMITED   

(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
17/12/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 895(KE/P/2016/2410) 
(71) TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET L M ERICSSON (PUBL)   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
16/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 971(KE/P/2016/2429) 
(71) SICPA HOLDING SA   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
10/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 960(KE/P/2018/2790) 
(71) SICPA HOLDING SA   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
10/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 918(KE/P/2018/2791) 
(71) SICPA HOLDING SA   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
5/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2018/2917) 
(71) KABUSHIKI KAISHA YAKULT HONSHA   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
28/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 963(KE/P/2018/2957) 
(71) UNILEVER PLC   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
11/30/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 942(KE/P/2019/3250) 
(71) JANNY SARL   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
13/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 945(KE/P/2019/3298) 
(71) UNILEVER PLC   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
28/11/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2020/3627) 
(71) NOVOZYMES A/S   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
26/10/2024 
………………………… 
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(11)/(21) (KE/P/2021/3823) 
(71) BIOBEST GROUP N.V.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
07/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4650) 
(71) JIANGSU SHEMAR ELECTRIC CO., LTD.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
12/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4651) 
(71) JIANGSU SHEMAR ELECTRIC CO., LTD.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
28/09/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 511(KE/P/2012/1480) 
(71) JIN MA BROTHERS TRADE CO. LTD.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
22/11/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 957(KE/P/2014/2156) 
(71) JOSEPH MAINA KIMANI   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
15/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2016/2442) 
(71) ROBERT KAHIGA NDEGWA   

(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
30/03/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 940(KE/P/2018/3004) 
(71) CHEMUTAI CHRISTINE BIIBARGUL JOEL 
LTILITANKARIUKI ERIC GATHIRWA   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
24/09/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 861(KE/P/2018/3024) 
(71) SHAH SUHASH RATILAL   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
18/10/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2020/3688) 
(71) JOSHUA MBAABU ARIMI   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
20/07/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2020/3688) 
(71) JOSHUA MBAABU ARIMI   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
20/07/2022 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2020/3688) 
(71) JOSHUA MBAABU ARIMI   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
20/07/2023 
…………………………

4.0 ARIPO Change of Ownership 
 
Application No./Registration No.:  3553  
Assignor Name & Address:  BAYER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GMBH, Alfred-Nobel-Strasse 10, 40789 Monheim, 
Germany  
Assignee Name & Address:  Discovery Purchaser Corporation of  1209 Orange Street, Wilmington, County of 
New Castle, 19801, Delaware, U.S.A.  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Application No./Registration No.:  4452  
Assignor Name & Address:  ALDERBIO HOLDINGS LLC, 101 Convention Center Drive, Suite 850, Las Vegas 89109 
NV, United States of America  
Assignee Name & Address:  H. Lundbeck A/S. of  Ottiliavej 9, DK 2500 Valby, Denmark  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Application No./Registration No.:  4306  
Assignor Name & Address:  UNNO Yuji, c/o Seabell International Co., Ltd., 13-5, Iwamoto-cho 1-chome, 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 1010032, Japan  
Assignee Name & Address:  SEABELL CO., LTD. of  5-1-3 Nishiikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo, 171-0021, 
Japan  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Application No./Registration No.:  4398  
Assignor Name & Address:  BAYER CROPSCIENCE AG, Alfred-Nobel-Str. 50, 40789 Monheim, Germany  
Assignee Name & Address:  Discovery Purchaser Corporation of  1209 Orange Street, Wilmington, County of 
New Castle, 19801, Delaware, U.S.A.  
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Application No./Registration No.:  4301  
Assignor Name & Address:  BAYER CROPSCIENCE AG, Alfred-Nobel-Str. 50, 40789 Monheim, Germany  
Assignee Name & Address:  Discovery Purchaser Corporation of  1209 Orange Street, Wilmington, County of 
New Castle, 19801, Delaware, U.S.A. 
  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
Application No.AP/P/2021/13482/Registration No.:    
Assignor Name & Address:  IGIN SMART HYGIENE PTE. LTD., 10 Anson Rd, 13-09 International Plaza, Singapore, 
079903, Singapore  
Assignee Name & Address:  IGIN SMART HYGIENE PTE. LTD. of  15 Hatidhar Street Raanana 4366517, Israel 
  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
Application No.AP/P/2022/13842/Registration No.:    
Assignor Name & Address:   LARKFLEET LIMITED, Larkfleet House Falcon Way, Southfields Business Park, 
Bourne, Lincolnshire PE10 0FF, United Kingdom  
Assignee Name & Address:  Solar Steam Limited of  Larkfleet House Falcon Way, Southfields Business Park, 
Bourne, Lincolnshire, PE10 0FF., United Kingdom  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Application No. AP/P/2022/013845 /Registration No.:   

Assignor Name & Address:  LARKFLEET LIMITED, Larkfleet House, Falcon Way, Southfields Business Park, 
Bourne, Lincolnshire, PE10 0FF.  
Assignee Name & Address:  Solar Steam Limited of  Larkfleet House Falcon Way, Southfields Business Park, 
Bourne, Lincolnshire, PE10 0FF., United Kingdom  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

5.0 Utility Model Applications Published under Section 42 and Regulation 35 

5.1 National Application 
 
(21) KE/U/2023/2249 (22) 06/07/2023   
(73) JOHN MECHUMO NYONGESA of  P.O BOX 11796-00400 NAIROBI, Kenya   
(72)  JOHN MECHUMO NYONGESA 
(54) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR FUNERAL SERVICES MANAGEMENT 
(51) G 06Q 10/00(2012.01)  
(57) The present invention provides a death care management system designed to facilitate funeral 
arrangements. The proposed system encompasses various components, including Death Notices, Memorials, and 
a platform known as The Redbook. The system focuses on leveraging technology to introduce advancements to 
the traditional death care industry through building a scalable and sustainable ecosystem for death care 
information that responds to evolving content consumption patterns. The death care management system 
serves as a one stop online portal that enables users to promptly announce and share information pertaining to 
a death. Furthermore, it that enables users to announce/share timely information about a death, create, 
share, and preserve personalized online memorials, and connect users and providers of end-of-life services and 
products . 
.............................. 
 
(21) KE/U/2023/2252 (22) 17/07/2023   
(73) TASKCART of  P. O. BOX 49739-00100 NAIROBI, Kenya   
(72)  JOYLINE CHEMUTAI 
(54) INTEGRATED SYSTEM:BOOKING,ALLOCATION OF PEOPLE, RESOURCES AND PAYMENT PROCESS 
(51) G 06Q 10/02(2012.01)  
(57) The invention relates to the technical field of resource sharing based on internet. In particular to a 
method and system for booking laundry cleaning lady, express cleaning, baby sitter, online school and 
assignment, home and office maintenance, deep cleaning and decluttering, office cleaning, carpet and duvet 
cleaning, special needs resources, therapy and counselling, custom cleaning, fumigation, gardening 
maintenance, fumigation, short stay home, caregivers, moving services, event organizing, post construction, 
event cleaning, security systems installation, painters and car mechanics. The system provides a user with an 
ability to manage an on-demand laundry and scheduled service, the system comprising: a smart device, a 
mobile communicator con figured to receive instructions from the user and to send user data; and a facilitator 
configured to receive the user data and to retrieve options data based on the user data. 
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.............................. 
 
(21) KE/U/2023/2261 (22) 02/08/2023   
(30) Priority:  
(73) MTONGANI KIDUNDU COMPANY LIMITED of  P.O. BOX 1031-80108 KILIFI KENYA, Kenya   
(72)  STEPHEN CHIVATSI CHAI 
(74)    
(54) ROYAL BEESWAX EXTRACTION PROCESS 
(51) C 11B 11/00(2006.01)  
(57) The present invention discloses to a process for extracting royal beeswax from beehives. The process 
comprises steps of hive inspection and identification of combs, segregation and protection of the combs, low-
temperature extraction, filtration, purification, quality testing and certification of premium grade. Advanced 
imaging technology, such as infrared scanning, aids in accurate identification. The identified Royal Beeswax 
combs are then segregated and protected to prevent contamination, preserving their unique properties.The 
wax is subsequently subjected to multi-stage filtration and purification, ensuring the removal of impurities and 
unwanted residues. The extracted premium-grade beeswax has an enhanced aroma, color, and therapeutic 
properties, suitable for high-end applications in cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, candle fuel and food products. 
.............................. 
 
(21) KE/U/2023/2266 (22) 07/08/2023   
(73) LENACK LIMITED of  P. O. BOX 1389-40200, KITUTU CHACHE SOUTH, KISII, Kenya   
(72)  GEORGE OGAMBA NYAKUNDI 
(74) FRED OTSWONG'O & INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ASSOCIATES of P. O. BOX 54708-00200, NAIROBI 
(54) Process of Formulation of Flavoured, Healthy and Nutritious Yoghurt 
(51) A 23C 9/123(2006.01)  
(57)  
The present invention discloses a process of formulating flavored, healthy and nutritious yoghurt, comprising 
steps of aggregation and milk testing, receiving, homogenizing and pasteurizing the milk, cooling to 42° C, 
flavouring, adding culture, fermenting, flavouring with vanilla and strawberry and packaging and refrigerating 
the yoghurt. The food grade acid comprising citric acid, lactic acid, malic acid, delta lactone or tartaric acid. 
The bacteria used for fermentation of yoghurt composition comprisingstreptococcus thermophiles or 
Lactobacillus bulgaricus. The thickening agent comprising whey protein gelatin or starch and is added to 
the yoghurt composition before heating the yoghurt composition to 92-95 Degrees Celsius. The process, further 
comprises the step of supplementing the yogurt composition with an additive selected from a group consisting 
of a fruit, a flouring, a coloring and sweetener. 
.............................. 
 
(21) KE/U/2023/2302 (22) 28/09/2023   
(73) KIMATHI MURUGU of  P.O. BOX 57343-00200 NAIROBI, Kenya   
(72)  KIMATHI MURUGU 
(54) ETHANOL GEL STOVE 
(51) F 23D 5/04(2006.01)  
(57) An ethanol gel cooking stove comprising of double cylindrical metal sheet casing whose inside is stuffed 
with fiber glass; the base is provided with refractory cement for insulation, aluminum fuel canister provided 
with a half- moon lid for regulating the fire and a conical burner with a towet on top to converge and spread 
flame evenly. 
.............................. 
  

6.0 Utility Models Registered   

6.1  National Utility Models 
 
(11) Registration no.: 457 (45) Date of grant: 02/10/2023 
(21) Application no.: KE/22/01927 (22) Filing Date: 06/07/2022 
(73) Applicant(s): BRIAN KIBET P.O. BOX 788, KERICHO, Kenya  
(72) Inventors: BRIAN KIBET 
(74) Agent:  P.O. BOX 788, KERICHO 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: B 01F 3/04(2006.01) 
(54) Title: SELECTABLE SCENT AIR CONDITIONER 
(57) A device for producing different selectable scents comprising the installation of multiple base scents, air 
intake, mixing of selected base scents, diffusion of the produced selected scents and remote operation of the 
device by use of an electronic gadget such as a mobile phone. 
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…………………… 
 

(11) Registration no.: 458 (45) Date of grant: 02/10/2023 
(21) Application no.: KE/22/01984 (22) Filing Date: 07/12/2022 
(73) Applicant(s): Muchemi, Paul Kiguta P. O. BOX 10730-00100, Nairobi, Kenya  
(72) Inventors: Muchemi, Paul Kiguta 
(74) Agent:  P. O. BOX 10730-00100, Nairobi 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: C 10L 11/04(2006.01) 
(54) Title: A FIRE KINDLING DEVICE 
(57) A fire kindling device comprising of an inner core body comprising of sawdust and bound together with 
paraffin wax; a cloth soaked in wax and which wraps around the inner core body; and where the said cloth 
edges are closely spaced strings or sliced endings. A flame is introduced into the fire kindling device on the 
outer cover clothing. The fire kindling device is for use in kindling a fire and it provides continuous and long 
burning. 

 
……………………… 
(11) Registration no.: 460 (45) Date of grant: 11/10/2023 
(21) Application no.: KE/23/02266 (22) Filing Date: 07/08/2023 
(73) Applicant(s): LENACK LIMITED P. O. BOX 1389-40200, KITUTU CHACHE SOUTH, KISII, Kenya  
(72) Inventors: GEORGE OGAMBA NYAKUNDI 
(74) Agent: FRED OTSWONG'O & INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ASSOCIATES, P. O. BOX 54708-00200, NAIROBI 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: A 23C 9/123(2006.01) 
(54) Title: Process of Formulation of Flavoured, Healthy and Nutritious Yoghurt 
(57)  
The present invention discloses a process of formulating flavored, healthy and nutritious yoghurt, comprising 
steps of aggregation and milk testing, receiving, homogenizing and pasteurizing the milk, cooling to 42° C, 
flavouring, adding culture, fermenting, flavouring with vanilla and strawberry and packaging and refrigerating 
the yoghurt. The food grade acid comprising citric acid, lactic acid, malic acid, delta lactone or tartaric acid. 
The bacteria used for fermentation of yoghurt composition comprisingstreptococcus thermophiles or 
Lactobacillus bulgaricus. The thickening agent comprisingwhey protein gelatin or starch and is added to 
the yoghurt composition before heating the yoghurt composition to 92-95 Degrees Celsius. The process, further 
comprises the step of supplementing the yogurt composition with an additive selected from a group consisting 
of a fruit, a flouring, a coloring and sweetener. 
…………………………… 
 
(11) Registration no.: 459 (45) Date of grant: 03/10/2023 
(21) Application no.: KE/23/02268 (22) Filing Date: 11/08/2023 
(31) Priority:   
(73) Applicant(s): OMWAMBA RODGERS OBURE P. O. BOX 28789-00100 NAIROBI, Kenya  
(72) Inventors: OMWAMBA RODGERS OBURE 
(74) Agent:  P. O. BOX 28789-00100 NAIROBI 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: G 06Q 50/10(2012.01) 
(54) Title: System and Method for Providing Location-Based Concierge Services through a Mobile Application 
 (57) The invention presents an approach to personalized concierge services using information technology 
through a mobile application. Unlike traditional services which have constraints, users are able to tailor their 
experiences based on geo-mapping technology, transforming local interactions. The app serves as a digital 
gateway, lever aging real-time geo-mapping to grant instant access to upcoming events. Personalized social 
spots and interactions can be identified in an easier manner, budget-friendly entertainment options are 
suggested, and reservations and ticketing are streamlined. Integrated transportation services include 
automated pickups, ensuring punctual arrivals and departures. Vendors register to expand choices and enrich 
engagement.  
……………………… 

7.0 Utility Model renewed 

 
(11)/(21) 291(KE/U/2019/1239) 
(71) KISUMU MEDICAL AND EDUCATION TRUST (KMET)  
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 21/08/2024 
………………………… 
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8.0 Industrial Design Applications Published Under Section 87 and Regulation 48 

 
NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the Registration of any of the Industrial 
designs published herein may within sixty (60) days from the date of this Journal, lodge a notice of opposition 
on form IP 36 (in duplicate) together with a fee of Ksh.5,000/= (local opponent) or US$ 250 (foreign opponent). 
 
The period of lodging the notice of opposition may be extended by the Managing Director as he deems fit and 
upon such terms as he may direct. Any request for such extension should be made to the Managing Director to 
reach him before the expiry of the period allowed. 
 
Formal opposition should not be lodged until after reasonable notice has been given in writing to the applicant 
to afford him an opportunity of withdrawing his application before the expense of preparing the notice of 
opposition is incurred. Failure to give such notice will be taken into account in considering any application by 
an opponent for an order for costs if the opposition is uncontested by the applicant.Representations and 
samples of the designs advertised herein can be seen at the Patent Registry, Kenya Industrial Property 
Institute, KIPI Centre, 17 Kabarsiran Avenue, Off Waiyaki Way, Lavington, Nairobi. 

 
8.1  National Applications 
 
((21):2021/2520 (22): 03/08/2021 (30): None  
(73): PREMIER FOODS LIMITED P. O. BOX 41476-00100, NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 09-01 (54): Bottle 
The novelty of the design resides in the shape, pattern, configuration and contours as shown in the 
representations. 

 
………………………………………………. 

 
((21):2023/2761 (22): 11/09/2023 (30): None  
(73): CHUPA LIMITED P.O. BOX 186-00623 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 09-01 (54): BOTTLE 
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the general shape, configuration and the pattern 
of the bottle as shown in the representations. 

 
………………………………………………. 
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((21):2023/2773 (22): 14/09/2023 (30): None  
(73): AMACHE MINERAL WATER P.O. BOX 20913-00202 Nairobi, Kenya (74):  
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 09-01 (54): BOTTLE 
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the shape, pattern and general 
ornamentation/configuration of the design entitled bottles as shown in the representations 

 
………………………………………………. 

 
((21):2023/2774 (22): 14/09/2023 (30): None  
(73): AMACHE MINERAL WATER P.O. BOX 20913-00202 Nairobi, Kenya (74): 
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 09-01 (54): BOTTLE 
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the shape, pattern and general 
ornamentation/configuration of the design entitled bottles as shown in the representations 

 
………………………………………………. 

 
((21):2023/2777 (22): 19/09/2023 (30): None  
(73): WHOLESOME CULNARY LTD P.O. BOX 38681-00100 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 07-01 (54): PLATE 
The novelty of the designs resides in the shape, configuration and pattern as shown in the presentations. 
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………………………………………………. 
 
((21):2023/2779 (22): 21/09/2023 (30): None  
(73): UMOJA SHOE COMPANY LIMITED P. O. BOX 452-80109 MTWAPA, Kenya (74): ISEME, KAMAU & MAEMA 
ADVOCATES, IKM Place, 1st Floor, 5th Ngong Avenue, P. O. Box 11866-00100 Nairobi, Kenya 
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 02-04 (54): SANDAL 
The features for which novelty is claimed are in pattern and ornamentation of sandal as shown in the attached 
representations 

 
………………………………………………. 

 
((21):2023/2780 (22): 21/09/2023 (30): None  
(73): UMOJA SHOE COMPANY LIMITED P. O. BOX 452-80109 MTWAPA, Kenya (74): ISEME KAMAU & MAEMA 
ADVOCATES, P. O. BOX 11866-00400, Nairobi 
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 02-04 (54): SANDAL 
The features for which novelty is claimed are in pattern and ornamentation of sandal as shown in the attached 
representations 

 
………………………………………………. 

 
((21):2023/2781 (22): 21/09/2023 (30): None  
(73): UMOJA SHOE COMPANY LIMITED P. O. BOX 452-80109 MTWAPA, Kenya (74): ISEME KAMAU & MAEMA 
ADVOCATES, P. O. BOX 11866-00400, Nairobi 
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 02-04 (54): SANDAL 
The features for which novelty is claimed are in pattern and ornamentation of sandal as shown in the attached 
representations 
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………………………………………………. 

 
((21):2023/2782 (22): 21/09/2023 (30): None  
(73): UMOJA SHOE COMPANY LIMITED P. O. BOX 452-80109 MTWAPA, Kenya (74): ISEME, KAMAU & MAEMA 
ADVOCATES, IKM Place, 1st Floor, 5th Ngong Avenue, P. O. Box 11866-00100 Nairobi, Kenya 
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 02-04 (54): SANDAL 
The features for which the novelty is claimed are in pattern and ornamentation of sandal as shown in the 
attached representations. 

 
…………………………………………. 

 
((21):2023/2783 (22): 21/09/2023 (30): None  
(73): UMOJA SHOE COMPANY LIMITED P. O. BOX 452-80109 MTWAPA, Kenya (74): ISEME KAMAU & MAEMA 
ADVOCATES, P. 0. Box 11866-00400 NAIROBI, Nairobi 
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 02-04 (54): SANDAL 
 

 
………………………………………………. 

 
((21):2023/2788 (22): 04/10/2023 (30): None  
(73): FLORENCE MUGURE MWANGI P. O. BOX 57811-00200 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 02-02 (54): TIGHT SHORT 
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the shape, configuration, ornamentation and the 
pattern of the clothing as shown in the representation. 
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………………………………………………. 

8.2  ARIPO Applications 
 
(21) Application No.:AP/D/2022/1732 
(22) Filing date: 21/12/2022 
(30) Priority:29/865,274  15/07/2022  US 
(51) Classification:24-02 
(54) Article to which design is applied: FLOW CELL CARTRIDGE 
(73) Applicant: ILLUMINA, INC. 5200 Illumina Way, San Diego, California 92122, United States of America, 
U.S.A. 
(74) Agent/address of service: ROLAND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANTS, 3 Maritz Street, Windhoek, P. 
O. Box 91198, Windhoek, Namibia 

 
 

……………………………….. 
(21) Application No.:AP/D/2023/1761 
(22) Filing date: 06/03/2023 
(30) Priority:A2022/01206  05/10/2022  ZA 
(51) Classification:06-04 
(54) Article to which design is applied: MODULAR SECURITY CABINET 
(73) Applicant: NALEDI TELECOMS (PTY) LTDNATIONAL STAINLESS STEEL CENTRE (PTY) LTD Arundo Estate 6 
Sedge Close Rietspruit Road, Rooihuiskraal, Gauteng, 0157, South Africa, South Africa and Cnr Pomona Rd & 
5th Ave Bredell, Kempton Park, Gauteng, 01619, South Africa, South Africa 
(74) Agent/address of service: SAMURIWO ATTORNEYS, 2nd Floor, Block 6, Celestial Office Park, Borrowdale 
Road, Harare, Zimbabwe 

 
……………………………….. 

(21) Application No.:AP/D/2023/1766 
(22) Filing date: 24/03/2023 
(30) Priority:371436-001  26/09/2022  IN 
(51) Classification:12-14 
(54) Article to which design is applied: BATTERY SWAPPING VEHICLE 
(73) Applicant: SUN MOBILITY PTE LTD. The Octagon, 105 Cecil Street, #07-01, Singapore 069534, Singapore, 
Singapore 
(74) Agent/address of service: CronjÃ© & Co., 1, Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek, Namibia 
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(21) Application No.:AP/D/2023/1768 
(22) Filing date: 30/03/2023 
(30) Priority:29/855,442  03/10/2022  US 
(51) Classification:09-07 
(54) Article to which design is applied: SEALING MEMBER 
(73) Applicant: NICOVENTURES TRADING LIMITED Globe House, 1 Water Street, London WC2R 3LA, United 
Kingdom, United Kingdom 
(74) Agent/address of service: ROLAND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANTS, 3 Maritz Street, Windhoek, P. 
O. Box 91198, Windhoek, Namibia 

 
……………………………….. 

(21) Application No.:AP/D/2023/1769 
(22) Filing date: 30/03/2023 
(30) Priority:29/855,442  03/10/2022  US 
(51) Classification:09-07 
(54) Article to which design is applied: SEALING MEMBER 
(73) Applicant: NICOVENTURES TRADING LIMITED Globe House, 1 Water Street, London WC2R 3LA, United 
Kingdom, United Kingdom 
(74) Agent/address of service: ROLAND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANTS, 3 Maritz Street, Windhoek, P. 
O. Box 91198, Windhoek, Namibia 

 
……………………………….. 

(21) Application No.:AP/D/2023/1777 
(22) Filing date: 03/05/2023 
(30) Priority:373548-001  03/11/2022  IN 
(51) Classification:13-02 
(54) Article to which design is applied: BATTERY CHARGING AND SWAPPING STATION 
(73) Applicant: SUN MOBILITY PTE LTD. The Octagon, 105 Cecil Street, #07-01, Singapore 069534, Singapore, 
Singapore 
(74) Agent/address of service: GALLOWAY & COMPANY, P. O. Box A761, Avondale, Harare, Zimbabwe 
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(21) Application No.:AP/D/2023/1789 
(22) Filing date: 17/07/2023 
(30) Priority: 
(51) Classification:12-11 
(54) Article to which design is applied: TRICYCLE 
(73) Applicant: GUANGZHOU SINCERITY HOLDINGS CO., LTD. Floor 1-3, Building 1, No.4 Nanjiang 3rd Road, 
Nansha District, Guangzhou, Guangdong 511462, China, China 
(74) Agent/address of service: CronjÃ© & Co., 1, Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek, Namibia 

 
……………………………….. 

(21) Application No.:AP/D/2023/1790 
(22) Filing date: 17/07/2023 
(30) Priority: 
(51) Classification:12-11 
(54) Article to which design is applied: MOTORCYCLE 
(73) Applicant: GUANGZHOU SINCERITY HOLDINGS CO., LTD. Floor 1-3, Building 1, No.4 Nanjiang 3rd Road, 
Nansha District, Guangzhou, Guangdong 511462, China, China 
(74) Agent/address of service: CronjÃ© & Co., 1, Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek, Namibia 

 
 

……………………………….. 
(21) Application No.:AP/D/2023/1791 
(22) Filing date: 17/07/2023 
(30) Priority: 
(51) Classification:12-11 
(54) Article to which design is applied: TRICYCLE 
(73) Applicant: GUANGZHOU SINCERITY HOLDINGS CO., LTD. Floor 1-3, Building 1, No.4 Nanjiang 3rd Road, 
Nansha District, Guangzhou, Guangdong 511462, China, China 
(74) Agent/address of service: CronjÃ© & Co., 1, Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek, Namibia 

 
(21) Application No.:AP/D/2023/1792 
(22) Filing date: 17/07/2023 
(30) Priority: 
(51) Classification:12-11 
(54) Article to which design is applied: TRICYCLE 
(73) Applicant: GUANGZHOU SINCERITY HOLDINGS CO., LTD. Floor 1-3, Building 1, No.4 Nanjiang 3rd Road, 
Nansha District, Guangzhou, Guangdong 511462, China, China 
(74) Agent/address of service: CronjÃ© & Co., 1, Charles Cathral Street, Olympia, Windhoek, Namibia 
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……………………………….. 

(21) Application No.:AP/D/2023/1796 
(22) Filing date: 26/07/2023 
(30) Priority:015022241-0003  22/05/2023  EM 
(51) Classification:01-01 
(54) Article to which design is applied: ITEMS OF CONFECTIONERY 
(73) Applicant: ZURU (SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD. 1003, Bukit Merah Central, #06-07, Singapore 159836, Singapore, 
Singapore 
(74) Agent/address of service: ROLAND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANTS, 3 Maritz Street, Windhoek, P. 
O. Box 91198, Windhoek, Namibia 

 
………………………….. 

 
(21) Application No.:AP/D/2023/1804 
(22) Filing date: 17/08/2023 
(30) Priority: 
(51) Classification:25-02 
(54) Article to which design is applied: BUILDING MODULE 
(73) Applicant: ANCHOR CONCRETE PRODUCTS LIMITED 1645 Sydenham Road, Kingston, Ontario, K7L 4V4, 
Canada, Canada 
(74) Agent/address of service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, 200 Herbert Chitepo Avenue, Harare, Zimbabwe 
 

 
……………………………….. 

(21) Application No.:AP/D/2023/1805 
(22) Filing date: 17/08/2023 
(30) Priority: 
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(51) Classification:25-02 
(54) Article to which design is applied: BUILDING MODULE 
(73) Applicant: ANCHOR CONCRETE PRODUCTS LIMITED 1645 Sydenham Road, Kingston, Ontario, K7L 4V4, 
Canada, Canada 
(74) Agent/address of service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, 200 Herbert Chitepo Avenue, Harare, Zimbabwe 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(21) Application No.:AP/D/2023/1806 
(22) Filing date: 17/08/2023 
(30) Priority: 
(51) Classification:25-02 
(54) Article to which design is applied: BUILDING MODULE 
(73) Applicant: ANCHOR CONCRETE PRODUCTS LIMITED 1645 Sydenham Road, Kingston, Ontario, K7L 4V4, 
Canada, Canada 
(74) Agent/address of service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, 200 Herbert Chitepo Avenue, Harare, Zimbabwe 
 

 
……………………………….. 

(21) Application No.:AP/D/2023/1807 
(22) Filing date: 17/08/2023 
(30) Priority: 
(51) Classification:25-02 
(54) Article to which design is applied: BUILDING MODULE 
(73) Applicant: ANCHOR CONCRETE PRODUCTS LIMITED 1645 Sydenham Road, Kingston, Ontario, K7L 4V4, 
Canada, Canada 
(74) Agent/address of service: HONEY & BLANCKENBERG, 200 Herbert Chitepo Avenue, Harare, Zimbabwe 
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……………………………….. 

(21) Application No.:AP/D/2023/1808 
(22) Filing date: 06/09/2023 
(30) Priority:015032888  01/09/2023  EM 
(51) Classification:12-08 
(54) Article to which design is applied: BUS 
(73) Applicant: ROAM ELECTRIC AB Box 5325, 102 4 Stockholm, Sweden, Sweden 
(74) Agent/address of service: ROLAND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANTS, 3 Maritz Street, Windhoek, P. 
O. Box 91198, Windhoek, Namibia 

 
……………………………….. 

 

9.0 Registered Industrial Designs  

9.1   National Industrial Designs  
 
(11): 1646 (45): 02/10/2023 (21): 2023/2728 (22): 22/06/2023 (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):09-01 (54): BOTTLE (73): 
RAZCO LTD P. O. BOX 63538-00619, Nairobi, Kenya (74): 
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the general shape, configuration, ornamentation 
and the pattern  of the bottle as shown in the representations. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1647 (45): 02/10/2023 (21): 2021/2455 (22): 15/03/2021 (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):25-01 (54): 
CONSTRUCTION BLOCK (73): ISAAC NYAGWACHI OBIERO P. O. BOX 1418-30100 ELDORET, Kenya (74): 
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The features for which novelty is claimed are the shape of a construction block as shown as shown in the 
presentations. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1648 (45): 19/10/2023 (21): 2022/2651 (22): 22/11/2022 (30):009039985-0001  23/05/2022  EM (51): 
(Loc (6)):09-01 (54): BLENDER (73): Versuni Holding B.V. High Tech Campus 42, 5656AE Eindhoven , The 
Netherlands (74): Hamilton  Harrison & Mathews, P. O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi 
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are the shape and configuration of the article as shown 
in the representation. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1649 (45): 19/10/2023 (21): 2022/2652 (22): 22/11/2022  (30):009039985-0003  23/05/2022  EM  (51): 
(Loc (6)):31-00 (54): BLENDER (73): Versuni Holding B.V. High Tech Campus 42, 5656AE Eindhoven , The 
Netherlands (74): Hamilton  Harrison & Mathews,ICEA Building ,P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenyatta 
Avenue 
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are the shape and configuration of the article as shown 
in the representation. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1650 (45): 19/10/2023 (21): 2022/2653 (22): 22/11/2022  (30):009039985-0013  23/05/2022  EM  (51): 
(Loc (6)):31-00 (54): BLENDER (73): Versuni Holding B.V. High Tech Campus 42, 5656AE Eindhoven , The 
Netherlands (74): Hamilton  Harrison & Mathews,P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenyatta Avenue 
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are the shape and configuration of the article as shown 
in the representation. 
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……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1651 (45): 23/10/2023 (21): 2017/1679 (22): 02/02/2017  (30):2016-018007  08/08/2016  JP  (51): (Loc 
(6)):21-02 (54): SPORTS BALL (73): MIKASA CORPORATION 1, KUCHI, ASA-CHO, ASAKITA-KU HIROSHIMA-SHI, 
HIROSHIMA 731-3362 , Japan (74): J.K. MUCHAE & COMPANY ADVOCATES,P.O. BOX 60664-00200, NAIROBI 
The features for which protection is claimed are those of shape and/or pattern/ or configuration, but 
any letters, logos or colours are shown for illustrative purposes only, do not form part of the design and are 
disclaimed. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1652 (45): 23/10/2023 (21): 2023/2723 (22): 10/05/2023 (30):015002980-0001  11/11/2022  EM (51): 
(Loc (6)):07-02 (54): COFFEE MACHINE (73): Versuni Holding B.V. High Tech Campus 42, 5656 AE Eindhoven , 
The Netherlands (74): Hamilton Harison &Mathews, P.O. Box 30333-00100 Nairobi 
The features of the design for which noveltyis claimed are the shape and the configuration of the article as 
shown in the representation 

 
……………………………….. 
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10.0 Renewed Industrial Designs  

10.1 National Designs 
 

(11) Design Number: 1651                  
(22) Filing Date: 02/02/2017 
(51) International Class. (Loc (6)):21-02 
(54) Title: SPORTS BALL 
(73) Owner(s): MIKASA CORPORATION 1, KUCHI, 
ASA-CHO, ASAKITA-KU HIROSHIMA-SHI, HIROSHIMA 
731-3362 , Japan 
(24) Registration extended up to: 02/02/2027 
…………………………………….. 
 
(11) Design Number: 1392                  
(22) Filing Date: 06/11/2018 
(51) International Class. (Loc (6)):01-01 
(54) Title: Biscuit 

(73) Owner(s): Mjengo  Limited P. O. BOX 1536-
01000, Thika, Kenya 
(24) Registration extended up to: 6/11/2028 
…………………………………….. 
 
(11) Design Number: 1111                  
(22) Filing Date: 15/11/2018 
(51) International Class. (Loc (6)):07-01 
(54) Title: CONTAINER 
(73) Owner(s): BIDCO AFRICA LIMITED P.O.BOX 
239-01000,THIKA, Kenya 
(24) Registration extended up to: 15/11/2028 
……………………………………..

 
 

11.0 Trade Marks 
  
11.1 Applications accepted for registration 
  
NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the Registration of any of the trade marks 
advertised herein according to these classes may within sixty (60) days from the date of this Journal, lodge a 
notice of opposition on form TM. No. 6 (in duplicate) together with a fee of Ksh.5,000/= (local opponent) or 
US$ 250 (foreign opponent). The period of lodging the notice of opposition may be extended by the Registrar 
as he deems fit and upon such terms as he may direct. Any request for such extension should be made to the 
Registrar to reach him before the expiry of the period allowed.  
 
Formal opposition should not be lodged until after a reasonable notice has been given in writing to the 
applicant for registration to afford him any opportunity of withdrawing his application before the expense of 
preparing the notice of opposition is incurred. Failure to give such notice will be taken into account in 
considering any application by an opponent for an order for costs if the opposition is uncontested by the 
applicant. 
 
Representations of the marks advertised herein can be seen at the Trade Marks Registry, Kenya Industrial 
Property Institute, KIPI Centre, Kabarsiran Avenue Off Waiyaki Way, Lavington, Nairobi. 
 

(210): 77950 (220): 03/04/2013  
(300): None (511): 30(Maize flour) and 31(Animal feeds.) (526): 
None (730): CLASSIC FOODS LIMITED of P. O. Box 5383 - 00506, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

CAPITAL  
 

(210): 79348 (220): 23/07/2013  
(300): None (511): 33(Spirits.) (526): Registration of this Mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "VODKA" 
separately and apart from the Mark as a whole. (730): GEORGE 
N'GAN'GA, KEDSTA INVESTMENT P. O. Box 614 - 0511, Kenya 
(740):  None 

JUBILII VODKA  
 

(210): 80360 (220): 11/10/2013  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper; Stationery) and 35(Business 
management; Office function) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words project 
performance and enhanced separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): TECHNO BRAIN KENYA LTD IT SOLUTIONS & 
TRAINING of Ecobank Towers, 4th Floor, P. O. Box 57666 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 93818 (220): 26/08/2016  
(300): None (511): 16(Printed matter), 35(Advertising, business 
management, office functions) and 41(Education, providing of 
training) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the word ''KENYA'' separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): FEDERATION OF KENYA 
EMPLOYERS, Employers organization of P. O. Box 48311 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 96525 (220): 22/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 43(Service for providing foods and drinks; 
temporary accommodation) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'COUNTRY' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): KENCHIC 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 20052 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P. O. Box 40111, Nairobi, Kenya 

COUNTRY CHOICE  
 

(210): 99569 (220): 02/11/2017  
(300): None (511): 16(Letterheads, stationeries and printed 
matter.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the letters 'A', 'R', 'J' and the word 'LIMITED' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ARJ 
CAPITAL LIMITED of P. O. Box 25079 - 00603, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 100395 (220): 03/01/2018  
(300): None (511): 29(Fish.), 35(Advertisement) and 
39(Packaging and storage of goods) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
"Samaki", "Poa" and the device of a "Fish" each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. Kiswahili words "SAMAKI" means 
"FISH" and "POA" is a slang word meaning "NICE" in English. 
(730): EAST AFRICAN SEA FOOD LIMITED of P. O. Box 10271 - 
00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 107276 (220): 09/05/2019  
(300): None (511): 24(Curtains, table clothes, bedcovers, 
cushion covers and bags made of textile materials) and 
25(Clothing and headgear) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words "MREMBO", 
''BEAUTY'' and "AFRICA" each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. ‘MREMBO’ is a Kiswahili word meaning ‘Beautiful’ in 
English (730): MREMBO MAI AFRICA of P. O. Box 75938 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 107376 (220): 15/05/2019  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals and products as per that 
catergory) and 10(Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary 
apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, 
orthopedic articles, suture materials) (526): None (730): 
MERAKY HEALTHCARE LIMITED of Longonot Palce, 3rd Floor, 
Kijabe Street, P. O. Box 27030 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

SKYDD  
 

(210): 108457 (220): 26/07/2019  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals and other preparations 
for medical purposes) and 29(Foodstuffs of animal origin, 
vegetables and horticultural comestible products prepared for 
consumption) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the word 'NUTRI' separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): MERAKY HEALTHCARE LIMITED 
of Longonot Palce, 3rd Floor, Kijabe Street, P. O. Box 27030 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

NUTRIBORA  
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(210): 115445 (220): 11/01/2021  
(300): None (511): 5(Agricultural biopesticides; domestic 
biopesticides; insecticides for agricultural use; insecticides for 
domestic use; fungicides; herbicides; nemiticides; acaricides; 
nematicides; and biological plant activators.) (526): None 
(730): Certis U.S.A. L.L.C. of 9145 Guilford Road, Suite 175 
Columbia, Maryland 21046, United States of America (740): 
Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of P. O. Box 11866 - 00400, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

THURICIDE  
 

(210): 115886 (220): 09/02/2021  
(300): None (511): 12(Automotive structural parts) (526): 
"ASHIMORI' has no English translation (730): HML Auto Industries 
Sdn Bhd of UNIT B-08-12, Plaza Mont Kiara, NO.2, Jalan Kiara, 
Mont Kiara, Kuala Lumpur, 50480, Malaysia (740): CFL 
Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 116626 (220): 31/03/2021  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching 
apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating 
or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission 
or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, 
recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording 
media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; telecommunications, telephonic and 
communications apparatus and instruments; radio telephones, 
mobile and fixed telephones; mobile phones; portable 
telecommunications apparatus; smartphones; cases for 
telephones; headsets for telephones; hand held, mobile and 
tablet computers; wearable electronic telecommunication and 
computing devices; data communication apparatus and 
instruments; digital voice signal processors; computer 
networking and data communications equipment; mobile data 
communications apparatus; data processing systems; electronic 
data bases; digital telephone platforms and software; computer 
hardware for telecommunications; telecommunication 
networks; modems; network routers; broadband data 
interconnecting computer installations; decoders; set-top box 
apparatus including apparatus having an interactive viewing 
guide andlor a recorder for recording television and audio 
programmes; electrical and electronic apparatus for use in the 
reception of satellite, terrestrial or cable broadcasts; apparatus 
and instruments for the processing, transmission, storage, 
logging, reception and retrieval of data being in the form of 
encoded data, text, audio, graphic images or video or a 
combination of these formats; wireless handheld 
telecommunication units and devices, namely, tablets, wireless 
phones, mobile phones, smart phones, computers, portable 
telephones, video telephones, radios, smart watches, USB 
dongles, GPS trackers, wearable activity trackers, video 
cameras, cameras, personal digital assistants, handheld, mobile 
and tablet computers for the synchronisation, transmission, 
recordal, storage and manipulation of data and/or voice; 
remote controls for electric and electronic devices; personal 
digital assistants; electronic sensors including pedometers, 
altimeters and weighing scales; barcode and quick response 
code readers and scanners; audio and video recordings; 
electronic media for storino information, data, irnaces and 
sound; digital media content ldownloadablel, including films, 
television programmes, radio programmes, videos, images, 
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music, text, data, images, graphics and ringtones, provided 
from a computer database, the Internet or other electronic 
network; satellite receiving and transmission apparatus and 
instruments; computer and video game software programs, 
including downloadable games; electronic publications 
[downloadable] provided on line from computer databases, the 
Internet or other electronic networks; machine readable data 
carriers; downloadable digital audio, video and data provided 
from a computer database, or the Internet or other electronic 
network; battery chargers for use with telecommunications 
apparatus; batteries; battery back-up power supply; peripheral 
equipment for televisions and computers; computers including 
laptop and notebook computers; electronic personal organisers; 
electronic and satellite navigational and positional apparatus 
and instruments including global positioning systems; desk or 
car mounted units incorporating a loud speaker which permits 
hands-free use of a telephone handset; in-car telephone 
handset cradles; teaching apparatus and instruments; metering 
apparatus; smart meters; blank and pre-recorded magnetic 
cards; cards containing microprocessors; telephone cards; 
encoded credit, debit and payment cards; encoded telephone 
credit cards; encoded cards; computer software, including 
computer software supplied from a computer database, the 
Internet or other electronic network; data communications 
software; application software, including application software 
for mobile devices; downloadable computer software 
applications; computer software for wireless data 
communication; computer software and application software 
for the synchronisation, transmission and sharing of voice, data, 
calendar and content between one or more electronic devices, 
for purchasing applications, hand held electronic devices and 
for secure, encrypted purchases; operating system software; 
computer software for the streaming transmission and 
encryption and storage, of audio, video, graphics, text and data 
on and over communication networks; computer software to 
enable peer-to-peer networking and file sharing; search engine 
software; computer software for conducting and co-ordinating 
communications among computer users sharing information and 
audio data via electronic communications networks; software 
for interactive televisions; image and video editing software 
including software applications for use on mobile devices; 
software for the identification of persons; software for access 
control, video control and detecting the presence of persons; 
software for computer security, including antivirus, firewalls, 
antispam, anti-spyware, web filtering; intrusion detection 
software; virtual private network software; computer software 
for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying 
information relating to fitness, body fat, body mass index, sleep 
patterns, locations, attitude, weather and temperature; 
computer software for managing information regarding 
tracking, compliance and motivation with a health and fitness 
program; anti-theft devices not for vehicles; distance sensors 
being anti-collision sensors for vehicles, other than vehicle 
parts; devices and apparatus for locating movable property; 
apparatus for sending and receiving information from movable 
property; devices and apparatus for remote control of electrical 
apparatus and household appliances; alarm devices and 
installations, other than vehicle parts; satellite location and 
navigation systems; systems for the downloading and updating 
of computer software to and from electronic apparatus; 
electronic and biometric apparatus and installations for access 
control; electronic apparatus for identifying persons; closed 
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circuit television systems; cameras, television cameras and 
video recorders for closed-circuit television; optical and 
photographic apparatus; electronic speedometers; electronic 
odometers; electronic tachometers; speed checking apparatus 
for vehicles; kilometre recorders for vehicles; electric or 
electronic sensors for vehicles, other than vehicle parts; 
electronic sensors; sirens; electric locks for vehicles; remote 
control apparatus; electronic keys for vehicles; electronic 
keyless remote control vehicle access devices; remote control 
starters for vehicles; remote control systems for the automatic 
operating of the locks of vehicle doors, boot, bonnet and roof; 
communication apparatus integrated into motorcycle helmets; 
GPS apparatus; GPS apparatus for vehicles for determining or 
signalling vehicle location, locations of site, travel routes, time, 
traffic conditions, presence of emergency vehicles and hazard 
conditions; systems for communication networks between 
vehicles and road infrastructures; road marking detection 
devices; vehicle teleguidance systems and instruments; 
computer monitoring systems for blind spot and lane changing 
assistance; vehicle on-board computers; on-board electric, 
electronic and optical equipment for vehicles, namely, electric 
batteries, mileage recorders, radios for vehicles, onboard 
cameras, on-board electronic systems for providing driving and 
parking assistance in land vehicles, cruise controls for vehicles, 
displays for vehicles, audio speaker systems for vehicles, 
automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tyres, automatic 
vehicle speed control devices, autonomous driving control 
systems for vehicles, inclLlding for land vehicles; on-board 
electric, electronic and optical equipment for vehicles, 
including land vehicles, namely vehicle automatic driving 
control devices, smartphone battery chargers for use in 
vehicles, communications apparatus for vehicles, mobile phone 
connectors for vehicles, multi-camera systems for vehicles, 
vehicle navigation systems featuring interactive displays, radios 
for vehicles, tem erature control a aratus thermostats for 
vehicles; on-board electric, electronic and optical equipment 
for vehicles, including land vehicles, namely ultrasonic object 
detectors for use on vehicles, on-board vehicle tracking 
apparatus, black boxes [data recorders] for land vehicles; on-
board diagnostic computer apparatus and remote-controlled 
diagnostic computer apparatus for vehicles; computer systems 
for the down loading and updating of computer software to and 
from vehicles; electronic devices to detect and/or exchange 
data between a vehicle and a remote unit for security purposes; 
parking aids in the nature of electronic obstacle detection 
device sensors; parking assistance, namely, blind spot detection 
sensors; electronic apparatus for the control of car parking; 
pre-collision detection and collision avoidance systems, namely, 
on-board computers; in-vehicle touch screen computer systems; 
devices for remote location of vehicles; smart watchbands that 
communicate data to smartphones; downloadable software for 
promotional and demonstration purposes, for customised 
display screens on telecommunications apparatus; sim cards; 
telematics apparatus; telematics software; haptic sensors; 
haptic equipment and apparatus, namely tactile monitors, 
screens, electronic displays, switches, sensors, smart glasses 
and virtual or augmented reality glasses and headsets and 
holographic projectors; software for use with haptic sensors, 
equipment and apparatus; virtual reality software and 
hardware; augmented reality software and hardware; computer 
hardware modules for use with the Internet of Things [loT]; 
computer hardware modules for use in electronic devices using 
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the Internet of Things [loT]; software for use in implementing 
the Internet of Things [loT]; computer software and application 
software for connecting, operating, and managing networked 
devices, appliances, machinery and systems in the Internet of 
Things [loT]; communications software; computer software and 
application software for secure, encrypted purchases; software 
for computer security, including antivirus, firewalls, antispam, 
anti-spyware, web filtering and intrusion detection software; 
customer support and customer service computer software and 
application software; voice command and recognition software, 
speech to text conversion software, and voice-enabled software 
applications; messaging software; personal assistant software; 
computer software for personal information management; 
computer software for use to connect and control Internet of 
Things [loT] electronic devices; chatbot computer software and 
application software; computer software and application 
software in the field of artificial intelligence [AI]; artificially 
intelligent chatbot computer software and application software 
for providing customer support and customer services; customer 
service chat robot software; humanoid robots with artificial 
intelligence; electronic apparatus incorporating artificial 
intelligence; electronic controllers; electronic controllers to 
impart sensory feedback, namely, sounds and vibrations that 
are perceptible to the user; computer software for use in 
connection with the transmission of voice and data; computer 
software, and peripherals for personalised, interactive 
television [TV] programming and for use in displaying and 
manipulating visual media, graphic images, text, photographs, 
illustrations, digital animation, video clips, film footage and 
audio data, and for social networking; wireless controllers to 
monitor and control the functioning of other electronic devices; 
touchscreens; parental control software; communication 
network apparatus; networking apparatus; networking devices; 
e-commerce software; watches that communicate data to 
smartphones, namely smartwatches; safety devices for vehicles, 
namely, parts and fittings for vehicles for use as part of 
collision avoidance safety systems; devices for remote location 
of vehicles; collision avoidance safety systems for vehicles; 
steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; Ethernet routers; 
wide area network [WAN] routers; wireless routers; computer 
network routers; computer network hubs, switches and routers; 
network servers; communications servers [computer hardware]; 
network access server hardware; Ethernet adapters; Ethernet 
cables; Ethernet controllers; Ethernet switches; Ethernet 
transceivers; switches, electric; automatic switching apparatus 
for telecommunications; computer network switches; electronic 
encryption units; downloadable computer software for use in 
electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting, 
and transmitting digital currency, and managing digital currency 
payment and exchange transactions; interactive computer 
software and computer hardware for providing financial services 
online from a global computer network and the Internet via 
computer terminals and mobile communication devices; 
electronic and computer databases, namely, asset databases 
that can be shared and transmitted; none of the foregoing in 
the field of medicine or healthcare.), 35(Advertising, marketing 
and promotion services; retail services connected with 
telephones, mobile telephones, smartphones, mobile digital 
devices, telecommunication apparatus, computer software, 
computers and electronic communication networks and 
accessories for such goods, set-top boxes and modems, 
telecommunication apparatus, devices and accessories; the 
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bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
telecommunications and computer services, enabling customers 
to conveniently view and purchase those services; telephone 
answering and message handling services; provision of space on 
websites for advertising goods and services; the bringing 
together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
communications and telecommunications apparatus, 
instruments and software, enabling customers to conveniently 
view and purchase those goods, including such services provided 
online from a computer database, the Internet or other 
electronic network; the bringing together, for the benefit of 
others, of a variety of services, namely, business, finance and 
trade reporting and information services, technology 
information services, science information services, nature 
information services, transport services, transport information 
services, art information services, history information services, 
travel and culture information services, games and gaming, film 
and navigation information services enabling users to 
conveniently view and acquire those services; the bringing 
together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of services, 
namely, entertainment services, entertainment information 
services, fashion information services, fashion design services, 
lifestyle [health] information services, life coaching services, 
health, beauty and fitness information services, music 
information services, sports information services, news 
reporting services, current affairs reporting and information 
services enabling users to conveniently view and acquire those 
services; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a 
variety of services in the field of business information services 
and, finance information services enabling users to conveniently 
view and acquire those services; the bringing together, for the 
benefit of others, of a variety of services in the field of trade 
information services in the nature of stocks and shares, 
technology information services, science information services, 
nature information services, transport information services, art 
exhibition services, art information services, history information 
services enabling users to conveniently view and acquire those 
services; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a 
variety of services in the field of travel and culture information 
services, games and gaming, film information services, film 
production services and navigation information services 
enabling users to conveniently view and acquire those services; 
the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
downloadable digital media content, including software, 
software applications, films, television programmes, radio 
programmes, videos, music, text, data, images, graphics and 
ringtones, enabling customers to conveniently view and 
purchase those goods; the bringing together for the benefit of 
others of a variety of services providers, namely providers of 
digital media content including software, software applications, 
films, television programmes, radio programmes, videos, music, 
text, data, images, graphics and ringtones via the Internet or 
telecommunications network or via a streaming service, 
enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those 
services; provision of commercial information and advice to the 
prospective purchasers of commodities and goods; 
administration of loyalty programmes involving discounts or 
incentives; loyalty card services; organisation, operation and 
supervision of sales and promotional incentive schemes; 
provision of commercial information and advice on the supply 
and promotion of products and selection and display of goods; 
compilation and systemisation of information into computer 
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databases and online search able databases; compilation of 
directories, including business and commercial directories, for 
publication on computer databases, the Internet or other 
electronic networks; administrative services, namely, searching, 
browsing and retrieving information, sites and other resources 
available on global computer networks for others; organising 
content of information provided over a global computer 
network according to user preference; compiling and providing 
commercial prices and statistics information; arranging and 
conducting of exhibitions for business purposes; data processing 
services; data management services; collection of data; 
business data analysis services; business promotion, research, 
management, administration, assistance and information 
services; business strategy and planning services; economic 
forecasting, marketing, market research, market analysis and 
survey services; publication of publicity texts; compilation of 
statistical information; provision of trade information; 
dissemination of advertising matters for others via wireless 
networks, telecommunication apparatus or devices or a global 
computer network; advertising services provided by television 
and radio and via electronic media; customer club services, for 
commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; 
subscriptions [arranging-] to telecommunication services for 
others; subscriptions [arranging-] to a telematics, telephone or 
computer service [Internet]; subscription to a television 
channel; auctioning via telecommunications networks; 
electronic commerce services, namely, providing information 
about products via telecommunication networks for advertising 
and marketing purposes; publicity and sales promotion relating 
to goods and services, offered and ordered by 
telecommunications; business promotion services provided by 
telephone; organisation for a third party of telephone 
welcoming services and of telephone receptionist services; 
commercial information services provided by access to a 
computer database; providing online business directory 
information services; providing telephone directory information 
via the Internet; arranging of subscriptions to online music 
streaming services; compilation of information resulting from 
the surveillance of traffic; data retrieval services; none of the 
foregoing in the field of medicine or healthcare; none of the 
foregoing in the field of medicine or healthcare.), 
38(Telecommunications; mobile and fixed telecommunication 
and telephone, satellite telecommunication, cellular 
telecommunication, radio and cellular telephone, radio 
facsimile, radio paging and radio communication services; voice 
transmission services; voice messaging and voice mail services; 
electronic mail services for data and voice; hire, leasing and 
rental of telecommunications, radio, radio telephone and radio 
facsimile apparatus; rental of telecommunication facilities; 
leasing of telephone circuits; communication of data by radio, 
telecommunications and by satellite; transmission and receiving 
by radio; communications services by satellite, television 
and/or radio; communication services in the nature of 
transmission and reception of voice; voice over IP services; 
telecommunication services via a global computer network or 
the Internet; Telematics services; telematics communication 
services; telephone and mobile telephone message collection 
and transmission; delivery and reception of sound data and 
images; telephone communication services provided for hotlines  
and call centres; automated telephone call screening services; 
automated telephone voice message services; telephone 
communication services in the nature of automatic telephone 
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answering services; personal numbering services [telephony 
services]; rental of replacement telecommunications apparatus 
in the case of breakdown, loss or theft; provision of Internet 
services, namely Internet access services; Internet service 
provider [ISP] services; telecommunication of information 
[including web pages], computer programs and any other data; 
electronic mail services; provision of broad band services; 
wireless broadband communication services; providing Internet 
access via wireless broad band networks; providing Internet 
access via optical fibre broad band networks; wireless 
communication services; wireless telephony; digital network 
telecommunications services; providing access to portals on the 
Internet; telecommunication services provided via Internet 
portal; provision of location based telecommunications services 
for telecommunications apparatus; provision of transfer of data 
via wireless application protocols [WAP] , including those 
utilising a secure communications channel; provision of 
telecommunications information relating to or identifying 
telephone and telecommunications apparatus and instruments; 
telecommunications routing and junction services; electronic 
data interchange services; transfer of data by 
telecommunications; data streaming; streaming of digital media 
content, including films, television programmes, radio 
programmes, videos, music, text, data, images, graphics and 
ringtones, via the Internet or a telecommunications network; 
delivery of digital media content, including films, television 
programmes, radio programmes, videos, music, text, data, 
images, graphics and ringtones, via the Internet or a 
telecommunications network; data transmission services; 
broadcasting services; data broadcasting services; broadcast or 
transmission of radio or television programmes; transmission of 
digital audio, video and multimedia content by 
telecommunications; electronic transmission of audio and video 
files via computer and other . electronic communications 
networks; transmission of news and current affairs information; 
delivery of digital music by telecommunications; providing 
access to social networking websites; telecommunication 
services for the provision of video text, telexes and view data 
services, video communication services, interactive video text 
services; messaging services, namely, sending, receiving and 
forwarding messages in the form of text, audio, graphic images 
or video or a combination of these formats; unified messaging 
services; voicemail services; providing telecommunications 
connections to a global computer network or database; video 
conferencing services; video telephone services; providing 
telecommunications connections to the Internet or databases; 
computer aided transmission of messages, data and images; 
computer communication services; providing electronic 
conferencing services; providing and leasing access time to 
computer databases, computer bulletin boards, computer 
networks, interactive computer communications networks, 
electronic publications in various fields, merchandising and 
service catalogues and information and computerised research 
and reference materials; providing access to educational 
content, websites and portals; communication services for the 
remote control of electronic devices; provision of 
communications networks for systems of smart metering; 
communication services for the delivery of emergency messages 
and calls; electronic transmission of data and documents via 
computer terminals and electronic devices; signal transmission 
for electronic commerce via telecommunications systems and 
data communication systems; providing access to electronic 
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communications networks and electronic databases; provision of 
communication facilities for the interchange of digital data; 
communication of data by means of telecommunications; 
transmission of data, including by audio-visual apparatus; 
transmission of sound, picture, video and data signals; providing 
access to databases; telecommunication services for data bank 
interconnection; electronic data exchange services; email data 
services; data broadcasting and communications services; 
providing third party users with access to telecommunication 
infrastructure; provision of information relating to 
telecommunications, providing electronic telecommunications 
connections; telecommunication gateway services; interactive 
telecommunications services; network telecommunication 
services; telecommunications consultancy services; 
telecommunications services for aircraft passengers; provision 
of access to electronic payment services including electronic 
fund transfer services and online transaction facilities; 
providing telecommunications connections and networks for use 
with the Internet of Things [loT]; providing access to e-
commerce platforms on the Internet; transmitting information 
resulting from traffic surveillance; provision of access to online 
address book, calendar and diary services; providing user access 
to data networks; transmission of digital data in the nature of 
user-generated digital media content; computer network access 
services provided by means of a metro Ethernet; electronic 
transmission of encrypted data; telecommunications services 
provided via fibre optic, wireless and cable networks; none of 
the foregoing in the field of medicine or healthcare.) and 
41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and 
cultural activities; education and training including such 
services provided online from a computer, the Internet or other 
electronic network; game services provided online from a 
computer network; radio and television entertainment services 
including those provided online from a computer, the Internet 
or other electronic network; interactive entertainment services; 
providing online electronic publications; publication of 
electronic books and journals online; publication of periodicals; 
publication of magazines; publication of electronic magazines 
online; online publication of electronic periodicals; publication 
of texts; newspaper publication; publication of printed matter; 
arranging and conducting of conferences, seminars, symposia, 
tutorials and workshops; interactive and distance learning 
courses and sessions provided online via a telecommunications 
link or computer network or provided by other means; 
electronic library services for the supply of electronic 
information [including archive information] in the form of text, 
audio and/or video information; providing non-downloadable 
electronic publications; providing online non- downloadable 
general feature magazines; providing online non-downloadable 
pictures; providing online non-downloadable video content; 
providing online non-downloadable audio content; providing 
online searchable databases and publication of online 
directories for obtaining data in the fields of music, video, film, 
books, television, games and sports; production of media 
content, namely, television production, audio production, music 
production, video production, film production and production of 
animation; publication and dissemination of user- generated 
digital media content for entertainment and educational 
purposes; publication of blogs and vlogs; entertainment services 
provided online from a computer database or the Internet; 
educational information provided online from a computer 
database or the Internet; entertainment services provided by 
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telephone; arranging and conducting of competitions provided 
by telephone; providing sports information by telephone; library 
services provided by means of a computerised database; 
electronic games services provided by means of the Internet; 
providing digital music from the Internet; publication of 
material which can be accessed from databases or from the 
Internet; providing non-downloadable publications from the 
Internet which may be browsed; electronic publishing; providing 
interactive multi-player games via communications networks 
including the Internet; arranging and conducting of exhibitions 
for entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, 
the provision of streamed or downloadable music, films, TV 
programmes, audio books and games to on line usage via global 
or local computer networks; providing films and television 
programmes, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; 
providing on line music and audio books, not downloadable; 
providing information, reviews and personalised 
recommendations in the field of entertainment; providing 
digital music from a computer database or the Internet; 
providing non-downloadable films and television programmes 
from a computer database or the Internet; providing online 
computer games from a computer database or the Internet, all 
for entertainment or educational services; none of the 
foregoing in the field of medicine or healthcare.) (526): None 
(730): VODAFONE GROUP PLC of Vodafone House, The 
Connection, Newbury, Berkshire RG14 2FN, United Kingdom 
(740): Gichachi & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 79659 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 116797 (220): 15/04/2021  
(300): None (511): 9(Data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; mobile applications; application software 
for cloud computing services; mobile application software; 
application software; downloadable applications for mobile 
devices; mobile apps; downloadable software; platform 
software.), 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions; business consultancy and 
advisory services; financial records management; retail 
services; online retail services.), 36(Insurance; financial affairs; 
monetary affairs; real estate affairs; asset management; loan 
and credit and lease-finance services; financial information, 
data, advice and consultancy services; financial lending; 
financial credit services; credit assessment services; consumer 
credit services; automobile lease financing; automobile lease-
purchasing financing; financing of consumer purchases; 
equipment financing services; lease financing of 
telecommunication equipment.) and 37(Installation and repair 
services; vehicle repair and maintenance services; mechanical 
services on vehicles; arranging of vehicle repairs; advisory 
services relating to vehicle repair and maintenance; assembly of 
accessories for vehicles; automobile detailing, reconditioning 
services; automobile service stations; garage services.) (526): 
None (730): TG GLOBAL IP HOLDINGS, a company incorporated 
under the laws of Mauritius of 11th Floor, Tower 1 Nexteracom 
Building Ebene Cybercity, Mauritius (740): Coulson Harney 
Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 116800 (220): 15/04/2021  
(300): None (511): 9(Data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; mobile applications; application software 
for cloud computing services; mobile application software; 
application software; downloadable applications for mobile 
devices; mobile apps; downloadable software; platform 
software.), 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions; business consultancy and 
advisory services; financial records management; retail 
services; online retail services.), 36(Insurance; financial affairs; 
monetary affairs; real estate affairs; asset management; loan 
and credit and lease-finance services; financial information, 
data, advice and consultancy services; financial lending; 
financial credit services; credit assessment services; consumer 
credit services; automobile lease financing; automobile lease-
purchasing financing; financing of consumer purchases; 
equipment financing services; lease financing of 
telecommunication equipment.) and 37(Installation and repair 
services; vehicle repair and maintenance services; mechanical 
services on vehicles; arranging of vehicle repairs; advisory 
services relating to vehicle repair and maintenance; assembly of 
accessories for vehicles; automobile detailing, reconditioning 
services; automobile service stations; garage services.) (526): 
None (730): TG GLOBAL IP HOLDINGS, a company incorporated 
under the laws of Mauritius of 11th Floor, Tower 1 Nexteracom 
Building Ebene Cybercity, Mauritius (740): Coulson Harney 
Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

TUGENDE  
 

(210): 119215 (220): 14/09/2021  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages (except beers) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'VODKA' and the device of a 'bottle' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
PATIALA DISTILLERS (K) LIMITED, a limited liability company 
duly incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 3470 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 119348 (220): 23/09/2021  
(300): None (511): 7(Farm implements including 3 Disc Plough, 
2 Disc Plough, Mounted Harrow, Hydraulic/Trailed Harrow, Post 
Hole Digger, Tractor Mounted Trailers, Planters, Seed cum 
Fertilizer Drill, Chisel Plough, Tubular Plough, Rotavators, 
Mould Board Plough, Tyne Ridgers, Fertilizer spreaders, 
Cultivators, Chaff Cutter, Lawn Mower, Harvester, Combine 
Harvester, Reapers, and Tillers.) (526): None (730): EASTERN 
AFRICA POWER EQUIPMENT LTD. of P. O. Box 25320 - 00603, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

FARMKING  
 

(210): 119734 (220): 19/10/2021  
(300): None (511): 32(Beers; Mineral and aerated waters and 
other non-alcoholic beverages; Fruit beverages and fruit juices; 
Syrups and other preparations for making beverages) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "TSAVO", "WATER", "DISTILLERS", "BRAND" and the 
letters "P" and "D" each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): PATIALA DISTILLERS (K) LIMITED, a limited 
liability company duly incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 3470 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
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(210): 119735 (220): 19/10/2021  
(300): None (511): 32(Beers; Mineral and aerated waters and 
other non-alcoholic beverages; Fruit beverages and fruit juices; 
Syrups and other preparations for making beverages) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters 'K','G' and the words "KENYA"&"GOLD" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): PATIALA 
DISTILLERS (K) LIMITED, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 3470 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 119923 (220): 03/11/2021  
(300): None (511): 12(Electric vehicles; Motorcycles; Electric 
bicycles; Electric tricycles.) (526): JIANG has no meaning and 
has no language of origin (730): ZHEJIANG QIANJIANG 
MOTORCYCLE CO., LTD of Economic & Development Zone, 
Wenling, Zhejiang Province, China (740): Gitahi Munyi & 
Associates of P. O. Box 19785 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 120055 (220): 11/11/2021  
(300): None (511): 6(Manifolds; pipes; screw connections; 
bushings; connectors and clamps; valves made of metal for 
liquids, gases and air; check valves, excess flow valves and 
pressure relief valves for liquids, gases and air; manually 
operated valves and parts therefor made of metal for liquids, 
gases and air; fueling nozzles; fueling nozzles for liquefied 
petroleum, gases, cryogenic liquids and fuels.) and 11(Pressure 
regulators and parts thereof for gases, cryogenic liquids, and 
fuels.) (526): None (730): ENGINEERED CONTROLS 
INTERNATIONAL, LLC of 100 Rego Drive, Elon, North Carolina 
27244, United States of America (740): J. K. Muchae & 
Company Advocates of P. O. Box 60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

REGO  
 

(210): 120735 (220): 22/12/2021  
(300): None (511): 9(scientific, research, navigation, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of 
electricity; computer software, blank digital or analogue 
recording and storage media; mechanisms for coin-operated 
apparatus; cash registers, calculating devices; computers and 
computer peripheral devices), 36 (Insurance, financial affairs, 
monetary affairs, services relating to banking and other 
financial transactions, financial valuation services; real estate 
activities) and 42 (scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis, 
industrial research and industrial design services; quality 
control and authentication services; design and development of 
computer hardware and software) (526): None (730): ALVIN 
TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED, a company incorporated under the 
Laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 6780 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
Kibungei & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 103082 - 00101, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 121141 (220): 01/02/2022  
(300): None (511): 9(Data processing equipment, including 
calculating machines and computers; computer software; 
computer Chatbot software; communication software for 
providing access to the Internet; computer application software 
for mobile phones; computer software for financial 
management and planning, account aggregation aria budgeting; 
electrical and electronic telecommunications and 
communications apparatus and instruments; data 
communication apparatus and instruments, including portable 
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electronic devices to access the Internet wirelessly; apparatus 
for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or Images; 
apparatus and instruments for the processing, transmission, 
storage, logging, reception and retrieval of data being in the 
form of encoded data, text, graphic Images or video or a 
combination of these formats; image processing apparatus, 
instruments and equipment; telecommunications products, 
including, computer control hardware for use in wireless 
communications systems; routers; modems; magnetically 
encoded cards; smart cards; holograms; media for storing 
information, data, images and sound; blank and pre-recorded 
magnetic cards; cards containing microprocessors; integrated 
circuit cards; electronic identification cards; telephone cards; 
telephone credit cards; credit cards; debit cards; magnetic, 
digital and optical data carriers, recording and storage media 
(blank and pre-recorded); recording discs; compact discs; DVDs 
and other digital recording media; machine readable media; 
digital video, and data (downloadable) provided from a 
computer database or the internet; personal digital assistants; 
satellite receivmg and transmission apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus for downloading audio, video and data from the 
internet; television apparatus and instruments; radio and 
television broadcasting transmitters and receivers; apparatus 
for access to broadcast or transmitted programmes; 
programmed-data-carrying electronic circuits; electronic and 
satellite navigational and positional apparatus and instruments, 
including global positioning systems; telephones; mobile 
telephones; cordless telephones; telephone accessones, 
including, telephone cords and batteries; electronic products, 
including, digital photograph receivers; telecommunication 
couplers; telecommunication modular plugs; transceivers; 
wireless transceivers; teleconferencing telephones; telephone 
answenng machines; internet telephones; wireless telephones; 
earphones and antennae for cordless and wireless telephones; 
communication apparatus and instruments for wireless internet 
access and online streamlining; hands-free devices for car 
telephones and mobile telephones; in-car telephone handset 
cradles; mobile phone cases; parts and fittings included m class 
09 for the aforementioned goods; scientific, nautical, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching 
apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating 
or controlling electricity; mechanisms for coin-operated 
apparatus; fire-extinguishing apparatus.), 35(Advertising and 
promotion services; loyalty card services; organisation, 
operation and management of customer loyalty schemes; 
organisation, operation and supervision of sales and promotional 
incentive schemes; retail, wholesale, franchising and 
merchandising services; offering for sale and the sale of goods 
in the retail and wholesale trade; the bringing together, for the 
benefit of others, of a variety of goods and services enabling 
customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods and 
services, including such services provided on-line from a 
computer database, the internet or other electronic networks; 
provision of online platforms for the sale and purchase of goods 
and services; arranging and conducting of exhibitions for 
business purposes; business management; business 
administration; business research; business strategy and 
planning services; information and advisory services; economic 
forecasting marketing, market research, market analysis and 
survey services; publication of information; compilation of 
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statistical information; provision of trade information; provision 
of directory services.), 36(Financial affairs; monetary affairs; 
banking services including home, intemet and remote banking; 
financial sponsorship; insurance and finance services including 
such services provided over the intemet or any other electronic 
network; discount services including discount card services; 
issue and redemption of tokens, vouchers and points; issuance 
of tokens of value as a reward for customer loyalty; providing 
cash and other rebates as part of a customer loyalty program; 
credit card services; charge card services; pre-paid purchase 
card services, including processing electronic payments made 
through prepaid cards; insurance, financing and guarantee 
services relating to telecommunications and communications 
apparatus and instruments; provision of electronic and online 
financial services, including electronic fund transfer services 
and secure on-line monetary transaction facilities; providing an 
internet website portal m the field of financial transaction and 
payment processing; processing financial transactions via a 
global computer network; providing multiple payment options 
by means of customer-operated electronic terminals available 
on-site in retail stores; provision of investment and fund 
management information; administration of funds and 
investments; stock, shares and bond information and brokerage 
services; provision of information and advisory services relating 
to monetary affairs and the aforementioned services, including 
the provision of information from a computer database, the 
intemet or other electronic network; provision of information 
and advice for the prospective purchasers of commodities and 
goods, all related to payment terms and insurance; real estate 
affairs.), 38(Telecommunication services; mobile, fixed, 
satellite, cellular, mobile and radio telecommunication 
services; telecommunications services, including, mobile 
telephone services, voicemail, facsimile transmission and data 
transmission; wireless communication services, including, 
wireless mobile telephone calling, electroic messaging and data 
transmission service plans; messaging services, including, 
sending, receiving and forwarding messages in the form of text, 
audio, graphic images or video or a combination of these 
formats; online messaging services; unified messaging services; 
computer aided transmission of messages and images; video 
conferencing services; video telephone services, 
teleconferencing services, voice over intemet protocol (VOIP) 
services; paging services; telephone telecommunications 
services provided via prepaid telephone calling card; providing 
prepaid minutes for use on mobile phones; providing telephone 
communication and internet telephony services; telephone and 
mobile telephone message collection and transmission, radio-
paging, call diversion, answerphone and electronic mail services 
for others; transmission, delivery and reception of sound, data 
and images; personal numbering services; hire, leasing and 
rental of telecommunications, telephonic and communications 
apparatus and instruments; loan of replacement 
telecommunications and communications apparatus and 
instruments; provision of internet access services; 
telecommunications services for location and tracking of 
persons and objects; tracking of mobile telephone via satellite 
signals; provision of information relating to or identifying 
telecommunications and communications apparatus and 
instruments; provision of wireless application protocol services, 
including those utilizing a secure communications channel; 
provision of information relating to or identifying 
telecommunications and communications apparatus and 
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instruments; broadcast or transmission of radio or television 
programmes; providing telecommunications connections to 
computer databases, the internet or other electronic networks; 
provision of wireless electronic transmission of credit and debit 
card transaction data and wireless electronic savings and 
payment data via a global computer network; providing access 
to digital audio, video and data websites from a database, the 
internet, or other electronic network; streaming of audio and 
video material on the internet; telecommunication and 
communication database services, including enabling the 
consumer to download digital content from a network and 
server to an individual database; providing access to 
telecommunications infrastructures for other operators; 
providing and leasing access time to computer databases, 
computer bulletin boards, computer networks and interactive 
computer communications networks; advisory, information and 
consultancy services relating to all the aforementioned) and 
42(Scientific and technological services and research and design 
relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; 
design and development of computer hardware and software; 
application service provider (APS), including, providing, hosting, 
managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, 
web sites, and databases in the fields of wireless 
communication, mobile information access, and remote data 
management for wireless delivery of content to handheld 
computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; providing 
temporary use of online non-downloadable software and 
applications for instant messaging, voice over internet protocol 
(VOIP), video conferencing, and audio conferencing; computer 
services, including, creating an online community for registered 
users to engage in social networking; computer services, 
including, creating virtual communities for users to participate 
in discussions, get feedback from their peers, and engage in 
social, business and community networking; computer services, 
including, hosting electronic facilities for others for interactive 
discussions via communication networks; application service 
provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate the 
creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, 
posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, 
annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, 
embedding, transmitting and sharing or otherwise providing 
electronic media or information via computer and 
communication networks; providing an online network service 
that enables users to transfer and share personal identity data 
among multiple online facilities; providing information from 
searchable indexes and databases of information, including 
text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, electronic 
media, photographic images and audio visual information, on 
computer and communication networks; providing temporary 
use of non-downloadable software applications for social 
networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission of 
audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; 
providing online facilities that gives users the ability to upload, 
modify and share audio, video, photographic images, text, 
graphics and data; digital imaging services related to 
digitalization and scanning of images as well as rendering of 
computer graphics; providing non- downloadable e-commerce 
software to allow users to perform electronic business 
transactions via global computer network; computer services, in 
particular, application service provider featuring application 
programming interface (API) software to allow users to perform 
electronic business transactions via a global computer network; 
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software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for 
sending electronic message alerts, for transmitting orders, 
sending and receiving electronic messages, allowing users to 
perform electronic business transactions and stream and 
download audio and video content via a global computer 
network) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the letters 'M', 'T' and 'N' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole (730): MTN GROUP 
MANAGEMENT SERVICES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED of 216-14th 
Avenue, Fairland, Roodepoort, Gauteng, South Africa (740): 
ENSafrica of P.O. Box 12342 -00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 121408 (220): 21/02/2022  
(300): None (511): 9(Electronic books; downloadable books; 
media players; electronic reading devices; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; 
magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs 
and other digital recording media), 16(Printed books; 
bookbinding material), 35(Retail and wholesale services; retail 
and wholesale sale of books) and 41(Publishing services) (526): 
None (730): THE TRICONTINENTAL PAN AFRICA NPC of 2nd 
floor, Southpoint Corner, 87 De Korte Street, Braamfontein, 
2001, South Africa (740): Ensafrica (NBMA Advocates LLP) of 
P.O. Box 12342 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

INKANI BOOKS  
 

(210): 121609 (220): 10/03/2022  
(300): None (511): 9(Apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, data 
processing equipment; computer hardware; computer 
software.), 35(Sales and marketing services for others relating 
to the provision of international bandwidth on cable networks 
and data storage facilities; arranging subscriptions to 
telecommunications services for others; data processing 
services.), 37(Installation, maintenance, support and repair of 
computer networks and communication networks.), 
38(Telecommunications services, including hire, rental, leasing, 
operation of telecommunications apparatus, lines for access to 
computer networks, installations, wide-band 
telecommunications networks; advisory, consultancy, 
information services relating to telecommunications.) and 
42(Computerised data storage; rental of cloud storage facilities 
for data centres; providing web servers and co-location servers 
for cloud computing and data storage facilities; design and 
development of systems for data input, output, processing, 
display and storage.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words "OPEN", "ACCESS", 
"DATA", "CENTRES" and the device of the "map of Africa" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): OPEN 
ACCESS DATA CENTRES (MAURITIUS) LTD of Level 2, Alexander 
House Silicon Avenue Ebene Cybercity 72201, Mauritius (740): 
ENSafrica NBMA Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 12342 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 121610 (220): 10/03/2022  
(300): None (511): 9(Data processing equipment, including 
calculating machines and computers; computer software; 
computer Chatbot software; communication software for 
providing access to the Internet; computer application software 
for mobile phones; computer software for financial 
management and planning, account aggregation and budgeting; 
electrical and electronic telecommunications and 
communications apparatus and instruments; data 
communication apparatus and instruments, including portable 
electronic devices to access the Internet wirelessly; apparatus 
for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; 
apparatus and instruments for the processing, transmission, 
storage, logging, reception and retrieval of data being in the 
form of encoded data, text, graphic images or video or a 
combination of these formats; image processing apparatus, 
instruments and equipment; telecommunications products, 
including, computer control hardware for use in wireless 
communications systems; routers; modems; magnetically 
encoded cards; smart cards; holograms; media for storing 
information, data, images and sound; blank and pre-recorded 
magnetic cards; cards containing microprocessors; integrated 
circuit cards; electronic identification cards; telephone cards; 
telephone credit cards; credit cards; debit cards; magnetic, 
digital and optical data carriers, recording and storage media 
(blank and pre-recorded); recording discs; compact discs; DVDs 
and other digital recording media; machine readable media; 
digital video, and data (downloadable) provided from a 
computer database or the internet; personal digital assistants; 
satellite receiving and transmission apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus for downloading audio, video and data from the 
internet; television apparatus and instruments; radio and 
television broadcasting transmitters and receivers; apparatus 
for access to broadcast or transmitted programmes; 
programmed-data-carrying electronic circuits; electronic and 
satellite navigational and positional apparatus and instruments, 
including global positioning systems; telephones; mobile 
telephones; cordless telephones; telephone accessories, 
including, telephone cords and batteries; electronic products, 
including, digital photograph receivers; telecommunication 
couplers; telecommunication modular plugs; transceivers; 
wireless transceivers; teleconferencing telephones; telephone 
answering machines; internet telephones; wireless telephones; 
earphones and antennae for cordless and wireless telephones; 
communication apparatus and instruments for wireless internet 
access and online streamlining; hands-free devices for car 
telephones and mobile telephones; in-car telephone handset 
cradles; mobile phone cases; parts and fittings included in class 
09 for the aforementioned goods; scientific, nautical, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching 
apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instrument for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating 
or controlling electricity; mechanisms for coin-operated 
apparatus; fire-extinguishing apparatus.), 35(Advertising and 
promotion services; loyalty card services; organisation, 
operation and management of customer loyalty schemes; 
organisation, operation and supervision of sales and promotional 
incentive schemes; retail, wholesale, franchising and 
merchandising services; offering for sale and the sale of goods 
and services in the retail and wholesale trade; the bringing 
together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods and 
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services enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase 
those goods and services, including such services provided on-
line from a computer database, the internet or other electronic 
networks; provision of online platforms for the sale and 
purchase of goods and services; arranging and conducting of 
exhibitions for business purposes; business management; 
business administration; business research; business strategy 
and planning services; information and advisory services; 
economic forecasting, marketing, market research, market 
analysis and survey services; publication of information; 
compilation of statistical information; provision of trade 
information; provision of director services.), 36(Financial 
affairs; monetary affairs; banking services including home, 
internet and remote banking; financial sponsorship; insurance 
and finance. services including such services provided over the 
internet or any other electronic network; discount services 
including discount card services; issue and redemption of 
tokens, vouchers and points; issuance of tokens of value as a 
reward for customer loyalty; providing cash and other rebates 
as part of a customer loyalty program; credit card services; 
charge card services; pre-paid purchase card services, including 
processing electronic payments made through prepaid cards; 
insurance, financing and guarantee services relating to 
telecommunications and communications apparatus and 
instruments; provision of electronic and online financial 
services, including electronic fund transfer services and secure 
on-line monetary transaction facilities; providing an internet 
website portal in the field of financial transaction and payment 
processing; processing financial transactions via a global 
computer network; providing multiple payment options by 
means of customer-operated electronic terminals available on- 
site in retail stores; provision of investment and fund 
management information; administration of funds and 
investments; stock, shares and bond information and brokerage 
services; provision of information and advisory services relating 
to monetary affairs and the aforementioned services, including 
the provision of information from a computer database, the 
internet or other electronic network; provision of information 
and advice for the prospective purchasers of commodities and 
goods, all related to payment terms and insurance; real estate 
affairs.), 38(Telecommunication services; mobile, fixed, 
satellite, cellular, mobile and radio telecommunication 
services; telecommunications services, including, mobile 
telephone services, voicemail, facsimile transmission and data 
transmission; wireless communication services, including, 
wireless mobile telephone calling, electronic messaging and 
data transmission service plans; messaging services, including, 
sending, receiving and forwarding messages in the form of text, 
audio, graphic images or video or a combination of these 
formats; online messaging services; unified messaging services; 
computer aided transmission of messages and images; video 
conferencing services; video telephone services, 
teleconferencing services, voice over internet protocol (VOIP) 
services; paging services; telephone telecommunications 
services provided via prepaid telephone calling card; providing 
prepaid minutes for use on mobile phones; providing telephone 
communication and internet telephony services; telephone and 
mobile telephone message collection and transmission, radio-
paging, call diversion, answerphone and electronic mail services 
for others; transmission, delivery and reception of sound, data 
and images; personal numbering services; hire, leasing and 
rental of telecommunications, telephonic and communications 
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apparatus and instruments; loan of replacement 
telecommunications and communications apparatus and 
instruments; provision of internet access services; 
telecommunications services for location and tracking of 
persons and objects; tracking of mobile telephone via satellite 
signals; provision of information relating to or identifying 
telecommunications and communications apparatus and 
instruments; provision of wireless application protocol services, 
including those utilizing a secure communications channel; 
provision of information relating to or identifying 
telecommunications and communications apparatus and 
instruments; broadcast or transmission of radio or television 
programmes; providing telecommunications connections to 
computer databases, the internet or other electronic networks; 
provision of wireless electronic transmission of credit and debit 
card transaction data and wireless electronic savings and 
payment data via a global computer network; providing access 
to digital audio, video and data websites from a database, the 
internet, or other electronic network; streaming of audio and 
video material on the internet; telecommunication and 
communication database services, including enabling the 
consumer to download digital content from a network and 
server to an individual database; providing access to 
telecommunications infrastructures for other operators; 
providing and leasing access time to computer databases, 
computer bulletin boards, computer networks and interactive 
computer communications networks; advisory, information and 
consultancy services relating to all the aforementioned.) and 
42(Scientific and technological services and research and design 
relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; 
design and development of computer hardware and software; 
application service provider (APS), including, providing, hosting, 
managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, 
web sites, and databases in the fields of wireless 
communication, mobile information access, and remote data 
management for wireless delivery of content to handheld 
computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; providing 
temporary use of online non-downloadable software and 
applications for instant messaging, voice over internet protocol 
(VOIP), video conferencing, and audio conferencing; computer 
services, including, creating an online community for registered 
users to engage in social networking; computer services, 
including, creating virtual communities for users to participate 
in discussions, get feedback from their peers, and engage in 
social, business and community networking; computer services, 
including, hosting electronic facilities for others for interactive 
discussions via communication networks; application service 
provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate the 
creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, 
posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, 
annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, 
embedding, transmitting, and sharing or otherwise providing 
electronic media or information via computer and 
communication networks; providing an online network service 
that enables users to transfer and share personal identity data 
among multiple online facilities; providing information from 
searchable indexes and databases of information, including 
text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, electronic 
media, photographic images and audio visual information, on 
computer and communication networks; providing temporary 
use of non-downloadable software applications for social 
networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission of 
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audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; 
providing online facilities that gives users the ability to upload, 
modify and share audio, video, photographic images, text, 
graphics and data; digital imaging services related to 
digitalization and scanning of images as well as rendering of 
computer graphics; providing non-downloadable e-commerce 
software to allow users to perform electronic business 
transactions via global computer network; computer services, in 
particular, application service provider featuring application 
programming interface (API) software to allow users to perform 
electronic business transactions via a global computer network; 
software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for 
sending electronic message alerts, for transmitting orders, 
sending and receiving electronic messages, allowing users to 
perform electronic business transactions and stream and 
download audio and video content via a global computer 
network.) (526): None (730): MTN GROUP FINTECH 
(PROPRIETARY) LIMITED, a South African Company of MTN 
Innovation Centre 216 14th Avenue, Fairlands, Gauteng, South 
Africa (740): ENSafrica NBMA Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 12342 
- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 122212 (220): 28/04/2022  
(300): None (511): 36(Real Estate Affairs) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'GREEN', 'KENYA' and 'BUILDING' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): LAND SHIELD CO. LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 1017 - 80108, Kilifi, Kenya (740): O & M Law of P.O. Box 
49393 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 122225 (220): 28/04/2022  
(300): None (511): 41(Providing organizing recreational 
events.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the letters 'E', 'U' and the words 'FRANCE', 
'EVENTS', 'LIMITED 'and 'BUSINESS' and the device of the 'Tent' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
EUFRANCE EVENTS LIMITED of P. O. Box 4441 - 40100, Kisumu, 
Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 122579 (220): 25/05/2022  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages (except beers) 
(526): None (730): CHIVAS HOLDINGS (IP) LIMITED of Kilmalid, 
Stirling Road, Dumbarton, Scotland G82 2SS, United Kingdom 
(740): Gichachi & Company Advocates of P.O.Box 79659 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

STRATHISLA  
 

(210): 122650 (220): 31/05/2022  
(300): None (511): 6(Metals, Building materials) (526): None 
(730): RUI DONG MING of Maisonette 3, off Wood Avenue, P. O. 
Box 9561 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

coxford  
 

(210): 122933 (220): 23/06/2022  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages, namely, tequila and 
mixed beverages containing tequila) (526): None (730): 
BROWN-FORMAN CORPORATION of 850 Dixie Highway, Louisville, 
Kentucky 40210, United States of America (740): J.K. Muchae & 
Company Advocates of P.O. Box 60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 122934 (220): 23/06/2022  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages, namely, tequila and 
mixed beverages containing tequila) (526): None (730): 
BROWN-FORMAN CORPORATION of 850 Dixie Highway, Louisville, 
Kentucky 40210, United States of America (740): J.K. Muchae & 
Company Advocates of P.O. Box 60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

HERRADURA 
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(210): 122940 (220): 23/06/2022  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages (except beers) 
(526): None (730): ACCOLADE WINES CHILE SpA of AV. Alonso 
de Cordova 5151 of 1103, Las Condes, Santiago, Chile (740): 
J.K. Muchae & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 60664 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 122943 (220): 23/06/2022  
(300): None (511): 33(Wines.) (526): None (730): ACCOLADE 
WINES AUSTRALIA LIMITED of Level 10, 10 Franklin Street, 
Adelaide, South Australia 5000 (740):  J.K. Muchae & Company 
Advocates of P.O. Box 60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 123003 (220): 29/06/2022  
(300): None (511): 31(Tomato seed) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'TOMATO', "AFRICA'S", "BEST", the letter 'F', the numeral '1' and 
the device of "Tomatoes" each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): AGRISCOPE (AFRICA) LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 45125 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 123004 (220): 29/06/2022  
(300): None (511): 31(Collard seed) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'COLLARDS', 'SWEET', 'GEORGIA', ‘AFRICA'S’, "BEST", the letter 'F', 
the numeral '1' and the device of "vegetables" each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): AGRISCOPE 
(AFRICA) LIMITED of P .O. Box 45125 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None   
(210): 123020 (220): 30/06/2022  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper articles and packaging materials) 
and 30(Tea) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words ‘FLAVOURED’, ‘BLACK’, ‘TEA’, 
the flavors; ‘CARAMEL’, ‘ORANGE’, ‘MINT’, ‘MASALA’, ‘MANGO’, 
‘LEMON’, ‘JASMINE’, ‘GINGER’, ‘FOREST’, ‘FRUIT’, ‘CINNAMON’, 
‘EARL’ and ‘GREY’ each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): KENYA TEA PACKERS LIMITED of P. O. Box 57936 
- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 123072 (220): 04/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 42(Scientific and technological service and 
research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and 
research services; Design and development of hardware and 
software.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words 'Automate', 'Businesses' and the 
letters 'I, and 'S' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): ETENIA LTD. of P. O. Box 60211 - 00200, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 123112 (220): 07/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 37(Vehicle maintenance, installation and 
repair services; repairs, adjustment and installation of exhaust 
system components; repairs, adjustment and installation of 
braking system components; repairs, adjustment and 
installation of shock absorbers, steering and suspension systems 
and plates; repairs, adjustment and installation of automotive 
batteries, wiring, generators and alternators; repairs, 
adjustment and installation of valves and recirculation systems 
for housing gases; services for mounting, balancing and repair of 
pneumatic tires; inflation of pneumatic tires, repairs for 
fenders, car bodies; repairs, adjustment and installation of air-
conditioning systems; draining and lubrication services.) (526): 
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None (730): MIDAS INTERNATIONAL, LLC of 4300 TBC Way, Palm 
Beach Gardens, Florida 33410, United States of America (740) 
J.K. Muchae & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 60664 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 123334 (220): 21/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial and monetary services, namely, 
bill payment and presentment services, credit card services, 
debit card services, charge card services, credit and debit 
transactions, electronic cash transactions, point of sale and 
point of transaction services, transaction authorization and 
settlement services, electronic payment processing services, 
credit card and debit card verification, payment transaction 
authentication and verification services; debt settlement 
services; consumer lending services, namely, lending and credit 
services; value exchange services, namely, secure electronic 
cash transactions and electronic cash transmissions, over public 
computer networks to facilitate electronic commerce; 
electronic funds transfer, stored value smart card services and 
electronic cash services, namely, currency exchange in a secure 
environment over global electronic communications networks, 
providing financial information, namely, credit and debit card 
data and reports, electronic funds transfer and currency 
exchange services, financial assessment and risk management 
services for others in the field of consumer credit; credit 
management services, dissemination of financial information via 
a global computer network, financial information rendered by 
computer by means of a secure information computer network 
and advisory services regarding all of the foregoing services; 
financial analysis and consultation, namely, providing a wide 
range of information and analysis to financial institutions by 
electronic means in connection with credit cards, debit cards 
and other payment cards, marketing data, cardholder spending, 
fraud, risk management, terminated merchants and reporting of 
chargebacks on credit cards.) (526): None (730): VISA 
INTERNATIONAL SERVICE ASSOCIATION of 900 Metro Center 
Boulevard, Foster City, California, 94404, United States of 
America (740): J.K. Muchae & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 
60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 123401 (220): 26/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 9(Computer programs, recorded; computer 
software platforms, recorded or downloadable; mobile phone 
software applications, downloadable; mobile applications for 
booking taxis; face recognition apparatus; navigation apparatus 
for vehicles [on-board computers]; satellite navigational 
apparatus; anti-theft warning apparatus; batteries, electric, for 
vehicles; equipment for communication network; Global 
Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; event recorders, namely 
event data recorders; chips [integrated circuits]; theft 
prevention installations, electric; computer software for 
coordinating transportation services, namely, software for the 
automated scheduling and dispatch of motorized vehicles; 
computer software for use by motorized vehicle operators and 
passengers and potential passengers for ridesharing; computer 
software, recorded.), 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' 
type, printing blocks.), 25(Clothing, footwear, head wear.), 
28(Games, toys and playthings; video game apparatus; 
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gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for Christmas 
trees.), 35(Advertising; business management, organization and 
administration; office functions.), 41(Education; providing of 
training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) and 
42(Scientific and technological services and research and design 
relating thereto; industrial analysis, industrial research and 
industrial design services; quality control and authentication 
services; design and development of computer hardware and 
software.) (526): 'pibi' is a coined word with no ordinary 
meaning in English (730): PEEKABOO LIMITED of One Africa 
Place, 15th Floor, Waiyaki Way, Westlands, P. O. Box 12342 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Ensafrica (NBMA Advocates LLP) of 
P. O. Box 12342 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 123669 (220): 17/08/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticides; Insect-repellent 
preparations; Mosquito coils; Mosquito-repellent incenses; 
Preparations for destroying vermin; Chemical preparations for 
veterinary use; Preparations for destroying mice; Insect-
repellent incenses; Preparations for destroying flies; Flypaper; 
insect- repellent paper; Ant trap paper; Insect-repellent spray; 
Mosquito repellents for application to the skin; Preparations for 
prevention of insect bites; Mosquito-repellent preparations; 
Cockroach bait in the form of an attractant; Repellents for 
animals; Disinfectant for household use or for hygiene or 
sanitary purposes; Pharmaceutical preparations.) (526): None 
(730): FUMAKILLA LIMITED of No.11 Kanda-Mikuracho, Chiyoda-
ku, Tokyo, Japan (740): J.K. Muchae & Company Advocates of 
P. O. Box 60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 123900 (220): 02/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 16(Drawing instruments; drawing sets; 
school supplies (stationery); Stationery.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device 
of a "Divider" separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): HINDUSTAN PENCILS PRIVATE LIMITED, a company 
incorporated under the laws of India of 510 Himalaya House, 79 
Palton Road, Mumbai - 400001, India (740): Hamilton Harrison & 
Mathews Advocates of P. O. Box 30333 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 123947 (220): 07/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 41(Betting Services) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'BET' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'WAKA' is 'Burn' 
(730): GOLDEN HONEY BADGER TECHNOLOGY LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 30837 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

WAKABET  
 

(210): 123952 (220): 07/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 44(Medical services; Veterinary services; 
Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; 
Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "BELLANI", "NAIL", "SPA", the letters "A", "I" and the 
device of "Nail" and "NAIL POLISH" APPLICATOR" each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘Bellani’ is an Italian 
name. ‘BELLA’ means ‘Beautiful’, ‘Ni’ is an additional syllable 
to Bella (730): BELLANI NAIL SPA of P. O. Box 6983 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 123979 (220): 09/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations; 
pharmaceuticals for the treatment of fungal infections; 
antifungal pharmaceuticals; pharmaceuticals for use in the 
treatment of protozoan infections.) (526): None (730): GILEAD 
SCIENCES INC. of 333 Lakeside Drive, Foster City California 
94404, United States of America (740): J.K. Muchae & Company 
Advocates of P. O. Box 60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 123980 (220): 09/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical for use as a tranquilizer 
and antidepressant.) (526): None (730): UPJOHN US 2 LLC of 
235 East 42nd Street, New York, New York, United States of 
America (740):  J.K. Muchae & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 
60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 124137 (220): 21/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations) (526): None 
(730): ABBVIE INC. of 1N. Waukegan Road, North Chicago, 
Illinois 60064, United States of America (740): J.K. Muchae & 
Company Advocates of P. O. Box 60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 124234 (220): 27/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 41(Entertainment) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'AWARDS' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
GRIP VENTURES (K) LTD of P. O. Box 47071-00100, Kenya (740):  
None 

 
(210): 124269 (220): 29/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 29(Cheese, yoghurt, farmented milk and 
fresh pasteurized and homogenized milk) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
"FARM", "FRESH", "MOZZARELLA" and "CHEESE" each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘SUKA’ is derived from a 
combination of two words Subukia and Kabazi that are two 
regions in Subikia-Sub-county. (730): SUKA FCS LTD of P .O. Box 
198 - 20109, Subukia, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 124270 (220): 29/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 29(Cheese,yoghurt, farmented milk and 
fresh pasteurized and homogenized milk) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
"FRESH", "PANEER", "CHEESE" each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): SUKA FCS LTD of P. O. Box 198 - 
20109, Subukia, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 124386 (220): 06/10/2022  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration, including business administration of 
employee share schemes; office functions, marketing research 
and studies; opinion polling; promotional services; loyalty 
scheme services; development, organisation, operation and 
management of incentive, rewards and loyalty programs; 
including those in relation to insurance; advisory, consultancy 
and information services in connection with the a foregoing.) 
and 36(Financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; 
insurance; share exchange schemes, financial advice relating to 
share option schemes; financial advice relating to employee 
share schemes; advisory, consultancy and information services 
in connection with the a foregoing.) (526): None (730): OLD 
MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY (SOUTH AFRICA) LIMITED of 
Mutual Park, Jan Smuts Drive, Pinelands 7405, South Africa 
(740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P. O. Box 41546 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 125016 (220): 10/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 7(Metalworking machines and tools and their 
parts and fittings; cutting tools being parts of machines; dies for 
use with machine tools; metalworking machines and tools for 
friction stir welding of metals; metalworking machines and 
tools, namely, impact wrenches, electric ratchet wrenches, 
wrenches (power-driven), electric screwdrivers, electrical 
drills, drilling bits [parts of machines], reamers [parts of 
machines], grinding tools [parts of machines], hammers [parts 
of machines], jigsaws [machines], electric sanders; cutting tools 
other than hand-operated; ceramic cutting tools and dies for 
metalworking, other than hand-operated; cemented carbide 
cutting tools other than hand-operated; cernet cutting tools 
other than hand-operated; diamond-pointed metal-cutting tools 
other than hand-operated; thread milling cutters (machine 
tools); milling cutters (machine tools); cemented carbide tips 
for use with machine tools; wear- resistant metal-cutting tools 
other than hand-operated; moulds and dies for metal-forming 
(parts of machines); non-electric prime movers, not for land 
vehicles; parts of non-electric prime movers; parts of engines, 
namely, engine gaskets, DPF gasket kits, cylinder head gaskets, 
sealings, injectors, air conditioner filters, air conditioner relays, 
turbochargers, power steering pumps, oil pumps, water pumps, 
urea SCR filters, urea water filters, DPF (Diesel particulate 
filters), pistons, cylinder liners, valve rocker arms and shafts, 
fuel pumps, carburetors, diesel fuel injection systems 
(mechanical), diesel fuel injection systems (electronic), diesel 
fuel injection nozzles, fuel filters, air cleaners; parts of 
engines, namely, oil pump filters, oil coolers, fans and fan 
clutches, exhaust manifold converters, mufflers; motors for 
automobile wipers; parts of engines, namely, throttle bodies, 
timing belts, fan belts for machines, belt tensioners, clutches, 
pressure switches being parts of machines; motors, other than 
for land vehicles; fan belts for motors and engines; 
transmissions for machines; mechanical engine parts for land 
vehicles; igniting devices for internal combustion engines; 
ignition apparatus and their accessories being parts of internal 
combustion engines of all kinds, namely spark plugs, glow plugs, 
spark plug caps, spark plug cables and spark plug ignition coils; 
chemical processing machines and apparatus; machines for 
generating gas by electrolysis; apparatus for hardening molded 
products of lime material by applying carbon dioxide; 
electromechanical machines for chemical industry; tile making 
machines; pottery manufacturing machines and apparatus; 
potters' wheels; high-voltage generators; electricity generators; 
fuel dispensing machines for service stations; fuel dispensing 
pumps for service stations; fuel dispensing machines for 
hydrogen stations; fuel dispensing pumps for hydrogen stations; 
hydrogen station equipment for fuel cell vehicles;; valves (parts 
of engines); valves (parts of engines), namely, EGR valves, ISC 
valves, proportional relay valves, ASS modulator valves, trailer 
control valves, thermostatic valves; industrial fishing machines; 
machines and equipment for the aquaculture industry; machines 
and equipment for the aquaculture industry, namely, tanks 
being parts of machines, water pumps and auto-feeders; 
chemical vapor deposition reaction machines for processing 
semiconductor wafers; chemical vapor deposition reaction 
machines for manufacturing liquid crystals; physical vapor 
deposition reaction machines for processing semiconductor 
wafers; physical vapor deposition reaction machines for 
manufacturing liquid crystals; plasma etching processing 
machines for processing semiconductor wafers; plasma etching 
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processing machines for manufacturing liquid crystals; ion 
implanting machines for processing semiconductor wafers; ion 
implanting machines for manufacturing liquid crystals; 
semiconductor wafer processing machines and parts therefor; 
semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; parts and 
fittings of semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; 
machines for manufacturing liquid crystal display devices; 
machine elements not for land vehicles; pneumatic or hydraulic 
machines and instruments; generators with cogeneration 
function; alternators: direct current generators; ignition coils 
[parts of engines] and 9(Telecommunication machines and 
apparatus, and their parts for measuring, testing, monitoring 
and detecting water quality; telecommunication machines and 
apparatus, and their parts for analyzing and visualizing data of 
water -quality for use with monitoring devices and water-
quality monitors; telecommunication machines and apparatus, 
and their parts for collecting and utilizing data of automobiles; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus, and their parts for 
use in the field of fuel cells and other batteries; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus, and their parts for 
measuring, monitoring, managing and evaluating condition of 
batteries; telecommunication machines and apparatus, and 
their parts for conducting, controlling and regulating the 
distribution of electricity; telecommunication machines and 
apparatus, and their parts for trading greenhouse gas emission 
rights or credits; telecommunication machines and apparatus, 
and their parts for measurement, analysis and management of 
greenhouse gas emission; telecommunication machines and 
apparatus, and their parts for controlling and managing 
measuring and testing machines and instruments; electron 
tubes; semi-conductor devices; electronic circuits; computer 
programs, recorded; computer programs, downloadable; 
downloadable image and video files; downloadable audio and 
sound files; electronic publications, downloadable; personal 
digital assistants; laboratory apparatus and instruments; power 
distribution or control machines and apparatus; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, controlling and regulating the 
distribution of electricity; high voltage generators for ignition 
using dry battery or household power source; high voltage 
generators for piezoelectric gas ignition; igniting apparatus, 
electric, for igniting at a distance; igniting apparatus, electric, 
for igniting; rotary converters; phase modifiers; electric or 
magnetic meters and testers; conductors, electric; cables, 
electric; eyewear; computer hardware; computer peripherals; 
electronic components; piezoelectric elements (electronic 
components); semi-conductor elements; integrated circuits; 
integrated circuit packages; integrated circuit substrates; 
computer hardware for measuring, testing, monitoring and 
detecting water quality; computer hardware for analyzing and 
visualizing data of water-quality for use with monitoring devices 
and water-quality monitors; computer hardware for collecting 
and utilizing data of automobiles; computer hardware for use in 
the field of fuel cells and other batteries; computer hardware 
for measuring, monitoring, managing and evaluating condition 
of batteries; computer hardware for conducting, controlling and 
regulating the distribution of electricity; computer hardware for 
trading greenhouse gas emission rights or credits; computer 
hardware for measurement, analysis and management of 
greenhouse gas emission; computer hardware for controlling 
and managing measuring and testing machines and instruments; 
buzzers, electric; fire alarms; gas leak alarms; burglar alarms; 
magnetic cores; resistance wires; electrodes, other than 
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welding electrodes or medical electrodes; fuel cell electrodes; 
calculating machines; ultrasonic wave oscillators; ozonisers 
[ozonators]; measuring or testing machines and instruments; 
measuring apparatus and instruments; sensors, detectors and 
monitoring instruments; piezoelectric sensors; thermal sensors; 
optical sensors; gas sensors; pressure sensors; acceleration 
sensors; velocity sensors; distance sensors; water quality 
sensors; apparatus for measuring concentration of fuel vapor, 
oxygen, nitrogen, oxide, hydrocarbon, methane, alcohol and 
hydrogen in air or gas; apparatus for measuring concentration of 
fuel vapor, oxygen, nitrogen oxide, hydrocarbon, methane, 
alcohol and hydrogen, and controlling air/fuel ratio in the 
exhaust gas from internal combustion engines, boilers, 
incinerators, gas turbines, generators and fuel cells; knock 
sensors; temperature sensors; outdoor air sensors for measuring 
air quality; load sensors; hydrogen leak detection sensors; urea 
sensors; speed sensors; sensors for measuring the position of 
liquid; position sensors; sensors for measuring flow rate of gas, 
air and liquid; gear position sensors of transmission; anti-theft 
infrared sensors; liquid detection sensors; impact detection 
sensors; illuminance sensors; sensors for measuring air 
inhalation speed; parking aid sensors; electromagnetic sensors; 
ultrasonic sensors; sensors [measurement apparatus], other 
than for medical use; vibration sensors; motion sensors; infrared 
sensors; photoelectric sensors; machines for analyzing failure of 
semiconductor; parts for ceramic semiconductor; ceramic 
wiring board; electronic sensors; electronic decoders; 
electronic meters; electronic timing apparatus; electronic 
control systems; electronic control units; electronic surveillance 
apparatus; electronic control apparatus; electronic semi-
conductors; process controlling apparatus [electronic]; testing 
apparatus for electronic equipment; electrodes; electrical cells 
and batteries, and their parts and fittings; galvanic cells; 
battery cases; solar batteries, and their parts and fittings; solar 
panels for the production of electricity; chargers for electric 
accumulators, and their parts and fittings; battery charging 
equipment; battery cases equipped with measuring equipment 
and communication equipment for measuring, monitoring and 
managing condition of batteries; battery chargers utilizing solar 
power generation panels equipped with measuring equipment 
and communication equipment for measuring, monitoring and 
managing condition of batteries; apparatus for measuring heat 
production by household fuel-cells by monitoring flow volume of 
heating medium in-and-out temperature differences; 
calorimeters; fuel cells using metal anodes or alkaline fluid 
electrolytes; polymer electrolyte fuel cells; computers for 
remote monitoring of fuel battery generators using 
communication networks; fuel cells; electrochemical power 
generating apparatus, including fuel-cells stacks, heat insulating 
containers, control devices for fuel cells fuel cell power 
generation equipment; fuel cell power generation equipment 
for vehicles; light-emitting diodes [LED]; parts and fittings for 
light diodes; fuel battery cells; fuel cell stacks; fuel cell 
modules; electric wires, cables, and connectors for land and 
water vehicles, and their accessories; sensors for vehicles; 
automotive and other vehicular sensors, namely, position 
sensors, temperature sensors, pressure sensors, speed sensors, 
vacuum sensors, oxygen sensors, fluid level sensors, knock 
sensors and mass air flow sensors; battery clips and battery 
leads; starting and charging system components, namely, 
electric starting cables, electrical wires, voltage regulators, and 
voltage stabilizers; electrical switches; pressure switches; 
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ignition parts for internal combustion engines in the nature or 
capacitors, control module, namely, electronic controls for 
gasoline engines for land vehicles and voltage regulators and 
reducers, fuel pressure regulators; starters for motors and 
engines, and their parts and fittings; solenoid valves 
[electromagnetic switches]; Electronically Controlled Air 
Suspension (ECAS) solenoid valves; Variable Valve Timing (VVT) 
solenoids; protective helmets; oxygen breathing apparatus, 
other than for artificial respiration.) (526): None (730): NGK 
SPARK PLUG CO., LTD. of 1-1-1, Higashisakura, Higashi-ku, 
Nagoya-shi, Japan (740): J.K. Muchae & Company of Advocates 
of P. O. Box 60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 125073 (220): 11/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Fertilizer.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
"FERTILIZER", "SUPER" and device of a ‘plant’ each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. The word ‘Thabiti’ means 
consistant in English. (730): ELGON KENYA LTD of P.O. Box 
46826 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 125230 (220): 21/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 6(Metal materials for building construction) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words ''MABATI'' separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. Translation into English of the Kiswahili 
words ‘KIDANI’ and ‘MABATI’ is ‘necklace’ and ‘metal sheet or 
corrugated iron’ respectively. (730): KIDANI STEEL MILLS of The 
222 Address Warehouse No. 8, Kenya (740): Jacqueline Oyuyo 
Githinji c/o Umsizi LLP of P. O. Box 993 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 125423 (220): 30/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear; headgear; shirts, 
jackets and suits.) and 35(Retail and wholesale trade of 
clothing, footwear and headgear; online retail sale of clothing, 
footwear and headgear; import and export of clothing, footwear 
and headgear.) (526): None (730): HERITAGE APPAREL TRADING 
LIMITED of 9 Lees Street, Curepipe, Mauritius (740): CFL 
Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

THOMAS & BENNO  
 

(210): 125508 (220): 07/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 3(Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry 
preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential 
oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry 
use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
non-medicated skin care preparations, cosmetics, cosmetic 
ingredient complex sold as a component in non-medicated skin 
care preparations) (526): Registration of this trademark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the word ''COMPLEX'' and 
the numeral ''9'' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): ESTEE LAUDER COSMETICS LTD. of 161 
Commander Blvd, Agincourt, Ontario MlS3K9, Canada (740): 
Iseme Kamau & Maema Advocates of P. O. Box 11866 - 00400, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

NUTRI-9 COMPLEX  
 

(210): 125609 (220): 13/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
PRUNUS PHARMA LIMITED of A4, Akshrap Holdings Limited, P. O. 
Box 26720 - 00504, Mombasa Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

MEDSTORE  
 

(210): 125610 (220): 13/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
PRUNUS PHARMA LIMITED of A4, Akshrap Holdings Limited, P. O. 
Box 26720 - 00504, Mombasa Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

MEDSHOP  
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(210): 125612 (220): 13/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
PRUNUS PHARMA LIMITED of A4, Akshrap Holdings Limited, P. O. 
Box 26720 - 00504, Mombasa Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

RITEMED  
 

(210): 125785 (220): 21/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 5( Pharmaceutical preparations), 
9(Computer software for medical imaging apparatus; Computer 
software for use with medical x-ray apparatus; Computer 
software for use in medical treatment planning; Computer 
software for patient care data management and analytics; 
Computer software for use in medical therapy treatment 
verification; Computer software for use in managing and 
controlling apparatus and machines for delivering radiotherapy 
and interventional oncology treatment; Computer software for 
radiation treatment planning and radiation therapy treatment 
verification; Computer software for the creation or transmission 
of images or data relating to radiotherapy and interventional 
oncology treatment; Computer software for use in administering 
proton therapy used in the treatment of cancer; Computer 
software for use with oncology treatment devices and for 
creating, delivering and facilitating medical treatment plans; 
Computer software for medical treatment and patient care data 
management, display, recordation, verification and analytics; 
Computer software for medical data analytics; Computer 
software for use in planning, managing and delivering 
interventional oncology treatment; Software for medical image 
viewing, medical image processing, treatment planning and 
medical data analytics; Computer software for use in forming 
medical diagnoses, developing treatment plans, monitoring, 
delivering, controlling and simulating patient treatment, 
managing and transmitting patient data, information and 
radiographic images, x-ray imaging, and controlling medical 
apparatus; Computer software for collecting, accessing, 
managing, maintaining, analyzing, displaying and sharing 
medical information, patient data, patient treatment 
information, patient reported outcomes and medical imaging 
data; Computer software and hardware for capturing and 
processing digital image data, namely, x-ray images for medical 
or diagnostic purposes; Computer software for radionics and for 
analyzing radiographic images; Computer software for the 
storage and management of clinical, administrative and image 
data for hospitals, clinics and healthcare professionals; 
Computer software for enabling communication and 
collaboration among health care providers, specialists, 
physicians and patients, and to enable and manage medical and 
physician referrals; Computer software for identifying 
structures in a body, namely, bones, organs and other critical 
tissue for use in the radiotherapy treatment planning field; 
Computer software for the testing of equipment performance 
and managing and reporting test data of linear accelerators and 
radiation therapy machines; Computer software and hardware 
for use in connection with implantable or external transponders 
for use in diagnostic imaging, including computerized 
tomography, ultrasound and x-ray, and therapeutic intervention 
in the fields of radiation therapy, surgical oncology, robotic 
surgical tools, image-guided surgery, and interventional devices 
used in minimally invasive procedures; Particle accelerators; X-
ray apparatus not for medical purposes; Industrial X-ray 
apparatus; Industrial linear accelerators used in industrial 
imaging; X-ray and radiation detectors; Waveguides for high 
power beam delivery; Charged particle accelerators for use in 
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inspection, materials testing and industrial and security 
applications; Computer software for planning, managing and 
delivering pharmaceutical treatment; Computer software for 
controlling medical apparatus and machines for delivering 
pharmaceutical treatment; Computer software for planning, 
managing and delivering pharmaceutical treatment for cancer.), 
10(X-ray apparatus and machines for medical purposes; 
Diagnostic imaging apparatus for medical use; X-ray imaging 
apparatus for radiation treatment; X-ray tubes for medical 
purposes; Radiotherapy apparatus; Medical apparatus, namely, 
imaging apparatus for treatment planning and simulation; 
Medical diagnostic simulators used to plan, verify or simulate 
treatments of radiotherapy and interventional oncology ; 
Medical apparatus, machines and devices used to plan, verify, 
manage and deliver radiotherapy, radiosurgery and 
interventional oncology treatments; Medical apparatuses, 
systems and processes for locating and targeting volumes in a 
body; Medical devices, namely, radiotherapy and radiosurgery 
treatment devices used for treatment planning and for delivery 
of radiation; Medical apparatus for radiosurgery and computer 
software embedded therein used to treat cancer; Medical 
apparatus for administering proton therapy used in the 
treatment of cancer, and computer software embedded 
therein; Medical apparatus for administering external beam 
radiation therapy, brachytherapy, and proton therapy used in 
the treatment of cancer; Medical devices, namely, 
interventional radiology devices; Medical apparatus and 
systems, used for diagnostic, therapeutic and radiographic 
purposes, consisting of x-ray tubes and housing therefore; 
Medical apparatus, namely , x-ray radiographic and fluorosmpic 
imaging systems comprised of a x-ray source and detector 
panel; Medical apparatus, namely, x-ray imaging systems that 
convert radiation into digital signals comprised of a x-ray 
source, detector panel, user interfacecomputers, displays, and 
embedded software for use in the field of x-ray imaging, sold as 
a unit; Medical treatment planning systems and computer 
software embedded therein composed of processors, memory, 
and data input devices for displaying, storing and manipulating 
medical images, and for identifying anatomic and other 
structures on medical images for radiation treatment; Medical 
devices for delivery of radiation from within the patient, 
namely, remote afterloaders for brachytherapy and 
brachytherapy wire and needle positioning apparatus and 
computer software embedded therein, sold as a unit, for use 
therewith; Medical devices, namely, implantable transponders 
for use in diagnostic imaging, including computerized 
tomography, ultrasound and x-ray, and therapeutic intervention 
in the fields of radiation therapy, surgical oncology, robotic 
surgical tools, image-guided surgery , and interventional devices 
used in minimally invasive procedures; Medical devices, namely, 
a wireless system comprised of implantable or external 
transponders, signal emission apparatus and signal receiving 
apparatus for determining relative locations of transponders 
with precision in the human body, positioning therapeutic and 
surgical targets, monitoring and navigating the human body and 
apparatus in relationship to each other in real-time, diagnostic 
imaging, and therapeutic and surgical intervention; Linear 
accelerators for medical use in radiation treatment, 
interventional therapy, radiotherapy and radiosurgery; Medical 
charwd particle accelerators used in radiotherapy and computer 
software embedded therein for use in the field of radiotherapy , 
sold as a unit; Medical linear accelerators used in radiotherapy 
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and computer software embedded therein for use in the field of 
radiotherapy, sold as a unit; Radiation delivery devices, namely, 
high energy linear accelerators; Radiation beam collimation 
apparatus for beam shaping; Tools used to position patients for 
radiotherapy and interventional oncology treatment; Image-
based systems for patient positioning and motion management 
composed of x-ray tubes and x-ray detector paneb for radiation 
treatment; Transponder-based systems for patient positioning 
and motion management composed of implantable transponders 
and electromagnetic detector array for radiation treatment; 
Medical enema; Blood test instrument; Stitching material; 
Orthopedic articles; Surgical grafts; Oxygen bags; Surgical 
sponges; Cannulae; Medical guidewires; Syringes for medical 
purposes; Injectors for medical purposes; Surgical sponges; 
Stents; Medical catheter; Software for use in medical devices, 
systems or instruments for the automated operation of 
cryosurgical probes for ablation, in the fields of cryosurgical 
procedur%, general surgery, urology and oncology; Software for 
guiding ablation instrument placement during tissue ablation 
procedure, used as a component of a medical and surgical 
system; Software controls used to guide cryoprobe placement as 
a component of prostate cryotherapy machines; Medical 
apparatus and instruments for cryosurgery; Surgical apparatus 
and instruments, namely, lithotripter; Cryosurgical probes, 
lasers for medical purposes and laser fibers for medical 
purposes; Ablation instruments for use in cryosurgical 
procedures, general surgery, urology, oncology, neurology, 
pulmonary and thoracic surgery, dermatology and proctology; 
Thermal ablation devices that use focused microwave energy 
for the ablatjon of biological tissues; Cryosurgical apparatus for 
use in performing ablative surgery; Cryosurgical probes, namely, 
temperature probes, and cryosurgical systems composed of gas 
manifolds, valve systems, and computers; Medical devices and 
instruments for use in surgical applications, namely, cypriotes, 
temperature sensing probes, and imaging devices for treating 
prostate cancer, tumors, and other urological or conditions; 
Medical devices and instruments fa use in surgical applications, 
namely, cypriotes, temperature sensing probes, and imaging 
devices for treating prostate cancer, tumors, and other 
urological or gynecological tissue conditions; Coated medical 
devices for embolization, namely, embolic microspheres for 
ernbolization and syringes; Coated medical devices for 
embolization, namely, embolic m icrospheres for em bolization 
in the form of particles; Coated medical devices for em 
bolizatiar, namely, embolic devices in the form of particles to 
slow or block blood flow for mediating devascularizations; 
Coated medical devices for embolization, namely, embolic 
devices in the form of particles to block blood flow throughout 
the vasculature system of mammals; Coated medical devices for 
embolization, namely, embolic devices in the form of particles 
to treat hemorrhages, arteriovenous matformations, 
hemangioendothelioma, cerebral aneurysms,muscle 
hypertrophy, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, gastrointestinal 
bleeding, trauma, epistaxis, bone cysts, bone metastases, 
vertebral metastases, varicoceles, congenital hemangioma, 
artiovenous fistulae, vena cava, vascular anomalies, priapism, 
prostatic hematuria, hemoptysis, hemorrhagic cystitis, and 
post-partum hemorrhage; Coated medical devices for 
embolization, namely, embolic devices in the form of particles 
to prevent or reduce blood flow through any tissue or organ of 
interest in order to reduce the growths of malignant cells, 
tumors, lesions, hepatocellular carcinoma, and fibroids; Coated 
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medical devices for embolization, namely, embolic devices in 
the form of particles to treat vascular conditions; Medical 
apparatus for introducing and delivering pharmaceutical 
preparations into the human body; Drug delivery devices in the 
form of coated microspheres that facilitate the controlled 
release of pharmaceutical preparations; Drug delivery devices 
for delivery of pharmaceutical preparations; Embolic devices in 
the form of particles to block blood flow in the vasculature 
system in mammals.), 37(Installation, maintenance and repair 
services for medical apparatus, machines, instruments and 
equipment; Maintenance and repair of mechanical and 
electronic apparatus and machines; Maintenance and repair of 
computer hardware; Installation, maintenance and repair of 
high-energy X-ray apparatus; Maintenance and repair of 
instruments, namely, surgical and medical instruments, and 
instruments used in X-ray imaging; Installation, maintenance 
and repair services for computer systems used to formulate 
medical diagnoses and develop plans of medical treatment; 
Installation, maintenance, and repair of computer hardware), 
41(Training services in the field of operation and use of medical 
and surgical apparatus, instruments and equipment, and related 
software; Training services in the field of operation and use of 
X-ray imaging apparatus and instruments, medical imaging 
apparatus and instruments, and imaging apparatus and 
instruments for non-destructive testing purposes; Computer 
education training; Training services in the fields of cancer 
research, radiation therapy, surgical oncology, and the use of 
clinical apparatus and devices associated with these fields; 
Training services in the field of planning, managing and 
delivering pharmaceutical treatments; Training services in the 
field of pharmaceuticals to treat cancer.), 42(Installation, 
maintenance and repair of computer software; Providing 
technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of 
computer software problems and providing solutions to the 
problems; Providing computer consulting services in the design, 
selection, implementation and use of computer software 
systems for others; Consultation and technical support services 
in the fields of medical apparatus and medical systems; 
Consultation and technical support services in the field of 
computer systems and software used to formulate medical 
diagnoses, maintain patient treatment information and develop 
plans of medical treatment; Providing online non- downloadable 
software for medical imaging apparatus; Providing online non-
downloadable software for oncology treatment and patient care 
data management and analytics; Providing online non-
downloadable software for use with medical treatment devices 
and for creating and facilitating medical treatment plans; 
Providing online non-downloadable software for use in forming 
medical diagnoses, developing and facilitating treatment plans, 
monitoring, controlling and simulating patient treatment, 
managing and transmitting patient data, information and 
radiographic images, delivering radiotherapy and interventional 
oncology treatment, and controlling medical apparatus and 
machines; Providing online non-downloadable software for 
collecting, accessing, managing, maintaining, analyzing, 
displaying and sharing medical information, patient data, 
patient treatment information, patient reported outcomes and 
medical imaging data; Providing online non-downloadable 
software for enabling communication and collaboration among 
health care providers, specialists, physicians and patients, and 
to enable and manage medical and physician referrals; 
Providing online non-downloadable software for use in 
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connection with conducting tumor board reviews; Medical and 
scientific research, namely, conducting clinical trials for others; 
Consulting services in the field of design, planning and 
implementation of clinical trials; Consultation and research 
services in the field of pharmaceuticals; Consultation, research 
and development of pharmaceuticals for the treatment of 
cancer; Providing non-downloadable software for planning, 
managing and delivering pharmaceutical treatment; Providing 
non-downloadable software for controlling medical apparatus 
and machines for delivering pharmaceutical treatment; 
Providing non-downloadable software for planning, managing 
and delivering pharmaceutical treatment for cancer.) and 
44(Treatment planning services in the areas of cancer, radiation 
therapy and surgical oncology; Medical treatment planning; 
Medical services.) (526): None (730): VARIAN MEDICAL SYSTEM, 
INC of 3100 Hansen Way, Palo Alto, California 94304, United 
States of America (740):  J.K. Muchae & Company of P. O. Box 
60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 125815 (220): 22/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computer 
hardware and software.) (526): None (730): AMAZON 
TECHNOLOGIES, INC., a Nevada Corporation of 410 Terry Ave N, 
Seattle Washington 98109, United States of America (740): CFL 
Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

ELASTIC BEANSTALK  
 

(210): 125906 (220): 05/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Bathing soap, detergents) (526): None 
(730): NATURES TOUCH of P. O. Box 472 - 10205, Maragua, 
Kenya (740):  None 

NACARE  
 

(210): 126024 (220): 17/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals for agriculture.) and 
42(Research to support products for registration of chemicals.) 
(526): Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the numerals ''I'', ''4'' and the word ''GROUP'' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 1, 
4Group, Inc of 2307 E. Commercial Street, Meridian, Idaho 
83642., United States of America (740): Ndungu Njoroge & 
Kwach Advocates of P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 126067 (220): 20/01/2023 (300): None (511): 
33(Alcoholic beverages (except beers)) (526): None (730): 
UNMA INTERNATIONAL CO., LIMITED of Flat/Rm204 23f, Ho King 
Commercial Centre 2-16 Fa Yuen Street Mongkok, China (740): 
RBZ Advocates LLP of Mitsumi Business Park, 11th Floor, 67 
Muthithi Road, P. O. Box 21359 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya   
(210): 126188 (220): 24/01/2023 (300): None (511): 
1(Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well 
as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed 
artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire 
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; 
tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.) and 
5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary 
preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted 
for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for 
dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, 
herbicides.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words 'BIO' and 'ZILLUM' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): BIO 
ORGANIC LIMITED of P. O. Box 29024 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

BIOZILLUM 
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(210): 126189 (220): 24/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; 
manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and 
soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving 
foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.) and 
5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary 
preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted 
for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for 
dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, 
herbicides.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words 'BIO' and 'ZIANUM' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): BIO 
ORGANIC LIMITED of P. O. Box 29024 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

BIOZIANUM  
 

(210): 126251 (220): 30/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 26(Slide fasteners [zippers]; hook and pile 
fastening tapes; adjustable fasteners for clothing, footwear: 
headgear and bags zip fasteners for reclosable plastic bags; 
buttons; snap buttons [snap fasteners]; ornamental novelty 
buttons; hooks and eyes; hooks [haberdashery]; eyelets for 
clothing; shoe eyelets; buckles for clothing; shoe buckles; snap 
hooks; cord stoppers; cord end stoppers; elastic ribbons; 
webbing in the nature of woven fabric tapes for sewing 
purposes; buckles in the nature of tape adjusters.) (526): None 
(730): YKK CORPORATION Corporation Japan of 1, Kanda Izumi-
cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach 
Advocates of P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 126363 (220): 06/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Adhesive tape dispensers [machines]; 
sizing machines; valves [parts of machines]; valves [parts of 
machines]; axles for machines; axles for machines; mixing 
machines; colour-washing machines, rings (grease -) [parts of 
machines]; piston rings; piston rings; saw benches [parts of 
machines]; housings [parts of machines], stands for machines; 
connecting rods for machines, motors and engines; ball-
bearings; ball-bearings; sheaf-binding machines; sheaf-binding 
machines; woodworking machines; threading machines; brushes 
[parts of machines]; belts for machines; hoods [parts of 
machines]; knives [parts of machines]; lubricators [parts of 
machines]; lubricators [parts of machines]; centrifugal 
machines; centrifugal mills; centrifugal pumps; milling 
machines; bearing brackets for machines; hangers [parts of 
machines]; hangers [parts of machines]; lathes; pulleys; pulleys; 
bending machines; electric shears; electric scissors; chisels for 
machines; valves (clack -) [parts of machines]; compressors 
[machines]; pulleys [parts of machines]; sealing joints [parts of 
engines]; sealing joints [parts of engines]; cord making 
machines; typecasting machines; clippers [machines]; cutters 
[machines]; current generators; drilling heads [parts of 
machines]; dynamo belts; bearings [parts of machines]; electric 
knives; rack and pinion jacks; jacks [machines]; jacks 
[machines]; cylinders for machines; separators; cutting 
machines; degreasers [machines]; steamroll separators; 
disintegrators; reducers (pressure -) [parts of machines]; reeling 
apparatus, mechanical; die-cutting and tapping machines; grain 
separators; ejectors; electric generators; elevating apparatus; 
swaging machines; feeders [parts of machines]; wrapping 
machines; escalators; pumps [parts of machines, engines or 
motors]; blades [parts of machines]; finishing machines; chucks 
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[parts of machines]; stuffing boxes [parts of machines]; blowing 
machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport of 
gases; grease boxes [parts of machines]; grease boxes [parts of 
machines]; lubricating pumps; notchers [machine tools]; guides 
for machines; spraying machines; spraying machines; spraying 
machines; printing machines for use on sheet metal; printing 
machines; printing rollers for machines; stropping machines; 
saw blades [parts of machines]; blade holders [parts of 
machines]; thermic lances [machines]; cranks [parts of 
machines]; smoothing presses; machine tools; handling 
apparatus for loading and unloading; hammers [parts of 
machines]; power hammers; pneumatic hammers; tilt hammers; 
regulators [parts of machines]; metalworking machines; 
metalworking machines; grinding machines; mine borers; mixers 
[machines]: speed governors for machines, engines and motors; 
molds [parts of machines]; moulding machines; freewheels, 
other than for land vehicles; shuttles [parts of machines]; 
cleaning (machines and apparatus for -), electric; suction 
machines for industrial purposes; hand-held tools, other than 
hand-operated; tools [parts of machines]; holding devices for 
machine tools; journal boxes [parts of machines]; bearings for 
transmission shafts; mangles; paper machines; packing 
machines; kneading machines; painting machines; paint spray 
guns; drilling machines; drills (electric hand -); stone-working 
machines; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; punches for 
punching machines; punching machines; machines and 
apparatus for polishing [electric]; pumps [machines]; vacuum 
pumps [machines]; adhesive bands for pulleys; presses 
[machines for industrial purposes]; pressure regulators [parts of 
machines]; pressure valves [parts of machines]; puddling 
machines; steam traps; steam traps; planning machines; rail-
laying machines; rail-laying machines; rakes for raking 
machines; raking machines; friezing machines; friezing 
machines; trueing machines; springs [parts of machines]; 
riveting machines; taps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; 
rotary printing presses; machine wheelwork; machine 
wheelwork; machine wheels; machine fly-wheels; bearings; 
sealing machines for industrial purposes; electric welding 
machines; bellows [parts of machines]; forge bellows; filling 
machines; filling machines; tables for machines; carriage 
aprons; slide rests [parts of machines]; slide rests [parts of 
machines]; journals [parts of machines]; transmissions for 
machines; tube conveyors, pneumatic; conveyers; plaiting 
machines; reels, mechanical, for flexible hoses; reels, 
mechanical, for flexible hoses; glass-working machines; 
sharpening wheels [parts of machines]; compressed air engines; 
compressed air machines; compressed air pumps; anti-friction 
pads for machines; anti-friction pads for machines; anti-friction 
pads for machines; diggers [machines]; diggers [machines]; air 
suction machines; rams [machines]; rams [machines]; reels 
[parts of machines]; reels [parts of machines]; brushes, 
electrically operated [parts of machines]; waste disposals; 
shredders [machines] for industrial use; potters' wheels; 
handling machines, automatic [manipulators]; cartridges for 
filtering machines; driving chains, other than for land vehicles; 
torque converters, other than for land vehicles; transmission 
chains other than for land vehicles; transmission chains other 
than for land vehicles; drill chucks [parts of machines]; steam 
engine boilers; feeding apparatus for engine boilers; motors, 
other than for land vehicles; control cables for machines, 
engines or motors; control mechanisms for machines, engines or 
motors; gear transmissions, other than for land vehicles; drilling 
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bits [parts of machines]; heat exchangers [parts of machines]; 
motors, electric, other than for land vehicles; compressed air 
guns for the extrusion of mastics; filters [parts of machines or 
engines]; controls (hydraulic -) for machines, motors and 
engines; controls (pneumatic -) for machines, motors and 
engines; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; glue 
guns, electric; guns [tools using explosives]; catalytic 
converters; cleaning appliances utilizing steam; gas operated 
cutting blow pipes; dust exhausting installations for cleaning 
purposes; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; 
electric hammers; electromechanical machines for chemical 
industry; elevator chains [parts of machines]; emergency power 
generators; expansion tanks [parts of machines]; expansion 
tanks [parts of machines]; glaziers' diamonds [parts of 
machines]; high pressure washers; packaging machines; gas-
operated welding apparatus; soldering blow pipes, gas-
operated; gas-operated soldering irons; vacuum cleaner hoses; 
vacuum cleaner hoses; vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaners; 
vibrators [machines] for industrial use; sidewalks [moving 
pavements]; vacuum cleaner bags; gas-operated blow torches; 
electrodes for welding machines; electric welding apparatus; 
electric soldering apparatus; electric soldering apparatus; 
electric soldering irons; electric arc welders; electric arc 
cutting apparatus; soldering lamps; soldering lamps; blowing 
machines; electroplating machines; galvanizing machines; 
automatic vending machines; machines for processing plastics; 
pneumatic jacks; engine mounts, other than for land vehicles; 
engine mounts, other than for land vehicles; nail extractors, 
electric; nail extractors, electric; brushes for vacuum cleaners; 
crushing machines; rammers (machines) and 8(Hand tools and 
implements (hand-operated), namely cutter bars (hand tools), 
bits [parts of hand tools], squares [hand tools], nail drawers 
[hand tools], nail drawers [hand tools], riveting hammers [hand 
tools], riveting hammers [hand tools], paring irons [hand tools], 
graving tools [hand tools], fullers [hand tools], fulling tools 
[hand tools], saws [hand tools], lasts [shoemakers' hand tools], 
perforating tools [hand tools], spanners, ratchets [hand tools], 
dies [hand tools], borers, tube cutters [hand tools]. ladles [hand 
tools], rammers (earth -) [hand tools], stamping-out tools [hand 
tools], stamping-out tools [hand tools], milling cutters [hand 
tools], rakes [hand tools], expanders [hand tools], expanders 
[hand tools], thistle extirpators [hand tools], shovels [hand 
tools], gimlets [hand tools], gimlets [hand tools], gouges [hand 
tools], hoop cutters [hand tools], blades [hand tools], blades 
[hand tools], mallets [hand instruments], hammers [hand tools], 
metal band stretchers [hand tools, braiders [hand tools], picks 
[hand tools], centre punches [hand tools], riveters [hand tools], 
weeding forks [hand tools], taps [hand tools], augers [hand 
tools], priming irons [hand tools], bits [hand tools], wheels 
(sharpening -) [hand tools], diggers [hand tools], rams [hand 
tools], agricultural forks [hand tools], files [tools], punch pliers 
[hand tools], punches [hand tools], cutting tools [hand tools], 
ditchers [hand tools], scrapers [hand tools], meat choppers 
[hand tools], scraping tools [hand tools], draw wires [hand 
tools], wire strippers [hand tools], bench vices [hand 
implements], metal wire stretchers [hand tools]. (526): None 
(730): SNA EUROPE INDUSTRIES IBERIA, S.A. of Hilanderas, 1 
(Apartado, 5), 20300 Irun (Gipuzkoa), Spain (740): Gichachi & 
Company Advocates of P. O. Box 79659 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 126423 (220): 10/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, not included in other classes; printed cards; 
printed paper; book binding materials; photographs; stationery; 
adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' 
materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites 
(except furniture); plastic materials for packaging (not included 
in other classes); printer's type; printing blocks; bank-type 
cards; membership cards; discount cards; business cards; 
playing cards; other type cards, calendars, diaries and 
brochures. instructional and teaching material (except 
apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in 
other classes); printers' type, printing blocks.) and 36(Insurance 
services, namely personal insurance, life insurance; fire-
accident, burglary insurance, professional indemnity and public 
liability; workmen's compensation; medical insurance; 
commercial vehicle and private car insurance; home insurance; 
miscellaneous risks insurance; reinsurance, brokerage; 
assistance services to motorists and other travellers; provident 
funds; financial affairs; monetary affairs, namely consultations 
in the field of financial investments, financial estimations and 
valuations, financial analyses, financial services, financial 
investment services, capital investment services, portfolios 
management services, financial transactions, debt recovery 
services; real estate affairs, real estate investment services, 
real estate property management services, real estate agency 
services, real estate renting, rentals recovery services.) (526): 
The registration of this trademark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the letters ''A'', ''P'' and the words ''JAMII'' and 
''PLUS'' each separately and apart rom the mark as a whole. 
(730): APA INSURANCE LIMITED, A Corporation duly 
incorporated in Kenya of Apollo Centre,7 Ring Road Parklands, 
Westlands, P. O. Box 30065 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
ENSafrica NBMA Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 12342 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

APA JAMII PLUS  
 

(210): 126512 (220): 14/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Beverages having a milk base; Milk-based 
beverages containing fruit juice; Milk-based beverages flavored 
with chocolate; Milk-based beverages containing coffee; Dairy-
based beverages containing oats; Milk; Drinks made from dairy 
products; Flavoured milk; Milk tea, milk predominating; Milk 
beverages, milk predominating; Flavoured milk beverages; Milk 
beverages with cocoa; Cocoa flavored milk beverages; Artificial 
milk based desserts; Milk drinks containing fruits; Oat-based 
beverages [milk substitute]; Plant-based milk substitutes; Milk 
shakes; Soya-based beverages used as milk substitutes; Milk 
ferments for culinary purposes.) (526): None (730): HELL 
ENERGY MAGYARORSZAG KFT of 1062 Budapest, Andrassy ut 
126, Hungary (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

HELL  
 

(210): 126609 (220): 21/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink; 
cafe services; cafeteria services; restaurant services; catering 
services; information and advice in relation to the preparation 
of meals; take-away fast food services; restaurant services 
featuring in-restaurant dining and take away food and drink 
services.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the word ''PIZZA'' and the device of a "bird" 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): DP 
GLOBAL GROUP LIMITED of Vistra Corporate Services Center, 
Wickhams Cay II, Road Town, Tortola, Virgin Islands (British) 
(740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 126650 (220): 24/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(Automobiles, parts and fittings thereof) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word "SPORT" separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): MITSUBISHI JIDOSHA KOGYO 
KABUSHIKI KAISHA Corporation Japan of 1-21, Shibaura 3-
chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-8410, Japan (740): Kieti 
Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 22602 - 00500, Nairobi, Kenya 

OUTLANDER SPORT  
 

(210): 126683 (220): 27/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Foliar fertilizer.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 
"A", "D" and "P" each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. "NANO" is a Non-English word with no particular meaning 
(730): WESTERN SQUARE LIMITED of P. O. Box 999 - 50400, 
Busia, Kenya (740):  None 

NANO DAP  
 

(210): 126770 (220): 03/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry 
preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential 
oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry 
use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the letter "I" separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): INDIGO BRAND HOLDINGS PROPRIETARY 
LIMITED of Evans Avenue, Epping, Cape Town, Western Cape, 
South Africa (740): Coulson Harney LLP of P. O. Box 10643 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 126870 (220): 10/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Beers; non-alcoholic beers.) (526): None 
(730): HEINEKEN BROUWERIJEN B.V. of Tweede 
Weteringplantsoen 21 1017ZD Amsterdam Nederland, 
Netherlands (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 126877 (220): 13/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 45(Political lobbying services.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "ONE", "NATION", "ALLIANCE", "PEACE", "UNITY", 
"DEVELOPMENT", the letters "A", "N", "O" and the device of a 
"Dove" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
‘Tutaiona Kesho’ are Swahili words which translate to ‘We See 
Tomorrow’ in English. (730): FELIX ANDITI AWUOR of P.O. Box 
3673 City Square, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 127026 (220): 23/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations) (526): None 
(730): SWISS LINK LIMITED of P. O. Box 18576 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

COZART  
 

(210): 127076 (220): 27/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'University', 'International', 'Africa', 'Studies', letters 
'A', 'I', 'S', ''U'' and the device of 'Map of Africa' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): UNIVERSITY OF 
INTERNATIONAL AFRICAN STUDIES of P. O. Box 105431 - 00101, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): PATRICK Karanja Company Advocates of 
P. O. Box 105431 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 127089 (220): 28/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Bags of paper or plastic for packaging; 
Books; Boxes of cardboard or paper; Calendars; Cards; 
Catalogues; Document files; Envelopes; Magazines; Manuals; 
Newsletters; Notebooks; Pamphlets; Pencils; Pens; Posters; 
Rubber erasers; Stickers; Writing pads; Writing paper.), 
36(Apartment house management; Real estate management; 
Real estate agencies; Leasing of real estate; Renting of 
apartments.), 41(Arranging and conducting of colloquiums; 
Arranging and conducting of conferences; Arranging and 
conducting of seminars; Arranging and conducting of workshops 
(training); Health club services; Providing sport facilities.) and 
43(Rental of temporary accommodation; Cafes, food and drink 
catering; Tourist homes; Hotel reservations; Hotels; Boarding 
house; Motel; Rental of meeting rooms; Temporary 
accommodation reservations; Restaurant; Self-service 
restaurants; Snack-bars.) (526): None (730): DUSIT THANI 
PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED of 5th Floor, Dusit Thani Building, 946 
Rama IV Road, Bangkok 10500, Thailand (740): Iseme Kamau & 
Maema Advocates of P. O. Box 11866 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127153 (220): 31/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
DURAMED HEALTH CARE LTD of Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

CEFUROX  
 

(210): 127154 (220): 31/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
DURAMED HEALTH CARE LTD of Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

DURAMOX  
 

(210): 127155 (220): 31/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
DURAMED HEALTH CARE LTD of P. O. Box 77366 - 00100, Nairib, 
Kenya (740):  None 

KEZITHRO  
 

(210): 127156 (220): 31/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
DURAMED HEALTH CARE LTD of Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

FUGENTIN  
 

(210): 127231 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use or veterinary use, 
food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for 
stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for 
destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, parasiticides, 
insecticides.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words "MINERAL" and "BRICK" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): CKL 
AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 40596 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews Advocates of P. O. Box 
30333 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127246 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Services consisting of all forms of 
education or training, services having the basic aim of the 
entertainment, amusement or recreation of people, as well as 
the presentation of works of visual art or literature to the 
public for cultural or educational purposes.) and 44(Medical 
services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for 
human beings or animals; agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture 
and forestry services.) (526): The applicant disclaims the right 
to the exclusive use of the words 'MAMA', 'EWASO', 'LIONS' and 
the device of a ‘lion’ each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. ‘MAMA SIMBA’ is a Swahili word meaning 'Mother 
lion'. (730): EWASO LIONS of P. O. Box 14996 - 00800, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): Wilson Wahome of P. O. Box 64979 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 127247 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 44(Medical services; veterinary services; 
hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; 
agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry services.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'EWASO', 'LION' and the "device of an 
animal" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
"KURA" is a Swahili word meaning "Vote" (730): EWASO LIONS of 
P. O. Box 14996 - 00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Wilson Wahome 
of P. O. Box 64979 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127248 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 44(Medical services; veterinary services; 
hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; 
agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry services.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'EWASO', 'LIONS' and the device of ‘a 
lion’ each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): EWASO LIONS of P. O. Box 14996 - 00800, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): Wilson Wahome of P. O. Box 64979 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

  

(210): 127257 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 31(Animal feeds.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'FEEDS', 'ELDORET', ‘HOLDINGS', 'CO.', 'LTD' and the device of 
'chaff cutter' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): ELDORET HOLDINGS COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 1233 - Eldoret, Kenya (740):  None  

(210): 127277 (220): 11/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Maize flour.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'MUIMI', 'MAIZE', 'MEAL' and the device of maize comb’ each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘Muimi’ is a 
Kamba word that translates to ''Farmer'' in English (730): 
UKAMBANI FLOUR MIILS LIMITED of P. O. Box 22911 - 00200, 
Machakos, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 127296 (220): 12/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' 
type, printing blocks.), 25(Clothing, footwear, headwear.) and 
41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and 
cultural activities.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the letters "A" and "T" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. "mtaa wangu" 
are Kiswahili words meaning "my neighbourhood" 730): NATION 
MEDIA GROUP PLC of P.O. Box 49010 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of P. O. Box 11866 - 
00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127303 (220): 12/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Lead acid batteries.) (526): Registration 
of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words 'POWER', 'BATTERIES' and 'MORE' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): Amara Raja Batteries 
Limited of Renigunta-Cuddapah Road, Karakambadi-517 520, 
Tirupati, Andhra Pradesh, India (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach 
of P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 127308 (220): 12/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(advertising/ publicity; marketing; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; outdoor advertising; providing commercial 
information and advice for consumers in the choice of products 
and services; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and 
sellers of goods and services; telemarketing services.), 
36(electronic funds transfer; providing financial information via 
a website), 39(bus transport; car transport, delivery of goods; 
flower delivery; gift wrapping; packaging of goods; parcel 
delivery; storage of goods; wrapping of goods) and 43(food and 
drink catering; food reviewing services [provision of information 
about food and drinks]) (526): Registration of this trademark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''Gift'', 
''Gifting', and the device of ‘gift’ per se each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): TURATHIME 
INVESTMENTS LIMITED of I&M Bank House, 7th Floor, 2nd Ngong 
Avenue, P. O. Box 22588 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya (740): CM 
Advocates of P. O. Box 22588 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127319 (220): 12/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Apparatus and instruments for recording, 
transmitting, reproducing, or processing data; data processing 
equipment and accessories; data processing apparatus; safety, 
security, protection and signalling devices; encoded, magnetic 
and smart cards; magnetic payments cards; biometric identity 
cards; identity cards, (magnetic); security tokens [encryption 
devices]; computer software; payment software; downloadable 
computer software for managing transactions.), 36(Financial, 
monetary and banking services; financial transfers, 
transactions, and payment services; financial information, data, 
advice and consultancy services; money transfer services 
utilising electronic cards; electronic funds transfer; exchanging 
money; automated banking services relating to charge card 
transactions; provision of prepaid cards and tokens; payment 
transaction card services; processing payments made by charge 
cards; card verification services; providing financial 
information; mobile banking services; online banking; issuance 
of tokens of value; issuance of travellers' cheques.) and 
42(Encoding of magnetic cards; authentication services; data 
encryption services; electronic data storage; electronic 
monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via the 
internet; electronic monitoring of personally identifying 
information to detect identity theft via the internet; monitoring 
of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data 
breach; payment platform as a service [PaaS]; user 
authentication services using single sign-on technology for 
online software applications; user authentication services using 
technology for e-commerce transactions; user authentication 
services using blockchain technology; providing temporary use 
of on-line non-downloadable software for processing electronic 
payments.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the word "CARD" separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): UNIVERSAL FINANCIAL 
SERVICES LIMITED of No. 3c, Danmole Street, Victoria Island, 
Lagos State, Nigeria (740): KN Law LLP of P. O. Box 27547 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

AFRIGOCARD  
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(210): 127401 (220): 19/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Industrial oils and greases; Engine oils, 
gear oils, automotive final drive oils; Lighting fuel; Non-
chemical additives for oils and fuels; Lubricants and lubricating 
greases; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; 
Petroleum; Biofuel; Industrial fuel oil; Oil-gas; Petroleum by-
products; Fuels (including motor spirit); Waxes (raw material); 
Petroleum jelly for industrial purposes; Candles and wicks for 
lighting; Fuel gas; Solidified gases [fuel]; Liquefied petroleum 
gas; Liquefied natural gas; Natural gas; Fuel gas; Electrical 
energy; Electrical energy; and Electrical energy from renewable 
sources.) (526): ‘MOEVE’ is an invented word with no meaning 
in any language (730): DAVID GOMEZ SANCHEZ of Calle Jose 
Lazaro Galdiano 6, 28036 Madrid (MADRID), Spain (740): NDIKIMI 
& COMPANY ADVOCATES,P.O. Box 29037 - 00625, 10th Floor, 
Western Heights Karuna Road Westlands, Nairobi, 

  

(210): 127436 (220): 20/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Computer software for use in radiotherapy 
treatment planning; computer software for use in managing and 
delivering radiotherapy treatment; computer software for the 
creation or transmission of images or data relating to 
radiotherapy treatment.) and 10(Radiotherapy apparatus; 
medical devices, namely, a radiotherapy treatment device used 
for treatment planning and simulation and a radiotherapy 
treatment device used for delivery of radiation.) (526): None 
(730): VARIAN MEDICAL SYSTEM, INC of 3100 Hansen Way, Palo 
Alto, California 94304, United States of America (740): J.K. 
Muchae & Co Advocates of P. O. Box 60664 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

  

(210): 127450 (220): 24/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for recording, 
transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; 
recorded and downloadable media, computer software, blank 
digital or analogue recording and storage media; mechanisms 
for coin- operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating 
devices; computers and computer peripheral devices; diving 
suits, divers' masks, ear plugs for divers, nose clips for divers 
and swimmers, gloves for divers, breathing apparatus for 
underwater swimming; fire-extinguishing apparatus.) and 
11(Apparatus and installations for lighting, heating, cooling 
steam generating, cooking, drying, ventilating, water supply 
and sanitary purposes) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the device of the 'Fan' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ADRIUM 
LTD of P. O. Box 16877 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 127473 (220): 25/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals preparations for human 
use.) (526): The Arabic characters are a transliteration of 
‘Muvit’. There is no English translation or meaning for the word 
"Muvit" (730): SHAPHACO PHARMACEUTICALS INDUSTRIES of 60th 
Street, Attan P. O. Box 3073 - Sana'a, Yemen (740): Njuguna 
Kamau Okoth Advocates of P. O. Box 36463 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya   
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(210): 127474 (220): 25/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations for human 
use.) (526): None The Arabic characters are a transliteration of 
‘Shaphaco’ There is no English translations or meaning for the 
word "Shaphaco" (730): SHAPHACO PHARMACEUTICALS 
INDUSTRIES of 60th Street, Attan P. O. Box 3073 - Sana'a, Yemen 
(740): Njuguna Kamau Okoth Advocates of P. O. Box 36463 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya   
(210): 127479 (220): 26/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Soaps.) and 29(Cooking oil.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word "MVITA", "OILS", "LTD" and the device of a "drop of 
oil and coconut tree each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): MVITA OILS LIMITED of P. O. Box 81668 - 
80100, Majengo Kanamai Along Malindi Mombasa, Mombasa, 
Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 127510 (220): 27/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 31(Agricultural products, horticultural 
products and seeds; forestry products; strawberry seedlings, 
raw fruits and live plants) (526): None (730): FLORIDA 
FOUNDATION SEED PRODUCERS, INC of 3913 Highway 74 
Marianna, Florida, 32446, United States of America (740): J.K. 
Muchae & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 60664 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127623 (220): 04/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Apparatus and instruments for recording, 
transmitting, reproducing, or processing data; data processing 
equipment and accessories; data processing apparatus; safety, 
security, protection and signalling devices; encoded, magnetic 
and smart cards; magnetic payments cards; biometric identity 
cards; identity cards, (magnetic); security tokens [encryption 
devices]; computer software; payment software; downloadable 
computer software for managing transactions.), 36(Financial, 
monetary and banking services; insurance services; financial 
transfers, transactions and payment services; financial 
information, data, advice and consultancy services; money 
transfer services utilising electronic cards; electronic funds 
transfer; exchanging money; automated banking services 
relating to charge card transactions; provision of prepaid cards 
and tokens; payment transaction card services; processing 
payments made by charge cards; card verification services; 
providing financial information; mobile banking services; online 
banking; issuance of tokens of value; issuance oftravellers' 
cheques.) and 42(Encoding of magnetic cards; authentication 
services; data encryption services; electronic data storage; 
electronic monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via 
the internet; electronic monitoring of personally identifying 
information to detect identity theft via the internet; monitoring 
of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data 
breach; payment platform as a service [PaaS]; user 
authentication services using single sign-on technology for 
online software applications; user authentication services using 
technology for e-commerce transactions; user authentication 
services using blockchain technology; providing temporary use 
of on-line non-downloadable software for processing electronic 
payments.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words 'PAY', 'FINANCIAL' and 
'SERVICES' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): AFRIGOPAY FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED of No. 3C, 
Danmole Street, Victoria Island, Lagos State, Nigeria, Nigeria 
(740): KN Law LLP of P. O. Box 27547 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 127689 (220): 09/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 45(Political lobbying and services.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word "WANYONYI" and the letters "T" and "W" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The words "Si 
Mimi Ni Sisi" means "Not me, us" (730): TIMOTHY WANYONYI 
WENTANGULA of P. O. Box 856 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  

(210): 127690 (220): 09/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat 
extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and 
vegetables; jellies; jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk 
products; edible oils and fats.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "Sausages" 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The applicant 
claims colours "Gold", "Grey", "Maroon" and "White" as shown in 
the representation. The translation into English of the Kiswahili 
word "Choma" forming part of the mark is "set on fire" or "burn" 
(730): FARMERS CHOICE LIMITED of P. O. Box 47791 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Daly Inamdar Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 
40034 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127742 (220): 10/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper goods and printed matter), 
25(Clothing, Footwear, Headgear), 39(Transportation and 
storage) and 41(Education and entertainment) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'Kilifi', 'Wellness' and 'Festival' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole (730): SEAFIRE SAFARIS 
COMPANY LTD of P. O. Box 74041-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  
 

(210): 127760 (220): 11/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 6(Rods of metal for welding; rods of metal 
for brazing), 7(Electric welding machines; electric arc welding 
apparatus; gas operated welding apparatus; electric arc cutting 
apparatus; electrodes for welding machines; cutting machines; 
gas operated blow torches) and 9(Protective helmets; 
protective masks; protective goggles; safety goggles; clothing 
for protection against fire; shoes for protection against 
accidents, irradiation and fire; protection devices for personal 
use against accidents) (526): None (730): ADOR WELDING 
LIMITED of Ador House, 6, K. Dubash Marg, Fort, Mumbai-
400001-16, Maharashtra, India (740): Iseme, Kamau & Maema 
Advocates of P. O. Box 11866 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 127763 (220): 11/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Real estate affairs) and 37(Building 
construction, repair and installation services) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "HOME" and the device of the "HOUSE" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
SUPERIOR HOMES (KENYA) PLC of Greenpark Estate, Mombasa 
Road, Athi River, P. O. Box 15992 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
Mckay & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 29884 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127785 (220): 12/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 6(Steel corrugated sheets and coils) (526): 
None (730): MABATI ROLLING MILLS LIMITED of P.O. Box 271 - 
00204, Athi River, Kenya (740):  None 

RESINCOT  
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(210): 127811 (220): 15/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Casino) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Casino', 
'Win', 'Viva' and device of a 'Cup' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. The translation into English of the Italian / 
Spanish word 'Viva' is 'Longlive' (730): MELBATECH LIMITED of P. 
O. Box 47071 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 127835 (220): 15/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Biofertilizers and bio-stimulants.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word "BIO" each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. The English translation of the Spanish word "DE L'ORA 
BIO" is ‘of the biological hour' (730): DEL MONTE 
INTERNATIONAL GmbH of Dammstrasse 19, 6300 Zug, 
Switzerland (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643 
- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

DE L'ORA BIO  
 

(210): 127873 (220): 18/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Video screens; protection devices for 
personal use against accidents; navigational instruments; tablet 
computers; cabinets for loudspeakers; batteries, electric; 
battery chargers; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; 
cases for smartphones; computer peripheral devices; USB flash 
drives; cables, electric; portable power chargers; protective 
films adapted for smartphones; protective cases for 
smartphones; headphones; selfie sticks (hand-held monopods]; 
smart watches; cell phone straps; interactive touch screen 
terminals.) (526): None (730): SHENZHEN KAIKU ELECTRONICS 
CO. LTD of Rm 301, Bld2, No. 133 Pingxin North Rd, Hehua 
Comm., Pinghu St., Longgang Dist., Shenzhen, 51800, China 
(740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 127890 (220): 19/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Real estate management; rental of 
offices [real estate]; rental of real estate; real estate 
brokerage; real estate agency services; real estate consulting 
services; real estate financing services; real estate insurance 
brokerage; real estate insurance consultancy; real estate 
investment consultancy; real estate investment management; 
commercial real estate agency services; financing of real estate 
development; real estate lease renewal services; management 
of buildings [real estate services]; real estate agency services 
for the leasing of buildings; real estate agency services for the 
leasing of land; real estate management of commercial 
property; real estate management services relating to land; real 
estate management services relating to industrial premises; real 
estate management services relating to retail premises.); 
apartment house management; rental of apartments; rental of 
offices [real estate]; leasing and property letting services; 
rental of permanent accommodation; rent collection services; 
management of rental property; property portfolio 
management; land acquisition services; real estate services 
relating to the management of land; commercial investment 
services; property and real estate investment trust management 
services) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the word 'Properties' separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole (730): FAIRDEAL PROPERTIES LIMITED 
of P. O. Box 7879 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 127891 (220): 19/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Real estate management; rental of 
offices [real estate];rental of real estate; real estate brokerage; 
real estate agency services; real estate consulting services; real 
estate financing services; real estate insurance brokerage; real 
estate insurance consultancy; real estate investment 
consultancy; real estate investment management; commercial 
real estate agency services; financing of real estate 
development; real estate lease renewal services; management 
of buildings [real estate services]; real estate agency services 
for the leasing of buildings; real estate agency services for the 
leasing of land; real estate management of commercial 
property; real estate management services relating to land; real 
estate management services relating to industrial premises; real 
estate management services relating to retail premises.}; 
apartment house management; rental of apartments; rental of 
offices [real estate]; leasing and property letting services; 
rental of permanent accommodation; rent collection services; 
management of rental property; property portfolio 
management; land acquisition services; real estate services 
relating to the management of land; commercial investment 
services; property and real estate investment trust management 
services) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words 'Sand' and 'Apartments' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole.(730): BESTBASE 
INVESTMENT LIMITED of P. O Box 81911 - 80200, Mombasa, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 127914 (220): 19/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Fiber optic connectors and adapters; cable 
connectors and adapters; fiber optic and cable connector and 
adapter assemblies) (526): None (730): CORNING OPTICAL 
COMMUNICATIONS LLC, a Limited Liability Company duly 
organized under the laws of the state of North Carolina of 4200 
Corning place, Charlotte, North Carolina 28216, United States of 
America (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

PUSHLOK  
 

(210): 128005 (220): 24/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'H' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): BELEA 
PHARMACY LIMITED of P. O. Box 6397 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

H-PEPTO  
 

(210): 128104 (220): 25/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing; non-Japanese style 
outerclothing; coats; sweaters; shirts; underclothing; bathing 
suits; bathing caps; tank tops; tee-shirts; sleep masks; aprons 
[clothing]; collar protectors [for wear]; socks and stockings 
other than special sportswear; scarfs; gloves for clothing; 
bandanas [neckerchiefs]; thermal clothing; ear muffs against 
cold weather; sports socks; headgear for wear; belts [clothing]; 
footwear; shoe; clothes for sports; boots for sports; sports 
shoes; sportswear; rain coat; tights; suspenders; headscarves; 
cuffs (clothing); earmuffs (clothing); sleeves; sandals; inner 
soles; metal fittings for shoes; midsoles.) (526): None (730): 
DESCENTE, LTD. of Maruito Namba Building 13F, 2-3, 
Minatomachi 1-chome, Naniwa-ku, Osaka, Japan (740): J.K. 
Muchae & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 60664 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 128105 (220): 25/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing; non-Japanese style 
outerclothing; coats; sweaters; shirts; underclothing; bathing 
suits; bathing caps; tank tops; tee-shirts; sleep masks; aprons 
[clothing]; collar protectors [for wear]; socks and stockings 
other than special sportswear; scarfs; gloves for clothing; 
bandanas [neckerchiefs]; thermal clothing; ear muffs against 
cold weather; sports socks; headgear for wear; belts [clothing]; 
footwear; shoe; clothes for sports; boots for sports; sports 
shoes; sportswear; rain coat; tights; suspenders; headscarves; 
cuffs (clothing); earmuffs (clothing); sleeves; sandals; inner 
soles; metal fittings for shoes; midsoles.) (526): None (730): 
DESCENTE, LTD. of Maruito Namba Building 13F, 2-3, 
Minatomachi 1-chome, Naniwa-ku, Osaka, Japan (740): J.K. 
Muchae & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 60664 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 128143 (220): 26/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 2(Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives 
against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants, dyes; 
inks for printing, marking and engraving; raw natural resins; 
metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, 
printing and art.) and 3(cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; abrasive paper; abrasives; abrasive cloth; 
silicon carbide [abrasive]; sandpaper; shampoos; waxes for 
leather; polishing creams; polishing preparations; polishing 
paper; shining preparations [polish]; polishing wax; polishing 
stones; stain removers; varnish removing preparations; 
windscreen cleaning liquids / windshield cleaning liquids; rust 
removing preparations; perfumery; glass cloth.) (526): None 
(730): MR. CHAUDHRY MUBAH SULTAN of 3-H, Gulberg III, 
Lahore, Pakistan (740): Gichachi & Company Advocates of P. O. 
Box 79659 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128161 (220): 29/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Knitting machines; 3D printers; industrial 
robots; screen printing machines; machines, machine tools, and 
power operated tools; automatic vending machines), 
10(Orthopedic shoes; compression sleeves for athletic use; 
massage apparatus.), 12(Vehicles; bicycles and parts thereof; 
motorized golf carts; Pre-designed vinyl vehicle wraps specially 
adapted for vehicles.), 21(Housewares; water bottles; Reusable 
plastic water bottles sold empty; Reusable aluminum water 
bottles sold empty; household containers, namely vases, 
bottles, piggy banks, pails; lunch bags, not of paper; lunch 
boxes made of plastic; lunch boxes made of metal), 26(Shoe 
ornaments, buckles, eyelets, laces, and fasteners; shoe laces; 
hair adornments and accessories; ribbons and bows being 
haberdashery or used as hair decorations, made of any 
material), 27(Carpets, rugs, mats, and matting; Linoleum and 
other materials for covering existing floors; Non-textile wall 
hangings; Artificial turf for recreational areas; foam mats for 
play surfaces; yoga mats; gymnastic mats; underlayment 
padding for artificial turf; bags for yoga mats), 
41(Entertainment services, namely, arranging, organizing and 
conducting an array of athletic and sports activities, events, 
competitions and tournaments; encouraging and developing 
sports talent by organizing and conducting athletic programs 
and activities; encouraging youth and amateur sports and 
physical education by organizing and conducting youth and 
amateur athletic and sports programs and activities; organizing, 
conducting and arranging participation in cultural and 
community programs; providing training in the fields of sports 
and fitness; provide an online website, and computer 
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application software for smart phones and mobile devices, 
featuring information regarding fitness training and athletic skill 
development; provide access to live workouts, fitness 
instructions, and fitness sessions; provide access to pre-
recorded athletic sessions and fitness sessions; provide access 
to athletic training, workouts, and physical fitness challenges; 
provide a fitness assessment and a personalized workout 
program based on that assessment; entertainment services, 
namely, contest and incentive award programs designed to 
reward program participants who exercise; Entertainment 
services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual 
footwear and footwear accessories, clothing and clothing 
accessories, headwear and headwear accessories, eyewear and 
eyewear accessories, bags and bag accessories, sports bags and 
sports bag accessories, backpacks and backpack accessories, 
sports equipment and sports equipment accessories, art and art 
accessories, toys and toy accessories for use in virtual 
environments created for entertainment purposes) and 42(Non-
downloadable computer software for the creation, production 
and modification of digital animated and non-animated designs 
and characters, avatars, digital overlays, and skins for access 
and use in online environments, virtual online environments, 
and extended reality virtual environments.) (526): None (730): 
NIKE Innovate C.V. of One Bowerman Drive, Beaverton, Oregon 
97005-6453, United States of America (740): Kaplan & Stratton 
Advocates of P. O. Box 40111 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 128192 (220): 31/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 26(Hair additions and attachments, namely, 
false hair, bows for the hair, hair extensions, wigs, plaited hair, 
tresses of hair, plastic styling inserts that create height and 
volume on the crown of the head; hair pieces, braids, buttons, 
press buttons, hooks and eyes, hair pins; sewing pins; curling 
pins; waving pins for hair; embroidery needles; knitting needles; 
sewing needles; and artificial flowers.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'BEAUTIFUL' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): Style Industries Limited Manufacturers and Merchants of 
P. O. Box 30682 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): IKM Advocates of 
P. O. Box 11866 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

FIND YOUR BEAUTIFUL  
 

(210): 128202 (220): 02/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Bottled drinking water) (526): None 
(730): BLUE PLASTIC AND WATER CO. LIMITED of P. O. Box 
59663 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

KEREN  
 

(210): 128213 (220): 02/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Oral care products, toothpaste, dental 
gels, dentifrices, mouthwashes; bleaching preparations, tooth 
polishing preparations, cosmetic tooth whitening preparations.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words "Flouride", "Toothpaste", "Cavity", 
"Fighter", "Healthy", "Strong", "Teeth" and the device of a "tooth" 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
CHEMI & COTEX INDUSTRIES LTD of New Bagamoyo Road, Plot 
No. 89/90 Mbezi Industrial Area Dar es Salaam, United Republic 
of Tanzania (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 128215 (220): 02/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for recording, 
transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; 
recorded and downloadable media, computer software, blank 
digital or analogue recording and storage media; mechanisms 
for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating devices; 
computers and computer peripheral devices; diving suits, divers' 
masks, ear plugs for divers, nose clips for divers and swimmers, 
gloves for divers, breathing apparatus for underwater 
swimming; fire-extinguishing apparatus.), 35(Advertising; 
business management; organization and administration; office 
functions), 36(Financial, monetary and banking services; 
insurance services; real estate services.), 
38(Telecommunications services.), 39(Transport; packaging and 
storage of goods; travel arrangement.), 42(Scientific and 
technological services and research and design relating thereto; 
industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design 
services; quality control  and authentication services; 
design and development of computer hardware and software.) 
and 43(Services for providing food and drink; temporary 
accommodation.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the letter 'K' per se separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KYOSK DIGITAL of C/o 
Rogers Capital Corporate Services Limited, 3rd Floor, Rogers 
House, No. 5 President John Kennedy Street, Louis, Mauritius 
(740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 128216 (220): 02/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for recording, 
transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; 
recorded and downloadable media, computer software, blank 
digital or analogue recording and storage media; mechanisms 
for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating devices; 
computers and computer peripheral devices; diving suits, divers' 
masks, ear plugs for divers, nose clips for divers and swimmers, 
gloves for divers, breathing apparatus for underwater 
swimming; fire-extinguishing apparatus.), 35(Advertising; 
business management; organization and administration; office 
functions.), 36(Financial, monetary and banking services; 
insurance services; real estate services.), 
38(Telecommunications services.), 42(Scientific and 
technological services and research and design relating thereto; 
industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design 
services; quality control and authentication services; design and 
development of computer hardware and software.) and 
43(Services for providing food and drink; temporary 
accommodation.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the letter "K" per se separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KYOSK DIGITAL of C/o 
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Rogers Capital Corporate Services Limited, 3rd Floor, Rogers 
House, No. 5 President John Kennedy Street, Louis, Mauritius 
(740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 
(210): 128264 (220): 06/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) (526): 
Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words ''LOLLDAIGA'' and ''CONSERVANCY'' 
each and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): LOLLDAIGA 
HILLS LIMITED of P. O. Box 26 - 10400, Nanyuki, Kenya (740): 
Coulson Harney Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

LOLLDAIGA 

CONSERVANCY  
 

(210): 128305 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Olive oil, excluding olive oil-based 
spreads.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words "EXTRA", "VIRGIN", "Olive", "Oil" 
and the devices of a "tree" and "human being" per se each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The Arabic 
characters are a transliteration of Rahma. ‘Rahma’ means 
mercy in English (730): INTERNATIONAL FOODSTUFFS CO. of Al-
Wahda Street, Industrial Area No. 1, P. O. Box 4115, Sharjah, 
United Arab Emirates (740): Talal Abu Ghazaleh Intellectual 
Property of P. O. Box 2537 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 128361 (220): 09/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemical compositions for agricultural 
purposes and chemicals used in agriculture, namely 
pheromones, used to modify insect behavior.) and 5(Pesticides 
and crop protection agents, namely, insect pheromone 
preparations to modify insect behavior for agricultural and 
horticultural use.) (526): None (730): FMC AGRICULTURAL 
SOLUTIONS A/S of Thyboronvej 78 7673 Harboore, Ronland, 
Denmark (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

NATISE  
 

(210): 128362 (220): 09/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemical compositions for agricultural 
purposes and chemicals used in agriculture, namely 
pheromones, used to modify insect behavior.) and 5(Pesticides 
and crop protection agents, namely, insect pheromone 
preparations to modify insect behavior for agricultural and 
horticultural use.) (526): None (730): FMC AGRICULTURAL 
SOLUTIONS A/S of Thyboronvej 78 7673 Harboore, Ronland, 
Denmark (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

SOFERO  
 

(210): 128428 (220): 13/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Tablet computers; headphones; portable 
media players; cabinets for loudspeakers; loudspeakers; 
smartphones; microphones; subwoofers; horns for loudspeakers; 
digital photo frames; security surveillance robots; video 
telephones; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; 
wearable activity trackers; monitoring apparatus, other than for 
medical purposes; video baby monitors; wearable video display 
monitors; electronic pens [visual display units]; electronic book 
readers; audiovisual teaching apparatus.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
"KID" separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
ITEL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED, Incorporated in The People's 
Republic of China of Flat N, 16/F., Block B, Universal Industrial 
Centre, 19-25 Shan Mei Street, Fotan, New Territories, Hong 
Kong, China (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 128440 (220): 13/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 34(Cigarettes containing tobacco 
substitutes, not for medical purposes; Herbs for smoking; 
Cigarette tips; Oral vaporizers for smokers; Cigarette filters; 
Cigarette paper; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for 
tobacco; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in 
electronic cigarettes; Electronic cigarettes; Liquid solutions for 
use in electronic cigarettes) (526): None (730): YOUWEN MAI of 
2A, Unit 1, Building 1, Yimei Villa, No. 23, Kangle Road, 
Longgang District, Shenzhen, China (740): Iseme, Kamau & 
Maema Advocates of P. O. Box 11866 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

LEME  
 

(210): 128442 (220): 13/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 33(Distilled alcoholic beverages; liquors; 
rice alcohol; aperitifs; alcoholic beverages, except beer; 
beverages, namely, spirits; yellow rice wine; alcoholic fruit 
extracts; sake.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words 'ZHONG GUO', 'JING', 'JIU' 
and the "CHINESE CHARACTERS" in the middle and bottom of the 
logo respectively, each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. The four Chinese characters in the middle of the logo 
have the following meanings: The first two characters mean 
"China" or "Chinese" with the pronunciation "ZHONG GUO" the 
third character means 'powerful' or 'forceful' with the 
pronunciation 'JING' and the last charactermeans "alcohol" with 
the pronunciation "JIU". The three Chinese characters at the 
bottom of the logo, mean "healthy wine" or "healthy alcohol" 
together. The first character means "protect" with the 
pronunciation "BAO"; the second character means "health" with 
the pronunciation "JIAN"; the third character means "alcohol" 
with the pronunciation "JIU". (730): JING BRAND CO., LTD, 
Corporation P.R.China of No. 169 Daye Avenue, Daye Hubei, 
China (740): Kieti Law LLP of P. O. Box 22602- 00505, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

  

(210): 128477 (220): 15/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical product) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letter 'Z' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
‘Bifido’ means ‘bacteria’ and ‘doc’ is short form of ‘Doctor’ 
(730): DR. PHARMA K LTD of P. O. Box 46279 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128479 (220): 15/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic Beverages (Except Beers) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words ''RUM'', ''DISTILLERY'', ''NAIROBI'' and 
''KENYA'' and the device of a ''human being'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. ''RUM FYAH'' where ''FYAH'' is an 
alteration of ''FIRE'' (language could be constructed as sheng). 
‘SHAGALABAGALA’ is a Swahili word meaning ‘chaos’ in English. 
(730): SHAGALABAGALA LIMITED of P. O. Box 2044 - 00509, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Oyomba Mosota & Wamwea Advocates of 
P. O. Box 106327 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128492 (220): 16/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 17(Plastic and resins in extruded form for 
use in manufacture; plastic substances; semi- processed.) 
(526): None (730): RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED, A Company 
existing under the laws of India IN of 3rd floor, maker chamber - 
iv, 222, nariman point, Mumbai 400 021, India (740): J. K. 
Muchae & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 60664 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 128493 (220): 16/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 17(Plastics and resins in extruded form for 
use in manufacture; plastic substances, semi processed) (526): 
None (730): RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED, A Company existing 
under the laws of India IN of 3rd floor, maker chamber - iv, 222, 
nariman point, Mumbai 400 021, India (740): J. K. Muchae & 
Company Advocates of P. O. Box 60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128499 (220): 16/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Preparations for destroying vermin, 
herbicides and fungicides) (526): None (730): SINERIA KENYA 
LIMITED, a limited liability company incorporated under the 
Laws of Kenya with company registration No. PVT/2016/001765 
and having its registered office at Plot L. R. No. 7158/602, 
Kalamu House, Grevillea Grove, Westlands, Nairobi of P.O. Box 
79777 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

TIBERIUS  
 

(210): 128503 (220): 16/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 39(Pertains to transport; packaging and 
storage of goods; travel arrangement) (526): Registration of this 
trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
''Travel'', ''Agencies'', the letters ''A'', ''T'' and the year '1956' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
ACHARYA TRAVEL AGENCIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 42590 - 00100, 
Moi Avenue, Plot No. 209/538, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Shabana 
Osman & Associates of P. O. Box 59957 - 00200, 8th Floor, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128511 (220): 19/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Non-medicated skin care preparations, 
namely, cleaners, moisturizers, lotions, hand creams, hand 
ointments, face ointments, sunscreen creams, body mists; skin 
care preparations, namely, chemical peels for skin; skin care 
products, namely, non-medicated skin serum and wrinkle 
removing skin care preparations; fragranced skin care 
preparations, namely, cleaners, moisturizers, lotions, hand 
creams, face ointments; patches containing non-medicated skin 
care preparations; skin masks; toning lotion for the face, body 
and hands; cosmetics and non-medicated skin care 
preparations, namely, face, hand and body soaps, cleansers and 
moisturizers; hair shampoos and conditioners; sunblock 
preparations and sunscreen preparations; non-medicated 
cosmetics; toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; 
fragrance, perfumery, essential oils; bleaching preparations and 
other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring 
and abrasive preparations.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the numerals '5' and '3' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): OMI 
LTD., a Corporation of North Carolina, United States of America 
of 14 Penn Plaza, Suite 1800 New York NY 10122, United States 
of America (740): Kieti Law LLP of P. O. Box 22602 - 00505, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 128535 (220): 20/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Transformers [electricity]; inverters 
[electricity]; commutators; current rectifiers; electric 
apparatus for commutation; Power station automation device; 
battery boxes; accumulators, electric; batteries, electric; 
battery cases.) and 42(Technological research; Research and 
develop new products for others; consultancy in the field of 
energy-saving; Scientific research in the field of environmental 
protection; Provide information, advice, and consultation on 
carbon offsetting; material testing; industrial design; computer 
software design; consultancy in the design and development of 
computer hardware; conversion of data or documents from 
physical to electronic media; monitoring of computer system 
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operation by remote access) (526): None (730): SHENZHEN 
MEGAREVO TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD of Room 202, Building 2, 
Winlead, Shutianpu Community, Matian Street, Guangming 
District, Shenzhen, China (740): Gichachi & Company Advocates 
of P. O. Box 79659 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 128546 (220): 21/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Lubricating oils and greases) (526): None 
(730): EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION, a corporation organised 
and existing under the laws of the State of New Jersey, United 
States of America of 5959, Las Colinas Boulevard, Irving, Texas, 
United States of America (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of 
P. O. Box 40111 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

MOBILITH  
 

(210): 128547 (220): 21/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Oils and Lubricants) (526): None (730): 
EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION, a corporation organised and 
existing under the laws of the State of New Jersey, United 
States of America of 5959, Las Colinas Boulevard, Irving, Texas, 
United States of America (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of 
P. O. Box 40111 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

VACUOLINE  
 

(210): 128548 (220): 21/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Greases) (526): None (730): EXXON MOBIL 
CORPORATION, a corporation organised under the laws of the 
State of New Jersey United States of America of 5959, Las 
Colinas Boulevard, Irving, Texas, United States of America 
(740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P. O. Box 40111 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

POLYREX  
 

(210): 128549 (220): 21/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Lubricants, namely, greases and oils) 
(526): None (730): EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION, a corporation 
organised and existing under the laws of the State of New 
Jersey, United States of America of 5959, Las Colinas Boulevard, 
Irving, Texas, United States of America (740): Kaplan & Stratton 
Advocates of P. O. Box 40111 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

GARGOYLE  
 

(210): 128580 (220): 22/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Administration of consumer loyalty 
programs, administration of frequent flyer programs, 
administrative services for the relocation of businesses, 
advertising / publicity, advertising agency services / publicity 
agency services, advertising by mail order, production of 
advertising films, bill-posting, business auditing, business 
inquiries, business intermediary services relating to the 
matching of potential private investors with entrepreneurs 
needing funding, business management and organization 
consultancy, business management assistance, business 
management consultancy, business management of hotels, 
business management of reimlfursement programmes for others 
/ business management of reimbursement programs for others, 
business organization consultancy, business project 
management services for construction projects, providing 
business information, providing business information via a 
website, commercial administration of the licensing of the 
goods and services of others, commercial intermediation 
services, commercial or industrial management assistance, 
providing commercial and business contact information, 
providing commercial information and advice for consumers in 
the choice of products and services, compilation of information 
into computer databases, cost price analysis, demonstration. of 
goods, development of advertising concepts, direct mail 
advertising, dissemination of advertising matter, economic 
forecasting, organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes, organization of fashion shows for 
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promotional purposes, market studies, marketing, marketing 
research, negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions 
for third parties, negotiation of business contracts for others, 
online advertising on a computer network, outsourced 
administrative management for compames, outsourcing services 
[business assistance], personnel recruitment, presentation of 
goods on communication media, for retail purposes, 
procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services 
for other businesses], public relations, publication of publicity 
texts, radio advertising, retail services for pharmaceutical, 
veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies, 
rental of sales stands, sales promotion for others, search engine 
optimization for sales promotion / search engine optimisation 
for sales promotion, shop window dressing, sponsorship search, 
arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for 
others, systemization of information into computer databases, 
telemarketing services, telephone answering for unavailable 
subscribers, television advertising, organization of trade fairs, 
updating and maintenance of data in computer databases, 
updating and maintenance of information in and movies; online 
retail services for downloadable digital music; online retail 
services for downloadable ring tones; provision of an online 
marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; 
opinion polling; outdoor advertising; outsourced administrative 
management for companies; outsourcing services [business 
assistance]; pay per click advertising; payroll preparation; 
personnel management consultancy; personnel recruitment; 
photocopying services; rental of photocopying machines; 
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail 
purposes; price comparison services; procurement services for 
others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; 
promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports 
events; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; 
public relations; publication of publicity texts; publicity 
material rental; radio advertising; registration of written 
communications and data; retail services for pharmaceutical, 
veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; 
retail services for works of art provided by art galleries; retail 
services relating to bakery products; rental of sales stands; 
sales promotion for others; scriptwriting for advertising 
purposes; search engine optimization for sales promotion / 
search engine optimisation for sales promotion; secretarial 
services; shop window dressing; Shorthand; sponsorship search; 
arqnging subscriptions to telecommunication services for 
others; systemization of information into computer databases; 
targeted marketing; tax filing services; tax preparation; 
telemarketing services; telephone answering for unavailable 
subscribers; telephone switchboard services; production of 
teleshopping programmes / production of teleshopping 
programs; television advertising; organization of trade fairs; 
transcription of communications [office functions]; Typing; 
updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; 
updating and maintenance of information in registries; updating 
of advertising material; providing user rankings for commercial 
or advertising purposes / providing user ratings for commercial 
or advertising purposes; providing user reviews for commercial 
or advertising purposes; rental of vending machines; web 
indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; website traffic 
optimization / website traffic optimization; wholesale services 
for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and 
medical supplies; word processing; writing of curriculum vitae 
for others / writing of resumes for others; writing of publicity 
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texts.), 39(Air transport; aircraft rental; rental of aircraft 
engines; ambulance transport; armoured-car transport / 
armored-car transport; barge transport; boat rental; boat 
storage; boat transport; booking of seats for travel; bottling 
services; bus transport; car parking; car rental; car sharing 
services; car transport; carpooling services; Carting; cash 
replenishment of automated teller machines; chauffeur 
services; collection of recyclable goods [transport]; courier 
services [messages or merchandise]; arranging of cruises; 
delivery of goods; delivery of goods by mail order; delivery of 
newspapers / newspaper delivery; distribution of energy; rental 
of diving bells; rental of diving suits; providing driving directions 
for travel purposes; electricity distribution; escorting of 
travellers; ferry-boat transport; flower delivery; franking of 
mail; rental of freezers; freight [shipping of goods]; freight 
brokerage [forwarding (Am.)] / freight brokerage; freight 
forwarding; Freighting; garage rental; gift wrapping; guarded 
transport of valuables; Hauling; horse rental; ice- breaking; 
providing information relating to storage services; launching of 
satellites for others; lighterage services; luggage storage; 
marine transport; message delivery; motor coach rental; rental 
of motor racing cars; rental of navigational systems; operating 
canal locks; packaging of goods; parcel delivery; parking place 
rental; arranging of passenger transportation services for others 
via an online application; passenger transport; physical storage 
of electronically stored data or documents; Piloting; piloting of 
civilian drones; pleasure boat transport; Porterage; railway 
coach rental; railway transport; railway truck rental; refloating 
of ships; refrigerator rental / frozen-food locker rental; removal 
services; replenishment of vending machines; rescue operations 
[transport]; river transport; salvage of ships; Salvaging; Ship 
brokerage; Stevedoring; rental of storage containers; storage / 
warehousing; storage of goods; taxi transport; Towing; rental of 
tractors; providing traffic information; tram transport / 
streetcar transport; Transport; transport and storage of waste / 
transport and storage of trash; transport brokerage; transport 
by pipeline; transport of travellers; transport reservation; 
transport services for sightseeing tours; arranging of 
transportation for travel tours; providing transportation 
information; transportation logistics; transporting furniture; 
arranging for travel visas and travel documents for persons 
travelling abroad; travel reservation; underwater salvage; 
unloading cargo; rental of vehicle roof racks; vehicle breakdown 
towing services; vehicle rental; rental of warehouses; water 
distribution; water supplying; rental of whe- 'chairs; wrapping 
of goods.) and 43(Accommodation bureau services [hotels, 
boarding houses]; boarding for animals; boarding house 
bookings; boarding house services; cafe services; cafeteria 
services; cake decorating; providing campground facilities; 
canteen services; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, 
glassware; rental of cooking apparatus; day-nursery [creche] 
services; decorating of food; rental of drinking water 
dispensers; food and drink catering; food sculpting; holiday 
camp services [lodging]; hookah lounge services; hotel 
reservations; hotel services; information and advice in relation 
to the preparation of meals; rental of lighting apparatus*; 
rental of meeting rooms; motel services; personal chef services; 
reception services for temporary accommodation [management 
of arrivals and departures]; restaurant services; retirement 
home services; self-service restaurant services; snack-bar 
services; rental of temporary accommodation; temporary 
accommodation reservations; rental of tents; tourist home 
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services; rental of transportable buildings*; udon and soba 
restaurant services; washoku restaurant services.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letter "R" separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): AVIATION SERVICES COMPANY SINGLE PERSON CLOSED 
JOINT STOCK COMPANY of Building No. 3026, Al Sahafah 
District, P. O. Box 6133, Riyadh 13315, Saudi Arabia (740): CFL 
Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 128583 (220): 22/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Lubricants) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
''PETROLEUM'' and ''LUBRICANTS'' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. ‘Bharat’ is a male name and it originates 
from Indian (730): AUTO ANCILLARIES LTD of P. O. Box 58855 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128586 (220): 22/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Fruit cordial and fruit juices) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word "SAVORY" and the letter "S" each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): NAACIF GENERAL 
TRADING COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. Box 2030 - 00610, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128600 (220): 23/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' 
type, printing blocks.) and 35(Advertising; business 
management, organization and administration; office 
functions.) (526): Registration of this trademark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words ''TRADE'', ''MARK'', 
''AFRICA'', ''GROWING'', ''PROSPERITY'' and the device of a ‘map of 
Africa’ per se each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): TRADEMARK AFRICA of 2nd Floor, Fidelity 
Insurance Centre, Waiyaki Way, Wetlands, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128602 (220): 23/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Footwear) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Shoes' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The translation 
into English of the Kiswahili word 'UMOJA' is 'Unity' (730): 
UMOJA SHOE COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. Box 452 - 80109, 
Mtwapa, Kenya (740): IKM Advocates of P. O. Box 11866 - 
00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128619 (220): 23/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' 
type, printing blocks), 35(Advertising; business management, 
organization and administration; office functions.) and 
41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and 
cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words 'Accounting', 
'Technicians’, 'Diploma' and the letters 'A', 'D' and 'T' each 
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separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KENYA 
ACCOUNTANTS AND SECRETARIES NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS 
BOARD (KASNEB) of Kasneb Towers, Matumbato Road, P. O. Box 
41362 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

(210): 128620 (220): 23/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' 
type, printing blocks), 35(Advertising; business management, 
organization and administration; office functions.) and 
41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and 
cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words 'Certificate', 'Accounting, 
'Management', 'Skills' and letters 'A', 'C', 'M' and 'S' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KENYA 
ACCOUNTANTS AND SECRETARIES NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS 
BOARD (KASNEB) of Kasneb Towers, Matumbato Road, P. O. Box 
41362 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128621 (220): 23/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' 
type, printing blocks), 35(Advertising; business management, 
organization and administration; office functions.) and 
41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and 
cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words 'Diploma', 'Computer, 
'Networks', 'Systems' and 'Administration 'and letters 'A', 'D' 'C' 'N' 
and 'S' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): KENYA ACCOUNTANTS AND SECRETARIES NATIONAL 
EXAMINATIONS BOARD (KASNEB) of Kasneb Towers, Matumbato 
Road, P. O. Box 41362 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 128622 (220): 23/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' 
type, printing blocks), 35(Advertising; business management, 
organization and administration; office functions.) and 
41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and 
cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words 'Vocationals', 
'Certificate', 'Block, 'Chain' and 'Technology' and letters 'B', 'C', 'T' 
and 'V' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): KENYA ACCOUNTANTS AND SECRETARIES NATIONAL 
EXAMINATIONS BOARD (KASNEB) of Kasneb Towers, Matumbato 
Road, P. O. Box 41362 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 128623 (220): 23/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' 
type, printing blocks), 35(Advertising; business management, 
organization and administration; office functions.) and 
41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and 
cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words 'Certified', 'Credit', 
'Professionals' and letters C' and 'P' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): KENYA ACCOUNTANTS AND 
SECRETARIES NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS BOARD (KASNEB) of 
Kasneb Towers, Matumbato Road, P. O. Box 41362 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128624 (220): 23/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' 
type, printing blocks), 35(Advertising; business management, 
organization and administration; office functions.) and 
41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and 
cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words 'Vocational', 'Certificate', 
'Graphic, 'Design' and letters 'C', 'D' 'G' and 'V' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KENYA 
ACCOUNTANTS AND SECRETARIES NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS 
BOARD (KASNEB) of Kasneb Towers, Matumbato Road, P. O. Box 
41362 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 128625 (220): 23/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' 
type, printing blocks), 35(Advertising; business management, 
organization and administration; office functions.) and 
41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and 
cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words 'Vocational', 'Certificate', 
'Entrepreneurship', 'Innovation' and letters 'V', 'C', 'E' and 'I' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KENYA 
ACCOUNTANTS AND SECRETARIES NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS 
BOARD (KASNEB) of Kasneb Towers, Matumbato Road, P. O. Box 
41362 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128634 (220): 26/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Hydraulic Pumps) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 
"T" and "B" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): EBARA BOMBAS AMERICA DO SUL of Street Joaquim 
Marques de Figueiredo, number 2-31- Distrito Industrial, Bauru, 
Brazil (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 
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(210): 128676 (220): 29/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, namely hosiery, footwear, 
basketball shoes, basketball sneakers, T-shirts, shirts, polo 
shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, pants, tank tops, jerseys, 
shorts, pajamas, sport shirts, rugby shirts, sweaters, belts, 
nightshirts, hats, caps being headwear, visors being headwear, 
warm-up suits, warm-up pants, warm-up tops, shooting shirts, 
jackets, blazers, ties as clothing, pocket squares, kerchiefs, 
wind resistant jackets, parkas, coats, baby bibs not of paper, 
baby layettes for clothing, headbands, wrist bands as clothing, 
aprons, undergarments, boxer shorts, boxer briefs, slacks, ear 
muffs, gloves, mittens, scarves, woven and knit shirts, jersey 
dresses, dresses, cheerleading dresses and uniforms, swim 
wear, bathing suits, swimsuits, bikinis, tankinis, swim trunks, 
bathing trunks, board shorts, wet suits, beach cover-ups, 
bathing suit cover-ups, bathing suit wraps, sandals, beach 
sandals, beach huts, sun visors being headwear, swim caps, 
bathing caps, novelty headwear with attached wigs.) and 
41(Entertainment and educational services in the nature of 
ongoing television and radio programs in the field of basketball 
and rendering live basketball games and basketball exhibitions; 
the production and distribution of radio and television shows 
featuring basketball games, basketball events and programs in 
the field of basketball; conducting and arranging basketball 
instruction clinics and basketball camps, coaches instruction 
clinics, dance team instruction clinics and in-person basketball 
games; entertainment services in the nature of personal 
appearances by a costumed mascot or dance team at basketball 
games and basketball exhibitions, instructional clinics, camps, 
and other basketball-related events, special events for social 
entertainment purposes and parties; fan club services; 
entertainment services, namely, providing a basketball website 
featuring non- downloadable videos and audio recordings in the 
nature of basketball television highlights, basketball interactive 
television highlights, basketball video recordings, basketball 
video stream recordings, basketball interactive video highlight 
selections, radio programs, and radio highlights in the field of 
basketball; providing news and information in the nature of 
statistics and trivia in the field of basketball; providing online 
non-downloadable games, namely, computer games, video 
games, interactive video games, and trivia games; 
entertainment services in the nature of fantasy basketball 
leagues; providing an online computer database in the field of 
basketball.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the word "NEW ORLEAN" in its 
geographical connotation, apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): NBA PROPERTIES, INC., A NEW YORK CORPORATION of 
Olympic Tower, 645 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10022, 
United States of America (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of 
P.O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128685 (220): 30/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture 
and forestry; preparations for treating seeds (included in class 
1); plant growth regulating preparations; genes of seeds for 
agricultural productions; fertilizers.) and 5(Preparations for 
destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.) (526): None (730): 
BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, Joint Stock Company Germany, 
Northrhine Westphalia of Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 
Leverkusen, Germany (740): Gichachi & Company Advocates of 
P. O. Box 79659 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

IZZOP  
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(210): 128693 (220): 30/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Apparatus and instruments for controlling, 
conducting, transforming, switching, regulating, accumulating 
and storing electricity, life-saving apparatus and instruments; 
data processing equipment; electric switches; switchboxes; 
electric cables; personal digital assistants; electrical 
connectors, adapters, conduits and wires; sockets, plugs and 
other contacts (electric connections); circuit breakers; 
distribution boards (electricity); parts and components of the 
aforesaid goods included in this class; inverters [electricity]; 
solar inverters; solar batteries; solar panels theatre, light-
emitting diodes; acoustic alarms, electric batteries, electric 
doorbells; loudspeakers, electric and electromagnetic coils,; 
home automation kits, namely home automation software for 
developers and customers, mobile application software for 
home automation, electric or electronic apparatus for the 
control and management of home automation installations, 
especially apparatus and installations for opening, closing, 
lighting, monitoring and alarms and other home automation 
applications; extension cords, call bells, alarm bells, door video 
systems; security system, namely CCTV CAMERA DVR, closed 
circuit TV camera; and parts thereof falling in class 9.) (526): 
None (730): HAVELLS INDIA LIMITED, a company organised and 
existing under the laws of India of QRG Towers, 2D, Sector - 
126, Express way, Noida - 201304 UP, India (740): CFL 
Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 128694 (220): 30/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Motors and engines (except for land 
vehicles); pumps (machines); coffee grinders, other than hand 
operated; electromechanical food preparation machines; 
electromechanical beverage preparation machines; electric 
kitchen grinders and mixers for foodstuffs, electric food 
choppers, electric blenders, electric fruit presses for household 
purposes, electric kitchen machines, electric crushers for 
kitchen use, washing machines, iron machines, vacuum 
cleaners.) (526): None (730): HAVELLS INDIA LIMITED, a 
company organised and existing under the laws of India of QRG 
Towers, 2D, Sector - 126, Express way, Noida - 201304 UP, India 
(740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi 

  
 

(210): 128695 (220): 30/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 11(Apparatus and installations for lighting, 
heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, 
ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; air conditioning 
apparatus; air purifying apparatus and machines; solar heating 
apparatus and installations, solar lights, coffee machines 
(electric); microwave oven; kettles (electric); heaters for 
heating irons; garment steamers, electric fans; fans [air-
conditioning]; filters for drinking water; water purifier; heaters 
for baths; electric lamps; evaporators, heat exchangers, other 
than parts of machines, convector heaters, solar thermal 
collectors [heating]; solar furnaces; commercial refrigeration 
equipment, refrigerators, heat and steam accumulators, room 
coolers, chillers, fan coil units, air sterilizers and filters, room 
heaters, radiators (heating), bed warmers, warming pans, hot 
water bottles, air fryers, induction cooker, electric ovens, 
electric cooker, toasters, electric sandwich makers, hair dryers; 
kitchen stoves and all of their parts thereof falling in class 11.) 
(526): None (730): HAVELLS INDIA LIMITED, a company 
organised and existing under the laws of India of QRG Towers, 
2D, Sector - 126, Express way, Noida - 201304 UP, India (740): 
CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi 
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(210): 128703 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'Digital', 'Interactive', 'Traditional' and 'Music' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): BOMAS 
OF KENYA LIMITED of Bomas of Kenya, Off Langata Road, P. O. 
Box 40689 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Maina Gathara 
Advocates of P. O. Box 7167 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

Digital Interactive Traditional 

Music  
 

(210): 128724 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Confectionery) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'POP' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The translation 
into English of the Kiswahili word 'Kiboko' is 'Hippopotamus' 
(730): MZURI SWEETS LTD. of P. O. Box 875 - 80109, Mombasa, 
Kenya (740):  Iseme Kamau & Maema Advocates of P. O. Box 
11866 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya   

(210): 128734 (220): 04/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 26(Slide fasteners [zippers]; hook and pile 
fastening tapes; adjustable fasteners for clothing, footwear, 
headgear and bags; zip fasteners for reclosable plastic bags; 
buttons; snap buttons [snap fasteners]; ornamental novelty 
buttons; hooks and eyes; hooks [haberdashery]; eyelets for 
clothing; shoe eyelets; buckles for clothing; shoe buckles; snap 
hooks; cord stoppers; cord end stoppers; elastic ribbons; 
webbing in the nature of woven fabric tapes for sewing 
purposes; buckles in the nature of tape adjusters; slide 
fasteners and parts thereof; zipper pulls; plastic pullers to be 
attached to cord ends of clothing, bags and pouches; metal 
fittings for bags; clasps for bags, pouches and purses; fastenings 
for bags, pouches, and purses; buckles for bags, pouches, and 
purses; length adjusters for shoulder belts, shoulder straps, and 
straps for bags, pouches, and purses; hooks for belts and straps 
for bags, pouches, and purses; buckles for backpacks, travel 
bags, and bags for sports; zip fasteners for bags; clasps for bags; 
buckles for bags; clasps for coin purses ; clasp fasteners ; 
fastening for clothing) (526): None (730): YKK CORPORATION 
Corporation Japan of 1, Kanda Izumi-cho, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 
101-8642, Japan (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of 
P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128736 (220): 04/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations) (526): None 
(730): HOUSEFARM LIMITED of P. O. Box 12775 - 00400, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

CLOZANEX  
 

(210): 128737 (220): 04/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations) (526): None 
(730): HOUSEFARM LIMITED of P. O. Box 12775 - 00400, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

DEXACARE  
 

(210): 128738 (220): 04/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'IRON' separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): HOUSEFARM LIMITED of P. O. Box 12775 - 00400, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

VETRA IRON  
 

(210): 128739 (220): 04/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations) (526): None 
(730): HOUSEFARM LIMITED of P. O. Box 12775 - 00400, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

PERAZINE  
 

(210): 128740 (220): 04/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations) (526): None 
(730): HOUSEFARM LIMITED of P. O. Box 12775 - 00400, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

SULFAPRIM  
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(210): 128758 (220): 05/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 19(Building materials (non-metallic); non-
metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; 
non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal, 
Fibre Cement, stone coated tiles, fibre Cement Board) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'Builders', 'Duka', 'Infinite', 'Possibilities', and 
devices of a 'Man' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. The translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'Duka' 
is 'Shop' (730): BUILDERS DUKA LIMITED of Kugeria Road, off 
Kiambu Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Manasses, Mwangi & 
Associates - MMAS of P. O. Box 104748 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 128760 (220): 05/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Ticketing and event booking services) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'Smart', 'Tickets', 'Uniting', 'People', 
'Igniting' and 'Memories' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): VANGUARD EVENTS LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 2013 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128765 (220): 05/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising, business information and 
sales promotion; promotional services; organization and 
management of business operations to obtain customer loyalty; 
organisation of exhibitions or events for commercial or 
advertising purposes; business management assistance; advisory 
services relating to advertising; business administration of 
purchasing and/or on-line services on the Internet; retail 
services provided in convenience stores, supermarkets and 
hypermarkets featuring multimedia products, computer, audio 
visual products, telephony products, music and photography 
products, printed matter, stationery products, books, products 
for artistic activities and cultural activities, games and toys, 
gymnastic and sporting articles, maintenance products, 
products for renovation and house decoration, garden products, 
products for gardening and outdoor activities, products of 
electric household appliances (small and bulk), products of 
furnishing, lighting products, utensils and containers for 
household use or kitchen, linens, fabrics and textiles, hardware 
products, DIY (Do-lt-Yourself) goods, tools, products for cars 
and cycles, products for clothes, footwear, headgear, luggage, 
leather, food products and beverages, sanitary preparations and 
beauty products, child care articles, parapharmaceuticals, 
jewellery, horological instruments and animal products; the 
bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
goods (excluding the transport thereof), enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods from a retail 
outlet; publicity; bill-posting services; distribution of 
commercial and/or advertising information by electronic way, 
namely by worldwide communication network (Internet) or by 
private network (Intranet); rental of advertising time on 
communication media; rental of advertising space; distribution 
of advertising matter, advertising by mail order; direct mail 
advertising (leaflets, printed matter, prospectuses, samples); 
reproduction of advertising document; organization of trade 
fairs and exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; 
products demonstration; marketing studies; business 
management; business administration; trade promotional 
services; procurement services for others [purchasing goods for 
other businesses] and retail services; provision of information 
relating to commerce in the fields of markets, supermarkets 
and hypermarkets; business acquisition services and commercial 
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business management services relating to goods sold in markets, 
supermarkets and hypermarkets; promotional services relating 
to commerce in the fields of supermarkets, markets and 
hypermarkets; sales promotion for others.) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
"Market" separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
shades of the colour "red" substantially as shown in the 
representation accompanying the application, are distinctive 
features of the mark. The mark consist of a French word 
meaning ‘crossroads’ (730): CARREFOUR Société anonyme 
FRANCE of 93 avenue de Paris, 91300 MASSY, France (740): 
Coulson Harney Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

 

 

(210): 128796 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions.) and 
38(Telecommunications) (526): The translation into English of 
the word 'MODUNDA' is 'Dancing and having fun' (730): 
RINGCENT LIMITED of P. O. Box 6077 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): Minyow & Rwara Co. Advocates of P. O. Box 13945 - 
00800, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128824 (220): 07/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(Electric vehicles; motor scooters; bodies 
for vehicles; all-terrain vehicles; vans [vehicles]; motorcycles; 
cars; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; 
tractors; motorcycle frames; tricycles; electric bicycles; 
mopeds; bicycles; delivery tricycles.) (526): ‘REVOO’ is a 
creative word which has no specific meaning in English or any 
foreign language (730): SHENZHEN TRANSCHAN TECHNOLOGY 
LIMITED of Room 03, 23/F, Unit B Building, No 9, Shenzhen Bay 
Eco-Technology Park, Yuehai Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen 
City, China (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 128836 (220): 10/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions) and 42(Scientific and 
technological services and research and design relating thereto; 
industrial analysis and research services; design and 
development of computer hardware and software; legal 
services) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words 'Digi', 'Tax', 'Less' and 'Taxing' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
NAMIRI LIMITED of P. O. Box 60405 - 00200, Kenya (740): Wairi 
Kamau Advocate c/o Okutta Wairi & Co. Advocates of P. O. Box 
20136 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128837 (220): 10/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions) and 42(Scientific and 
technological services and research and design relating thereto; 
industrial analysis and research services; design and 
development of computer hardware and software; legal 
services) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words 'Digi' and 'Wallet' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): NAMIRI LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 60405 - 00200, Kenya (740): Wairi Kamau Advocate 
c/o Okutta Wairi & Co. Advocates of P. O. Box 20136 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 128838 (220): 10/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching 
apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating 
or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission 
or reproduction of sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, 
recording discs; Compact discs, dvds and other digital recording 
media; Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
Computer software; telecommunications, telephonic and 
communications apparatus and instruments; radio telephones, 
mobile and fixed telephones; mobile phones; portable 
telecommunications apparatus; smartphones; cases for 
telephones; headsets for telephones; handheld, mobile and 
tablet computers; wearable electronic telecommunication and 
computing devices; data communication apparatus and 
instruments; digital voice signal processors; computer 
networking and data communications equipment; mobile data 
communications apparatus; data processing systems; electronic 
databases; digital telephone platforms and software; computer 
hardware for telecommunications; telecommunication networks 
hardware; modems; network routers; broadband data 
interconnecting computer installations; decoders; set- top box 
apparatus including apparatus having an interactive viewing 
guide and/or a recorder for recording television and audio 
programmes; electrical and electronic apparatus for use in the 
reception of satellite, terrestrial or cable broadcasts; apparatus 
and instruments for the processing, transmission, storage, 
logging, reception and retrieval of data being in the form of 
encoded data, text, audio, graphic images or video or a 
combination of these formats; wireless handheld 
telecommunication units and devices, namely, tablets, wireless 
phones, mobile phones, smart phones, computers, portable 
telephones, video telephones, radios, smart watches, USB 
dongles, GPS trackers, wearable activity trackers, video 
cameras, cameras, personal digital assistants, handheld, mobile 
and tablet computers for the synchronisation, transmission, 
recordal, storage and manipulation of data and/or voice; 
remote controls for electric and electronic devices; personal 
digital assistants; electronic sensors including pedometers, 
altimeters and weighing scales; barcode and quick response 
code readers and scanners; audio and video recordings; 
electronic media for storing information, data, images and 
sound; digital media content (downloadable), including films, 
television programmes, radio programmes, videos, images, 
music, text, data, images, graphics and ringtones, provided 
from a computer database, the Internet or other electronic 
network; satellite receiving and transmission apparatus and 
instruments; computer and video game software programs, 
including downloadable games programs; electronic publications 
(downloadable) provided online from computer databases, the 
Internet or other electronic networks; machine readable data 
carriers; downloadable digital audio, video and data provided 
from a computer database, or the Internet or other electronic 
network; battery chargers for use with telecommunications 
apparatus; batteries; battery back-up power supply; peripheral 
equipment for televisions and computers; computers including 
lap top and notebook computers; electronic personal organisers; 
electronic and satellite navigational and positional apparatus 
and instruments including global positioning systems; desk or 
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car mounted units incorporating a loud speaker which permits 
hands-free use of a telephone handset; in-car telephone 
handset cradles; teaching apparatus and instruments; metering 
apparatus; smart meters; blank and pre-recorded magnetic 
cards; cards containing microprocessors; telephone cards; 
encoded credit, debit and payment cards; encoded telephone 
credit cards; encoded cards; computer software, including 
computer software supplied from a computer database, the 
Internet or other electronic network; data communications 
software; application software, including application software 
for mobile devices; downloadable computer software 
applications; computer software for wireless data 
communication; computer software and application software 
for the synchronisation, transmission and sharing of voice, data, 
calendar and content between one or more electronic devices, 
for purchasing applications, handheld electronic devices and for 
secure, encrypted purchases; operating system software; 
computer software for the streaming transmission and 
encryption and storage, of audio, video, graphics, text and data 
on and over communication networks; computer software to 
enable peer-to-peer networking and file sharing; search engine 
software; computer software for conducting and co-ordinating 
communications among computer users sharing information and 
audio data via electronic communications networks; software 
for interactive televisions; image and video editing software 
including software applications for use on mobile devices; 
software for the identification of persons; software for access 
control, video control and detecting the presence of persons; 
software for computer security, including antivirus, firewalls, 
antispam, anti-spyware, web filtering; intrusion detection 
software; virtual private network software; computer software 
for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying 
information relating to fitness, body fat, body mass index, sleep 
patterns, locations, attitude, weather and temperature; 
computer software for managing information regarding 
tracking, compliance and motivation with a health and fitness 
program; anti-theft devices not for vehicles; distance sensors 
being anti-collision sensors for vehicles, other than vehicle 
parts; devices and apparatus for locating movable property; 
apparatus for sending and receiving information from movable 
property; devices and apparatus for remote control of electrical 
apparatus and household appliances; alarm devices and 
installations, other than vehicle parts; satellite location and 
navigation systems; systems for the downloading and updating 
of computer software to and from electronic apparatus; 
electronic and biometric apparatus and installations for access 
control; electronic apparatus for identifying persons; closed 
circuit television systems; cameras, television cameras and 
video recorders for closed-circuit television; optical and 
photographic apparatus; electronic speedometers; electronic 
odometers; electronic tachometers; speed checking apparatus 
for vehicles; kilometre recorders for vehicles; electric or 
electronic sensors for vehicles, other than vehicle parts; 
electronic sensors; sirens; electric locks for vehicles; remote 
control apparatus; electronic keys for vehicles; electronic 
keyless remote controls for vehicle access devices ;remote 
controls for starters of vehicles; remote control systems for the 
automatic operating of the locks of vehicle doors; Boot, bonnet 
and roof; communication apparatus integrated into motorcycle 
helmets; GPS apparatus; GPS apparatus for vehicles for 
determining or signalling vehicle location, locations of site, 
travel routes, time, traffic conditions, presence of emergency 
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vehicles and hazard conditions; systems for communication 
networks between vehicles and road infrastructures; electronic 
equipment for detecting road markings; vehicle teleguidance 
systems and instruments; computer monitoring systems for blind 
spot and lane changing assistance; vehicle on-board computers; 
on-board electric, electronic and optical equipment for 
vehicles, namely, electric batteries, milea e recorders, radios 
for vehicles, on-board cameras, on-board electronic systems for 
providing driving and parking assistance in land vehicles, cruise 
controls for vehicles, displays for vehicles, audio speaker 
systems for vehicles, automatic indicators of low pressure in 
vehicle tyres, automatic vehicle speed control devices, 
autonomous driving control systems for vehicles, including for 
land vehicles; on-board electric, electronic and optical 
equipment for vehicles, including land vehicles, namely vehicle 
automatic driving control devices, smartphone battery chargers 
for use in vehicles, communications apparatus for vehicles, 
mobile phone connectors for vehicles, multi-camera systems for 
vehicles, vehicle navigation systems featuring interactive 
displays, radios for vehicles, temperature control apparatus 
[thermostats] for vehicles; on-board electric, electronic and 
optical equipment for vehicles, including land vehicles, namely 
ultrasonic object detectors for use on vehicles, on-board vehicle 
tracking apparatus, black boxes (data recorders) for land 
vehicles; on-board diagnostic computer apparatus and remote-
controlled diagnostic computer apparatus for vehicles; 
computer systems for the downloading and updating of 
computer software to and from vehicles; electronic devices to 
detect and/or exchange data between a vehicle and a remote 
unit for security purposes; parking aids in the nature of 
electronic obstacle detection device sensors; parking 
assistance, namely, blind spot detection sensors; electronic 
apparatus for the control of car parking; pre-collision detection 
and collision avoidance systems, namely, on-board computers; 
in-vehicle touch screen computer systems; devices for remote 
location of vehicles; smart watchbands that communicate data 
to smartphones; downloadable software for promotional and 
demonstration purposes, for customised display screens on 
telecommunications apparatus; sim cards; telematics 
apparatus; telematics software; haptic sensors; haptic 
equipment and apparatus, namely tad~~ monitors, screens, 
electronic displays, switches, sensors, smart glasses and virtual 
~ augmented reality glasses and headsets and holographic 
projectors; software for use with haptic sensors, equipment and 
apparatus; virtual reality software and hardware; augmented 
reality software and hardware; computer hardware modules for 
use with the Internet of Things [loT]; computer hardware 
modules for use in electronic devices using the Internet of 
Things [loT]; software for use in implementing the Internet of 
Things [Io'T]; computer software and application software for 
connecting, operating, and managing networked devices, 
appliances, machinery and systems in the Internet of Things 
(loT); communications software; computer software and 
application software for secure, encrypted purchases; software 
for computer security, including antivirus, firewalls, antispam, 
anti-spyware, web filtering and intrusion detection software; 
customer support and customer service computer software and 
application software; voice command and recognition software, 
speech to text conversion software, and voice-enabled software 
applications; messaging software; personal assistant software; 
computer oftware for personal information management; 
computer software for use to connect and control Internet of 
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things (loT) electronic devices; chatbot computer software and 
application software; computer software and application 
software in the field of artificial intelligence (AI); artificially 
intelligent chatbot computer software and application software 
for providing customer support and customer services; customer 
service chat robot software; humanoid robots with artificial 
intelligence; electronic apparatus-incorporating artificial 
intelligence software; electronic controllers; electronic 
controllers to impart sensory feedback, namely, sounds and 
vibrations that are perceptible to the user; computer software 
for use in connection with the transmission of voice and data; 
computer software, and peripherals for personalised, 
interactive television (TV) programming and for use in 
displaying and manipulating visual media, graphic images, text, 
photographs, illustrations, digital animation, video clips, film 
footage and audio data, and for social networking; wireless 
controllers to monitor and control the functioning of other 
electronic devices; touchscreens; parental control software; 
communication network apparatus; networking apparatus; 
networking devices; e-commerce software; watches that 
communicate data to smartphones, namely smartwatches; 
safety devices for vehicles, namely, parts and fittings for 
vehicles for use as part of collision avoidance safety systems; 
collision avoidance safety systems for vehicles; steering 
apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; Ethernet routers; wide area 
network [WAN] routers; wireless routers; computer network 
routers; computer network hubs, switches and routers; network 
servers; communications servers [computer hardware]; network 
access server hardware; Ethernet adapters; Ethernet cables; 
Ethernet controllers; Ethernet switches; Ethernet transceivers; 
switches, electric; automatic switching apparatus for 
telecommunications; computer network switches; electronic 
encryption units; downloadable computer software for use in 
electronically trading, storing, sending, receiving, accepting, 
and transmitting digital currency, and managing digital currency 
payment and exchange transactions; interactive computer 
software and computer hardware for providing financial services 
online from a global computer network and the Internet via 
computer terminals and mobile communication devices; 
electronic and computer databases, namely, asset databases 
that can be shared and transmitted), 35(Advertising, marketing 
and promotion services; retail services connected with 
telephones, mobile telephones, smartphones, mobile digital 
devices, telecommunication apparatus, cornnuter software, 
computers and electronic communication networks and 
accessories for such goods, set-top boxes and modems, 
telecommunication apparatus, devices and access ones; the 
bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
telecommunications and computer services, enabling customers 
to conveniently view and purchase those services; telephone 
answering and message handling services; provision of space on 
websites for advertising goods and services; the bringing 
together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
communications and telecommunications apparatus, 
instruments and software, enabling customers to conveniently 
view and purchase those goods, including such services provided 
online from a computer database, the Internet or other 
electronic network; the bringing together, for the benefit of 
others, of a variety of services, namely, business, finance and 
trade reporting and information services, technology 
information services, science information services, nature 
information services, transport services, transport information 
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services, art information services, history information services, 
travel and culture information services, games and gaming, film 
and navigation information services enabling users to 
conveniently view and acquire those services; the bringing 
together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of services, 
namely, entertainment services, entertainment information 
services, fashion information services, fashion design services, 
lifestyle (health) information services, life coaching services, 
health, beauty and fitness information services, music 
information services, sports information services, news 
reporting services, current affairs reporting and information 
services enabling users to conveniently view and acquire those 
services; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a 
variety of services in the field of business information services 
and, finance information services enabling users to conveniently 
view and acquire those services; the bringing together, for the 
benefit of others, of a variety of services in the field of trade 
information services in the nature of stocks and shares, 
technology information services science information services, 
nature information services, transport information services, art 
exhibition services, art information services, history information 
services enabling users to conveniently view and acquire those 
services; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a 
variety of services in the field of travel and culture information 
services, games and gaming, film information services, film 
production services and navigation information services 
enabling users to conveniently view and acquire those services; 
the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
downloadable digital media content, including software, 
software applications, films, television programmes, radio 
programmes, videos, music, text, data, images, graphics and 
ringtones, enabling customers to conveniently view and 
purchase those goods; the bringing together for the benefit of 
others of a variety of services providers, namely providers of 
digital media content including software, software applications, 
films, television programmes, radio programmes, videos, music, 
text, data, images, graphics and ringtones via the Internet or 
telecommunications network or via a streaming service, 
enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those 
services; provision of commercial information and advice to the 
prospective purchasers of commodities and goods; 
administration of loyalty programmes involving discounts or 
incentives; loyalty card services; organisation, operation and 
supervision of sales and promotional incentive schemes; 
provision of commercial information and advice on the supply 
and promotion of products and selection and display of goods; 
compilation and systemisation of information into computer 
databases and online searchable databases; compilation of 
directories, including business and commercial directories, for 
publication on computer databases, the Internet or other 
electronic networks; administrative services, namely collection, 
systematisation, compilation and analysis of data and 
information from sites and other resources available on global 
computer networks into computer databases for others; 
providing business information over a global computer network 
according to user preference; compiling and providing 
commercial prices and statistics information; arranging and 
conducting of exhibitions for business purposes; data processing 
services; data management services; collection of data; 
business data analysis services; business promotion, research, 
management, administration, assistance and information 
services; business strategy and planning services; economic 
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forecasting, marketing, market research, market analysis and 
survey services; publication of publicity texts; compilation of 
statistical information; provision of trade information; 
dissemination of advertising matters for others via wireless 
networks, telecommunication apparatus or devices or a global 
computer network; advertising services provided by television 
and radio and via electronic media; customer club services, for 
commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; 
subscriptions (arranging -) to telecommunication services for 
others; subscriptions (arranging -) to a telematics, telephone or 
computer service [Internet]; subscription to a television 
channel; auctioning via telecommunications networks; 
electronic commerce services, namely, providing information 
about products via telecommunication networks for advertising 
and marketing purposes; publicity and sales promotion relating 
to goods and services, offered and ordered by 
telecommunications; business promotion services provided by 
telephone; organisation for a third party of telephone 
welcoming services and of telephone receptionist services; 
commercial information services provided by access to a 
computer database; providing online business directory 
information services; providing telephone directory information 
via the Internet; arranging of subscriptions to online music 
streaming services; compilation of information resulting from 
the surveillance of traffic; data retrieval services.), 36(Banking 
services including home, mobile, Internet and remote banking; 
financial sponsorship; insurance and finance services, including 
such services provided over the Internet or any other electronic 
network; electronic wallet services (payment services); 
payment services provided via wireless telecommunication 
apparatus and devices; electronic payment services including 
electronic fund transfer services and online transaction 
facilities; issue, collection and redemption of tokens, vouchers, 
points and cash back; credit card services; charge card services; 
electronic currency transfer services; insurance, financing and 
financial guarantee services relating to telecommunications and 
communications apparatus and instruments; financial guarantee 
services relating to telecommunications and communications 
apparatus and instruments; provision of investment and fund 
management information; financial affairs; monetary affairs; 
real estate affairs; administration of funds and investments; 
stock, brokerage, shares and bond trading information and 
brokerage services; financial and monetary services in relation 
to charitable services including charitable fundraising and 
support services; charitable collections; investment of funds for 
charitable purposes; distribution and allocation of charitable 
funds; provision of information and advisory services relating to 
monetary affairs, including the provision of information from a 
computer database, the Internet or other electronic network; 
provision of information and advice for the prospective 
purchasers of commodities and goods, all related to payment 
tenns and insurance; financial information services provided by 
access to a computer database; insurance services for mobile 
telephones; telephone banking services; financial, banking, 
monetary and payment services related to cryptocurrency, 
virtual and digital money; virtual currency services; electronic 
financial trading, namely trading in the field of digitised assets 
such as cryptocurrency, digital tokens, virtual currency and 
digital currency; trading in digitised assets (such as 
cryptocurrency, digital tokens, virtual currency and digital 
currency), including over a global computer network or the 
Internet; financial services, namely, providing a decentralised 
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and open source cryptocurrency on a global computer network 
utilising a blockchain currency exchange service; property 
insurance; consultancy services relating to insurance; insurance 
for telecommunication apparatus and instruments; insurance for 
mobile telecommunication apparatus and instruments; 
insurance for digital apparatus and instruments; insurance for 
digital tablets; insurance for computer software and hardware; 
financial leasing; hire purchase financing; lease-purchase 
financing; lease-purchase of telecommunication equipment.), 
38(Telecommunications; mobile and fixed telecommunication 
and telephone, satellite telecommunication, cellular 
telecommunication, radio and cellular telephone, radio 
facsimile, radio paging and radio communication services; voice 
transmission services; voice messaging and voicemail services; 
electronic mail services for data and voice; hire, leasing and 
rental of telecommunications, radio, radio telephone and radio 
facsimile apparatus; rental of telecommunication facilities; 
leasing of telephone circuits; communication of data by radio, 
telecommunications and by satellite; transmission and receivlng 
by radio; communications services by satellite, television 
and/or radio; communication services in the nature of 
transmission and reception of voice; voice over IP services; 
telecommunication services via a global computer network or 
the Internet; telephone and mobile telephone message 
collection and transmission; delivery and reception of sound 
data and images; telephone communication services provided 
for hotlines and call centres; automated telephone call 
screening services; automated telephone voice message 
services; telephone communication services in the nature of 
automatic telephone answering services; personal numbering 
services (telephony services); rental of replacement 
telecommunications apparatus in the case of breakdown, loss or 
theft; provision of Internet services, namely Internet access 
services; Internet service provider (ISP) services; 
telecommunication of information (including web pages), 
computer programs and any other data; electronic mail 
services; provision of broadband services, namely wireless and 
fibre optic broadband communication services; wireless 
broadband communication services; providing Internet access 
via wireless broadband networks; providing Internet access via 
optical fibre broadband networks; wireless communication 
services; wireless telephony services; digital network 
telecommunications services; providing access to portals on the 
Internet; telecommunication services provided via Internet 
portal; provision of location based telecommunications services 
for telecommunications apparatus; provision of transfer of data 
via wireless application protocols [WAP], including those 
utilising a secure communications channel; provision of 
telecommunications information relating to or identifying 
telephone and telecommunications apparatus and instruments; 
telecommunications routing and junction services; electronic 
data interchange services; transfer of data by 
telecommunications; data streaming; streaming of digital media 
content, including films, television programmes, radio 
programmes, videos, music, text, data, images, graphics and 
ringtones, via the Internet or a telecommunications network; 
delivery of digital media content, including films, television 
programmes, radio programmes, videos, music, text, data, 
images, graphics and ringtones, via the Internet or a 
telecommunications network; data transmission services; 
broadcasting services; data broadcasting services; broadcast or 
transmission of radio or television programmes; transmission of 
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digital audio, video and multimedia content by 
telecommunications; electronic transmission of audio and video 
files via computer and other electronic communications 
networks; transmission of news and current affairs information; 
delivery of digital music by telecommunications; providing 
access to social networking websites; telecommunication 
services for the provision of video text, telexes and view data 
services, video communication services, interactive video text 
services; messaging services, namely, sending, receiving and 
forwarding messages in the form of text, audio, graphic images 
or video or a combination of these formats; unified messaging 
services; voicemail services; roviding telecommunications 
connections to a global computer network or database; video 
conferencing services; video telephone services; providing 
telecommunications connections to the Internet or databases; 
computer aided transmission of messages, data and images; 
computer communication services; providing electronic 
conferencing services; providing and leasing access time to 
computer databases, computer bulletin boards, computer 
networks, interactive computer communications networks, 
electronic publications in various fields, merchandising and 
service catalogues and information and computerised research 
and reference materials; providing access to educational 
content, web sites and portals; communication services for the 
remote control of electronic devices; provision of 
communications networks for systems of smart metering; 
communication services for the delivery of emergency messages 
and calls; electronic transmission of data and documents via 
computer terminals and electronic devices; signal transmission 
for electronic commerce via telecommunications systems and 
data communication systems; providing access to electronic 
communications networks and electronic databases; provision of 
communication facilities for the interchange of digital data; 
communication of data by means of telecommunications; 
transmission of data, including by audio-visual apparatus; 
transmission of sound, picture, video and data signals; providing 
access to databases; telecommunication services for data bank 
interconnection; electronic data exchange services; email data 
services; data broadcasting and communications services; 
providing third party users with access to telecommunication 
infrastructure; provision of information relating to 
telecommunications, providing electronic telecommunications 
connections; telecommunication gateway services; interactive 
telecommunications services; network telecommunication 
services; telecommunications consultancy services; 
telecommunications services for aircraft passengers; provision 
of access to the internet in relation to electronic payment 
services including electronic fund transfer services and online 
transaction facilities; providing telecommunications connections 
and networks for use with the Internet of Things [loT]; providing 
access to e-commerce platforms on the Internet; transmitting 
information resulting from traffic surveillance; provision of 
access to databases in relation to online address book, calendar 
and diary services; providing user access to data networks; 
transmission of digital data in the nature of user-generated 
digital media content; computer network access services 
provided by means of a metro Ethernet; electronic transmission 
of encrypted data; telecommunications services provided via 
fibre optic, wireless and cable networks.), 41(Education; 
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural 
activities; education and training including such services 
provided online from a computer, the Internet or other 
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electronic network; game services provided online from a 
computer network; radio, and television entertainment services 
including those provided online from a computer, the Internet 
or other electronic network; providing online electronic 
publications; publication of electronic books and journals 
online; publication of periodicals; publication of magazines; 
publication of electronic magazines online; online publication of 
electronic periodicals; publication of texts; newspaper 
publication; publication of printed matter; arranging and 
conducting of conferences, seminars, symposia, tutorials and 
workshops; interactive and distance learning courses and 
sessions provided online via a telecommunications link or 
computer network or provided by other means; electronic 
library services for the supply of electronic information 
(including archive information) in the form of text, audio 
and/or video information; providing non-downloadable 
electronic publications; providing online non-downloadable 
general feature magazines; providing online non-downloadable 
pictures; providing online non-downloadable video content; 
providing online non-downloadable audio content; providing 
publication of online directories for obtaining data in the fields 
of music, video, film, books, television, games and sports via 
online searchable databases; production of media content, 
namely, television production, audio production, music 
production, video production, film production and production of 
animation; publication and dissemination of user-generated 
digital media content for entertainment and educational 
purposes; publication of blogs and vlogs; entertainment services 
provided online from a computer database or the Internet; 
educational information provided online from a computer 
qatabase or the Internet; entertainment services provided by 
telephone; arranging and conducting of competitions provided 
by telephone; providing sports information by telephone; library 
services provided by means of a computerised database; 
electronic games services provided by means of the Internet; 
providing digital music from the Internet; publication  of 
material which can be accessed from databases or from the 
Internet; providing non-downloadable publications from the 
Internet which may be browsed; electronic publishing; providing 
interactive multi-player games via communications networks 
including the Internet; arranging and conducting of exhibitions 
for entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, 
the provision of streamed or downloadable music, films, TV 
programmes, audio books and games to online usage via global 
or local computer networks; providing films and television 
programmes, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; 
providing online music and audio books, not downloadable; 
providing information, reviews and personalised 
recommendations ill the field of entertainment; providing 
digital music from a computer database or the Internet; 
providing non-downloadable films and television programmes 
from a computer database or the Internet; providing online 
computer games from a computer database or the Internet, all 
for entertainment or educational services.) and 42(Hosting 
software interfaces to provide personalised access to computer 
databases, the Internet or other electronic networks; providing 
non-downloadable software applications through computer data 
bases, the Internet or other electronic networks; hosting 
services; hosting of digital content on the Internet including 
online blogs and journals; server hosting; hosting websites and 
computer databases; maintenance and updating of computer 
software and programs; online computer services, namely 
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providing online information about the design and development 
of computer hardware and software ; cloud computing; 
computer rental; design, graphic arts design and commissioned 
writing for the creation of web pages on the Internet; computer 
technology consultancy; computer programming and software 
design; installation, maintenance and updating of computer 
software; creating and maintaining web sites; information 
technology [IT] consultancy; hosting the website of others; 
provision of technical information and advice for the 
prospective purchasers of commodities and goods; information 
technology consultation relating to hardware or software, 
provided online from a global computer network or the internet 
; providing Internet search engines; design of communications 
systems; software as a service; application service provider 
(ASP) services, namely, hosting computer software applications 
of others; design of software including software applications for 
use on mobile devices; provision of technical information, 
advisory and consultancy services relating to computers and 
information technology; designing, monitoring and hosting 
online forums for discussion; research and development 
services; research and development of new products; research 
in the field of technology; provision of information, advisory 
and consultancy services relating to the aforementioned 
services; monitoring of network systems in the field of 
telecommunications; encryption, decryption and authentication 
of information, messages and data; provision of security 
services for computer networks, computer access and 
computerised transactions, including through electronic means 
via wireless network and/or mobile telecommunication devices; 
data conversion of electronic information, including data and 
computer programs (except physical conversion); data 
warehousing; data mining; database design; testing ofHectronic 
data processing systems; rental of software; hosting of web 
portals for providing podcasts; time sharing services for data 
processillg apparatus; computer programnung for 
telecommunications; data security services [firewalls]; data 
encryption services; data migration services; data recovery 
services; off-site data backup; digital compression of data; 
providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer 
software for use in the creation and publication of online 
journals and blogs; telecommunications technology consultancy; 
design of telecommunications apparatus and equipment; 
development, maintenance and updating of a 
telecommunication network search engine; design of 
telephones, including mobile telephones; provision of weather 
information via the telephone; computer rental provided by 
internet cafe; Internet web site design services; provision of 
Internet search engines; rental of software for Internet access; 
maintenance of software for Internet access; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable computer software over 
communication networks, intranets and the Internet; updating 
of software databases; computer programming for data 
processing; computer network services; monitoring of computer 
networks; technical data analysis and data mining services; 
creating, maintaining and updating computer software for 
databases of traffic and travel information; installation and 
updating of computer software on electric and electronic 
apparatus, installations for access control, biometric apparatus 
and installations for access control, closed-circuit television 
systems, cameras, television cameras and video recorders for 
closed-circuit television, optical and photographic apparatus; 
hosting of software for computer security, including antivirus, 
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firewalls, antispam, anti-spyware, web filtering, intrusion 
detection software (IDS) and virtual private network (VPN) 
software; telecommunication technology consultancy; provision 
of non-downloadable software for promotional and 
demonstration purposes, for customised display screens on 
telecommunications apparatus; providing digital content, 
namely non-downloadable software applications from a 
computer database, the Internet or other electronic network, 
all for entertainment or educational purposes; providing 
temporary use of non- downloadable cloud-based software for 
use in implementing the Internet of Things [loT]; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for 
connecting, operating, and managing networked devices, 
appliances, machinery and systems in the Internet of things 
(loT); providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-
based telematics software; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable cloud-based software for use with haptic sensors, 
equipment and apparatus; providing temporary use of non- 
downloadable cloud-based virtual reality software; providing 
temporary use of non- downloadable cloud-based augmented 
reality software; computer software technical support services; 
engineering services relating to robotics; hosting of e-commerce 
platforms on the Internet or other communications network; 
design and development of communications systems, networks, 
devices and equipment; design and development of the Internet 
of Things [loT]; electronic data storage and retrieval services; 
computer services namely creating website-based indexes of 
information, sites and other resources available on a global 
computer network for others; remote diagnosis and inspection 
of vehicles for roadworthiness ; inspection of vehicles for 
roadworthiness; remote monitoring, diagnosis and inspection of 
vehicles for roadworthiness; providing non- downloadable 
address book calendar and diary software; installation, repair 
and maintenance of software for computer systems for the 
downloading and updating of computer software to and from 
vehicles, computer programs for the automotive field platform 
as a service [PaaS]; infrastructure as a service [laaS]; provision 
of online non- downloadable software [application service 
provider]; leasing of mobile phones, computers and tablet 
computers.) (526): None (730): VODAFONE GROUP PLC of 
Vodafone House, The Connection Newbury, Berkshire RG14 2FN, 
United Kingdom (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 128842 (220): 11/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry; Chemical additives for fuels and lubricants; Chemical 
ingredient used in motor oils and greases; Petroleum derivatives 
included in this class; Unprocessed plastics for industrial use; 
Polymers for use in industry; Unprocessed artificial resins and 
unprocessed synthetic resins; Unprocessed plastics; Chemical 
substances for preserving foodstuffs; Tanning substances; 
Adhesives used in industry; Catalysts; Detergents for use in 
manufacture and industry; Chemicals, Chemical materials and 
Chemical preparations, The aforesaid goods for use as process 
additives for use in the petrochemical industry, for removing 
contaminants from gas treatment solvents, for use as additives 
to industrial lubricating oils and for use in the biochemical 
industry; Anti-freezing and de-icing preparations; Hydrogen; 
Tensio-active agents; Emulsifiers for industrial purposes; 
Surtactants for industrial purposes; Alcohol for industrial 
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purposes; Octyl Alcohol, Decyl Alcohol, Lauryl alcohol, Myristyl 
Alcohol, Cetyl alcohol, Stearyl Alcohol, Oleyl alcohol, all as raw 
materials or intermediates for use in the manufacture of 
household and personal care products, degreasing and cleaning 
for industrial cleaners, paints and coatings used in construction, 
emulsifiers for leather and textiles, and additives for oil and gas 
treatment; agrochemical blends primarily composed of 
emulsifiers, dispersants, wetting and gelling agents for crop -
protection. additives for fertilizers and organic fertilizers; Fire 
extinguishing compositions; Tempering and soldering 
preparations; Petrochemicals for use in industry and derivatives 
thereof; Hydrocarbons; Aromatic hydrocarbons and Unsaturated 
hydrocarbons; Brake fluid.) and 4(Industrial oils and greases; 
Engine oils, gear oils, automotive final drive oils; Lighting fuel; 
Non-chemical additives for oils and fuels; Lubricants and 
lubricating greases; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding 
compositions; Petroleum; 8iofuel; Industrial fuel oil; Oil-gas; 
Petroleum by-products; Fuels (including motor spirit); Waxes 
(raw material); Petroleum jelly for industrial purposes; Candles 
and wicks for lighting; Fuel gas; Solidified gases [fuel]; 
Liquefied petroleum gas; Liquefied natural gas; Natural gas; 
Fuel gas; Electrical energy; Electrical energy; Electrical energy 
from renewable sources) (526): None (730): DAVID GOMEZ 
SANCHEZ of Calle Jose Lazaro Galdiano 6, 28036 Madrid 
(MADRID), Spain (740): Ndikimi & Company Advocates of P. O. 
Box 29037 - 00625, Nairobi,Kenya 

 

(210): 128858 (220): 11/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Flour/Soya Flour) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'RAUKA' and the letters 'F', 'I' and 's' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. The translation into English of the 
Kiswahili word 'Rauka' is 'Arise' (730): SOYA FOOD INVESTMENT 
of P. O. Box 72126 - 00200, Kenya (740):  None   

(210): 128861 (220): 11/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Televisions; set-top boxes; audio 
speakers; sound bars; televisions featuring embedded operating 
software; computer application software for televisions, 
namely, software for setting-up and calibrating televisions; 
computer application software for the operation of smart TV s; 
computer application software for the operation of dongles; 
computer application software for the operation of projectors; 
computer application software for mobile phones for streaming 
television media; computer application software for personal 
computer monitors for streaming television media; computer 
application software for operating home appliances; software 
for the operational management of telematics for vehicles; 
operating system software for TV s; computer software for 
controlling the operation of audio and video devices; computer 
software platforms for vehicles, namely, for application 
development, web hosting and database management; 
computer software to maintain and operate computer systems; 
software that can customize television operating software to 
suit client's needs.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words 'HUB', 'WEB', 
'MANAGER, the letters 'O' and 'S' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): LG ELECTRONICS INC., Incorporated 
in the Republic of Korea of 128, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, 
Seoul 07336, Republic of Korea (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach 
Advocates of P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 128883 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Preparations for destroying vermin, 
herbicides and fungicides) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Super' and 'Boron' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
SINERIA KENYA LIMITED of P. O. Box 79777 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128948 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 44(Beauty care products) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
device of a ''STAR'' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): GIGA CYPHER SYSTEMS LTD of P. O. Box 966 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 128949 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Maize Flour and preparation made from 
cereals) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words ''SIFTED'', ''MAIZE'' and ''MEAL'' and 
the device of ''human being'' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. ''SHANGAZI'' is a Kiswahili word that means 
‘Aunt’ (730): EDITION 1 MILLERS LTD of P. O. Box 251, Thika, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128953 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and substitutes 
therefor; rice, pasta and noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and 
preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and 
confectionery; chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and other edible 
ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, 
seasonings, spices, preserved herbs; vinegar, sauces and other 
condiments; ice (frozen water) and 43(Services for providing 
food and drink; temporary accommodation.) (526): None (730): 
JAVA HOUSE MAURITIUS of IFS Court, Twenty Eight Cybercity, 
Ebene, Mauritius (740): Coulson Harney Harney of P. O. Box 
10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 128955 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting; cultural activities and gambling 
services.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the word ''BET'' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. The applicant seeks registration of 
the mark in the colours in which it appears but without 
limitation as to colour so as to be deemed to be registered for 
all colours as per section 19(2) of the Trade Marks Act. The 
English translation of the word "IBAMBE" is "let it be fun" (730): 
BETIKA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED of Office 2, Suite 2, The 
Penthouse, Capital Business Centre, Entrance C, Triq taz-Zwejt, 
San Gwann SGN 3000, Malta (740): Kieti Law LLP of P. O. Box 
22602 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128964 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry 
preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential 
oi1s; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry 
use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
hair oil; lotion; air freshners.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter ''R'' and the 
words ''Rose'', ''Collection'' and the Symbol of ''rose flower'' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
MUWADDA TRADING CO. LIMITED of P. O. Box 7996 - 00300, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Jimmy Nzakuva & Partners Advocates LLP 
of P. O. Box 2622 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 128973 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 37(Plastic wrapping services for securing & 
protecting large structures and objects Patio, furniture, boats 
equipment and buildings by enclosing them in sheers of plastic) 
(526): None (730): MEHUL SHAH of P. O. Box 44669 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

LUXEWRAP  
 

(210): 128981 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Syrup' 
and the device of 'Human beings' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): AB PHARMACEUTICALS 
LIMITED, a limited liability company duly incorporated under 
the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 33079 - 00600, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 128982 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): AB 
PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 33079 - 
00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ZYNSYP  
 

(210): 128983 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'AMINO' and 'PLUS' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): AB PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED, a limited liability 
company duly incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 
33079 - 00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

AMINO-PLUS  
 

(210): 129006 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
GALAXY PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED of P. O. Box 39107 - 00623 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BETAGLAX  
 

(210): 129007 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 
'A', 'P and 'C' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): GALAXY PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED of P. O. Box 
39107 - 00623 Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

APC-GLAX  
 

(210): 129008 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 
'C', 'P and 'M' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): GALAXY PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED of P. O. Box 
39107 - 00623 Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

CPM-GLAX  
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(210): 129028 (220): 19/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(Tires for vehicles; tires for passenger 
cars; tires for trucks; tires for buses; retread tires for vehicles; 
retreaded tires for passenger cars; retreaded tires for trucks; 
retreaded tires for buses; tread rubber for retreading tires: 
adhesive rubber patches for repairing tubes or tires.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word "SUPER", the letter "R", the numeral "2", "4", "8" and 
the symbol "+" each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): BRIDGESTONE CORPORATION, a Japanese 
corporation organized and existing under the laws of Japan, 
manufacturers and merchants of 1-1, Kyobashi 3-chome, Chuo-
ku, Tokyo, Japan (740): Coulson Harvey Advocates of P. O. Box 
10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129038 (220): 21/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Soap, laundry soaking preparations, stain 
removers, descaling preparations for household purposes, 
polishing preparations, polish for furniture and flooring, 
grinding preparations, sandpaper, essential oils, perfumery, 
beauty masks, make-up, lipsticks, lip glosses, toothpaste, 
incense, cosmetics for animals, air fragrancing preparations, 
sandcloth and leather preservatives [polishes] (526): None 
(730): JIANGSU FENGMANG COMPOSITE MATERIALS 
TECHNOLOGY GROUP CO., LTD of Xiqu, Xinyue Farm, Lianhe 
Village, Xinba Town, Yangzhong City, China (740): CFL 
Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 129040 (220): 21/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Solar batteries, photovoltaic cells, 
inverters [electricity], accumulator boxes, accumulators, 
electric, solar panels for the production of electricity, plates 
for batteries, chargers for electric accumulators, Photovoltaic 
modules and Energy Storage Integrated System.) (526): 'Austa' 
has no special meaning (730): NINGBO OSDA SOLAR CO., LTD of 
1-1, No. 136, Haichuan Road, Jiangbei District, Ningbo City, 
Zhejiang Province, China (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 
23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 129052 (220): 21/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink; 
Temporary Accommodation) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''BEAN'', 
''COFFEE'' and ''MORE'' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): BEAN PLANT LIMITED of P. O. Box 13571 - 
00800, JKIA Airport, Terminal 1, Next To Gate 20, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): SIM Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 63153 - 00619, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

BEAN PLANT COFFEE AND 

MORE  
 

(210): 129062 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising / publicity; Providing 
commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice 
of products and services; Dissemination of advertising matter; 
Distribution of samples; Organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; Commercial or industrial 
management assistance.) (526): None (730): RIZOBACTER S.A., 
a company incorporated in Argentina of Av. Dr. Arturo Frondizi 
No 1150, Pergamino, Buenos Aires., Argentina (740): CFL 
Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 129071 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' and drawing materials; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers type 
printing blocks.), 35(Advertising; business management; 
organization and administration; office functions.), 
36(Financial, monetary and banking services; insurance 
services; real estate services.), 41(Education; providing of 
training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) and 
45(Legal services; security services for the physical protection 
of tangible property and individuals; dating services, online 
social networking services; funerary services; babysitting.) 
(526): None (730): CNK Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 14008 - 
00800, Swiss Cottages, No.7, Riverside, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  
 

(210): 129096 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Phosphoric acid; Phosphates; Acids; 
phosphorus organophosphorus compounds; alkalies; acetates 
[chemicals]; ethers; and aldehydes.) and 39(Transport; 
transportation logistics; packaging of goods; stevedoring; car 
transport; railway transport; air transport; storage of goods; 
storage; and delivery of goods.) (526): None (730): JIANGSU 
CHENGXING PHOSPH-CHEMICAL CO. LTD of No. 618 Meiyun 
Street, Jiangyin, Jiangsu 214432, China (740): Ndikimi & 
Company Advocates of P. O. Box 29037 - 00625, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 129104 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, artificial coffee) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'Coffee' and the device of 'Coffee berries' and the 
'Human face' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): DAN NDUATI of P. O. Box 14107 - 00800, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): Gakaria & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 856 - 
00606, Nairobi, Kenya   
(210): 129105 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial transaction and payment 
services) (526): None (730): INTERACTIVE MEDIA SERVICES 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 21210 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129109 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clotting) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'S' and 'L' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
SELITEX BRANDS of P. O. Box 30178 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None   
(210): 129129 (220): 26/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Seismographs, geological survey and 
analysis instrument, sensors,. remote control apparatus, 
transmitters of electronic signals, transmitting sets 
(telecommunication), radios, surveying instruments, detectors, 
infrared detectors.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the letters "P", "Q", "T" and "W" 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
HUNAN PUQI WATER ENVIRONMENT INSTITUTE CO. LTD of Room 
206 Group A, Military-Civil Intergration Science and Technology 
Industry Park, Np. 769 Qingzhuhu Road, Qingzhuhu Street, Kaifu 
District, Changsha, Hunan, China (740): Gichachi & Company 
Advocates of P. O. Box 79659 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 129160 (220): 27/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Agricultural Machine) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
device of the ‘map of Kenya’ separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): PARTH ATUL SHAH of P. O. Box 2004 - 
30200, Kitale, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129187 (220): 31/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Cash registers, calculating machines, data 
processing equipment and computers goods.), 36(Financial 
Affairs and Monetary Affairs Services) and 42(Scientific and 
technological services and research and design relating thereto; 
industrial analysis and research services; design and 
development of computer hardware and software Services) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the letter ''A'' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): DIAMOND TRUST BANK KENYA 
LIMITED of DTB Centre, Mombasa Road, P. O. Box 61711 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Mohammed Muigai LLP of P. O. 
Box 61323 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129188 (220): 31/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Cash registers, calculating machines, data 
processing equipment and computers goods.), 36(Financial 
Affairs and Monetary Affairs Services) and 42(Scientific and 
technological services and research and design relating thereto; 
industrial analysis and research services; design and 
development of computer hardware and software Services) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the letters ''D'', ''T'', ''B'', ''X'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): DIAMOND TRUST BANK 
KENYA LIMITED of DTB Centre, Mombasa Road, P. O. Box 61711 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Mohammed Muigai LLP of P. O. 
Box 61323 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129193 (220): 31/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide) (526): None (730): 
BOTACHEM ENTERPRISES LIMITED of P. O. Box 66934 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

PAWATOX  
 

(210): 129200 (220): 31/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Betting) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''Swift'', 
''Bet''', ''Score'', ''Counts'' and the device of the ''Ball'' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
TIRPSMON LIMITED of P. O. Box 2250 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None   
(210): 129204 (220): 01/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Agricultural machines; saws [machines]; 
electric welding machines; metalworking machines; hand-held 
tools, other than hand-operated; electric ski edge sharpening 
tools; electric scissors; electric hand drills; alternators; blades 
[parts of machines]; drilling heads [parts of machines]; 
centrifugal machines; electric glue guns; electric screwdrivers; 
joints [parts of engines]; electric kitchen machines; valves 
[parts of machines]; riveting machines; reapers; and 
agricultural implements other than hand-operated.) and 
8(Garden tools, hand-operated; frames for handsaws; spanners 
[hand tools]; hand tools, hand-operated; non-electric 
screwdrivers; pliers; irons [non-electric hand tools]; perforating 
tools [hand tools]; scissors hammers [hand tools]; hand-operate 
lifting jacks; knives; riveters [hand tools]; graving tools [hand 
tools]; handles for hand-operated hand tools; nail drawers 
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[hand tools]; gimlets [hand tools]; cutting tools [hand tools]; 
saws [hand tools]; and bits [hand tools] (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
''STAR'' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): YIWU HAIRONG E-COMMERCE Co., LTD of No. 1, Building 
11, Third Area, Xiawan Village, Jiangdong Street, Yiwu, 
Zhejiang 322000, China (740): Ndikimi & Company Advocates of 
P. O. Box 29037 - 00625, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 129211 (220): 01/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Beers, mineral and aerated waters and 
other non-alcoholic beverage, fruit beverages and fruit juices, 
syrups, and other preparations for making beverages) (526): 
SIMBA is a Swahili word meaning LION in English (730): BIDCO 
AFRICA LIMITED of P. O. Box 239 - 01000, Thika, Kenya (740):  
None 

BIDCO SIMBA  
 

(210): 129215 (220): 01/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Downloadable Mobile applications and 
downloadable computer software.), 16(Paper and cardboard; 
printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery 
and office requisites.), 36(Charitable fund raising.) and 
41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and 
cultural activities.) (526): None (730): PRATHAM 
INTERNATIONAL INC., aDelaware Corporation of 8, The Green, 
Suite B, Dover, DE 19901, United States of America (740): CFL 
Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

TARL  
 

(210): 129218 (220): 01/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Machines and machine tools; Motors and 
engines (except for land vehicles); Machine coupling and 
transmission components (except for land vehicles); Agricultural 
implements other than hand-operated; Automatic vending 
machines.) and 8(Hand tools and implements, hand-operated; 
cutlery; side arms, except firearms; razors.) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
letters ''A'', ''C'', ''E'', ''I'', ''M'', ''N'', ''O'' and ''R'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): GULF AFRICA 
MACHINERY KENYA LIMITED of P. O. Box 87766 - 00300, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129219 (220): 01/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Machines and machine tools; Motors and 
engines (except for land vehicles); Machine coupling and 
transmission components (except for land vehicles); Agricultural 
implements other than hand-operated; Automatic vending 
machines.) and 8(Hand tools and implements, hand-operated; 
cutlery; side arms, except firearms; razors.) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
letters ''D'', ''F'' and ''K'' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): GULF AFRICA MACHINERY KENYA LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 87766 - 00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 129240 (220): 01/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Machines and machine tools; Motors and 
engines (except for land vehicles); Machine coupling and 
transmission components (except for land vehicles); Agrjcultural 
implements other than hand-operated; Automatic vending 
machines) (526): The translation into English of the Kiswahili 
word is 'Lion'. (730): GULF AFRICA MACHINERY KENYA LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 87766 - 00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129275 (220): 02/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Preparations for destroying vermin, 
herbicides and fungicides) (526): None (730): SINERIA KENYA 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 79777 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ESPIRAL  
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(210): 129300 (220): 04/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals for use in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire 
extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; tempering and 
soldering preparations; substances for tanning animal skins and 
hides; adhesives for use in industry; putties and other paste 
fillers; compost, manures, fertilizers; biological preparations for 
use in industry and science.), 16(Paper and cardboard; printed 
matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and 
office requisites.), 29(Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat 
extracts; preserved, frozen; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk, 
cheese, butter, yoghurt and other milk products.) and 32(Non-
alcoholic beverages; mineral and aerated waters; fruit 
beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other non-alcoholic 
preparations for making beverages.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'DAIRY' 
and the device of the 'Cow' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): PEARL DAIRY FARMS LIMITED, a 
company registered in Uganda under number 107603 of Plot 
29B, Acacia Avenue, Kololo, Kampala, P. O. Box 7420, Kampala, 
Uganda (740): Igeria & Ngugi Advocates of P. O. Box 60635 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129305 (220): 04/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat 
extracts; preserved, frozen, ried and cooked fruits and 
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk 
products; edible oils and fats.) and 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and 
artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations 
made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; edible 
ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; 
mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'ROYAL' separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): NAACIF GENERAL TRADING COMPANY LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 2030 - 00610, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ROYAL ARM  
 

(210): 129308 (220): 04/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Calendars, printed matter, books, 
stationery) and 41(Organization and presentation of live 
performances of music and other cultural events; Entertainment 
and entertainment services; orchestral services; music 
composition services; education ,training and instruction 
services; vocational guidance in conjunction with education and 
training advice) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words 'Ghetto' and 'Classics' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
ELIZABETH WAMUNI NJOROGE AND IRENE NJOKI MUKIRI of 
Garden Estate Road, P. O. Box 65542 - 00619, 92, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P. O. Box 40111 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129311 (220): 04/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Preparations for destroying vermin, 
herbicides and fungicides) (526): None (730): SINERIA KENYA 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 79777 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

RAMSAR  
 

(210): 129312 (220): 04/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Preparations for destroying vermin, 
herbicides and fungicides) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'ROYAL' and 
'BLUE' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): SINERIA KENYA LIMITED of P. O. Box 79111 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 129313 (220): 04/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, 
cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.) and 11(Apparatus for 
lighting, heating steam generating, cooking, refrigerating , 
drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'Scent' letter 'D' & 'R' and the device of a leaf each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): RAWAIEH 
AL ZUHOR CLEANING & DETERGENT TR L L C SOLE 
PROPRIETORSHIP of Office No. 3005-3006, AL Majaz 2 - Business 
Tower, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates (740): IKM Advocates of 
P. O. Box 11866 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129315 (220): 04/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax and disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None 
(730): SQUARE PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED of P. O. Box 19900 - 
00202, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

VONIZA  
 

(210): 129322 (220): 04/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations) (526): None 
(730): JFD PHARMA of P. O. Box 41535 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 129323 (220): 04/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations) (526): None 
(730): JFD PHARMA of P. O. Box 41535 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 129338 (220): 07/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'EAST', 
'AFRICA', 'TRADE' and 'EXPO' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): FEDERATION OF RAJASTAN TRADE & 
INDUSTRY OF KENYA of P. O. Box 6138 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None   
(210): 129349 (220): 08/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages, except beers) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words "ORIGINAL", "COFFEE" and "LIQUEUR" 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
THE ABSOLUT COMPANY AKTIEBOLAG of SE-117 97 Stockholm, 
Sweden (740): Gichachi & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 
79659 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 129355 (220): 09/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 45(Legal services; security services for the 
physical protection of tangible property and individuals; 
personal and social services rendered by others to meet the 
needs of individuals) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Advocates' and letters 
'C', 'F', 'M' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): FIDEL MWAKI MBAYA of P. O. Box 1481 - 00621, Fidel 
Mwaki & Company Advocates Kalson Towers, 2nd Floor, Left 
Wing The Cresent, Off Parklands Road Westlands, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): FIDEL MWAKI MBAYA of P. O. Box 1481 - 00621, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 129367 (220): 09/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 28(Toys, games and playthings) (526): None 
(730): HASBRO, INC, a Rhodel Island Corporation of 1027 
Newport Avenue, Pawtucket, Rhode Island 02861, United States 
of America (740): Coulson Harvey Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 
- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

NERF  
 

(210): 129378 (220): 10/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 21(Containers for household or kitchen use; 
kitchen containers; cooking pot sets; cooking pots; frying pans; 
non-electric deep fryers; kitchen utensils; non-electric cooking 
utensils; stew-pans; non-electric food steamers; table plates; 
fiHed picnic baskets, including dishes; glue-pots; pot lids; grills 
(cooking utensils]; cookery molds (moulds]; non-electric kettles; 
epergnes; disposable table plates; lazy susans.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'LIFE' and the letters 'C' and 'U' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. 'UCC' is an invented word with 
no meaning. (730): ZHEJIANG UCC LIFE ELECTRIC APPLIANCE 
CO., LTD of N0. 11 Hehua Road, Baihuashan Industrial Area, 
Wuyi, Zhejiang, China (740): Ndikimi & Company Advocates of 
P. O. Box 29037 - 00625, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129379 (220): 10/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 21(Containers for household or kitchen use; 
kitchen containers; cooking pot sets; cooking pots; frying pans; 
non-electric deep fryers; kitchen utensils; non-electric cooking 
utensils; stew-pans; non-electric food steamers; table plates; 
fiHed picnic baskets, including dishes; glue-pots; pot lids; grills 
(cooking utensils]; cookery molds (moulds]; non-electric kettles; 
epergnes; disposable table plates; lazy susans.) (526): The word 
'Jio' is an invented word with no meaning. (730): ZHEJIANG UCC 
LIFE ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD of N0. 11 Hehua Road, 
Baihuashan Industrial Area, Wuyi, Zhejiang, China (740): 
Ndikimi & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 29037 - 00625, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 129380 (220): 10/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Accommodation reservation services for 
travelers, hotel and restaurant services) (526): None (730): 
IBEROSTAR HOTELES Y APARTAMENTOS, S.L of General Riera, 
154, 07010 Palma De Mallorca (Illes Balears), Spain (740): 
Ndikimi & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 29037 - 00625, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 129382 (220): 10/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Milk products excluding ice cream and 
frozen yogurts: fish based foodstuff: bean based food stuff: 
processed meat products: food products made primarily from 
cooked, preserved and dried vegetables: processed seaweed 
products: processed nuts: food products made primarily from 
preserved, stewed and pureed fruits: food products made from 
fish and shellfish: prepared dishes consisting mainly of poultry: 
klmchl: sausages: sausages made from fish: laver-based snack 
foods: eggs: tofu: jellies: squid: instant soup and nut-based 
snack foods.) and 30(Noodles: instant noodles: pasta: noodle 
based prepared meals: ready-made sauces: mayonnaise: 
seasonings: spices: confectionery: biscuits: cookies: rice-based 
snack foods: cereal- based snack foods: flour-based dumplings: 
instant rice: porridge: stir fried rice: cooked dishes consisting 
primarily of stir fried rice cake with fermented hot pepper 
paste (Iopokkl): coffee and tea.) (526): None (730): SAMYANG 
FOODS CO., LTD of 104, Opaesan - ro 3 - gil, Seongbuk-gu, 
Seoul, 02737, Republic of Korea (740):  Ndikimi & Company 
Advocates of P. O. Box 29037 - 00625, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 129390 (220): 10/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Medicinal and Pharmaceutical 
preparations.) (526): None (730): SUN PHARMACEUTICAL 
INDUSTRIES LIMITED of Sun House, Plot No. 201 B/1, Western 
Express Highway, Goregaon (E), Mumbai-400 063, Maharashtra, 
India (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

TELEACT  
 

(210): 129399 (220): 10/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(services relating to banking and other 
financial transactions, fmancial valuation services, as well as 
insurance and real estate activities) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
''BANKING'' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): FAMILY BANK LIMITED of P. O. Box 74145 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

QUEEN BANKING  
 

(210): 129401 (220): 10/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'AFRICA', 'MEDIA' and 'FESTIVAL' and the device 'Map 
of Africa' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): BML FOUNDATION LIMITED of P. O. Box 15212 - 00509, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): MYIP LEGAL STUDIO of P. O. Box 5047 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129402 (220): 10/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 18(Leather and imitations of leather; animal 
skins and hides; luggage and carrying bags; umbrellas and 
parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; collars, 
leashes and clothing for animals.) and 25(Clothing, footwear, 
headwear) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the device 'Map of Africa' separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): BML FOUNDATION 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 15212 - 00509, Nairobi, Kenya (740): MYIP 
Legal Studio of P. O. Box 5047 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya   
(210): 129403 (220): 10/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for recording, 
transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; 
recorded and downloadable media, computer software, blank 
digital or analogue recording and storage media; mechanisms 
for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating devices; 
computers and computer peripheral devices; diving suits, divers' 
masks, ear plugs for divers, nose clips for divers and swimmers, 
gloves for divers, breathing apparatus for underwater 
swimming; fire-extinguishing apparatus), 35(Advertising; 
business management, organization and administration; office 
functions.), 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis, 
industrial research and industrial design services; quality 
control and authentication services; design and development of 
computer hardware and software.) and 44(Medical services: 
veterinary services: hygienic and beauty care for human beings 
or animals; agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry 
services.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
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the exclusive use of the word 'Tibu' and device of Cross and 
Capsules per se and letters 'D' 'R' 'T' 'I' & 'B' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. The translation into English of 
the Kiswahili word 'Tibu' is 'Treat' (730): AU FAIS TECH LIMITED 
of P. O. Box 22472 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

(210): 129404 (220): 10/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Purified Water) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'AQUA' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
CASCA TRADERS LIMITED of P. O. Box 7691 - 01000, Thika, Kenya 
(740):  None 

AQUA JOY  
 

(210): 129405 (220): 10/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; sporting 
and cultural activities. (college) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'BRANKA', 
'International', 'College', 'Leadership', the letters 'B', 'I', 'C' and 
the devices of ‘a book’ and ‘globe’ per se each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. ‘BRANKA’ is a combination of 
two words BRAN and KA (730): BRANKA INTERNATIONAL 
COLLEGE of P. O. Box 5258 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129406 (220): 10/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Computers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the acronym 'Mr' 
and the device of 'Hands' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): ABBAS ABDULLAHI AYALE/ MOSES 
MWANGI NGUMI of P. O. Box 100010 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None   
(210): 129407 (220): 10/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Computers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the acronym 'Mr' 
and the word 'Computers' and the letter 'M'and device of 'Human 
Being' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): MOSES MWANGI NGUMI / ABBAS ABDULLAHI AYALE of P. 
O. Box 100010 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129412 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 39(Transport; packaging and storage of 
goods; travel arrangement), 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) and 43(Services 
for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation) (526): 
None (730): TRAVCO GROUP INTERNATIONAL HOLDING of Travco 
Center, 26th July Corridor Shekh Zayed Giza, Egypt (740): Hazel 
Okoth Nko Advocates of P. O. Box 36463 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129415 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, herbal 
supplements, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; 
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants, 
sanitizers) (526): None (730): DOLOPHARMA HEALTHCARE LTD, 
a limited liability company duly incorporated under the laws of 
Kenya of P. O. Box 102976 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

PAINTRA  
 

(210): 129416 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, herbal 
supplements, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; 
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants, 
sanitizers) (526): None (730): DOLOPHARMA HEALTHCARE LTD, 
a limited liability company duly incorporated under the laws of 
Kenya of P. O. Box 102976 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

RISTAL  
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(210): 129417 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, herbal 
supplements, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; 
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants, 
sanitizers) (526): None (730): DOLOPHARMA HEALTHCARE LTD, 
a limited liability company duly incorporated under the laws of 
Kenya of P. O. Box 102976 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

PAFENID  
 

(210): 129418 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, herbal 
supplements, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; 
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants, 
sanitizers) (526): None (730): DOLOPHARMA HEALTHCARE LTD, 
a limited liability company duly incorporated under the laws of 
Kenya of P. O. Box 102976 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

CETAVI  
 

(210): 129419 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, herbal 
supplements, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; 
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants, 
sanitizers) (526): None (730): DOLOPHARMA HEALTHCARE LTD, 
a limited liability company duly incorporated under the laws of 
Kenya of P. O. Box 102976 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ULIP  
 

(210): 129420 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, herbal 
supplements, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; 
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants, 
sanitizers) (526): None (730): DOLOPHARMA HEALTHCARE LTD, 
a limited liability company duly incorporated under the laws of 
Kenya of P. O. Box 102976 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

UPANID  
 

(210): 129421 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, herbal 
supplements, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; 
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants, 
sanitizers) (526): None (730): DOLOPHARMA HEALTHCARE LTD, 
a limited liability company duly incorporated under the laws of 
Kenya of P. O. Box 102976 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

TADATAM  
 

(210): 129422 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, herbal 
supplements, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; 
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants, 
sanitizers) (526): None (730): DOLOPHARMA HEALTHCARE LTD, 
a limited liability company duly incorporated under the laws of 
Kenya of P. O. Box 102976 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

SULOTAD  
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(210): 129423 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, herbal 
supplements, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; 
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants, 
sanitizers) (526): None (730): DOLOPHARMA HEALTHCARE LTD, 
a limited liability company duly incorporated under the laws of 
Kenya of P. O. Box 102976 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

UPADA  
 

(210): 129424 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, herbal 
supplements, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; 
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants, 
sanitizers) (526): None (730): DOLOPHARMA HEALTHCARE LTD, 
a limited liability company duly incorporated under the laws of 
Kenya of P. O. Box 102976 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ROLAPIT  
 

(210): 129436 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' 
type, printing blocks.), 25(Advertising; business management, 
organization and administration; office functions.) and 
36(Financial, monetary and banking services; insurance 
services; real estate services.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Takatifu', 
'Insurance' and 'Africa' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): TAKAFUL INSURANCE OF AFRICA LIMITED of 
P.O. Box 15913 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Kenneth 
Kimachia of P. O. Box 1811 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 129445 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, 
food for babies; diatary supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants, sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
SQUARE PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED of P. O. Box 19900 - 00202, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

LEVIC  
 

(210): 129446 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, 
food for babies; diatary supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants, sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
SQUARE PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED of P. O. Box 19900 - 00202, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

IVARIN  
 

(210): 129449 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, 
food for babies; diatary supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants, sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
SQUARE PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED of P. O. Box 19900 - 00202, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

EMINEX  
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(210): 129450 (220): 11/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, 
food for babies; diatary supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants, sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
SQUARE PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED of P. O. Box 19900 - 00202, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

LUDAREX  
 

(210): 129454 (220): 14/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, audio-visual, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for recording, 
transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; 
recorded and downloadable media, computer software, blank 
digital or analogue recording and storage media; mechanisms 
for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating devices; 
computers and computer peripheral devices; diving suits, divers' 
masks, ear plugs for divers, nose clips for divers and swimmers, 
gloves for divers, breathing apparatus for underwater 
swimming; fire-extinguishing apparatus.), 16(Paper and 
cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery and office requisites, except furniture; adhesives for 
stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and 
materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching 
materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and 
packaging; printers' type, printing blocks.), 25(Clothing, 
footwear, headwear.), 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions.) and 37(Construction 
services; installation and repair services; mining extraction, oil 
and gas drilling) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the letter 'U' separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): GO ELECTRIC LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 4977 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 129455 (220): 14/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry 
preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential 
oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry 
use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.), 
30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice, pasta and 
noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from 
cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; chocolate; ice 
cream, sorbets and other edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; 
yeast, baking-powder; salt, seasonings, spices, preserved herbs; 
vinegar, sauces and other condiments; ice (frozen water) and 
44(Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty 
care for human beings or animals; agriculture, aquaculture, 
horticulture and forestry services) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
''HEALTH'' and ''WELLNESS'' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): KADZO VENTURES LIMITED of P. O. Box 
72258 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 129477 (220): 14/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; stationery and office requisites, except 
furniture) and 35(Advertising; business management, 
organization and administration; office functions) (526): The 
word ‘YACOBI’ is a coined word which has no particular meaning 
(730): YACOBI LIMITED of P. O. Box 254728363377 - 00100, 
Kenya (740):  None 

YACOBI  
 

(210): 129487 (220): 14/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals.) (526): None (730): 
AVETINA LIFE SCIENCES of P. O. Box 3328 - 0056, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

SOLTADO  
 

(210): 129488 (220): 14/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
AVETINA LIFE SCIENCES of P. O. Box 3328 - 0056, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

LUTHICOR  
 

(210): 129491 (220): 14/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals.) (526): None (730): 
AVETINA LIFE SCIENCES of P. O. Box 3328 - 0056, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

ZUCLOCEN  
 

(210): 129506 (220): 14/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; 
rice, pasta and noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and 
preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and 
confectionery; chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and other edible 
ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, 
seasonings, spices, preserved herbs; vine ar, sauces and other 
condiments.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words 'MAIZE', 'FLOUR' and the device 
of 'Maize cob' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): COLLINS NJEHIA GITHIRI of P. O. Box 110, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 129529 (220): 16/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 40(Flour Milling) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Posho' 
and 'Yetu' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
The translation into English of the Kiswahili words 'Posho Yetu' is 
'Corn food' and 'Ours' respectively (730): EUNIST ENTERPRISES of 
P. O. Box 18394 - 00100, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 129534 (220): 16/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
WEGA HEALTHCARE LIMITED of P. O. Box 7326 - 01000, Thika, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129535 (220): 16/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
WEGA HEALTHCARE LIMITED of P. O. Box 7326 - 01000, Thika, 
Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 129546 (220): 17/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink; 
temporary accommodation.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Kitchen' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
translation and meaning of the word 'PA AMANI' is short form of 
the proprietor's name 'MAHALI PA AMANI LIMITED' meaning 
'PEACEFUL ENVIROMENT' and it originates from Kiswahili 
language (730): MAHALI PA AMANI LIMITED of Southern Tower, 
Two Rivers, 2nd Floor, Room 9, P. O. Box 904 - 00621, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): Nicholas Gitonga & Associates of P.O. Box 10997 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 129547 (220): 17/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial, monetary, and banking 
services; insurance services; real estate services.) and 
42(Scientific and technological services and research and design 
relating thereto; industrial analysis, industrial research, and 
industrial design services; quality control and authentication 
services; design and development of computer hardware and 
software.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words 'Tajiri' and 'Powered' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘Tajiri’ 
originates from a Swahili word meaning 'Rich' or ‘Wealthy. 
(730): WAANZILISHI CAPITAL LIMITED of ABC Place, Waiyaki 
Way, Westlands, P. O. Box 48015 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
Nicholas Gitonga & Associates of P. O. Box 10997 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129552 (220): 18/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical Preparations.) (526): 
None (730): JFD PHARMA of P. O. Box 41535 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

Gynamoist  
 

(210): 129554 (220): 18/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; 
rice, pasta and noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and 
preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and 
confectionery; chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and other edible 
ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, 
seasonings, spices, preserved herbs; vinegar, sauces'and other 
condiments; ice (frozen water) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Curls' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): PROPACK 
(KENYA) LIMITED of Plot No. 7879/15, Road 1, off, Baba Dogo 
Rd, P. O. Box 48185 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): MW & 
Company Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 44468 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

  

(210): 129555 (220): 18/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; 
rice, pasta and noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and 
preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and 
confectionery; chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and other edible 
ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, 
seasonings, spices, preserved herbs; vinegar, sauces'and other 
condiments; ice (frozen water) (526): None (730): PROPACK 
(KENYA) LIMITED of Plot No. 7879/15, Road 1, off, Baba Dogo 
Rd, P. O. Box 48185 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): MW & 
Company Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 44468 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

  

(210): 129557 (220): 18/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 11(Apparatus and installations for lighting, 
heating, cooling, steam generating, cooking, drying, ventilating, 
water supply and sanitary purposes.), 20(Furniture, mirrors, 
picture frames; containers, not of metal, for storage or 
transport; unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or 
mother-of-pearl; shells; meerschaum; yellow amber. Includes 
mainly furniture and parts therefor, as well as certain goods 
made of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, 
whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and 
substitutes for all these materials, or of plastic) and 
35(advertising /publicity; marketing; organization of exhibitions 
for commercial or advertising purposes; outdoor advertising; 
providing commercial information and advice for consumers in 
the choice of products and services; provision of an online 
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marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; 
telemarketing services.) (526): None (730): GEROSA ALCOJOR 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 21712 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): CM 
Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 22588 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 129565 (220): 18/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 31(Animal Feed) (526): Toxo is a coined 
word with no meaning in English. (730): HOUSEFARM LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 14679 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

TOXO  
 

(210): 129566 (220): 18/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 31(Animal Feeds) (526): None (730): 
HOUSEFARM LIMITED of P. O. Box 14679 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

SELKO  
 

(210): 129567 (220): 18/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 31(Animal Feeds) (526): None (730): 
HOUSEFARM LIMITED of P. O. Box 14679 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

FYLAX  
 

(210): 129576 (220): 18/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and medical preparations; 
drugs for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances 
adapted for medical use, food for babies; dietary supplements 
for human beings; nutritional supplements) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'Care' and the letter 'V' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY 
LIMITED of 384, Village No.4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road, Bangpoo 
Industrial Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, Mueang Samuprakam 
District, Samutprakam Province, Thailand (740): Krhoda & 
Macharia Advocates of P. O. Box 56745 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya   

(210): 129577 (220): 18/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and medical preparations; 
drugs for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances 
adapted for medical use, food for babies; dietary supplements 
for human beings; nutritional supplements) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Care','Glow' and 'Collagen' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): MEGA LIFESCIENCES PUBLIC COMPANY 
LIMITED of 384, Village No.4, 6 Alley, Pattana 3 Road, Bangpoo 
Industrial Estate, Praeksa Subdistrict, Mueang Samuprakam 
District, Samutprakam Province, Thailand (740): Krhoda & 
Macharia Advocates of P. O. Box 56745 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129586 (220): 21/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 17(Paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for 
stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint 
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic 
materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' 
type; printing blocks) and 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters 'C','M' and 'A' and the words 'Competitive', 
'Marksman' and 'Action' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): NYANZA COMPLEX RIFLE CLUB & BAMBURI 
RIFLE CLUB of P. O. Box 1079 - 40100, Kisumu, Kenya (740):  
None 
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(210): 129611 (220): 22/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages, except beers; 
alcoholic preparations for making beverages) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words ''Vodka'', ''Refresh'' and ''Energize'' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. ''JUZZ'' is a coined word. 
(730): MASPOT DISTILLERS LIMITED of P. O. Box 57 - 01034, 
Kandara, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129612 (220): 22/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages, except beers; 
alcoholic preparations for making beverages) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words ''Ice'' and ''Refreshed'' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. JUZZ is a coined word (730): MASPOT 
DISTILLERS LIMITED of P. O. Box 57 - 01034, Kandara, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 129634 (220): 23/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear and head wear) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the letters ''P'', ''G'' and ''W'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): PHILIP GICHURI 
WAIGANJO of P. O. Box 42894 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  
(210): 129636 (220): 23/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 31(Animal Feeds) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the devices of 
''maize cob'', ''grain'', ''flowers'' and the word ''STORE'' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): GLEN 
FEEDS & FOODS STORES LTD of P. O. Box 7603 - 00100, Thika, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129638 (220): 23/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(LPG Gas) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter ''B'', the 
word ''GAS'' and the device of a ''flame'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): BIKO ENERGY LTD of P. 
O. Box 14595 - 00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129639 (220): 23/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Purified drinking water) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word ''KITALE'', ''SPARKLES'', ''DRINKING'', ''WATER'' and 
''WATER DROP'' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): TRANSNZOIA WATER & SEWERAGE COMPANY of P. 
O. Box 4211 - 30200, Kitale, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129640 (220): 23/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(advertising; presentation of goods on 
communication media, for retail purposes; layout services for 
advertising purposes; commercial administration of the 
licensing of the goods and services of others; business 
management of hotels; business management consultancy; sales 
promotion for others; import-export agency services; 
marketing; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and 
sellers of goods and services; personnel management 
consultancy; systemization of information into computer 
databases; administrative processing of purchase orders; 
photocopying services; book- keeping; rental of vending 
machines; rental of sales stands; sponsorship search; retail 
services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary 
preparations and medical supplies; wholesale services for 
pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and 
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medical supplies) (526): None (730): MIXUEBINGCHENG Co., Ltd 
of Room 16004, Block A, Hanhaibeijin Business Center, North 
3rd Ring Wenhua Road, Jinshui District, Zhengzhou City, Henan 
Provine, China (740): Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property 
of P. O. Box 2537 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 129645 (220): 23/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Tea) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''Aberdare'', 
''Gold'', ''Premium'', ''Tea'', ''Cup'', ''Better'', ''Life'' and devices of 
''steaming cup'' and ''leaves'' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): GACHARAGE TEA FACTORY CO. LTD of 
P. O. Box 2700 - 0100, Thika, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129646 (220): 23/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Meat, fish, poultry, preserved, frozen, 
vegetables, eggs, milk and milk products) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of ''Better'', 
''Bora'', ''Food'', ''Company'' and the phase EST 2023 each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ''BORA'' is a 
Kiswahili meaning ''Better'' (730): DELI BELLY LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 974 - 10400, Nanyuki, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129647 (220): 24/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary 
affairs; real estate affairs) (526): ''SARUNI'' is a Samburu word 
meaning ‘Place of Peace’ (730): RIVERSIDE STRAND PROPERTY 
DEVELOPMENT LIMITED of P. O. Box 2140 - 00606, Sarit Centre, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Nelson Gichuki Mwai of P. O. Box 15646 - 
00200, WestPark Towers, Westlands, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 129648 (220): 24/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 11(Apparatus and installations for cooking 
lighting, cooling steam generating, drying, ventilating, water 
supply and sanitary purposes) (526): BOLESI is a coined word 
with no English translation (730): BOLESI COMPANY LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 9708 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129658 (220): 24/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Printers, Stationery, Office requisites 
printed matters) and 35(Advertising, business management, 
business administration, office functions) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 
''G'', ''S'' and the words ''Convenient Shopping'' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): GLANTIX SOLUTIONS 
LTD of P. O. Box 14404 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129664 (220): 24/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 19(Surfacing materials for reinstatement of 
carriageways, footpaths, cycle paths and driveways; cold lay 
surfacing material containing a blend of hardstone aggregate 
and polymers.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words "INSTANT", "ROAD" and 
"REPAIR" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): INSTARMAC GROUP PLC, a Public Limited Company 
United Kingdom of Danny Morson Way Birch Coppice Business 
Park Dordon Tamworth, Staffordshire B78 1SE, United Kingdom 
(740): Gichachi & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 79659 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129668 (220): 25/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Agricultural Pesticides) (526): None (730): 
KENAGRO SUPPLIERS LTD of P. O. Box 12775 - 00400, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

AVOKLIN  
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(210): 129681 (220): 25/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Bread; cheese balls (bread); instant rice; 
stir-fried rice; cooked rice; dressings for salad; french dressing; 
sauces; cereal-based processed products; flour and preparations 
made from cereals; Topokki meal kit consisting primarily of rice 
cakes, and also including broth, sauce, vegetables and fish 
cakes; pasta meal kit consisting primarily of pasta, and also 
including vegetables and sauce; meal kit consisting primarily of 
processed cereals; pasta; mandu [Korean-style dumplings]; 
mandu gratin; flour-based dumplings; dumplings; glass noodles 
in seaweed; rice cake made by mixing various flours (bukkumi); 
Chinese pancake stuffed with sugar (Hotteok); Chinese spring 
rolls (chungwon); spring rolls; wrap sandwiches; wheat-based 
snack foods; jeonbyeong; rice balls.) (526): None (730): CJ 
CHEILJEDDANG CORPORATION of CJ Cheiljedang Center, 330, 
Dongl Jung-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea (740): Hamilton 
Harrison & Mathews Advocates of P. O. Box 30333 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

CREEAT  
 

(210): 129689 (220): 25/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Betting and Gaming) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
''CHEZA'' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
The English translation of the word ''CHEZA RUBANI'' is ‘pilot 
game’ (730): EQUILIBRIUM TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 
16758 - 00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

CHEZA RUBANI  
 

(210): 129697 (220): 25/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ''Eye'' 
and the device of ''an eye'' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): PHARMWEB LIMITED of P. O. Box 17170 
- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129698 (220): 25/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''LIFE'' 
and ''SYRUP'' and the letters ''R'', ''B'' and ''C'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): PHARMWEB LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 17170 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129699 (220): 25/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ''mom'' 
the letter ''I'' and the device of a ''human being'' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): PHARMWEB LIMITED 
of P. O. Box 17170 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 129720 (220): 28/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Certification of human Resource 
professionals to enhance business operations.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'RAIN' and 'LITE' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
PROFESSIONALS EXAMINATION BOARD (HRMPEB) of P. O. Box 
23733 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129729 (220): 29/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Milk products (Yoghurt) (526): None 
(730): HARUN WARUTUMO GICHUKI of P. O. Box 60207 - 00200, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129730 (220): 29/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide/ fungicides, herbicides / 
pesticide / disinfect ants / anticeptic), 29(poultry & animal 
mineral supplements / mycotoxin binder) and 31(poultry & 
animal nutritions & vitamins) (526): None (730): OSHO 
CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED - manufacturer, importers and 
distributors of agricultural imputs, industrial, chemicals, 
veterinary products and public health of P. O. Box 49916 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

TOXIKILL  
 

(210): 129731 (220): 29/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide/ fungicides, herbicides / 
pesticide / disinfect ants / anticeptic), 29(Poultry & animal 
mineral supplements / mycotoxin binder) and 31(Poultry & 
animal nutritions & vitamins) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'J', 'P', 'C' 
and 'numerals '5' and '6' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): OSHO CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED - 
manufacturer, importers and distributors of agricultural imputs, 
industrial, chemicals, veterinary products and public health of 
P. O. Box 49916 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ANIMATIC JPC-56  
 

(210): 129732 (220): 29/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide/ fungicides, herbicides / 
pesticide / disinfect ants / anticeptic), 29(Poultry & animal 
mineral supplements / mycotoxin binder) and 31(Poultry & 
animal nutritions & vitamins) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'F', 'M', 'R' 
and and the 'numeral’ '3' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): OSHO CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED - 
manufacturer, importers and distributors of agricultural imputs, 
industrial, chemicals, veterinary products and public health of 
P. O. Box 49916 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ANIMATIC FMR-3  
 

(210): 129742 (220): 30/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing) and 42(Fashion design) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'Home', 'Africa', 'Apparel', letters 'J', 'D' and the 
‘map of Africa’ each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): JD HOME AFRICA APPAREL LIMITED of P. O. Box 
828 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129757 (220): 30/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Agricultural pesticides) (526): GROMEC' is 
a coined word that has no meaning (730): KENAGRO SUPPLIERS 
LTD of P. O. Box 12775 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

GROMEC  
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(210): 129763 (220): 30/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, namely, cropped shirts, 
athletic shorts, two piece bathing suits, sports bras, athletic 
leggings.) (526): None (730): IGNITE INTERNATIONAL, LTD of 
3308 Towerwood Drive Farmers Branch, TX 75234-2317, United 
States of America (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P. O. Box 
10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129781 (220): 31/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Betting and gambling) (526): None 
(730): AH KUM LIMITED of P. O. Box 28820 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 129793 (220): 01/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry 
preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential 
oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry 
use; cleaning polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.) 
(526): ‘NAMU’ is a coined word has no meaning in English. 
(730): TITUS BULUMA NAMUYE of P. O. Box 8225 - 00200, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  
 

(210): 129794 (220): 01/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis, 
industrial research and industrial design services; quality 
control and authentication services; design and development of 
computer hardware and software.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 'blue cross 
device' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'Ambulensi' is 
'Ambulance' (730): EMERGENCY MEDICINE KENYA FOUNDATION 
(EMK FOUNDATION) of P. O. Box 1023 - 00200, 2nd Floor, Park 
Place Business Centre, 2nd Parklands Avenue/ Limuru Road, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Viona Ochola & Associates Advocates of P. 
O. Box 43536 – 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129796 (220): 01/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
LABARATORY & ALLIED LTD of P. O. Box 42875 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

BACTILEV  
 

(210): 129797 (220): 01/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
LABARATORY & ALLIED LTD of P. O. Box 42875 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

OPTINE  
 

(210): 129803 (220): 04/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
SURGILINKS LTD of P. O. Box 14461 - 00800, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

BETAMIN  
 

(210): 129804 (220): 04/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
SURGILINKS LTD of P. O. Box 14461 - 00800, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

CLARIMINE  
 

(210): 129805 (220): 04/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
SURGILINKS LTD of P. O. Box 14461 - 00800, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

PERITRON  
 

(210): 129806 (220): 04/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the prefix 
'ZOLE' and the letter 'Q' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): SURGILINKS LTD of P. O. Box 14461 - 
00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

Q-ZOLE  
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(210): 129811 (220): 04/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Bread) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''RISE'', 
''SLICE'', Letter ''N'' and the devices of a ''bread'' and ''wheat'' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): RUSTIC 
OVEN DELIGHTS LIMITED of P. O. Box 54078 - 0200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129812 (220): 04/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry 
preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential 
oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry 
use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.) 
and 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding 
material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except 
furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; 
drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes; 
instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and 
bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing 
blocks.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the word ''Scents'' and device of a ''leaf'' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ''SAMORA'' 
is a coined word with no meaning in English (730): KEBBIE 
INVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED of P. O. Box 102421 - 00101, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129814 (220): 04/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
NEXTGEN PHARMACEUTICALS (K) LIMITED, a limited liability 
company duly incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 
20539 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

DYROGEN  
 

(210): 129815 (220): 04/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'African', 
'Designs', 'Kenya' and 'Ltd' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): AFRICAN FABRIC AND DESIGNS KENYA 
LTD of P. O. Box 8446 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129827 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the Letter ''O'' 
and the words ''EYE'' and ''DROPS'' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): DAWA LTD.A LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED of P. O. Box 16633 - 
00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 129828 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the Letter ''O'' 
and the words ''Eye'' and ''Drops'' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 
00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129829 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the Letter ''O'' 
and the words ''Eye'' and ''Drops'' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 
00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129830 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the Letters ''O'' 
and the words ''Eye'' and ''Drops'' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 
00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129831 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the Letter ''O'' 
and the words ''Eye'' and ''Drops'' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 
00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129832 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the Letter ''O'' 
and the words ''Eye'' and ''Drops'' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 
00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 129833 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the Letters ''O'', 
''T'', ''L'' and the words ''Eye'' and ''Drops'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 
16633 - 00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129834 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Eye' 
and 'Drops' and letter 'O' 'T', 'L' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 
00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129835 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Eye' 
and 'Drops' and letter 'O' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129836 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Eye', 
'Drops' and letter 'O' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129837 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Eye', 
'Drops' and letter 'O' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 129838 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Eye', 
'Drops' and letter 'O' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129839 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Eye', 
'Drops' and letter 'O' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129840 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Eye', 
'Drops' and letter 'O' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129841 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Eye', 
'Drops' and letter 'O' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129842 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Eye', 
'Drops' and letter 'O' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 129843 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Eye' 
and 'Drops' and letter 'O' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129844 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Eye' 
and 'Drops' and letter 'O' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 - 00620, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129845 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the Letter ''O'' 
and the words ''EYE'' and ''DROPS'' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): DAWA LTD. of P. O. Box 16633 
- 00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129846 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words ''MASOMO'', ''MARATHON'', ''EDUCATE'', ''TOGETHER'' 
and the device of ''human beings'' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. ''MASOMO'' is a Swahili word that 
means ''Education'' in English (730): U-TENA YOUTH 
ORGANIZATION of P. O. Box 2395 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None   
(210): 129850 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Agricultural Pesticides.) (526): ‘ALFATOX’ 
is a coined word that has no meaning in English.(730): 
KENAGRO SUPPLIERS LTD of P. O. Box 12775 - 00400, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

ALFATOX  
 

(210): 129851 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Baby diapers, Adult Diapers.) (526): None 
(730): TIMKET LIMITED of P. O. Box 122 - 20400, Bomet, Kenya 
(740):  None 

MYMUMSY  
 

(210): 129855 (220): 05/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Industrial oils & grease, lubricants and 
fuels) (526): None Tani is a spanish name meaning Make Famous 
(730): LEONARD KOORO of P. O. Box 99131 - 80107, Mombasa, 
Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 129864 (220): 06/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 24(Mosquito nets, towels, handkerchief, 
textiles and textile goods, bedding, bedsheets, duvet, bed 
blankets) and 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word ''Prestige'' separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): AZHARI MERCHANTS LIMITED of P. O. Box 80883 - 
80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 129868 (220): 07/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa, tapioca flour and 
preparation made from cereals, pastry and confectioning ices, 
sugar, honey) and 32(Aerated waters, non-alcoholic beverages, 
fruit beverages, fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for 
making beverages.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words 'BOBA', 'REFRESHING', 
'SIP' and the devices of ‘glass’ and ‘drinking straw’ each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The translation 
into English of the Chinese word ‘TAO’ is 'The way'. (730): 
ESTUS TRADING SERVICES LTD of Regus 4th floor Laiboni Centre, 
Lenana Road, P. O. Box 100798 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  

(210): 129870 (220): 07/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Resort Camping site) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
''Tented'', ''Camp'', ''Ltd'' and device of ''tent'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ASHA HERSI, AMINA 
FARHIYA AHMED, SAHRA AHMED of P. O. Box 25769 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129871 (220): 07/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Marketing consultancy, sales promotion, 
branding services, business management relating to e-
commerce, digital marketing), 41(Coaching) and 43(Hotel 
reservations) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words 'KARIBU', 'MARKETING', 
'SOLUTIONS' and 'LTD' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. The translation into English of the word 'Karibu' is 
'Welcome' (730): AMINA FARHIYA AHMED, SAHRA AHMED of P. O. 
Box 25763 - 00100, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129872 (220): 07/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Hotels) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ''HOTELS'' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
translation of the word ''KARIBU'' in English is WELCOME (730): 
ASHA HERSI, AMINA FARHIYA AHMED, SAHRA AHMED of P. O. Box 
25769 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129887 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
SIGNATURE HEALTHCARE LTD of P. O. Box 66172 - 00800, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

LULICOR  
 

(210): 129888 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of numerals 
"0", "2" and "4" each separately and a part from the mark as a 
whole. (730): SIGNATURE HEALTHCARE LTD of P. O. Box 66172 - 
00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BISMU 240  
 

(210): 129889 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this 
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mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'Y' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
GOODMED PHARMACY LIMITED of P. O. Box 76337 - 00508, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

 

(210): 129890 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax and disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None 
(730): GOODMED PHARMACY LIMITED of P. O. Box 76337 - 
00508, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ABORTAB  
 

(210): 129891 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax and disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None 
(730): GOODMED PHARMACY LIMITED of P. O. Box 76337 - 
00508, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 129892 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Flour and preparations made from 
cereals) (526): None The translation into English of the word 
'TAHIDI' is 'Exert Yourself' (730): KILIMAMBOGO MILLERS LIMITED, 
a limited liability company of P. O. Box 2898 - 01000, Thika, 
Kenya (740):  None 

TAHIDI  
 

(210): 129893 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medic: purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materia for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
PHARMWEB LIMITED of P. O. Box 17170 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

SUPRAWEB  
 

(210): 129894 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medic: purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materia for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
GOODMED PHARMACY LIMITED of P. O. Box 76337 - 00508, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

DEXRAWEB  
 

(210): 129895 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medic: purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materia for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
GOODMED PHARMACY LIMITED of P. O. Box 76337 - 00508, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

SERRAWEB  
 

(210): 129896 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medic: purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materia for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
GOODMED PHARMACY LIMITED of P. O. Box 76337 - 00508, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

AMTARN  
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(210): 129897 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medic: purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materia for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
GOODMED PHARMACY LIMITED of P. O. Box 76337 - 00508, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

HAEMOWEB  
 

(210): 129898 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medic: purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materia for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
GOODMED PHARMACY LIMITED of P. O. Box 76337 - 00508, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

TRIO-BOOST  
 

(210): 129899 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax and disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None 
(730): HI-TECH INFUSIONS EAST AFRICA LIMITED of P. O. Box 
23456 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 129900 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 34(Safety matches) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the Word 
''BIG'' and the Numeral ''5'' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): MATCH MASTERS LIMITED, a limited 
liability company duly incorporated under the laws of Kenya of 
P. O. Box 72237 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BIG 5 BIGGY  
 

(210): 129901 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
PHARMWEB LIMITED of P. O. Box 17170 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

SUCRA WEB  
 

(210): 129908 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(GASES FOR USE IN REFRIGERATION 
SYSTEMS Refrigerants and other chemical products : Chlorine; : 
Polyurethane; Calcium chloride; Ethane; Methyl ether; : 
Fluorine; Methane; : Refrigerants; Industrial detergents; 
Antifreeze; flammable preparations (chemical additives for 
engine fuel); brake fluid; engine fuel chemical additives; 
automotive fuel chemical additives; Chemicals for engine 
decarbonization; Chemical compounds for fire extinguishing; 
fireproof preparations; fire extinguishing powder; flame 
retardants; Welding chemicals; Gas propellants for aerosols.), 
6(Copper pipes metal pipes, metal parts and other products 
Metal pipes,metal pipe fittings, metal pipe joints, metal valves 
(non-machine parts) for ventilation and air conditioning 
equipment; Metal grille, metal manhole cover; Iron hoops, 
metal straps for loading and unloading, steel hoops (cut-off), 
11(Ventilation,' refrigeration equipment, heat pumps and other 
products Ventilation equipment and devices (air conditioning}, 
air conditioning equipment, air cooling devices, air dryers, 
ventilation devices for vehicles (air conditioning}, air filtration 
equipment; Heat pumps, heating devices; Refrigerator; Solar 
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Water Heater) and 17(categories ICPE related Rubber shock 
absorbers, tapes for sealing pipelines, chemical compounds for 
leakage repair; Non-metallic hose; ;Non-thermally conductive 
materials for thermal insulation, fiberglass insulation boards 
and tubes, building moisture-proof materials, sound insulation 
materials, heat insulation and refractory materials; insulation.) 
(526): Registration of this Mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the Letters ''I'', ''C'', ''O'' and ''L'' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ICOOL INDUSTRY 
KENYA LIMITED of P. O. Box 10032 - 00100, Ngong Road, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

 

 

(210): 129909 (220): 08/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Gases for use in refrigeration systems 
refrigerants and other chemical products: Chlorine; : 
Polyurethane; Calcium chloride; Ethane; Methyl ether; : 
Fluorine; Methane; : Refrigerants; Industrial detergents; 
Antifreeze; flammable preparations (chemical additives for 
engine fuel); brake fluid; engine fuel chemical additives; 
automotive fuel chemical additives; Chemicals for engine 
decarbonization; : Chemical compounds for fire extinguishing; 
fireproof preparations; fire extinguishing powder; flame 
retardants; : Welding chemicals; : Gas propellants for 
aerosols.), 6(Copper pipes metal pipes, metal parts and other 
products Metal pipes,metal pipe fittings, metal pipe joints, 
metal valves (non-machine parts) for ventilation and air 
conditioning equipment; Metal grille, metal manhole cover; Iron 
hoops, metal straps for loading and unloading, steel hoops (cut-
off), 11(Ventilation, refrigeration equipment, heat pumps and 
other products Ventilation equipment and devices (air 
conditioning}, air conditioning equipment, air cooling devices, 
air dryers, ventilation devices for vehicles (air conditioning}, air 
filtration equipment; Heat pumps, heating devices; 
Refrigerator; Solar Water Heater) and 17(categories ICPE 
related Rubber shock absorbers, tapes for sealing pipelines, 
chemical compounds for leakage repair; Non-metallic hose; 
;Non-thermally conductive materials for thermal insulation, 
fiberglass insulation boards and tubes, building moisture-proof 
materials, sound insulation materials, heat insulation and 
refractory materials; insulation.) (526): Registration of this 
Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the Word ''COOL'' 
and the Letters ''I'' and ''C'' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): ICOOL INDUSTRY KENYA LIMITED of P. 
O. Box 10032 - 00100, Ngong Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 129921 (220): 11/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Machines and machine tools; motors and 
engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and 
transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural 
implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; 
automatic vending machines.) and 8(Hand tools and implements 
(hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors.) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
letters ''G'' and ''S'' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): HU JINWEI of P. O. Box 37397 - 00100, Kindaruma 
Apartments, Kindaruma Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

GSFIXTOP  
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(210): 129944 (220): 12/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
ZUVAN LIMITED, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

FULVACARE  
 

(210): 129945 (220): 12/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 
'L' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ZUVAN 
LIMITED, a limited liability company duly incorporated under 
the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

L-ASPARACARE  
 

(210): 129946 (220): 12/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
ZUVAN LIMITED, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

PLATICARE  
 

(210): 129947 (220): 12/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
ZUVAN LIMITED, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BREEZOFLUX  
 

(210): 129948 (220): 12/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
ZUVAN LIMITED, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

TROFOS  
 

(210): 129949 (220): 12/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): 
ZUVAN LIMITED, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 236 - 00623, Parklands, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

TOFAZONE  
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(210): 129964 (220): 13/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 11(Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam 
generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water 
supply and sanitary purposes) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ''TECH'' 
letters 'E' and 'T' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): EAVOR TECH CO. LIMITED of Adams Arcade off 
Joseph Kangethe Road, P. O. Box 75827 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 129995 (220): 14/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear) (526): 
None (730): FELITEX INTERNATIONAL COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 17285 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 130005 (220): 15/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising business management, 
business administration office functions.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the numeral 
'2' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): HASS 
PETROLEUM LTD of P. O. Box 76337 - 00508, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  
(210): 130006 (220): 15/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Diesel Exhaust Fluid) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Def' and 'Blue' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): HASS PETROLEUM (K) LIMITED of SBP-802DC276 
Hass Plaza, Lower Hill Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 130020 (220): 15/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers), 16(Packaging material) 
and 35(Business management, advertising and marketing) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'Healthcare', 'Ltd', 'Life' and the device of a ‘human 
being’ each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): MEDCURE HEALTH LTD of P. O. Box 14069 - 00400, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 130022 (220): 15/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 44(Medical services) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device 
of 'Human being' and the words 'NAIROBI', 'BARIATRIC' and 
'CENTER' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): NAIROBI BARIATRIC CENTER LIMITED of P. O. Box 34855 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Muriungi & Company Advocates of 
P. O. Box 67961 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 130024 (220): 18/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial Services) (526): ‘CODO’ is an 
invented word with no English meaning (730): MARK KARIUKI 
MAINA of P. O. Box 22715 - 00505, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 130068 (220): 19/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'PLUS'' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): DELIX PHARMA LTD of P. O. Box 105638, Abacus House, 
Babadogo, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

RENOCAL PLUS  
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(210): 130069 (220): 19/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
DELIX PHARMA LTD of P. O. Box 105638, Abacus House, 
Babadogo, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

RESOLAX  
 

(210): 130070 (220): 19/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical) (526): None (730): DELIX 
PHARMA LTD of P. O. Box 105638, Abacus House, Babadogo, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

FINERON  
 

(210): 130078 (220): 19/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, Footwear, Headgear) (526): 
Registration of this Mark shall no right to the exclusive use of 
the word "MAXI" each separately and a part from the mark as a 
whole. (730): FELITEX INTERNATIONAL COMPANY LIMITED of P. 
O. Box 17285 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 130079 (220): 19/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5 (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'Q' separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): Q PHARMA LIMITED of P. 
O. Box 29788 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

TIRZETIDE-Q  
 

(210): 130080 (220): 19/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): WIN-
PHARMA LTD, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 2482 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

TIZARO-Q  
 

(210): 130081 (220): 19/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): WIN-
PHARMA LTD, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 2482 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

MIRAWIN  
 

(210): 130082 (220): 19/09/2023  
(300): Non None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): WIN-
PHARMA LTD, a limited liability company duly incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 2482 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

ABERONE  
 

(210): 130084 (220): 19/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 39(Rental of photography drones) and 
41(Aerial photography; digital photography; photography 
instruction; photography services; portrait photography; aerial 
photography services; digital imaging services [photography]; 
freelance journalism being photography services; photography; 
macro photography services; portrait photography services.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'Rohan', 'Shah' and letters 'R' and 'S' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
NEEL R SHAH of P. O. Box 39364 - 00623, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 
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(210): 130085 (220): 19/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 39(Rental of photography drones) and 
41(Aerial photography; digital photography; photography 
instruction; photography services; portrait photography; aerial 
photography services; digital imaging services [photography]; 
freelance journalism being photography services; photography; 
macro photography services; portrait photography services.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the letters 'R' and 'S' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. The mark shall proceed in series 
(730): NEEL R SHAH of P. O. Box 39364 - 00623, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  
 

(210): 130102 (220): 20/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(chemicals used in industry, science, and 
photography as well as agriculture, horticulture, and forestry, 
unprocessed artificial resins, and unprocessed plastics; manure 
fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations, chemical substances fire preserving foodstuffs; 
tanning substances; adhesives used in industries) and 22(Ropes, 
string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks, and bags 
(not included in other classes); padding and stuffing materials 
(except of rubber and plastics) rw fibrous textile materials.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'Bora', 'Food', 'Security' and devices of 
‘Leaf’ and ‘Map of Africa’ each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. The translation into English of the Kiswahili 
word ''Lishe Bora' is 'Good Nutrition' (730): ANASTASIA MBATIA of 
P. O. Box 102297 - 0101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 130112 (220): 20/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Water meters, gas meters, electric 
meters) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words 'INC' and the letter 'S' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
SPEARHEAD TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 13459 - 0080, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 130113 (220): 20/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Water meters, gas meters, electric 
meters) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words 'Uwezo', 'Smart' and 'Meters' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
SPEARHEAD TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 13459 - 0080, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 130118 (220): 21/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 11(Refrigerated cabinets; refrigeration 
equipment and machinery; reefer containers; refrigeration 
equipment and installations; refrigerated display cases; Air 
cooling device; Air conditioning equipment; Heat pump) (526): 
None (730): ICOOL INDUSTRY KENYA LIMITED of P. O. Box 10032 
- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 130153 (220): 22/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 42(Computer Software) (526): None (730): 
ICOOL INDUSTRY KENYA LIMITED of P. O. Box 10032 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

TUCHEZE.COM  
 

(210): 130154 (220): 22/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 38(Internet Service Provider) (526): None 
(730): ANGA INTERNET SOLUTIONS LIMITED of P. O. Box 8087, 
City Square, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

TOPNET  
 

(210): 130156 (220): 25/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 21(Household, Utensils, Electrical Items.) 
(526): The translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'Boma' 
is 'Town' (730): KAT THREE ENTERPRISES LTD of P. O. Box 33322 
- 00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BOMA  
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(210): 130157 (220): 25/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 21(Household, Utensils, Electrical Items.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'LIFE' and letters 'U' and 'C' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KAT 
THREE ENTERPRISES LTD of P. O. Box 33322 - 00600, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

UCC LIFE  
 

(210): 130159 (220): 25/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Generator, battries, inverters,solar 
equipment) (526): None Tandhan is an inventory word with no 
meaning in English. (730): SIMPLIFIED SOLAR SOLUTIONS 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 2495 - 0010, Mombasa, Kenya (740):  None 

TANDHAN  
 

(210): 130170 (220): 25/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring, and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, 
cosmetics, hair , lotions, dentifrices) (526): Nelliana is a coined 
word derived from Nelius with no meaning in English. (730): 
NELIUS WANGESHI MWANGI of P. O. Box 52697 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

NELLIANA  
 

(210): 130172 (220): 25/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Footwear) (526): None (730): SONGYING 
INDUSTRY LIMITED of P. O. Box 45442-00100, Tetezi Towers, 
Along George Padmore Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740): John Mburu 
& Co. Advocates of P. O. Box 45442 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 130173 (220): 25/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Footwear) (526): None (730): SONGYING 
INDUSTRY LIMITED of P. O. Box 45442-00100, Tetezi Towers, 
Along George Padmore Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740): John Mburu 
& Co. Advocates of P. O. Box 45442 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 130174 (220): 25/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, Footwear) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 
'H' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
BAIHENG KENYA LIMITED of Tetezi Towers, Along George 
Padmore Road, P. O. Box 45442 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
John Mburu & Co. Advocates of P. O. Box 45442 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya   
(210): 130176 (220): 25/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, Footwear) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
letters 'Y' and 'S' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): BAIHENG KENYA LIMITED of Tetezi Towers, Along 
George Padmore Road, P. O. Box 45442 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): John Mburu & Co. Advocates of P. O. Box 45442 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya   
(210): 130234 (220): 28/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Physical Fitness, Providing Training and 
Instructions and Sporting Activities) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'GYM', 
'SPA', 'FITNESS', 'REDEFINED' and the device of a Person each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): BORNFIT 
GYM AND SPA LIMITED of Hazina Trade Centre, Monrovia Street, 
P. O. Box 25949 - 00504, Mchumbi Road, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 130263 (220): 28/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; 
rice, pasta and noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and 
preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and 
confectionery; chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and other edible 
ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, 
seasonings, spices, preserved herbs; vinegar, sauces and other 
condiments; ice (frozen water) and 43(Services for providing 
food and drink; temporary accommodation.) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'Coffee', Numerals '2', '5', '4', Letters 'C', 'O' and device of the 
‘Coffee Bean’ each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): COZY CUPZ LIMITED of P. O. Box 39364 - 00623, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 130276 (220): 29/09/2023  
(300): None (511): 31(Animal Feeds) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the Letters 'S', 
'A', 'F' and the words 'Supa', 'Animal' and 'Feeds' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SUPER ANIMAL 
FEEDS (K) LTD of P. O. Box 1487 - 00515, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None   
(210): 130299 (220): 02/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Real Estate) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'K' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
BUTTERFLY PROPERTIES LTD of P. O. Box 46206 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 130379 (220): 06/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 44(Medical and beauty services and 
agricultural services. Medical services; veterinary services; 
hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters 'D', 'R' and the numerals '2', '5' and '4' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
KENNETH ODONGO ALUORA of P. O. Box 1147 - 30300, 
Kapsabet, Kenya (740):  None 

DR. 254  
 

(210): 130393 (220): 09/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Flour) and 40(Flour Milling) (526): The 
translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'KIBAO' forming the 
mark is ‘board or tablet’ (730): BAJABER INDUSTRIES LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 18869 - 00500, Kenya (740):  None 

KIBAO  
 

(210): 130430 (220): 11/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 8(Hand Sprayer Pump) (526): None (730): 
SHAMBA PRIDE LTD of P. O. Box 91 - 00519, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): None 

  

(210): 130431 (220): 11/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 44(Agriculture Services) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'Shamba' and device of ‘human beings’ each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. 'Shamba' is a Swahili word 
which means 'FARM' in English (730): SHAMBA PRIDE LTD of P. O. 
Box 91- 00519, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 130497 (220): 16/10/2023  
(300): None (511): 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computer 
hardware and software) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'CAMPUSCURA' and 
the devices of a Graduation cap and a Chat box each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘CURA’ is a Latin word 
meaning ‘Administration or Management’ hence 'Campuscura' 
refers to ‘Campus Management’ (730): JOHN ERICK OKATCH of 
P. O. Box 7599 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

 
11.2  Abandonment 
 

71877 12/07/2011 NEBILOC 5 UNIVERSAL CORPORATION 

 
11.3  Corrigenda 
 
(111) Mark number: 62149 

(540) Trade Mark:  MIAD 

(511) Class: 30 
(442) Date of advertisement: 30th September, 2023 
(580) Corrections 
 
The trade mark should correctly appear as above: 
…………………………………………….. 

(111) Mark number: 83027 

(540) Trade Mark:  LOYA 

(511) Class: 29 
(442) Date of advertisement: 30th September, 2023 
(581) Corrections                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
 
The correct classification of goods is as below: 
 
29 (Dairy products, including milk and milk powder; flan, custard and other dairy-based deserts) 
…………………………………………….. 

(111) Mark number: 116838 
(540) Trade Mark:   
 

 
 
 (511) Class: 3 
(442) Date of advertisement: 31st July, 2023 
(582) Corrections 
 
The trade mark should correctly appear as above: 
…………………………………………….. 

(111) Mark number: 130088 
(540) Trade Mark:  
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(511) Classes: 25, 28, 35, 38, 41 & 45 
(442) Date of advertisement: 30th September, 2023 
(583) Corrections 
 
Classification of goods, class 38 should correctly appear as below: 
 
38 (Telecommunications) 

11.4  Removal 
 

Section 23 of the Trade Marks Act provides that registration of a trade mark in Kenya shall expire after a period of 

ten (10) years. The Act also provides that the proprietor of a registered trade mark may make an application for 

renewal of the trade mark upon completion of the prescribed Form TM 10 and payment of the prescribed renewal 

fee.  

 
Rule 65 of the Trade Mark Rules provides that where no application for renewal of a registered trade mark is 

received upon expiry of the ten year period, the Registrar of Trade Marks shall notify the proprietor of this fact. 

Where no application for renewal of the registered trade mark is received within a period of sixty (60) days from 

the date of the notice for renewal by the Registrar, rule 67 of the Trade Mark Rules requires the Registrar of 

Trade Marks to publish this fact. 

  

In accordance with the above provisions, the Registrar of Trade Marks hereby notifies the public that the 

proprietors of the trade marks indicated below were duly notified and that they did not file applications for 

renewal of their respective trade marks.  

 

In accordance with the provisions of rules 67 and 68 of the Trade Mark Rules, the public is hereby notified as 

follows: 

(a) Where the proprietor of a registered trade mark makes an application for renewal of a mark that has 

been published herein and pays the renewal fee together with the additional prescribed late renewal fee 

within thirty (30) days from the date of this publication, the trade mark shall be renewed and shall not 

be removed from the Register of Trade Marks; 

(b) Where no application for renewal of a trade mark published herein is received within thirty (30) days 

from the date of this publication, the trade mark shall be forthwith removed from the Register of Trade 

Marks; and 

Once the trade mark is removed from the Register of Trade Marks, the proprietor may thereafter make an 
application for renewal of the mark upon payment of the prescribed renewal fee together with the 
additional prescribed restoration fee. The trade mark shall then be restored to the Register of Trade Marks 
upon the Registrar of Trade Marks being satisfied that it is just to do so and upon imposing such conditions as the 
Registrar may deem fit. 

 
TM. 
No. 

Date of 
Application 

Trade Mark Class Registered Proprietor Expiry Date 

61717 02/08/2007 TWENDE 9, 16, 35 & 41 Media24 Limited August 2, 2017 
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11.5  Alteration of goods 
 
(111) Mark number: 59569 
(730) Proprietor: FAMILY BANK LIMITED of P. O. 74145 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Classes: 9, 16, 36 & 42 
(750) Address for service: Muri Mwaniki Thige & Kageni LLP of P. O. Box 13726 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
9 (Computer software; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating devices; 
computers and computer peripheral devices; mobile apps and mobile application software), 16 Paper and 
cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except 
furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paint brushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and 
packaging; printers' type, printing blocks), 36 (Banking/financial services) and 42 (Scientific and 
technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis, industrial research and 
industrial design services; quality control and authentication services; design and development of 
computer hardware and software including hosting of mobile applications). 
……………………………………………. 
(111) Mark number: 68575 
(730) Proprietor: FAMILY BANK LIMITED of P. O. 74145 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Classes: 9, 16, 36 & 42 
(750) Address for service: Muri Mwaniki Thige & Kageni LLP of P. O. Box 13726 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
9 (Computer software; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating devices; 
computers and computer peripheral devices; mobile apps and mobile application software), 16 Paper and 
cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except 
furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paint brushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and 
packaging; printers' type, printing blocks), 36 (Banking/financial services) and 42 (Scientific and 
technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis, industrial research and 
industrial design services; quality control and authentication services; design and development of 
computer hardware and software including hosting of mobile applications). 
……………………………………………. 
(111) Mark number: 78135 
(730) Proprietor: SIGINON GROUP of P. O. Box 559553, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Classes: 35, 39 and 41  
(750) Address for service: Lehmann Associates of P. O. Box 58021 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
35 (Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions), 39 (Transport; 
packaging, storage of goods and travel arrangements) and 41 (Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) 
……………………………………………. 
(111) Mark number: 108208 
(730) Proprietor: HAPPY STAR VENTURES LIMITED of P. O. Box 75536 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Class: 5 
(750) Address for service:   
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under 
5 (Sanitary towels, diapers for babies and for incontinence; medicated shampoos, soaps, lotions and 
dentifrices) 
……………………………………………. 
(111) Mark number: 109654 
(730) Proprietor: SILVERLINE ACCESSORIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 310 - 000623, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Classes: 12 & 40 
(750) Address for service:   
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
12 (Motorcycle accessories, motorcycle spare parts and tyre sealants) and 40 (Manufacture of motorcycle 
accessories and spare parts being side mirrors, side covers, head and tail lamps, indicators and tyre 
sealants) 
……………………………………………. 
(111) Mark number: 118050 
(730) Proprietor: FOISON COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. Box 50697 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Classes: 1, 6, 9 and 20 
(750) Address for service:   
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(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
1 (Wood glue), 6 (Door locks, door inches), 9 (Steel tape measures, straight edge graduated rulers) and 20 
(Doorskin) 
……………………………………………. 
 (111) Mark number: 121432 
(730) Proprietor: BETTER COOKING COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. Box 1908 - 00502, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Classes: 3, 4, 11 and 21 
(750) Address for service:   
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under 
3 (Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotion; dentifrices), 4 (Industrial oils and 
greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels and illuminants; candles and 
wicks for lighting), 11 (Apparatus and installations for lighting, heating, cooling, steam generating, 
cooking, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes) and 21 (Household or kitchen utensils 
and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes);brush-making materials; articles for 
cleaning purposes; steel wool; unworked or semi worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, 
porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes)   
……………………………………………. 
 
11.6  Alteration 
 
(111) Mark number: 739 
(730) Proprietor: OBEROI HOTELS PVT LIMITED of 4, Mangoe Lane CULCUTTA, 700 001, India 
(511) Class: 43 
(750) Address for service: Muriu Mungai & Co. Advocates of P. O. Box 75362 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 

 
………………………………………………. 
(111) Mark number: 104152 
(730) Proprietor: WONDERHUB GROUP LIMITED of P. O. Box 22444 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Class: 36 
(750) Address for service:  
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 

 
………………………………………………. 
(111) Mark number: 111136 
(730) Proprietor: SHOP  ZETU  LIMITED of P. O. Box 25687 - 00603, Lavington, Kenya 
(511) Class: 25 
(750) Address for service:   
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 

 
………………………………………………. 
(111) Mark number: 118292 
(730) Proprietor: HELIUM HEALTH LIMITED of P.O. Box 14816 - 00800, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Classes: 9 & 42 
(750) Address for service:  Jared Kangwana & Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 14816 - 00800, Nairobi, Kenya 
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
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………………………………………………. 
(111) Mark number: 125200 
(730) Proprietor: NEDERLINKS ENTERPRISES LIMITED of Top Plaza Building, Kindaruma Road, P. O. Box 418 
City Square Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Class: 34 
(750) Address for service:   
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 

 
………………………………………………. 
 
11.7  Madrid Applications accepted for registration 
 

The following are the marks whose international registration has been notified to Kenya as a designated 
contracting Party by the International Bureau, World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and which are 
governed by the Madrid Agreement and the Madrid Protocol. The prescribed period of twelve (12) months and 
eighteen months (18) respectively for refusal of the marks commences from the notification date indicated 
herein for each mark. 
 
NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the registration of any of the marks may, in 
accordance with the provisions of rule 11(1) of the Trade Marks (International Registration) Rules 2003, file a 
notice of opposition within sixty (60) days from the date of this Journal on form TM. No. 6 (in duplicate) 
together with a fee of Ksh 5,000/= (Kenyan residents) or US$ 250 (non residents). 
 
The period of filing the notice of opposition may be extended by the Registrar of Trade Marks as prescribed in 
the Trade Mark Rules. Any request for such extension should be made to the Registrar before the expiry of the 
sixty (60) day statutory period. 
 
All the details of the marks advertised herein are available on WIPO’s website www.wipo.int/romarin 
 

(210): 563304 (151): 20/12/2022  
(511): 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 and 42 
(732): CARREFOUR of 93 avenue de Paris F-91300 MASSY, France  

  

(210): 787298 (151): 16/08/2002  
(511): 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44 and 45 
(732): Comité International Olympique of Château de Vidy CH-
1007 Lausanne, Switzerland  

THE OLYMPICS  

 

(210): 922088 (151): 05/05/2023  
(511): 29 
(732): Creamy Creation B.V. of Hoogeindsestraat 33 NL-5447 PE 
Rijkevoort, Netherlands  

  
 

http://www.wipo.int/romarin
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(210): 995327 (151): 17/05/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): Grimme Landmaschinenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG of 
Hunteburger Straße 32 49401 Damme, Germany  

  

(210): 1116401 (151): 17/07/2023  
(511): 11 
(732): Cosentino Global, S.L.U of Carretera A-334, Baza-Huércal-
Overa, Salida 60, Polígono Industrial (Edificio Oficinas) E-04850 
Cantoria (ALMERÍA), Spain  

COSENTINO  

 

(210): 1124539 (151): 17/07/2023  
(511): 11 
(732): Cosentino Global, S.L.U of Carretera A-334, Baza-Huércal-
Overa, Salida 60, Polígono Industrial (Edificio Oficinas) E-04850 
Cantoria (ALMERÍA), Spain  

DEKTON  

 

(210): 1162656 (151): 14/03/2023  
(511): 1, 2, 17 and 19 
(732): DAW SE of Roßdörfer Str. 50 64372 Ober-Ramstadt, 
Germany  

SYLITOL  

 

(210): 1292740 (151): 12/06/2023  
(511): 18 
(732): Cutter & Buck, Inc. of 101 Elliott Avenue West, Suite 100 
Seattle WA 98119, United States of America  

CUTTER & BUCK  

 

(210): 1401151 (151): 11/05/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Maurten AB of Arvid Wallgrens backe 20 SE-413 46 
Göteborg, Sweden  

MAURTEN  

 

(210): 1442878 (151): 06/01/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): HORTIMED, SIA of Elizabetes iela 2A-2 LV-1010 Riga, Latvia  

  
(210): 1487794 (151): 23/05/2023  
(511): 29 
(732): PROMASIDOR IP HOLDINGS LIMITED of Ebene Junction, Rue 
de la Démocratie, Ebène Ile Maurice, Mauritius  

  

(210): 1489851 (151): 14/04/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): ADVANCY GROUPE of 42 rue Washington F-75008 Paris, 
France  

ADVANCY  

 

(210): 1490678 (151): 14/04/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): ADVANCY GROUPE of 42 rue Washington F-75008 Paris, 
France  

  

 

(210): 1557798 (151): 25/05/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Tianyuan LIN of Room 302, Unit 2, Building 16, Yunjian New 
Village, Jiaojiang District, Taizhou City 322000 Zhejiang Province, 
China  

  

(210): 1569224 (151): 10/07/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): NOVARTIS AG of CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland  

FABHALTA  

 
(210): 1575998 (151): 16/05/2023  
(511): 32 
(732): Eneryeti Company, S.L. of Av. General Perón 32, 1º Izq. E-
28020 Madrid, Spain  

ENERYETI  

 

(210): 1636299 (151): 19/05/2023  
(511): 6 
(732): Epiroc Rock Drills Aktiebolag of SE-701 91 ÖREBRO, Sweden  

EVRYPART  
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(210): 1684294 (151): 01/06/2023  
(511): 27 
(732): Oriental Weavers Company For Carpet of Tenth of Ramadan 
City - Section B-1, Second Industrial area zone Sharkia 
Governorate, Egypt  

  
(210): 1698581 (151): 12/07/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): NOVARTIS AG of CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland  

  
(210): 1716176 (151): 18/01/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): RAEYCO bvba of Eikenstraat 206 B-2840 Rumst, Belgium    
(210): 1716504 (151): 30/01/2023  
(511): 2 
(732): African Brands Management GmbH of Liebigstrasse 53 
60323 Frankfurt am Main, Germany  

  
(210): 1716515 (151): 01/02/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Hechenbichler GmbH of Cusanusweg 7 A-6020 Innsbruck, 
Austria  

AMALGEROL  

 

(210): 1717353 (151): 30/01/2023  
(511): 29 
(732): AMERICAN GARDEN PRODUCTS, INC. of 25 WEST 31ST 
STREET 8TH FLOOR NEW YORK NY 10001, United States of America  

  
(210): 1717645 (151): 26/01/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as 
TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION) of 1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi 
Aichi-ken 471-8571, Japan  

BZ1C  

 

(210): 1717646 (151): 26/01/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as 
TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION) of 1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi 
Aichi-ken 471-8571, Japan  

BZ2C  

 

(210): 1717732 (151): 31/01/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): NIPPON SODA CO., LTD. of 2-1, Ohtemachi 2-chome, 
Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8165, Japan  

KINOPROL  

 

(210): 1719115 (151): 02/02/2023  
(511): 36 
(732): Aspiration Partners, Inc. of 4551 Glencoe Avenue, Ste. 300 
Marina Del Rey CA 90292, United States of America  

Aspiration Global  

 

(210): 1719649 (151): 03/02/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): EuroChem Agro GmbH of Reichskanzler-Müller-Straße 23 
68165 Mannheim, Germany  

fertiva  

 

(210): 1719834 (151): 31/01/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Xiamen ITG Materials Co., Ltd. of No. 11, Unit A, 431, Floor 
4, Building C, Xiamen International Shipping Center, Xiangyu Road 
No. 93, Xiamen Area, China (Fujian) Pilot Free Trade Zone 
Xiamen, Fujian, China  

GOLDHERON  
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(210): 1719835 (151): 31/01/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Xiamen ITG Materials Co., Ltd. of No. 11, Unit A, 431, Floor 
4, Building C, Xiamen International Shipping Center, Xiangyu Road 
No. 93, Xiamen Area, China (Fujian) Pilot Free Trade Zone 
Xiamen, Fujian, China  

LINEMAX  

 

(210): 1719941 (151): 16/05/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): OpenAI OpCo, LLC of 3180 18th Street, Suite 100 San 
Francisco CA 94110, United States of America  

CHATGPT  

 

(210): 1721031 (151): 25/01/2023  
(511): 35 
(732): Bittech B.V. of Dr. M.J. Hugenholtzweg 25, Unit 11, 
Country Curaçao Mailing address P.O. Box 578, Curaçao  

  

 
(210): 1721847 (151): 18/01/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): VFS Global Services PLC of 21 Dorset Square LONDON NW1 
6QE, United Kingdom  

  

(210): 1722279 (151): 24/01/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Downforce Technologies Limited of 2 Littlegate Street 
OXFORD OX1 1QT, United Kingdom  

  

(210): 1722373 (151): 08/03/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Magner Corporation of America of 41 West Street 
Middlefield CT 06455, United States of America  

MAGNER  

 

(210): 1723092 (151): 09/03/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Beiersdorf AG of Unnastr. 48 20253 Hamburg, Germany  

NIVEA TOTAL RELAX  

 
(210): 1723666 (151): 02/03/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Boehringer Ingelheim Vetmedica GmbH of 55218 Ingelheim, 
Germany  

SOLECTUS  

 

210): 1724147 (151): 09/03/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): CHANGZHOU E&E TURBO-POWER CO.,LTD. of NO. 80, 
QINGFEN ROAD, NEW DISTRICT, CHANGZHOU 213022 JIANGSU, 
China  

  
(210): 1724223 (151): 02/03/2023  
(511): 31 
(732): Tuinbouw Zonder Grenzen B.V. of Stationsstraat 8 NL-1749 
EH Warmenhuizen, Netherlands    
(210): 1724224 (151): 02/03/2023  
(511): 31 
(732): Tuinbouw Zonder Grenzen B.V. of Stationsstraat 8 NL-1749 
EH Warmenhuizen, Netherlands  

  
(210): 1724830 (151): 14/03/2023  
(511): 2 
(732): DAW SE of Roßdörfer Str. 50 64372 Ober-Ramstadt, 
Germany  

MALERIT  

 

(210): 1724875 (151): 20/04/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Fontaine Limited of c/o Tmf Group 8th Floor, 20 Farringdon 
Street London EC4A 4AB, United Kingdom  

CARMINA  

 

(210): 1725296 (151): 14/03/2023  
(511): 2 
(732): DAW SE of Roßdörfer Str. 50 64372 Ober-Ramstadt, 
Germany  

Thermosan  
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(210): 1726333 (151): 23/03/2023  
(511): 43 
(732): CFA Properties, Inc. of 5200 Buffington Road Atlanta GA 
30349, United States of America    
(210): 1726533 (151): 23/03/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Albaugh tovarna kemicnih izdelkov d.o.o. of Grajski trg 21 
SI-2327 Race, Slovenia  

NUCOP  

 

(210): 1727273 (151): 24/02/2023  
(511): 29 
(732): United Biscuits (UK) Limited of Building 3, Chiswick Park, 
566 Chiswick High Road, Chiswick London W4 5YA, United Kingdom  

GO AHEAD  

 

(210): 1728071 (151): 17/02/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): PayPal, Inc. of 2211 North First Street San Jose CA 95131, 
United States of America  

  

(210): 1728075 (151): 17/02/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): PayPal, Inc. of 2211 North First Street San Jose CA 95131, 
United States of America  

  
(210): 1728181 (151): 01/03/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): QINGDAO FOREMASTER RUBBER CO., LTD. of No. 857 1/F 
East Office Building, No. 45 Beijing Road, Qingdao Free Trade 
Zone 250101 Shandong Province, China  

  

(210): 1728182 (151): 01/03/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): QINGDAO FOREMASTER RUBBER CO., LTD. of No. 857 1/F 
East Office Building, No. 45 Beijing Road, Qingdao Free Trade 
Zone 250101 Shandong Province, China  

  

(210): 1728195 (151): 10/02/2023  
(511): 11 
(732): Shenzhen Zhongfuneng Electric Equipment Co., Ltd. of 4/F, 
1/F, NO. 9 Zhangbei Avenue, Zhangbei Village, Ailian Community, 
Longcheng Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen Guangdong, China  

  

(210): 1728268 (151): 17/02/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Skywell New Energy Vehicles Group Co.,Ltd. of No. 369 
Binhuai Avenue, Zhetang Town, Lishui District, Nanjing City 
211200 Jiangsu Province, China    
(210): 1728345 (151): 02/03/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): SHENZHEN ITZR TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. of Building 101, 
No. 1600003, Tangqian Industrial Zone, Zhangge community, 
Fucheng street, Longhua District, Shenzhen Guangdong, China  

  

 

(210): 1728421 (151): 10/02/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): CONTEMPORARY AMPEREX TECHNOLOGY CO., LIMITED of 
No. 2 Xingang Road, Zhangwan Town, Jiaocheng District, Ningde 
City Fujian Province, China  

  

(210): 1728424 (151): 01/03/2023  
(511): 37 
(732): Chery Automobile Co., Ltd. of 8 Changchun Road, Economy 
& Technology Development Zone, Wuhu City 241009 Anhui 
Province, China  
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(210): 1728569 (151): 17/02/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Wenzhou Gexin Sprocket Manufacturing Co., Ltd. of No. 
618, East 2nd Road, Gexiang New District, Economic Development 
Zone, Rui’an City, Wenzhou City 325200 Zhejiang Province, China  

  
(210): 1728631 (151): 23/02/2023  
(511): 10 
(732): Mingfeng Medical Systems Co., Ltd. of 1-2 F, Bldg. 5, 
No.129 Yifeng Rd., Hangzhou Economic and Technological 
Development Zone, Hangzhou Zhejiang, China  

  

 

(210): 1729924 (151): 19/04/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): REALITYO SYSTEMS LLC of 1209 ORANGE STREET 
WILMINGTON DE 19801, United States of America  

REALOS  

 

(210): 1730425 (151): 07/04/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Yanolja Cloud Korea Co., Ltd. of 42, Teheran-ro 108-gil, 
Gangnam-gu Seoul, Republic of Korea  

  
(210): 1730870 (151): 10/02/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): HollySys Group Co., Ltd. of Room 1501, Building 1, No.2 Di 
Sheng Middle Road, Economic-Technological Development Area 
Beijing, China  

HollySys  

 

(210): 1731378 (151): 28/02/2023  
(511): 8 
(732): SBM INTERNATIONAL TRADING FZCO of P.O.BOX:263136 
DUBAI, United Arab Emirates  

  

(210): 1731509 (151): 01/03/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Shenzhen I-Like Fine Chemical Co., Ltd. of RM 10C, Boxing 
Building, Qingshuihe 1st Rd, Qingshuihe Street, Luohu District, 
Shenzhen City Guangdong Province, China  

  

(210): 1731684 (151): 01/03/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): SHENZHEN BASEUS TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD of 2/F, Building 
B, Beisi Intelligence Park, No. 2008, Xuegang Road, Gangtou 
Community, Bantian Street, Longgang District 518100 Shenzhen, 
China  

  

(210): 1731753 (151): 14/04/2023  
(511): 35 
(732): HL Holdings Corporation of 46, Giheungdanji-ro, Giheung-
gu, Yongin-si Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea  

HL Mando  

 

(210): 1731879 (151): 28/02/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Bolt Technology OÜ of Vana-Lõuna tn 15 Kesklinna linnaosa 
EE-10134 Tallinn, Estonia  

  
(210): 1732114 (151): 04/01/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Hästens Sängar AB of Box 130 SE-731 23 Köping, Sweden  

HÄSTENS  

 
(210): 1732375 (151): 26/04/2023  
(511): 34 
(732): British American Tobacco (Brands) Limited of Globe House, 
4 Temple Place London WC2R 2PG, United Kingdom  

POP TUCK FEEL  

 

(210): 1732427 (151): 17/03/2023  
(511): 41 
(732): Bayer Aktiengesellschaft of Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 
Leverkusen, Germany    
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(210): 1732453 (151): 13/03/2023  
(511): 35 
(732): RIC SUN RENOVABLES S.L. of PASEO CASTELLANA, 91 - PISO 
4, OFICINA 4 E-28046 MADRID, Spain  

  
(210): 1732513 (151): 13/03/2023  
(511): 33 
(732): VAL D'OCA S.R.L. of Via per San Giovanni, 45 I-31049 
Valdobbiadene (Treviso), Italy  

  
(210): 1732734 (151): 20/04/2023  
(511): 25 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America    
(210): 1733002 (151): 14/04/2023  
(511): 39 
(732): Anglo American Technical &  Sustainability Services Ltd of 
17 Charterhouse Street London EC1N 6RA, United Kingdom  

VALUTRAXX  

 

(210): 1733183 (151): 14/07/2023  
(511): 6 
(732): NV BEKAERT SA of Bekaertstraat 2 B-8550 Zwevegem, 
Belgium  

  

 
(210): 1733300 (151): 06/01/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., 
LTD. of No. 18 Haibin Road, Wusha, Chang’an, Dongguan 
Guangdong, China  

  

 

(210): 1733330 (151): 20/07/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): BEIJING ORIENTAL YUHONG WATERPROOF TECHNOLOGY 
CO., LTD of No. 2 Jia, Shalingduan, Shunping Road, Shunyi District 
Beijing, China  

  

(210): 1733902 (151): 12/04/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): Yiwu Maikou Electric Appliance Co., Ltd. of Booth F3-
17187, International Trade City, China Small Commodity City, 
Futian Street, Yiwu City, Jinhua City Zhejiang Province, China  

  

 

(210): 1733903 (151): 19/05/2023  
(511): 21 
(732): SHUNMEI PLASTIC INDUSTRY CO., LTD. of Shuiyang, 
Yanjiang Town, Linhai, Taizhou 317000 Zhejiang, China  

  

 

(210): 1733977 (151): 26/04/2023  
(511): 16 
(732): Chao Li of No. 83, Feiquan Group, Feiquan Village, 
Xiaohuang Town, Dongxiang County, Fuzhou City 331800 Jiangxi 
Province, China  

  

 

(210): 1734129 (151): 12/04/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Chery Automobile Co., Ltd. of 8 Changchun Road, Economy 
& Technology Development Zone, Wuhu City 241009 Anhui 
Province, China  

  

 

(210): 1734158 (151): 13/04/2023  
(511): 34 
(732): Imiracle (ShenZhen) Technology Co., Ltd. of Room 1606, 
Office Building T5, Qianhai China Resources Financial Center, No. 
5035 Menghai Avenue, Nanshan Street Qianhai Hong Kong-
Shenzhen Cooperation, China  

MARYLIQ  
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(210): 1734173 (151): 25/04/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Qingyuan Oubo Cosmetics Co., Ltd. of No. 7, Guangtuo 
Street, Guangzhou (Qingyuan) Industrial Transfer Park, Shijiao 
Town, Qingcheng District, Qingyuan City Guangdong Province, 
China  

  

 

(210): 1734318 (151): 13/04/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): WUXI LEES POWER COMPANY LIMITED of XUGUIQIAO 
COMMUNITY, LUOSHE TOWN, HUISHAN DISTRICT, WUXI JIANGSU, 
China  

  

(210): 1735128 (151): 05/01/2023  
(511): 18 
(732): ANTA (CHINA) CO., LTD. of Dongshan Industrial Zone, 
Chidian Town, Jinjiang City Fujian Province, China  

  
(210): 1735382 (151): 12/05/2023  
(511): 35 
(732): ONPASSIVE TECHNOLOGIES L.L.C of Office No. 13401, 
Owned by Emaar Development, Burj Khalifa, Bur Dubai Dubai, 
United Arab Emirates  

  

(210): 1735542 (151): 26/04/2023  
(511): 14 
(732): Wendigo Production of 71 rue Allal ben Abdallah, 4ème 
étage Casablanca, Morocco  

Wendigo  

 

(210): 1736087 (151): 04/05/2023  
(511): 31 
(732): Stichting Disease Prevention Protocol (DPP) of 
Burgemeester Crezéelaan 40 NL-2678 KX De Lier, Netherlands  

  

(210): 1736151 (151): 02/05/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): MINDIGITAL TECHNOLOGY PTE. LTD. of 3 SHENTON WAY, 
#14-05 SHENTON HOUSE SINGAPORE 068805, Singapore  

  

 
(210): 1736203 (151): 09/01/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Euro Games Technology Ltd. of 4, "Maritsa" Str., "Vranya-
Lozen-Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia, Bulgaria  

  

 
(210): 1736271 (151): 20/04/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Ding Yuying of No. 798, Group 1, Chenguang Village, Yilaha 
Town, Nenjiang County, Heihe City 161400 Heilongjiang Province, 
China  

  

(210): 1736409 (151): 03/01/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Hästens Sängar AB of Box 130 SE-731 23 Köping, Sweden  

  

(210): 1736563 (151): 16/04/2023  
(511): 11 
(732): Shijiazhuang Feiyue Enviromental Technology Co., Ltd. of 
300 meters west, intersection of Central Road and Shiluan Street, 
Yehe Village, Yehe Town, Luancheng District, Shijiazhuang City 
051430 Hebei Province, China  

  

(210): 1736604 (151): 17/04/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): BINGO HAIR COSMETIC MANUFACTURE LTD. of Building A, 
#6, North 4th Rd., Heting Industrial Zone, Renhe Town, Baiyun 
District, Guangzhou 510470 Guangdong, China  

  

 
(210): 1736863 (151): 05/01/2023  
(511): 25 
(732): Fundación Grandes Valores of Bustamante #26, piso 4 
Providencia Región Metropolitana, Chile  
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(210): 1737072 (151): 12/04/2023  
(511): 36 
(732): Pyypl Group Holding LTD of PO Box 35665, Floor 34, Al 
Maqam Tower, Abu Dhabi Global Market Square, Al Maryah Island 
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates  

  
(210): 1738092 (151): 08/06/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Impact Immobilier Inc. of 100 Place La Millionnaire 
Mascouche QC J7L 0E5, Canada  

PRECIMAX  

 

(210): 1738314 (151): 08/06/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Impact Immobilier Inc. of 100 Place La Millionnaire 
Mascouche QC J7L 0E5, Canada  

OVERMAX  

 

(210): 1738342 (151): 20/04/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG of Rosentalstrasse 67 CH-
4058 Basel, Switzerland  

  

(210): 1738388 (151): 08/06/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): bse Engineering Leipzig GmbH of Mottelerstrasse 8 04155 
Leipzig, Germany  

FlexMethanol  

 

(210): 1738521 (151): 19/04/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Honor Device Co., Ltd. of Suite 3401, Unit A, Building 6, 
Shum Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, Hongli West Road, Xiangmihu Street, 
Futian District, Shenzhen 518040 Guangdong, China  

MagicRing  

 

(210): 1738589 (151): 08/06/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Impact Immobilier Inc. of 100 Place La Millionnaire 
Mascouche QC J7L 0E5, Canada  

NEXON UNDER CAR 

SPECIALTY  

(210): 1738761 (151): 25/05/2023  
(511): 44 
(732): Este Medical Group Ltd of 9 Portland Road BIRMINGHAM B16 
9HN, United Kingdom    
(210): 1738882 (151): 01/06/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Yara International ASA of Postboks 343 Skøyen N-0213 
OSLO, Norway  

YaraAmplix  

 

(210): 1739295 (151): 09/05/2023  
(511): 16 
(732): ALPITOUR S.P.A. of Via Ernesto Lugaro 15 I- Torino, Italy    

(210): 1739462 (151): 06/06/2023  
(511): 33 
(732): Bruichladdich Distillery Company Limited of The 
Bruichladdich Distillery Islay, Argyll PA49 7UN, United Kingdom  

  
(210): 1739614 (151): 12/06/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Panatrade LLC of 14129 The Merge Street, Building 3, Unit 
A Eastvale CA 92880, United States of America  

  

 

(210): 1739700 (151): 10/05/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Qiancheng Zhijia Tires Co., Ltd. of No. 1, South Side of 
Beihuan West Road, Dawang Town, Guangrao County 257000 
Dongying City, China  
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(210): 1739832 (151): 25/04/2023  
(511): 6 
(732): Shijiazhuang Shiqiao Electric Welding Materials Co., Ltd. of 
Gaoqian Shengli South St., Sijiazhuang Town, Luquan, 
Shijiazhuang Hebei, China  

  

(210): 1739833 (151): 28/04/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Honor Device Co., Ltd. of Suite 3401, Unit A, Building 6, 
Shum Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, Hongli West Road, Xiangmihu Street, 
Futian District, Shenzhen 518040 Guangdong, China  

  
(210): 1739869 (151): 27/04/2023  
(511): 6 
(732): Shandong Yongan Special Equipment Co., Ltd of Hedong 
Industrial Park, Linyi City Shandong Province, China  

  
(210): 1739930 (151): 06/05/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): He Dongxian of Room 101, Building 18, Jindiyueli Villa 
Area, Yanbu East Central Road, Dali Town, Nanhai District, Foshan 
City 528200 Guangdong Province, China  

  

210): 1740040 (151): 26/04/2023  
(511): 30 
(732): INNER MONGOLIA YILI INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO., LTD. of No. 
1 Jinshan Road, Jinshan Development Zone, Hohhot Inner Mongolia 
Autonomous Region, China  

  
(210): 1740061 (151): 06/05/2023  
(511): 6 
(732): Xinjiang Longbo Industrial Co., Ltd. of Room 602, 6th Floor, 
NO 531, Weixing Road, Urumqi Economic and Technical 
Development Zone Xinjiang, China  

  

 

(210): 1740062 (151): 21/04/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Shulei Biotechnology Co., Ltd. of Building A, No. 1118, 
Sanghai North Avenue, Xinqizhou Management Office, Ganjiang 
New District Straight Management Area Jiangxi Province, China  

  
(210): 1740067 (151): 23/04/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Xinchi Electric Group Co., Ltd. of Xinguang Industrial Zone, 
Liushi Town, Yueqing City Zhejiang Province, China  

  

(210): 1740068 (151): 25/04/2023  
(511): 8 
(732): Shijiazhuang Dragonhawk Tattoo Equipment Co., Ltd. of 1-
1-3001, Tianshan Jiufeng, Jiantong Street, Yuhua District, 
Shijiazhuang City Hebei Province, China  

  
(210): 1740304 (151): 26/05/2023  
(511): 32 
(732): Kenkoman Co., Ltd. of Shinjuku Nomura Building 32F, 1-26-
2, Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 163-0532, Japan  

  
(210): 1740341 (151): 31/05/2023  
(511): 37 
(732): SHIMIZU CORPORATION of 16-1, Kyobashi 2-chome, Chuo-ku 
Tokyo 104-8370, Japan  
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(210): 1740443 (151): 04/05/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Certis Belchim BV of Stadsplateau 16 NL-3521 AZ Utrecht, 
Netherlands  

  
(210): 1740600 (151): 26/05/2023  
(511): 18 
(732): PUNT ROMA, S.L. of C. de L'Overlocaire, 24-28 - Pol. Ind. E-
08302 Mataró, Spain  

  

 

(210): 1740815 (151): 03/05/2023  
(511): 33 
(732): Irish Distillers International Limited of Simmonscourt 
House, Simmonscourt Road, Ballsbridge Dublin 4, Ireland  

  
(210): 1740946 (151): 26/04/2023  
(511): 35 
(732): Hapag-Lloyd Aktiengesellschaft of Ballindamm 25 20095 
Hamburg, Germany  

Hapag  

 

(210): 1740960 (151): 04/05/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Certis Belchim BV of Stadsplateau 16 NL-3521 AZ Utrecht, 
Netherlands  

CERTIS BELCHIM  

 

(210): 1740979 (151): 29/05/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): BETTER WAY (THAILAND) COMPANY LIMITED of 210, 
Ramkhamhaeng Road, Rat Phatthana Sub-district 10240 Saphan 
Sung District, Bangkok, Thailand  

  
(210): 1741133 (151): 16/05/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): PRINX CHENGSHAN (SHANDONG) TIRE COMPANY LTD. of No. 
98, Nanshan North Road, Rongcheng, Weihai City 264300 Shandong 
Province, China  

  

(210): 1741163 (151): 26/05/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Beijing Ruide Kaizhuo Science and Technology Trading Co., 
Ltd. of No. 207, Room 1501, 12th Floor, Unit 1, No. 8 Building, 
Xiaoyunli, Chaoyang District Beijing, China  

  

(210): 1741198 (151): 26/05/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Beijing Ruide Kaizhuo Science and Technology Trading Co., 
Ltd. of No. 207, Room 1501, 12th Floor, Unit 1, No. 8 Building, 
Xiaoyunli, Chaoyang District Beijing, China  

  

(210): 1741200 (151): 26/05/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Beijing Ruide Kaizhuo Science and Technology Trading Co., 
Ltd. of No. 207, Room 1501, 12th Floor, Unit 1, No. 8 Building, 
Xiaoyunli, Chaoyang District Beijing, China  

  

(210): 1741201 (151): 26/05/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Beijing Ruide Kaizhuo Science and Technology Trading Co., 
Ltd. of No. 207, Room 1501, 12th Floor, Unit 1, No. 8 Building, 
Xiaoyunli, Chaoyang District Beijing, China  

  

 
(210): 1741208 (151): 26/05/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Beijing Ruide Kaizhuo Science and Technology Trading Co., 
Ltd. of No. 207, Room 1501, 12th Floor, Unit 1, No. 8 Building, 
Xiaoyunli, Chaoyang District Beijing, China  
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(210): 1741227 (151): 08/05/2023  
(511): 43 
(732): Wuxi Hanyan Catering Management Co., Ltd of No. 8 Hu Dai 
Road, Hu Dai Industrial Park, Binhu District, Wuxi City Jiangsu 
Province, China  

  

(210): 1741445 (151): 28/04/2023  
(511): 16 
(732): ZHONGSHAN FUZHOU PAPER AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS CO., 
LTD. of No. 16, Huanmao three road, Torch Development Zone, 
Zhongshan City 528400 Guangdong Province, China  

  

 

(210): 1741529 (151): 12/05/2023  
(511): 4 
(732): Linyi Lingong Machinery Group Co., Ltd. of 112 Huaxia 
Road, Economic and Technological Development Area, Linyi 
276027 Shandong, China  

  

(210): 1741538 (151): 28/04/2023  
(511): 16 
(732): ZHONGSHAN FUZHOU PAPER AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS CO., 
LTD of No. 16, Huanmao three road, Torch Development Zone, 
Zhongshan City 528400 Guangdong Province, China  

  
(210): 1741540 (151): 17/05/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): OnePlus Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. of 18C02, 18C03, 
18C04, and 18C05, Shum Yip Terra Building, Binhe Avenue North, 
Futian District, Shenzhen Guangdong, China  

OxygenOS Fold  

 

(210): 1741724 (151): 21/04/2023  
(511): 36 
(732): SUOL INNOVATIONS LTD of 41 Themistokli Dervi, Hawaii 
Tower, 1st floor, Office 106 CY-1066 Nicosia, Cyprus  

  

 
(210): 1741849 (151): 10/05/2023  
(511): 6 
(732): ROKETSAN ROKET SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI of 
KEMALPASA MAH. SEHIT YÜZBASI ADEM KUTLU CAD. ROKETSAN 21 
AA Elmadag Ankara, Turkey  

  

 

(210): 1741882 (151): 06/05/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Trina Solar Co., Ltd of No. 2 Trina Road, Trina PV Park, 
Xinbei District, Changzhou 213031 Jiangsu, China  

  

 

(210): 1741953 (151): 08/05/2023  
(511): 14 
(732): ROLEX SA of 3-5-7 rue François-Dussaud CH-1211 Genève 
26, Switzerland  

  
(210): 1742054 (151): 30/05/2023  
(511): 35 
(732): Dufry International AG (Dufry International SA) (Dufry 
International Ltd) of Brunngässlein 12 CH-4052 Basel, Switzerland  

FROM A STORE TO A 

STORY  

 
(210): 1742101 (151): 09/06/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): stashcat GmbH of c/o secunet Security Networks 
Aktiengesellschaft, Kurfürstenstraße 58 45138 Essen, Germany  

STASHCAT  

 

(210): 1742534 (151): 05/06/2023  
(511): 14 
(732): Montres Tudor SA of Rue François-Dussaud 3 CH-1211 
Genève 26, Switzerland  

PELAGOS ULTRA  
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(210): 1743289 (151): 15/06/2023  
(511): 35 
(732): Plan Limited of Dukes Court, Block A Duke Street WOKING, 
Surrey GU21 5BH, United Kingdom  

  
(210): 1743545 (151): 13/06/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

APPLE IMMERSIVE 

VIDEO  

(210): 1744183 (151): 12/07/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Wang, Qiaoling of No.303, Gate 1, Building 1, Lingfengli, 
Xihu Road, Nankai District 300193 Tianjin, China  

Oimmal  

 

(210): 1744219 (151): 01/06/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): AISSO LTD. of 9-4 Hiratobashi-cho Eiwa, Toyota-shi Aichi 
4700331, Japan  

  
(210): 1744246 (151): 10/07/2023  
(511): 11 
(732): VERTIV CORPORATION of 505 N. Cleveland Avenue 
Westerville OH 43082, United States of America  

HYDROMOD  

 

(210): 1744714 (151): 19/06/2023  
(511): 11 
(732): SIMPOLO VITRIFIED PRIVATE LIMITED of Old Ghuntu Road, 
Morbi Gujarat 363642, India  

  
(210): 1745098 (151): 09/06/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): S.C.P. INNOVATION PI of 20, avenue de Fontvieille, c/o 
Monaco Business Center MC-98000 Monaco, Monaco  

BONNE ÉTOILE  

 

(210): 1745149 (151): 28/06/2023  
(511): 31 
(732): Mealberry GmbH of Am Wasserturm 4 08233 Treuen, 
Germany  

LITTLE ONE  

 

(210): 1745426 (151): 01/06/2023  
(511): 31 
(732): Agro Trade for Import and Export of Apartment 40 - Fifth 
Floor, 6 Kobry El Kobba St., El Waily Cairo, Egypt  

  
(210): 1745504 (151): 02/06/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): VE PERFUMERY KOZMETIK SANAYI ANONIM SIRKETI of ORTA 
MAH. 30 AGUSTOS CAD. 53 1 TUZLA ISTANBUL, Turkey  

  
(210): 1745768 (151): 30/06/2023  
(511): 34 
(732): Shenzhen Taodoutang Trading Co., Ltd of A1002-07, ABCD, 
Building 3, Tian ’an Yungu Industrial Park Phase I, Gangtou 
Community, Bantian Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen 518000 
Guangdong Province, China  

  

(210): 1745770 (151): 26/05/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Beijing Ruide Kaizhuo Science and Technology Trading Co., 
Ltd. of No. 207, Room 1501, 12th Floor, Unit 1, No. 8 Building, 
Xiaoyunli, Chaoyang District Beijing, China  

  

 

(210): 1745794 (151): 26/05/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Jinko Solar Co., Ltd. of No. 1 Yingbin Road, Shangrao 
Economic Development Zone, Shangrao City Jiangxi Province, 
China  

SUNTANK  
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(210): 1745801 (151): 01/06/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): HEBEI SHANGHONG METERS TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD of Room 
2-2502, Wanxiang Tiancheng Business Plaza, No. 15 Yuhua West 
Road, Qiaoxi District, Shijiazhuang City Hebei Province, China  

  
(210): 1745809 (151): 29/06/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): Hunan Wuxin Tunnel Intelligent Equipment Co., Ltd. of No. 
18-1 Panpan Road, Economic and Technological Development 
Zone, Changsha 410007 Hunan Province, China  

Uniroc  

 

(210): 1745810 (151): 26/05/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): Beijing Ruide Kaizhuo Science and Technology Trading Co., 
Ltd. of No. 207, Room 1501, 12th Floor, Unit 1, No. 8 Building, 
Xiaoyunli, Chaoyang District Beijing, China  

  

210): 1745814 (151): 06/06/2023  
(511): 6 
(732): Shijiazhuang Shiqiao Electric Welding Materials Co., Ltd. of 
Gaoqian Shengli south St., Sijiazhuang Town, Luquan, Shijiazhuang 
Hebei, China  

  
(210): 1745871 (151): 29/05/2023  
(511): 6 
(732): Yuhuan JinLai Brass Industrial Co., Ltd. of Mashan Village, 
Chumen Town, Yuhuan City Zhejiang Province, China    
(210): 1745876 (151): 06/06/2023  
(511): 35 
(732): Chongqing Xinhuahui Industrial Co., Ltd of 002-05/02, 
opposite the sewage treatment plant in the county town cluster of 
Dianjiang Industrial Park 400000 Chongqing, China  

  

 

(210): 1745936 (151): 05/06/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. of Administration 
Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District 
Shenzhen, China  

AITO  

 

(210): 1745977 (151): 24/05/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Li lingling of Room 801, No. 1, Baiyi Lane, Liwan District, 
Guangzhou City 510000 Guangdong Province, China    
(210): 1745993 (151): 30/05/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): Shanghai New Power Automotive Technology Company 
Limited of No. 2636 Jungong Road, Yangpu District Shanghai, 
China  

  
(210): 1746045 (151): 10/06/2023  
(511): 42 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

SPATIAL MEMORIES  

 

(210): 1746076 (151): 13/06/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): MOTUL of 119 boulevard Félix Faure F-93300 Aubervilliers, 
France  

  

(210): 1746102 (151): 05/06/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): FUJIAN BBC INC of Blue Dragonfly Industrial Park, Luoxi, 
Luojiang District, Quanzhou City 362000 Fujian Province, China  
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(210): 1746105 (151): 26/06/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Shantou Wesheda Cosmetics Co., Ltd. of Jiaoxi Industrial 
Zone, Lianxia Town, Chenghai District, Shantou City 515800 
Guangdong Province, China  

QUIYUM  

 

(210): 1746124 (151): 25/05/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): Zhejiang Jiaxing Jesun Digital Technology Co., Ltd of 203, 
2nd Floor, Block A, Xiuzhou Shanghui Building, 225# Xinping Road, 
Xincheng Street, Xiuzhou District, Jiaxing 314000 Zhejiang, China  

  

 

(210): 1746143 (151): 02/06/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. of Administration 
Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District 
Shenzhen, China  

OceanCyber  

 

(210): 1746285 (151): 04/07/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Heidelberg Materials AG of Berliner Str. 6 69120 
Heidelberg, Germany  

  

 

(210): 1746407 (151): 26/06/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Shanghai Weihonghang Culture Communication Co., Ltd. of 
1st Floor, Building 1, No. 947, Jinle Road, Baoshan District 201901 
Shanghai, China  

MGALL  

 

(210): 1746448 (151): 12/06/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): LX Pumps North America Inc. of 3-390 Steelcase Rd E 
Markham ON L3R 1G2, Canada  

LINGXIAO  

 

(210): 1746530 (151): 20/07/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): SHENZHEN OSDIN ELECTRONIC CO., LIMITED of 3A16, No. 1, 
3rd Floor, Kangle Building, No. 1026, Huaqiang North Road, 
Fuqiang Community, Huaqiang North Street, Futian District, 
Shenzhen 518000 Guangdong, China  

  
(210): 1746534 (151): 25/06/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Honor Device Co., Ltd. of Suite 3401, Unit A, Building 6, 
Shum Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, Hongli West Road, Xiangmihu Street, 
Futian District, Shenzhen 518040 Guangdong, China  

  

 

(210): 1746537 (151): 09/06/2023  
(511): 19 
(732): Phom Mcm Co.,Ltd of Room 202, Block A, No.62, Nan Yun 
Er Road, Science City, Huangpu District, Guangzhou Guangdong, 
China  

  

 

(210): 1746614 (151): 07/06/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): SHENZHEN XUNWEIJIA TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO., 
LTD. of Room 1104, Taoxia Jinhua Building, Gaofeng Community, 
Dalang Street, Longhua, Shenzhen 518110 Guangdong, China  

  

 

(210): 1746650 (151): 26/06/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Zhu Jianyong of No. 10, Gaoxin South 4th Road, Nanshan 
District, Shenzhen City 518000 Guangdong Province, China    
(210): 1746787 (151): 07/07/2023  
(511): 31 
(732): Enza Zaden Beheer B.V. of Haling 1E NL-1602 DB 
Enkhuizen, Netherlands  
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(210): 1746839 (151): 07/06/2023  
(511): 30 
(732): Liu Yingxia of No. 20-6 Shengli Community, New Xialu 
Street, Xialu District, Huangshi Hubei Province, China  

  
(210): 1746884 (151): 31/05/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Yu Zili of No. L33, Shangcheng Avenue, Futian Street, Yiwu 
City, Jinhua City Zhejiang Province, China  

  

(210): 1747298 (151): 14/07/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Heidelberg Materials AG of Berliner Str. 6 69120 
Heidelberg, Germany  

Heidelberg Materials  

 

(210): 1747302 (151): 14/07/2023  
(511): 33 
(732): BELLES MARKS LTD of Artemidos 3-5, ARTEMIDOS TOWER, 
1st floor, Flat/Office 101 CY-6020 Larnaca, Cyprus  

JA.AR The Single Malt  

 

(210): 1747441 (151): 18/07/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, 
United States of America  

  
(210): 1747450 (151): 18/07/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Heidelberg Materials AG of Berliner Str. 6 69120 
Heidelberg, Germany  

  

 

(210): 1747476 (151): 13/06/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): MOTUL of 119 boulevard Félix Faure F-93300 Aubervilliers, 
France  

MOTUL NGEN  

 

(210): 1747581 (151): 11/07/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): Anglo American Woodsmith Limited of 17 Charterhouse 
Street London EC1N 6RA, United Kingdom  

  

(210): 1747784 (151): 14/07/2023  
(511): 36 
(732): KOMATSU LTD. of 3-6, 2-chome, Akasaka, Minato-ku Tokyo 
107-8414, Japan  

  

 

(210): 1747793 (151): 13/06/2023  
(511): 32 
(732): NINGXIA DAYAO JIABIN BEVERAGE CO., LTD. of Room 208, 
No. 41, Xiangyang Street, High-Tech Industrial Park, Dawukou 
District, Shizuishan City 010000 Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region, 
China    
(210): 1748224 (151): 07/06/2023  
(511): 10 
(732): AH License ApS of Høgevej 19 DK-3400 Hillerød, Denmark  

Bibs  

 
(210): 1748553 (151): 31/05/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): International Business Machines Corporation of New 
Orchard Road Armonk NY 10504, United States of America  

  
(210): 1748571 (151): 17/07/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): MOTUL of 119 boulevard Félix Faure F-93300 Aubervilliers, 
France  

MOTUL EGEN  

 

 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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12.0 General Information 

 
1. Patent, Utility Models and Industrial Design fees. 
 
The following is a list of various fees payable under the Industrial Property Regulations, 2002 
 
Patents 

 Local (Kshs) Foreign USD 

Filing fee (full specification) 3, 000 150 

Provisional application filing fee 1, 000 50 

Substantive examination request 5, 000 250 

Publication fee  3, 000 150 

Grant fee 3, 000 150 

Annual renewal fee -2nd year – (varies according to years) 2, 000 300 

 
Utility Models 

 Local (Kshs) Foreign USD 

Filing fee (full specification) 1, 000 50 

Provisional application filing fee 500 50 

Publication fee  3, 000 150 

Registration fee 3, 000 150 

Annual renewal fee -2nd year – (varies according to years) 1, 000 50 

 
Industrial Designs 

 Local (Kshs) Foreign USD 

Filing fee 3, 000 150 

Publication fee  3, 000 150 

Registration fee 1, 000 50 

Renewal fee (after five years from application date) 10, 000 500 

 
The complete list of fees is available on the Institute website: www.kipi.go.ke. 
 
2. African Regional Intellectual Property Organization (ARIPO) 

ARIPO is a regional body established by African governments to have a central office to among other things, 
process and grant industrial property rights on behalf of member states. ARIPO grants patents, utility models 
and industrial designs on behalf of Kenya. Currently, ARIPO consists of the following 16 member states; 
Botswana, Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia Sierra Leone, Sudan, 
Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Kenyan applicants are required by law to first file with 
the Institute before filing with ARIPO. ARIPO secretariat is located in Harare Zimbabwe. 

The complete fee schedule for ARIPO is available on their website http://www.aripo.org. The following are 
the fees an applicant is required to pay immediately on application. 

 Patents Utility Models Industrial Designs 

Filing fee  USD 250   USD 100  USD 50 

Designation fee (multiply with 
no. of designated countries) 

 USD 75   USD 20  USD 10 

Transmission fee  Kshs 5000 Kshs 5000 Kshs 5000 

 
3. Patent Cooperation Treaty 

The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) is an international patent protection treaty consisting of over 140 
member states. PCT is administered by the World Intellectual Property Organization in Geneva Switzerland. 
PCT makes it possible for an applicant to seek patent protection for an invention simultaneously in any of the 
selected member states by filing one application. PCT is a filing system and does not grant patents on behalf of 
the member states. Applications must enter national phase in the selected member states. In the national 
phase, the applicant is required to pay the prescribed national fees in the said member states. Further, in 

http://www.kipi.go.ke/
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=37:botswana&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=38:gambia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=39:ghana&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=40:kenya&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=41:lesotho&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=67:liberia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=42:malawi&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=43:mozambique&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=44:namibia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=45:sierra-leone&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=47:sudan&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=48:swaziland&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=49:tanzania&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=50:uganda&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=51:zambia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=52:zimbabwe&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/
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some member states, a foreign applicant is required to have a resident agent. The PCT fees as of 1st May 2011 
are as follows: 

Type of fee Fee Fee waivers 

International filing fee USD 1, 367 or CHF 1330 90% waiver for a natural person from 
Kenya 

Search fees 

(only one search 
authority needs to be 
selected by applicant) 

Austria  USD 2, 443  75% waiver for natural a person from 
Kenya 

Australia USD 1, 837 None 

China USD 314 None 

European 
Patent 
office 

USD 2, 443 75% waiver for a natural person from 
Kenya 

Sweden USD 2, 443 None 

Transmittal fee Kshs 5000 - 

More information is available on the PCT website www.wipo.int/pct/en  

4. Kenya is a signatory to the following Treaties related to industrial property rights: 

 
No. Treaty Year of accession/ratification  

1. 1
. 
The Lusaka Agreement, establishing the African 
Regional Intellectual Property Organization 

15th February 1978 

2.  The Protocol on Patents and Industrial Designs 
(Harare Protocol)  

24th October 1984 

3.  The Paris Convention for Protection of Industrial 
Property 

14th June, 1965 

4.  The World Intellectual Property Organization 
Convention  

5th October 1971 

5.  Nairobi Treaty on the Protection of the Olympic 
Symbol 

25th September 1982 

6.  The Patent Cooperation Treaty  8th June 1994 

7.  The Madrid Agreement Concerning the 
International Registration of Marks 

26th June 1998 

8.  The Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement 
Concerning the International Registration of 
Marks 

26th June 1998 

9.  The Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual 
Property Rights Agreement 

1st January 1995 

 
5. Trade Marks Forms and Fees 

The following are some of the prescribed forms and the respective fees under the Trade Marks Rules: 

 

 Description of fee Local Fee 
Kshs 

Foreign Fee 
US$ 

Corresponding 
form 

1. Application fee for an application to 
register a trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
4, 000 
3,000 

 
  
200 
150 

 
 TM 2 

2. Fee for registration of a trade mark 
under r. 60(1): 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 
 

 
 
2, 000 
1, 500 

 
 
150 
100 

 
- 

http://www.wipo.int/pct/en
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3. Fee for filing a notice of opposition to 
an application to register a trade 
mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
5000 
4000 

 
 
 
250 
200 

TM 6 

4. Fee for filing a counter statement: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
4, 000 
3, 000 

 
200 
150 

TM 7 

5.  Fee for renewal of a registration of a 
trade mark under r.64(1), 67 or 68 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
4, 000 
3, 000 

 
 
200 
150 

TM 10 

6.  Application fee for an application, 
under r. 71, to register an assignment 
or transmission, for each trade mark 
assigned or transmitted: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
3, 000 
2,000 

 
 
 
 
150 
100 

TM 14 

7 Application fee for an application, 
under r. 95, to register a person as a 
registered user of a registered trade 
mark, for each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
6, 000 
5,000 

 
 
 
 
300 
250 

TM 48 

8. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 81(1), 85(2) or 101(2), to 
alter the trade or business address of 
the proprietor or a registered user, 
for each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
 
2, 000 
1, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
100 
  50 

TM 17 

9.  Application fee for an application, 
under r. 82(1) and section 29, 30, 35 
or 36 of the Act, for the making, 
expunging or varying of an entry in 
the register, for each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
 
6, 000 
5, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
300 
250 

TM 25 

10. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 85(2) or 101(2), to make a 
correction to the Register for which a 
fee is not otherwise specified, for 
each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
 
2, 000 
1, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
150 
  50 

TM 19 

11. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 85(2) or 101(2), to change 
the name or description of the 
proprietor or a registered user: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
3, 000 
 500 

 
 
 
 
150 
 50 

TM 20 

12. Fee for appointing an agent, under r. 
14(2), to act in a proceeding or 
matter before or affecting the 
Registrar 

 
 
1, 000 
 

 
 
50 

TM 1 

13. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 102, for an extension of 
time, other than an extension of time 
prescribed by rule 76: 
 
a. extension not exceeding 30 days  

 
 
 
 
 
1, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
50 

TM 53 
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b. extension exceeding 30 days but 
not exceeding 60 days  
 
c. extension exceeding 60 days  

 
2, 000 
 
3, 000 

 
100 
 
150 

14. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 108, to amend a document 
or drawing or other representation, 
for each trademark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
2, 000 
1, 000 

 
 
 
 
100 
  50 

TM 19 

15. Fee for preliminary advice of the 
Registrar under r. 20(1): 
 for the first class 
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
3, 000 
2, 000 

 
 
150 
  50 

TM 27 

 
Notes:  
1. A foreign fee is payable if the person paying the fee or on whose behalf the fee is being paid does 

not reside in Kenya and does not have a principal place of business in Kenya. 
2. All the prescribed forms and the respective fees payable for matters under the Trade Marks Act and 

Rules are available at www.kipi.go.ke 
 
6. The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 
(Nice Classification) 
 
The Nice Classification is established under the Nice Agreement Concerning the International Classification of 
Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks, one of the treaties administered by the World 
Intellectual Property Organization. The Nice Classification was established by an Agreement concluded at a 
Diplomatic Conference held in Nice on 15th June 1957. Kenya has not ratified the Agreement. However, section 
6 of the Trade Marks Act provides that goods and services in respect of which registration of a mark is applied 
for shall be classified in accordance with the Nice Classification. The following are the class headings under 
the Nice Classification:  
 
Nice Classification (10th Edition) 
C L A S S H E A D I N G S 
 
GOODS 
 
Class 1 Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and 

forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing 
compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving 
foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry 
 

Class 2 Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; 
colorants; mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, 
decorators, printers and artists 
 

Class 3 Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices  
 

Class 4 Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels 
(including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting 
 

Class 5 Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary 
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides 
 

Class 6 Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; 
materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; 
ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of 
common metal not included in other classes; ores 

http://www.kipi.go.ke/
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Class 7 Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling 

and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than 
hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic vending machines 
 

Class 8 Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors 
 

Class 9 Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating 
machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing 
apparatus 
 

Class 10 Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and 
teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials 
 

Class 11 Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, 
water supply and sanitary purposes 

 
Class 12 

 
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water 
 

Class 13 Firearms; ammunition and projectiles; explosives; fireworks 
 

Class 14 Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included 
in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments 
 

Class 15 Musical instruments 
 

Class 16 Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed 
matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household 
purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not 
included in other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks 
 

Class 17 Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not 
included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping 
and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal 
 

Class 18 Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other 
classes; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; 
whips, harness and saddlery 
 

Class 19 Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and 
bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal 
 

Class 20 Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, 
cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of pearl, meerschaum and 
substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics 
 

Class 21 Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint 
brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-
worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not 
included in other classes 
 

Class 22 Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other 
classes); padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile 
materials 
 

Class 23 Yarns and threads, for textile use 
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Class 24 Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers 

 
Class 25 Clothing, footwear, headgear 

 
Class 26 Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 

flowers 
 

Class 27 Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall 
hangings (non-textile) 
 

Class 28 Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; 
decorations for Christmas trees 
 

Class 29 Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and 
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats 
 

Class 30 Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made 
from cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice 
 

Class 31 Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes; live 
animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; 
malt 
 

Class 32 Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit 
juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages 
 

Class 33 Alcoholic beverages (except beers) 
 

Class 34 Tobacco; smokers’ articles; matches 
 
SERVICES 
Class 35 Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions 

 
Class 36 Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs 

 
Class 37 Building construction; repair; installation services 

 
Class 38 Telecommunications 

 
Class 39 Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement 

 
Class 40 Treatment of materials 

 
Class 41 Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities 

 
Class 42 Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial 

analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software 
 

Class 43 Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation 
 

Class 44 
 
 
Class 45 

Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry services 
 
Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; security 
services for the protection of property and individuals 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 
END OF DOCUMENT 

 
 


